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I    ABSTRACT  
of the thesis in partial fulfilment of the requirements  
for the Degree of Doctor of Philosophy 
Aude sapere - From Knowledge Management to Strategic Competence 
in Organisations 
 
An Analysis of Small and Medium Enterprises in New Zealand and the United 
Kingdom Based on an Original Knowledge Management Model 
 
By Christian Handtrack 
This study set out to provide important empirical evidence on the role of knowledge 
management (KM) within Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs) in New Zealand and 
the United Kingdom and to explore how such companies handle their planning and 
strategic choices. In today’s knowledge economies the management of knowledge has 
become vital. In the context of SMEs, this is even more critical because they often 
operate under difficult conditions and are subject to global pressures from large 
corporations and demanding customers. In spite of the significance of SMEs as essential 
for any nation’s growth and success, and even though many scholars and business 
managers claim that knowledge management is highly relevant for SMEs, there has 
been little research about this concept in SMEs, in general, and in New Zealand, in 
particular. The few studies in the literature conclude that this concept is mostly 
neglected by SMEs even though it is vital and has high potential benefits for them. 
A quantitative research method approach was adopted. Self-completion questionnaires 
were sent to the senior management of firms with 100 employees or less, from a cross-
section of industries. As part of this process an original knowledge management model 
was developed. The basic research questions were deduced from this model and the 
items in the questionnaire were created to answer these research questions.  
In New Zealand, a total of 417 SMEs were contacted by mail and 180 useable 
questionnaires were returned. In the United Kingdom, 1268 SMEs were contacted and 
241 useable responses were received. The response rates of 43.2% in New Zealand, of 
19% for the United Kingdom and of 25% in total, are satisfactory. Therefore, the basis 
of this study was a large (421 responses) and high quality transnational sample, which 
allowed for sound quantitative analyses. 
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The claim by previous researchers that knowledge management in the SME sector is not 
yet fully developed appears to be supported by the results of this research. The large 
majority of respondents regard themselves as not familiar enough with the concept of 
knowledge management to actually benefit from it in practice. Even though the 
respondents in both countries seem to appreciate knowledge management as a relevant 
and useful concept with potential, many do not seem to be sufficiently informed about 
this concept. Few have a knowledge management initiative in place or are planning or 
in the process of setting up one. The responses, which vary little between the two sub-
samples, point to a short-term rather than a long-term management perspective being 
dominant. Major barriers in terms of the deliberate creation and sharing of knowledge 
are a lack of time and higher importance given to daily operational activities. The 
respondents - predominantly senior managers - indicate that they primarily consider 
themselves to be responsible for ensuring that knowledge is captured and shared and 
relatively little responsibility is given to other employees or specialists. SMEs do apply 
several aspects of knowledge management, however, this is generally informal and with 
an operational rather than a strategic focus. From the responses it is apparent that 
knowledge is shared internally mostly via people-based mechanisms. More advanced 
measures such as the systematic collection, organisation and storage of knowledge are 
less common. The results indicate a number of differences between the respondents. In 
this regard it is most evident that the more familiar respondents are with the concept of 
knowledge management the more proactive they are in terms of managing knowledge 
on an operational and strategic level.  
This transnational research strongly links knowledge management to strategy and it 
clarifies how this concept can impact the formulation of strategy and the strategic 
competence of SMEs. Therefore, the results add new knowledge to the areas of SME 
research and strategic knowledge management. 
 
Key words: Strategic knowledge management, Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs), 
New Zealand, United Kingdom, holistic knowledge management model (HKMM) 
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1. CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
1.1 The general framework for this thesis  
Knowledge is vital for humankind, homo sapiens – the thinking man. It was critical for 
our ancestors in terms of, for instance, how to light a fire and, nowadays, knowledge is 
seminal for all economic activities in modern businesses including Small and Medium 
Enterprises (SMEs). Therefore, efforts have to be undertaken to improve the 
management of knowledge because strategic competencies are fundamentally based on 
it. This introduction outlines why knowledge management (KM) is important for SMEs 
and discusses the major gaps in the literature. It also refers to various sections of this 
thesis where further, more detailed, arguments are presented. 
1.2 The importance of knowledge management for all kinds of 
organisations including Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs) 
The concept of knowledge management as an arena of theory and practice has grown 
tremendously enjoying an explosion of interest by many researchers. The number of 
international publications dealing with this and related issues shows that this concept 
has matured to a central topic in strategy and organisational research over the last two 
decades (Davenport & Prusak, 1998; Davidson & Voss, 2002; Despres & Chauvel, 
2000; McAdam & Reid, 2001; Salojärvi, Furu & Sveiby, 2005; Scholl, König, Meyer & 
Heisig, 2004; Swan & Newell, 2000; Zhou & Fink, 2003). Various scholars point to 
KM’s importance and link it to firm performance: Earl (2001) states that knowledge 
resources may be seen as “the essence of a firm’s strategy” (p. 227). Bontis (1998) 
stresses the strategic impact of knowledge and its management and argues that there is a 
causal link between the dimensions of intellectual capital and business performance. 
Krogh (1998) and Earl (2001) assert that a company’s performance depends on its 
ability to innovate from its knowledge resources. Kaplan and Norton (2004) state that 
intangible assets influence a firm’s performance by enhancing the internal processes 
most critical to creating value for customers and shareholders. Wiklund and Shepherd 
(2003) discovered that knowledge-based resources are positively related to firm 
performance and that a firm’s entrepreneurial strategic orientation enhances this 
relationship. Darroch (2005) found that firms with KM capability use resources more 
efficiently and are more innovative and perform better. Evidence from the 
biotechnology industry by DeCarolis and Deeds (1999) suggests that there is a positive 
relationship between the stocks and flows of organizational knowledge and firm 
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performance. The link between KM and firm performance is further developed by 
Bogner & Bansal (2007). They found that elements of an effective KM system and the 
simultaneous focus on both the outcomes and the process of KM make a positive 
contribution to improving firm performance. Wong and Aspinwall (2004b) state that if 
KM is aligned with the organisational business strategy it creates value and Salojärvi et 
al. (2005) reason that KM maturity is positively correlated to growth. Sveiby (1997), 
Stewart (1997) and Stovel and Bontis (2002) argue that nowadays an ever-growing 
percentage of people are ‘knowledge workers’: they are key personnel, and information 
and knowledge are both their raw material and product. Also, practising managers in 
various organisations, including SMEs, indicate that employees’ knowledge and its 
management and embodiment in the processes and outputs is critical to ongoing 
organisational prosperity and survivability (Davenport & Prusak, 1998; Earl & Scott, 
1999; Goh, 2002; McAdam & Reid, 2001; McCann & Buckner, 2004; Krogh, Nonaka 
& Aben, 2001; Zhou & Fink, 2003). Consequently, this development of knowledge has 
become the core of value creation and reflects the urgent need for organisations of all 
kinds, no matter from what industry, how knowledge intensive2, non-profit, public or 
for-profit, to leverage their employees’ knowledge more effectively (McKinlay, 2005; 
Stewart, 1997; Zhou & Fink, 2003).  
Various studies have not only shown that KM awareness or maturity, and a more 
comprehensive and strategic approach to knowledge, is positively related to growth and 
firm performance in general, which was argued in the paragraph above, but also that this 
relationship is valid for SMEs, as well. Previous research has indicated that the success 
of SMEs can be linked to how well they deliberately – hence, knowingly - manage their 
knowledge (Desouza & Awazu, 2006; Salojärvi et al., 2005) and that a more systematic 
approach to knowledge management in SMEs has a high potential to increase their 
performance and success (McAdam & Reid, 2001; Salojärvi et al., 2005). Stewart 
(1997) and Bontis and Fitz-enz (2002) state that in the knowledge economy investing in 
human capital – hence, in knowledge – is the most effective way to increase 
productivity. Another reason why knowledge management is vital for SMEs is that the 
external world, for example lending institutions, investors, suppliers and customers, 
                                                     
2 This means that labour is more important than capital as a production input (Hari et al., 2005). Market 
values of knowledge-intensive firms are often several times their accounting value (Davenport & Völpel, 
2001). The “Tobin’s q” ratio between a company’s market value and its replacement value (i.e., the cost 
of replacing its assets) gives an approximation of this knowledge intensity of a firm; e. g. a software or 
consulting firm could have a ratio of 7.00 and a steel company of 1.00 (Bontis, 1998). 
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frequently judge them on their knowledge, knowledge-exploitation capabilities and 
innovative potentials (Desouza & Awazu, 2006). 
Not only is knowledge management vital for SMEs because of the significance of the 
concept itself and the fact that it does work for them but also due to the importance of 
SMEs. First, SMEs are indispensable to many economies, in general, and to the 
economies of New Zealand and the United Kingdom, in particular (see section 2.3.2.2). 
Secondly, SMEs are both vulnerable and unstable because they act under difficult 
conditions and usually have resource constraints and various competitive forces. 
External pressures like globalisation, the shift in the nature and pace of competition, the 
compression of product life cycles, rising customer expectations, the proliferation and 
availability of information (see section 2.2.1), as well as internal pressures like the 
changing nature of organisational forms or workforce dynamics (see section 2.3.1), have 
prompted organisations worldwide to look for new ways of how to adapt. 
Furthermore, it needs to be made clear that SMEs, which generally feel the competitive 
challenges more strongly than large firms, have various possibilities to respond in this 
respect. The universal objective of all companies, irrespective of their size, is to build 
up sustainable strategic competencies, in rare cases even competitive advantages, and 
the ability to exploit them (see section 2.2.2). All the possibilities of creating sustainable 
competitiveness are based on one main factor: knowledge, and all the benefits derived 
from KM tend to point into the same direction, towards improvement and value 
creation. Consequently, the majority of scholars agree that knowledge is essential to any 
kind of organisation, including SMEs, because it is at the core of value creation and is a 
key asset for success in the 21st century (see sections 2.2 & 2.4.2). SMEs particularly 
need to rely on knowledge as a foundation for sustainable strategic competencies in an 
environment where the ground rules of economic competition have shifted in important 
ways. A strategic knowledge management tailored to address the barriers and 
peculiarities of such initiatives in SMEs (see section 2.5.4) should improve their 
strategic management. In the following, the gaps in the literature are outlined. 
1.3 The gaps in the literature  
1.3.1 An analysis of research about knowledge management - in 
general 
First, an apparent gap in the literature about knowledge management is the lack of 
cross-sectional, longitudinal studies, with a common methodology or panel data, on the 
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impact of such projects on issues such as customer satisfaction, productivity or the 
diagnostic capabilities of employees (McKinlay, 2005). Secondly, the “overwhelming 
majority of the reported implementations in knowledge management […] concern 
operational developments. Strategic implications of knowledge […] have been 
considered less in empirical terms and more as economic and management debates” 
(Sparrow, 2001, p. 7). In this regard Meroño-Cerdan, Lopez-Nicolas and Sabater-
Sánchez (2007) agree that there is little focus on strategy while Snyman and Kruger 
(2004) state that efforts to incorporate the knowledge strategy formulation within the 
business strategy formulation process are underrepresented. Thirdly, it is striking that 
the large majority of the knowledge management models merely supply a set of 
activities with an emphasis on the knowledge cycle processes. Against the backdrop of 
the argument that operational and strategic dimensions need to be addressed and 
integrated, such models cannot be regarded as holistic approaches. Fourthly, although 
‘knowledge’ has emerged as a central theme in strategy and organisational research 
there is still a lack of consensus in both academia and in the business community about 
many related knowledge management issues. For instance, it is debatable what 
constitutes knowledge, where it is located, how it is, or should be, created and shared 
(Assudani, 2005; Despres & Chauvel, 2000; Diakoulakis, Georgopoulos, Koulouriotis 
& Emiris, 2004; Goh, 2002). McKinlay (2005) concludes this argument by stating: 
“Knowledge management awaits the arrival of its F.W. Taylor” (p. 259) 
1.3.2 An analysis of research about knowledge management in 
SMEs - in general 
Little is known about how SMEs fare in knowledge management (Desouza & Awazu, 
2006; McAdam & Reid, 2001) even though SMEs are regarded as important knowledge 
generators and innovators (Meroño-Cerdan et al., 2007; Vossen, 1998), they are 
indispensable to every national economy (see section 2.3.2.2) and knowledge 
management is highly relevant for SMEs and not just for large enterprises anymore 
(Wong & Aspinwall, 2004a). There have been several studies on this concept in various 
countries on issues like KM goals, trends, or challenges. However, empirical studies 
specifically analysing knowledge related issues in the SME setting are relatively rare 
(Chen, Duan, Edwards & Lehaney, 2006; Meroño-Cerdan et al., 2007; Serenko, Bontis 
& Hardie, 2007; Sparrow, 2001; Wong & Aspinwall, 2004a;). Many researchers base 
their findings on relatively small samples, which could decrease the reliability of results 
and may limit inferences to the population. 
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Most discussions about, and research on, knowledge management and the majority of 
definitions have largely been derived from developments in large organisations (Clarke 
& Turner, 2004; Davidson & Voss, 2002; Levy, Loebbecke & Powell, 2003; Meroño-
Cerdan et al., 2007; Prusak, 2001; Sparrow, 2001; Wickert & Herschel, 2001). 
However, it has increasingly been argued that the characteristics of SMEs (see section 
2.3.2.3) result in the setting of knowledge management issues that are different from 
those within larger firms (see section 2.5.4). 
1.3.3 An analysis of research about knowledge management in 
SMEs - in New Zealand 
Even though “knowledge is the key to New Zealand’s future economic prosperity” 
(Davidson & Voss, 2002, p. 22) relatively few articles have shed light on the issue of 
knowledge management in New Zealand. Even fewer have focused on SMEs. In the 
following section all relevant articles are briefly discussed.  
Bhardwaj and Monin (2006) discuss the role that tacit knowledge plays in shaping the 
knowledge base and use interviews with eight human resources managers from New 
Zealand. Reich (2007) focused on key areas within IT projects where knowledge-based 
risks occur. Reich conducted interviews with 15 senior project managers from North 
America and New Zealand. As it is not stated in both these articles how large the 
organisations in the samples are, due the fact that the latter article focuses on specific IT 
projects and not on general management, and due to the small sample sizes, it is 
reasoned that the results are not representative of the current state of knowledge 
management in SMEs in New Zealand.  
Research conducted by Darroch and McNaughton served as the foundation for three 
articles in 2002, 2003 and 2005. The data were obtained by means of questionnaires 
from a sample of businesses in New Zealand with 50 or more employees. It can be 
argued that in New Zealand a considerable proportion of businesses have 50 employees 
and fewer so are, therefore, not accounted for3. 
Furthermore, Mason and Pauleen (2003) concentrate on medium sized organisations but 
do not state how they define them, so representativeness of the results in their article is 
                                                     
3 Total amount of enterprises in New Zealand with less than 50 employees: 341,848; corresponds to 
98.8% of total amount of enterprises (346,091); (Statistics New Zealand, 2004) 
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questionable. They surveyed company representatives at a KM presentation. Hence, 
they focused on specialists or people who were interested in the topic or were already 
acquainted with its main concepts. They limited their research to companies based in 
Wellington, NZ, so this cannot be regarded as representative of the whole country.  
Finally, McCullough, Oliver, Symonds, and Brown (2004) concentrated on the top 200 
companies, the top 30 financial institutions and government, university and healthcare 
institutions in New Zealand in their effort to analyse views and opinions about 
knowledge management. Apart from the issue that this paper left out SMEs in its 
analysis it was also not published in a peer-reviewed journal.  
1.4 Summary of reasons why research about knowledge 
management in SMEs is vital 
Regardless of an organisation’s size, budget or technical savvy, knowledge management 
is a key element in improving organisational competitiveness and therefore is a critical 
element of success. However, there is currently no generic model in this area and the 
overwhelming majority of the reported implementations of KM concern operational 
developments and less strategic implications. Studies specifically analysing knowledge 
management in SMEs, in general, and in New Zealand, in particular, and about how this 
concept can impact the strategy formulation and strategic competence of organisations 
are relatively scarce in the literature. The few that exist show that even though KM has 
a high potential and is vital for SMEs, they seem to neglect issues related to this concept 
and generally lack a proper understanding of it. They conclude that: 
1. SMEs have a limited vocabulary of knowledge, have a less developed or 
systematic approach in this area, lack awareness of its importance and lack a 
sound understanding of knowledge management processes and how they 
potentially assist and benefit them. They manifest lower levels of knowledge 
management recognition and have been slow in adopting formal and systematic 
knowledge management practices (Beijerse, 2000; Hari, Egbu & Kumar, 2005; 
McAdam & Reid, 2001; Serenko et al., 2007; Sparrow, 2001; Wong & 
Aspinwall, 2004a). 
2. SMEs tend to practise elements of knowledge management in an ad hoc fashion, 
relegate such initiatives to the level of a ‘luxury item’, are slow in implementing 
them and adopt a ‘wait and see approach’, meaning that large enterprises should 
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test the waters before actions are taken (Egbu et al., 2005; Hari et al., 2005; 
Serenko et al., 2007). 
Therefore, it is vital to advance the understanding in this field. A holistic4 knowledge 
management model5 that incorporates all essential ingredients for a successful 
knowledge strategy implementation was developed (chapter 3). This model is the 
foundation for the research questions (chapter 4) and the empirical study about 
knowledge management in practice, namely in SMEs in New Zealand and the United 
Kingdom (chapters 5 - 9). The main objective of this research was to investigate 
whether theoretical discussions about knowledge management are reflected in the 
perception and practices in SMEs in New Zealand and the United Kingdom, and to 
explore whether and how it serves as a basis for their strategic decision making. 
In this context the focus lies on the following aspects: First, the strategic value of 
knowledge management is stressed (see section 2.2). Davidson and Voss (2002) point 
out that KM is mainly a strategic endeavour because it “is not about managing all the 
knowledge that exists in your organisation - just that knowledge which helps achieve 
strategic goals” (p. 33). Secondly, in the literature there has been a shift from a priority 
of technology to a priority of human factors in knowledge management (see section 
2.5.2). This view, which assumes that this concept is predominantly based on 
interpersonal relationships, respect, trust, the interaction of people and the culture 
within which they work, is stressed in this thesis and is the foundation of the research 
project. Therefore, apart from describing how SMEs can be defined (see section 
2.3.2.1), an understanding of what constitutes organisations is also supplied (see section 
2.3.1). It is argued that knowledge should be seen holistically, existing within a living 
organism: the company. Hence, this thesis makes the case that managing knowledge 
encompasses much more than technologies and is more about how organisations 
manage their staff than it is about how much they spend on technology for facilitating 
knowledge sharing. In the following, chapter two, the literature review is presented.  
                                                     
4 Holistic in that sense means that it emphasises the whole as distinct from parts. Hence, an explanation 
does not make sense in terms of single factors but only in terms of a whole system (Bothamley, 1993). 
5 A model is a theoretical representation of a real-life system (Bannock, 2003). 
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2. CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW 
2.1 Introduction 
This chapter begins by discussing the importance of strategy, the global pressures of 
competition and the challenge of building sustainable strategic competencies. It 
provides an understanding of organisations, in general, and of SMEs, in particular, and 
outlines their significance and roles. This chapter also explains what knowledge is and 
how it can be defined, distinguishing between data, information and knowledge and 
between tacit and explicit knowledge. The various reasons why knowledge is so 
important for organisations, including SMEs, are then explored. Finally, the underlying 
principles, perspectives, benefits and drawbacks of knowledge management are 
considered, concluding with a discussion of various knowledge management dilemmas. 
2.2 The importance of strategy for organisations  
“Successful strategies are […] driven by the possibilities of the future 
 rather than the restrictions of the past” (Feurer & Chaharbaghi, 1997, p. 20) 
 
Strategic thinking is paramount for every organisation. Nowadays, in the context of 
commerce, strategy can be defined as the mapping-out the future long-term direction 
and scope of an organisation that needs to be adapted in relation to the resources 
possessed by the organisation - the course of action for achieving its purpose (Bannock, 
2003; De Wit & Meyer, 2004; Drucker, 2006). In this context it can be argued that 
strategy is most probably the “single most important management issue for many years 
to come” (Snyman & Kruger, 2004) because it is concerned with pursuing the ultimate 
aim of every profit driven organisation, developing strategic competence and exploiting 
a competitive advantage in the market place (Kuratko, Ireland & Hornsby, 2001).  
Establishing strategic initiatives is complex because it involves the simultaneous 
consideration of the wider external environment with various short and long term 
stakeholder interests and the immediate situation the organisation finds itself in - its 
profile (Bannock, 2003; Snyman & Kruger, 2004). Organisations maximize their 
capacities by ideally building on and modifying their internal attributes to match, 
interact with, respond to, influence and continuously and dynamically co-align their 
internal resources, capabilities and characteristics to the changing developments and 
requirements of the external competitive environment (Farjoun, 2002; Feurer & 
Chaharbaghi, 1997; Graetz, 2002; Mintzberg, 1999).  
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This strategic alignment is only possible with a sound knowledge of one’s capabilities, 
core competencies, areas of excellence and competitive environment (Snyman & 
Kruger, 2004). A firm also has to appreciate that its strategy affects its own inputs and 
therefore has to be planned with the effects in mind (Farjoun, 2002). Generally, 
organisational strategies are based on various aspects such as resources, market 
position, market opportunities, and on the exploitation of core capabilities. The 
knowledge about these factors enables the nurturing and utilisation of core capabilities 
to ultimately attain competitive advantage (López, 2005; Snyman & Kruger, 2004).  
Consequently, internal and external perspectives are vital in this regard. On the one 
hand the ‘market-based’ or ‘positioning’ view generally helps to analyze the 
organisation’s environment, namely the attractiveness of industries and competitive 
positions (Maier & Remus, 2002; Nonaka & Toyama, 2005; Porter, 2004). On the other 
hand, the resource-based view argues that the differences in performance are determined 
by the existence of organisation-specific unique, valuable and inimitable resources. 
These can be based on knowledge, property, or on the way the organisation exploits its 
resources, which may result in superior product or process quality (Clarke & Turner, 
2004; López, 2005; Meroño-Cerdan et al., 2007; Wiklund & Shepherd, 2003).  
An extension of the resource-based view is the knowledge-based view of the firm. This 
view makes the case that knowledge is one of any organisation’s most important 
resources (Assudani, 2005; Davenport & Prusak, 1998; Roos, 1998) and an asset that 
permits sustainable competitive advantages (Chang & Ahn, 2005; López, 2005; 
Meroño-Cerdan et al., 2007; Zack, 1999a). This view challenges the idea that 
competitive advantages or unique resources can be protected by conditions such as 
imperfect imitability, imperfect substitutability, or limited mobility of resources 
(Nonaka & Toyama, 2003). Pfeffer and Sutton (1999) argue that the difference in 
knowledge across firms is only part of the reason for the difference in performance: “a 
much larger source of variation in performance stems from the ability to turn knowledge 
into action” (p. 515). This approach suggests, that organisations  
“should position themselves strategically based on their unique, valuable, and inimitable 
resources and capabilities rather than the products and services derived from those 
capabilities. […] While products and markets may come and go, resources and 
capabilities are more enduring” (Zack, 1999a, p. 127).  
Hence, a knowledge-based strategy may provide a more sustainable approach than one 
which is established solely on product and market positioning (Sveiby, 1997). This view 
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also acknowledges that the process of developing a strategy evolves around ongoing 
learning with shared cognition, a culture that recognizes each strategist’s contribution 
and experiences, and the unique stance of a firm’s leadership (Nicolas, 2004; Roos, 
2004). Knowledge management is vital to support this ongoing social learning and 
strategy development process. By acquiring knowledge and by assessing and managing 
the configuration of intangible assets for strategic readiness, businesses are able to 
compete on both low cost and product differential simultaneously, which is regarded as 
a major challenge of the time (Kaplan & Norton, 2004).  
The following sections develop the preceding arguments and discuss a market-based 
view that focuses on the impacts of globalisation and increased competition and a 
resource-based view that concentrates on sustainable strategic competencies. 
2.2.1 The global economy – strategic pressure 
Powerful competitive forces are reshaping the world of the 21st century (Bontis, 1998; 
Mintzberg et al., 1998; Porter, 2004; Prusak, 2001; Samuelson & Nordhaus, 2005). 
Globalisation, “one of the most significant phenomena of recent times” (Cameron & 
Massey, 1999, p. 63), and the emergence of world markets increase the pressure on 
SMEs and force them to face intense competition, which they generally feel more 
strongly than large enterprises (Levy et al., 2003; Wong & Aspinwall, 2004a). SMEs 
are generally constrained by resource scarcity, which makes it more difficult to compete 
for customers against large multinational companies that tend to dominate the global 
economy in terms of physical resources (OECD, 2005). 
New Zealand is sparsely populated and geographically quite isolated from the economic 
superpowers. SMEs in New Zealand operate in a liberalized trading environment and in 
one of the most open and deregulated economies in the world. Apart from facing direct 
global competition SMEs in New Zealand also encounter growing domestic competition 
due to extensive economic reforms during the 1980s (Cameron & Massey, 1999; 
Hamilton & Dana, 2003). A recent OECD report points out that SMEs in New Zealand 
“must often begin engaging with international markets when they are smaller and at an 
earlier stage of development than equivalent businesses in larger countries. This raises a 
number of key issues and challenges including limited information on other markets, 
clients and technology developments; [or] the high fixed costs of internationalising 
[…]” (OECD, 2005, p. 300). 
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The global economy can be described as a dynamic and fast-paced business 
environment with increasing uncertainty and volatility, complexity and change, which 
make it unpredictable and difficult to adapt to. Technologies change rapidly, product 
and labour markets are deregulated and globalized, suppliers become more 
sophisticated, and competitors, increasingly coming from emerging and developing 
countries, become more innovative. Rivalries can be intense with rapid competitive 
moves and new business models. Furthermore, customers have become more 
demanding and their tastes are usually fragmented. In coping with this ‘survival of the 
fittest’, businesses are establishing foreign operations, complete record numbers of 
cross border mergers and acquisitions and, increasingly, outsource their production to 
save costs (Bontis & Fitz-enz, 2002; Drucker, 1995; Hill & Jones, 1998; Hitt, Ireland & 
Lee, 2000; Ireland & Hitt, 1999; Lewicki, McAllister & Bies, 1998; Prusak, 2001). As a 
result, economies have become more and more connected: the worldwide trade volume 
for manufactures increased by 5000% from 1950 to 2006 (WTO, 2007).  
It can be argued that the core of wealth creation, has shifted from owning the means of 
production or raw materials to the human mind’s ability to create and innovate (Cole, 
1998). Airline travel, communication infrastructure, and technologies and services such 
as the Internet have made moving and finding information incredibly cheap (Stewart, 
1997). They have contributed to the ‘shrinking of the globe’, the integration of markets 
(Cole, 1998) and, as Cairncross (1995) proclaims, the ‘death of distance’. Welch, the 
former CEO of General Electric, argues that the current phase of globalisation is a 
‘globalisation of the intellect’ (Stewart, 1999). 
On the one hand, these opportunities have enabled businesses to compete in new and 
innovative ways (Snyman & Kruger, 2004). However, on the other hand, globalisation 
is not risk free because there are several political and economic hazards that have to be 
considered (Hitt, Ireland & Hoskisson, 2007). Businesses are being exposed to a huge 
number of new competitors and find themselves competing against foreign competition 
in their home markets, while simultaneously looking for new markets in other countries. 
Additionally, customers have become considerably more informed and consequently 
more powerful. Stewart (1997) states that: “when information is power, power flows 
downstream toward the customer” (p. 149). Nowadays, they have high expectations due 
to an unprecedented choice of innovative products with ever-decreasing product life 
cycles (Davenport & Prusak, 1998) and prefer to buy low-priced, sophisticated, and 
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customised products and services (Hill & Jones, 1998; Hitt et al., 2007; Wiig, 1999b). 
These developments have prompted organisations worldwide to rethink and redesign 
structural patterns and call for a fundamental shift in organisational processes and 
strategy to become more innovative and competitive (Bolman & Deal, 2003; McAdam 
& Reid, 2001). Even though there have been diverging thoughts on globalisation, such 
as from Rugman (2001) who brings forward the argument that ‘globalisation is a myth’ 
because business activities of large firms predominantly take place in regional blocks 
like the EU or NAFTA, it can be concluded that competition in the global economy has 
become increasingly complex for both large and small and medium sized firms: it is 
dynamic, interdependent and unpredictable (Ireland & Hitt, 1999; Senge, 1990). 
Consequently, it is vital to establish sustainable strategic competencies.  
2.2.2 Establishing sustainable strategic competencies – a vital 
challenge 
The creation of sustainable strategic competencies and, in rare cases, even competitive 
advantages and the ability to exploit them, is generally the universal objective of all 
companies because they are the source of value creation (De Wit & Meyer, 2004; 
Kuratko et al., 2001). The strategy, strategic competences, and sustainable competitive 
advantages of businesses are dependent on building and exploiting core competencies, 
resources and capabilities (Hitt et al., 2007; Ireland & Hitt, 1999).  
The term ‘competitive advantage’ is extensively used in the literature despite the fact 
that such advantages are achieved very rarely in practice. Competitive advantage is a 
factor or a combination of factors that make an organisation more successful than other 
organisations in a competitive environment due to a superior position in the market 
place, such as being able to provide higher value in the minds of customers and/or to 
have relatively lower costs (Kuratko et al., 2001; Voola, Carlson & West, 2004). Such 
an advantage is at the heart of a firm’s performance and cannot easily be emulated 
(Feurer & Chaharbaghi, 1997; Hill & Jones, 1998; Klein, 2002). It has to be valuable, 
rare, costly to imitate and non-substitutable to be named as such (Hitt et al., 2007). It 
becomes even more valuable when it is sustainable (Porter, 2005). Even though 
competitive product or service advantages have a limited life (Davenport & Prusak, 
1998) because the “question of duplication [is] not if it will happen, but when” (Hitt et 
al., 2007, p. 74) there are various premises in terms of sustaining a strategic competence 
or even advantage.  
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First, if a competitive advantage is to be sustainable, a key determinant is how well the 
knowledge at the heart of the competitive position is protected. It is critical how easily 
rivals can imitate, substitute or erode competitive strategies and the capabilities that are 
at their foundation. In the developed part of the world products or services are usually 
protected by intellectual property laws (patents, trademarks, trade secrets and copyright) 
to sustain an advantage (Clarke & Turner, 2004; Roos, 1998; Teece, 1998a). It is also 
vital that the advantage is not made redundant by developments in the environment 
(Barney, 1991; De Wit & Meyer, 2004; Voola et al., 2004).  
Secondly, even though there are various possibilities for creating sustainable 
competitiveness (Carland J. W., Carland J. C. & Busbin, 1997; Feurer & Chaharbaghi, 
1997) all are based on one main factor: knowledge. Nowadays, depending on the 
industry and competitive environment, the ability to create, share and leverage 
knowledge replaces the ownership and/or control of assets as a primary source of 
competitive advantage (Ireland & Hitt, 1999; see section 2.4.2 for a detailed 
discussion). Superior products or services are based on superior knowledge (Davenport 
& Prusak, 1998). Internal process innovations are a good foundation for core 
competence and, eventually, a competitive advantage (Hill & Jones, 1998; Hitt et al., 
2007; Kuratko et al., 2001).  
Thirdly, it is important to make sure that an organisation’s conduct is sustainable 
(Epstein, 2001). According to Post (2003), strategic decisions ought to be based upon 
three dimensions: economic (is it profitable and/or feasible?), legal (is it legal and/or 
politically enforceable?) and ethical (is it right and/or ecological/socially acceptable?). 
Thus, apart from economic and legal issues, strategies can become more sustainable if 
they are based on ethical6 practices (Hill & Jones, 1998; Hitt et al., 2007). Hence, the 
responsibility of organisations goes beyond Milton Friedman’s7 claim that their sole 
duty is to exclusively cater for their shareholders. Also broader stakeholder issues such 
as customer satisfaction, the moral treatment of employees, and abiding by norms and 
expectations that are set by society and the local community need to be accounted for 
(Carroll, 1997; Cook, Hunsaker & Coffey, 1997). This holistic understanding is the 
foundation of this thesis and should be made a major cornerstone of strategic KM.  
                                                     
6 The study of ethics deals with whether human decisions are right or wrong and should or should not be 
taken (Barry, 1999; Machan & Chesher, 2002) and whether people think morally regarding the motives 
and consequences of their decisions and actions (Amba-Rao, 1993). 
7 Milton Friedman: American Nobel Laureate economist; 1912- 2006 (Samuelson & Nordhaus, 2005). 
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2.3 Organisations and Small & Medium Enterprises (SMEs) 
2.3.1 A general understanding of organisations 
There are two major reasons why a concise outline of organisations is necessary. First, 
in chapter three a holistic knowledge management model is presented that can be 
applied to many kinds of organisations. Secondly, the author has the impression that 
knowledge management is very much about understanding people and how they 
interact, co-exist and organise each other. Hence, the remark that knowledge  
“is power and thus it should not surprise anyone that knowledge management is a highly 
political undertaking […and…] associated with lobbying, intrigue and back-room deals” 
(Diakoulakis et al., 2004, p. 40).  
Scott (2003) and Khandwalla (1977) regard organisations as diverse and complex and 
this makes their study difficult. However, many scholars have tried to bring different 
concepts together and have dealt with the term from different perspectives.  
Early scholars in this field regarded organisations as controllable and directable 
machines, with humans involved (Handy, 1993; Morgan, 1989; Tsoukas & Cummings, 
1997). Weber, one of the first who wrote about organisations, described them as very 
static, rigid and regarded the model of bureaucracy as an ideal (Bannock, 2003; Morgan, 
1997; Scott, 2003; Warner, 1998). 
The “thinking about organizations has moved a long way from those early days” 
(Handy, 1993, p. 20) and the language used to describe organisations “is significantly 
less mechanistic than before” (Tsoukas & Cummings, 1997, p. 656). Nowadays 
scholars, more than ever, equate organisations with people – where, like in nature, 
networks become more important than hierarchies and communication more important 
than commandos (March & Simon, 1958; Morgan, 1989; Perrow, 1970). They are 
generally seen as purposeful, stable social entities deliberately created, usually with a 
mission and goals, in which humans and objects interact and stand consciously and 
durably in a structural connection (Bolman & Deal, 2003; Cook et al., 1997; Scott, 
2003; Stinchcombe, 1965). This modern view abandons the neoclassical idea of 
undifferentiated employees who do not hold specific knowledge and of firms as 
information-processing machines where human subjectivity is a noise to be carefully 
excluded (Nonaka & Toyama, 2005). This appears to make much more sense in a 
dynamic world that is coined by ‘waves of change’ with phenomena like globalisation 
or high-speed communication (Sice & French, 2004). Furthermore, in the scientific field 
of Organisational Studies, a significant development has become the understanding of 
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organisations as cultures (Bolman & Deal, 2003; Prusak, 2001; Tsoukas & Cummings, 
1997). Hence, this brings a more holistic approach, where human behaviour, knowledge 
as a main building block, social issues like trust8, and informal occurrences (informal 
groups, communication, power, standards and guidance, social status, personal 
relations) play an important role, has developed. The ideal manager in a learning 
organisation embodies the roles of a designer, teacher and steward (Senge, 1990). 
Hence, he is more the instinctive, knowing anthropologist and no longer the rational 
planner and technocrat who clings to the tayloristic understanding of organisations 
which separates knowledge from the worker as a knowing subject (McKinlay, 2005).  
In practice, there exists a staggering variety of organisations (Mintzberg, 1989; Morgan, 
1989; Scott, 2003) ranging from mechanistic organisations which “reveal most of the 
characteristics of the formulation given by Weber to bureaucracy” (Burns, 1966, p. 232) 
to loosely coupled networks and organic, natural, open forms that are more flexible, 
adaptable, demand a high involvement and are people-centric (Burns, 1966; Cook et al., 
1997; Nonaka & Toyama, 2005; Scott, 2003; Stovel & Bontis, 2002).  
Generally, organisations are ubiquitous and, therefore, very important because people 
spend most of their time in them and they have a great influence on their lives and 
cultures (Khandwalla, 1977; Mintzberg, 1989; Scott, 2003). People live and grow up in 
organisations, work in them, rely on them for goods and services, enjoy themselves in 
them in their leisure time, learn in them and may eventually die in them (March & 
Simon, 1958; Mintzberg, 1989). Humans suffer from wars declared by organisations 
such as governments. Peoples’ safety is put into the hands of organisations such as the 
police and the environment is polluted or protected by organisations. 
To sum up, organisations are a major factor in people’s lives and understanding them is 
paramount. Peter Drucker, one of the luminaries of modern management and strategy 
theory (Warner, 1998; Wong & Aspinwall, 2004b), agrees in stating that  
“Young people today will have to learn organizations the way their forefathers learned 
farming” (Scott, 2003, p. 1) 
After having dealt with organisations in general, in the following the spotlight shifts to a 
specific kind of organisation, the Small and Medium Enterprise (SME).  
                                                     
8 Trust serves as a foundation for interpersonal relationships and as a basis for stability, it helps to reduce 
social complexity and uncertainty (Lewicki et al., 1998), and it is a vital precondition for all intangible 
resources like ideas or the capacity to innovate (Hitt et al., 2007). 
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2.3.2 The focus on Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs) 
2.3.2.1 Defining SMEs, in general, and for New Zealand and the 
United Kingdom, in particular 
As this thesis focuses on SMEs, it is important to define them clearly and to 
differentiate them from large businesses. The term ‘enterprise’ is similar to the terms 
‘business’ or ‘firm’, which is why they are used interchangeably (Colin, 2004; Cook et 
al., 1997). Outlining what exactly constitutes a SME has proven to be a challenging task 
(Desouza & Awazu, 2006; Egbu et al., 2005; Ministry of Economic Development New 
Zealand, 2007). The official definitions of SMEs vary by country, have quite a broad 
spectrum, tend to differ significantly, and are frequently being amended. For instance, 
there are definitions from the EU, the APEC Committee on Trade and Investment, the 
OECD and from countries like the USA and from Japan. Various indicators, which are 
used for defining SMEs, are the number of employees (mostly 250 or fewer), revenue 
figures (e. g. annual turnover), years in the business or number of branches or locations 
(Desouza & Awazu, 2006; McAdam & Reid, 2001; OECD, 2005; Sparrow, 2005; 
Wong & Aspinwall, 2004a). 
The ‘number of employees’ is used as a sole indicator in this thesis. Quantitative 
research of SMEs in New Zealand and the UK requires a large sample and therefore 
does not allow for detailed inquiries into their exact attributes. Also, the OECD and 
most countries’ definitions, and many other research efforts on SMEs such as Egbu et 
al. (2005), use the ‘number of persons employed’ as a main criterion (Cameron & 
Massey, 1999; Ministry of Economic Development New Zealand, 2007; OECD, 2004). 
The following section explains what threshold in terms of number of employees was 
chosen to define SMEs in New Zealand and also in the UK. The same that applies in 
general terms also is the case in New Zealand which is that there is no universally 
accepted definition of SMEs in New Zealand (Cameron & Massey, 1999; OECD, 
2005). However, several parties have considered the characteristics of the New Zealand 
economy and have defined SMEs accordingly. The New Zealand Centre for Research 
into SMEs (2007) and Cameron and Massey (1999) define SMEs as businesses with 
100 or fewer employees; this indicator was adopted with such businesses being 
considered to be a SME. A lower number, which, for instance, is used by the Ministry 
of Economic Development New Zealand (2007) (19 or fewer employees), was rejected 
because it would have been less suitable for international comparisons.  
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2.3.2.2 The importance of SMEs for the economy and society, in 
general, and for New Zealand and the UK, in particular 
A growing number of researchers acknowledge the importance of SMEs. SMEs 
constitute an essential part of any national economy and society (Chen et al., 2006; 
Gelinas & Bigras, 2004). According to the OECD, SMEs account for the majority - on 
average, about 95 percent - of enterprises in numerous countries and employ, on 
average, 60 -70 percent of the workforce (OECD, 2005). Beck, Demirguc-Kunt, and 
Levine (2005) from the World Bank studied SMEs in 45 countries: in their sample the 
share of SMEs of total employment was, on average, 58.4 percent (excluding the USA 
and NZ; UK: 56.4 %). Table 2.1 illustrates the global significance of SMEs measured 
by the proportion of all enterprises in the respective region. It shows that over 99 
percent of all businesses in New Zealand and the UK can be classified as SMEs (based 
on threshold of 100 employees). The ratios in table 2.1, below, are, however, not easily 
comparable due to differing opinions on how to define SMEs. 
Table 2.1: Percentages of SMEs to total number of enterprises in various regions 
 
SMEs perform several functions that underpin the growth of nations, contribute toward 
employment growth, and provide job opportunities for the majority of a population 
(Cameron & Massey, 1999; OECD, 2005; Wong & Aspinwall, 2004a). Growth of 
SMEs “has been identified […] as one of the most significant components of economic 
strategies for new job and wealth creation” (Salojärvi et al., 2005, p. 105). For instance 
Beck et al. (2005), from the World Bank, state that a prosperous SME sector tends to be 
indicative of flourishing economies. They discovered a clear positive association 
between the importance of SMEs to the national economy (size of the SME sector) and 
GDP per capita growth (manufacturing SMEs; cut-off: 250 employees; 45 countries). 
Furthermore, SMEs are a source of dynamism and innovation. Vossen (1998) cites 
research which indicates that SMEs produce a disproportionate number of important 
innovations in areas where they can benefit from their greater awareness of customer 
needs and their flexibility. This, and the fact that they act as agents of change through 
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their entrepreneurial activities, is a key element for growth and success (Darroch & 
McNaughton, 2002; Hamilton & English, 1997; OECD, 2005). They often provide a 
breeding ground for new industries, especially in the “wealthcreating high technology, 
high added-value sector of the economy, for example computer software, 
telecommunications and biotechnology” (Cameron & Massey, 1999, p. 27). Vossen 
(1998) reports research which suggests that SMEs generally conduct R&D more 
efficiently. Beck et al. (2005) state that SMEs usually have higher innovation rates in 
skill-intensive industries whereas large enterprises do well in capital-intensive 
industries. These relations are, however, controversial9. 
SMEs also enhance competition and entrepreneurship and contribute to variety and 
consumer choice because they supply alternatives to the more standardized outputs 
offered by large businesses. They also act as specialist suppliers of parts, components 
and subassemblies, cater for highly specialised markets and non-standard demand, 
provide healthy competition and check on monopolies and market powers (Beck et al., 
2005; Cameron & Massey, 1999; OECD, 2005; Wong & Aspinwall, 2004a).  
Finally, SMEs offer opportunities for individuals such as a means of entry into business 
for new entrepreneurial talent and as a productive outlet for individuals who value 
economic independence. They also permit an alternative career path and upward social 
mobility to those people who are denied more conventional routes, for instance, ethnic 
minorities (Cameron & Massey, 1999; Hamilton & English, 1997). 
SMEs also play an important role for New Zealand both economically and socially 
(Cameron & Massey, 1999; Hamilton & Dana, 2003; Ministry of Economic 
Development New Zealand, 2007; OECD, 2005). Taking the indicator of 100 
employees into account, the following arguments demonstrate why “New Zealand is a 
country of small and medium-sized businesses” (Cameron & Massey, 1999, p. 2). First, 
SMEs account for 99.44 % of all businesses and employ 52.24 % of the workforce in 
New Zealand (Ministry of Economic Development New Zealand, 2007). Secondly, 
SMEs in New Zealand are a key source of flexibility and innovation for one of the 
healthiest economies in the world in terms of microeconomic policies10. The economy 
                                                     
9 Some research suggests that even though SMEs produce more innovations per dollar spent on R&D, 
their innovations are, on average, of lower quality (Beck et al., 2005; Vossen, 1998). 
10 Long-term potential growth rate of the economy as well as policies affecting labor market performance 
and reduction of costs (Hamilton & Dana, 2003; OECD, 2005). 
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of New Zealand scored the 24th place out of 134 countries in the “Global 
Competitiveness Index 2008-2009” of the World Economic Forum11, close to Australia 
(18th) and ahead of many other countries (World Economic Forum, 2008b). SMEs also 
play an important role in making the vital transformation of New Zealand’s economy 
away from its dependence on the agricultural sector, on raw resources, primary 
processing, and on tourism, towards a greater confidence in seminal knowledge based 
businesses (Hamilton & Dana, 2003; OECD, 2005). Thirdly, SMEs make a significant 
contribution to the economy of New Zealand; they account for about 40 % of the value-
added output in New Zealand, are responsible for a significant proportion of exports and 
contribute to employment and growth. In recent years the number of SMEs has been 
growing strongly and more rapidly in New Zealand than in other countries (Cameron & 
Massey, 1999; Ministry of Economic Development New Zealand, 2007; OECD, 2005). 
2.3.2.3 The main characteristics of SMEs 
SMEs have different features than larger organisations and face various dissimilar 
concerns (Gelinas & Bigras, 2004; Wiesner, McDonald & Banham, 2007). As SMEs 
are the focus of this research table 2.2 depicts five areas under which important 
differences distinguishing SMEs from larger enterprises can be arranged.  
Table 2.2: Characteristics of Small and Medium Enterprises 
 
Source: Compiled from Desouza & Awazu, 2006; Egbu et al., 2005; Hari et al., 2005; McAdam & Reid, 
2001; Sparrow, 2005; Vossen, 1998; Wiesner et al., 2007; Wong & Aspinwall, 2004a. 
                                                     
11 The World Economic Forum, is impartial and not-for-profit, tied to no political, partisan or national 
interests and under the supervision of the Swiss Federal Government (World Economic Forum, 2008a). 
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First, the management process of SMEs is, largely, dominated by the senior 
management and their preferences and attitudes (ownership and management). They 
usually take the initiative, make the decisions, and preside over the strategic course. 
Hence, the decision-making process is relatively centralized with few layers of 
management, flatter structures and less bureaucracy. This means that the decision 
making chain is often shorter, less complex, less formal and focused on immediate 
action (Cameron & Massey, 1999; Egbu et al., 2005; Gelinas & Bigras, 2004; McAdam 
& Reid, 2001; Wiesner et al., 2007; Wong & Aspinwall, 2004a). Consequently, the 
strategy is decisively influenced by the senior management’s skills, attitudes, 
personality and behaviour (Egbu et al., 2005; Hari et al., 2005). As entrepreneurial 
managers are occasionally unable to cope with their increasingly complex firms this 
centrality of decision-making can also pose a threat in such businesses (Egbu et al., 
2005). 
Moreover, the general managers benefit from a high degree of visibility in the company. 
They are involved to a great degree and are relatively near to the operational functions 
and, therefore, closely interact with their employees (Gelinas & Bigras, 2004; Wiesner 
et al., 2007; Wong & Aspinwall, 2004a). SMEs usually have a relative advantage with 
the motivation and commitment of staff due to a usually better identification with the 
firm (Egbu et al., 2005; Vossen, 1998). However, even though most general managers 
thoroughly know their firm’s products and services a considerable proportion lack 
managerial and functional skills because they usually have relatively little formal 
management training and their business demands knowledge from a wide range of 
subjects (Cameron & Massey, 1999; Wong & Aspinwall, 2004a). 
Secondly, SMEs differ in their structure, culture and behaviour. Research has shown 
that common phenomena in SMEs are social, informal networking (Basly, 2007; Egbu 
et al., 2005), a flat and less complex structure that is operations-oriented, and short and 
more direct communication lines (Desouza & Awazu, 2006; Gelinas & Bigras, 2004; 
McAdam & Reid, 2001; Sparrow, 2005; Wong & Aspinwall, 2004a). Such features are 
conducive to inventiveness, internal and external interactivity and prove beneficial for 
change initiatives. Also, the innovativeness benefits because functional integration, both 
horizontally and vertically, is easier to achieve (Cameron & Massey, 1999; Corso, 
Martini, Paolucci & Pellegrini, 2003; Gelinas & Bigras, 2004). However, employees are 
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mostly generalists who perform a variety of tasks with a low degree of specialisation, 
which may lead to a lack of depth of knowledge (Wong & Aspinwall, 2004a).  
Moreover, SMEs usually have cultural characteristics that are different from large 
enterprises (Desouza & Awazu, 2006; McAdam & Reid, 2001; Sparrow, 2005). Wong 
and Aspinwall (2004a) state that the small number of employees 
“is often tied to a commonly shared value and belief that underlies their behavior and 
actions. They usually have a corporate mindset, which emphasizes the company as a 
single entity rather than a departmental or functional one” (p. 51). 
Therefore, the creation of a sense of mission and commitment is easier to achieve 
(Cameron & Massey, 1999). SMEs generally operate with a contracted hierarchy (Egbu 
et al., 2005) and have less mechanistic structures, which can lead to a culture that 
appears to be more organic and fluid than in large enterprises (Gelinas & Bigras, 2004; 
Wong & Aspinwall, 2004a). This fosters adaptiveness and flexibility, which can help to 
overcome resistance to change and a better alignment to environmental influences and 
disturbances (Serenko et al., 2007; Wiesner et al., 2007). 
Due to the dominance of owner-managers, the cultures of SMEs are easily affected by 
their personalities and leadership style (Wong & Aspinwall, 2004a). Therefore, the 
widely held assumption that SMEs generally have such open and flexible cultures needs 
to be treated with caution. This does not apply, or at least to a lesser extent, if the firm’s 
culture is dominated by a leader who is inflexible and rigid (Wiesner et al., 2007). 
Thirdly, SMEs differ in terms of their systems, processes and procedures. They 
usually use simpler, more flexible and more adaptable processes, and planning and 
control systems, because their operations and production lines are typically small scale 
and less complex (Desouza & Awazu, 2006; McAdam & Reid, 2001; Sparrow, 2005; 
Wiesner et al., 2007). Furthermore, their systems and structures are more people 
dominated with a lesser degree of formalisation, standardisation, and an underutilisation 
of IT (Gelinas & Bigras, 2004; Wiesner et al., 2007; Wong & Aspinwall, 2004a). 
Moreover, SMEs generally focus their attention on operational and core business 
activities and classify strategic matters as less urgent and less important. SMEs are 
usually constrained by time, are preoccupied with day-to-day viability (Levy et al., 
2003) and tend to solely think in terms of what is tangible, for instance, cash flow or 
market share (Egbu et al., 2005; Sparrow, 2005; Wong & Aspinwall, 2004a). This 
short-term, rather than a long-term management perspective, can be described as 
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intuitive and reactive and adaptive to the environment (Gelinas & Bigras, 2004; Snyman 
& Kruger, 2004; Vossen, 1998; Wong & Aspinwall, 2004a). One reason for this short-
term focus is the lack of stability and sustainability of SMEs: for instance Egbu et al. 
(2005) quote a Small Business Service statistics which revealed that 36 percent of 
SMEs in the UK go out of business after three years; the OECD states that four years 
after their start-up only “60% of Dutch firms are still in operation, compared to 44% in 
Denmark and 50% in the United States” (OECD, 2005, p. 23).  
Fourthly, SMEs have different characteristics in terms of their material and 
behavioural/human resources. The strengths of large firms often lie in material 
resources whereas smaller firms excel in terms of their behavioural characteristics 
(Vossen, 1998). SMEs usually yield a limited cash flow, suffer from a lack of finances 
and receive scarce capital investment (Corso et al., 2003; Desouza & Awazu, 2006; 
Gelinas & Bigras, 2004; Hari et al., 2005; Meroño-Cerdan et al., 2007; Sparrow, 2005; 
Wiesner et al., 2007). In this respect, Beck et al. (2005) and Vossen (1998) indicate that 
SMEs are disadvantaged in terms of economies of scale, in terms of achieving and 
financing major R&D efforts and in spreading the expenditure involved across their fix 
costs. Egbu et al. (2005) state that the lack of resources restricts them in terms of their 
financing, planning, training and the exploitation of advanced IT. 
In terms of human resources the smaller size of SMEs is obviously the most frequently 
named difference. Organisational size can have significant impacts on the adoption of 
human resource practices (Wiesner et al., 2007). On the one hand, there are positive 
effects for SMEs because communication and collaboration among staff is often better. 
They engage in informal networks (Basly, 2007; Egbu et al., 2005), have face-to-face 
contact more often and consequently know each other more intimately (Wong & 
Aspinwall, 2004a). Serenko et al. (2007) argue that smaller organisational units often 
have closer interpersonal relationships and a higher level of trust. On the other hand, the 
smaller size can also have negative effects: from a quantitative point of view SMEs are 
restricted by staffing constraints (Basly, 2007; Desouza & Awazu, 2006; McAdam & 
Reid, 2001; Sparrow, 2005; Wong & Aspinwall, 2004a). From a qualitative point of 
view, and in comparison to large enterprises, SMEs tend to lack highly educated and 
experienced employees or expert professionals with the appropriate managerial and 
organisational skills to implement change initiatives such as the adoption of new 
technology or a KM initiative (Corso et al., 2003; Jeffcoate, Chappell & Feindt, 2000; 
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Meroño-Cerdan et al., 2007; OECD, 2005; Wiesner et al., 2007). First, this lack of 
expertise can be attributed to the fact that they usually are less able to pay for the wages 
of highly educated employees. Secondly, the investment in staff development is 
generally small in SMEs due to a shortage of corresponding funds (Gelinas & Bigras, 
2004; Wong & Aspinwall, 2004a). However, Corso at al. (2003) cite recent studies 
which indicate an increasing level of competence in SMEs. Vossen (1998) points to 
contradictory findings in terms of whether SMEs or large enterprises are better able to 
attract skilled specialists. Sveiby (1997) states that creative people generally prefer 
smaller companies. It is difficult to draw a clear conclusion due to the heterogeneity of 
SMEs in terms of size, markets, industries, countries of operation and ownership. 
The fifth and last area of distinction is customers and markets. In this regard various 
authors - Chen et al. (2006), Desouza and Awazu (2006), Egbu et al. (2005), Gelinas 
and Bigras (2004), Levy et al. (2003), McAdam and Reid (2001), Meroño-Cerdan et al. 
(2007), Sparrow (2005), Vossen (1998), Wiesner et al. (2007), and Wong and 
Aspinwall (2004a) - contribute to the following argument: The majority of SMEs are 
rather unstable and susceptible to external forces because they operate in competitive 
markets and have comparably little market power. They are less able to influence price 
or to exert direct vis-à-vis power on their larger counterparts. SMEs, by and large, 
control a small market share, mostly confine themselves to domestic markets and focus 
on niches. They usually depend on a minor customer base, where a small number of 
clients tend to have considerable power over them. However, they show higher market 
agility and are more flexible because they usually operate more closely to their 
customers and are driven by their needs. A disadvantage is that they lack the possibility 
of spreading their risk over a broad portfolio of markets, products or customers. 
Collaboration among SMEs and with large firms is common because the sharing of 
resources is vital for them to be able to participate in the global economy. 
Finally, it is important to point out that many of these characteristics tend to be 
company specific rather than directly related to size. Vossen (1998), also supports this 
notion of diversity. For instance Basly (2007) argues that SMEs which are owned by a 
family and where the so-called ‘familiness’ degree is high can be portrayed as rather 
closed, hermetic and rigid organisations. He argues that the family sphere and firm 
sphere are not always synchronized and that such SMEs are relatively conservative, 
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which prevents them from quickly adapting to necessary changes. This affects their 
governance12, strategy13 and culture14. 
2.4 Knowledge – the resource of the future 
2.4.1 The main characteristics of knowledge 
2.4.1.1 Defining knowledge 
Gutenberg’s invention of the letterpress decreased the cost of access to new ideas 
dramatically and guaranteed the distribution of insights that were previously reserved 
for the elite. The Internet has repeated this wonder in the 20th century. There are 
numerous definitions and taxonomies of knowledge that contribute to theory and 
practice from a variety of perspectives. However, no generally accepted definition has 
been agreed upon (Chang & Ahn, 2005; Sveiby, 1997; Teece, 1998b). Knowledge is an 
elusive term and does not lend itself to a robust description. This means that it is not 
directly or easily definable, gaugeable or observable (Assudani, 2005; Bontis, 1998; 
Despres & Chauvel, 2000; Earl & Scott, 1999). Polanyi (1967), Nonaka and Toyama 
(2005) and Sveiby (1997) argue that knowledge is multifaceted and emerges out of 
subjective views of the world. Similarly, Fahey and Prusak (1998) argue that knowledge 
is what the knower knows and that there is no knowledge without someone knowing it. 
In the contemporary ‘post-industrial’ era the importance of knowledge has only been 
realized when its characteristics and role in the organisation started to become debated 
(Drucker, 2006). Grover and Davenport (2001) provide a concise definition by saying 
that knowledge consists of truths and beliefs, perspectives and concepts, judgments and 
expectations and that people “who are knowledgeable not only have information, but 
also have the ability to integrate and frame the information within the context of their 
experience, expertise and judgment” (p. 6). Knowledge represents “know-how, 
expertise, tradecrafts, skills, ideas, intuitions, and insights” (Desouza & Awazu, 2006, p. 
32) and includes an individual’s capacity to take effective action – to make information 
actionable (Lai & Chu, 2002; Liebowitz & Megbolugbe, 2003; Polanyi, 1967). 
                                                     
12 Substantial power of old generations; strong supervision of owner-manager; commitment to status quo; 
mainly insiders selected for board of directors according to their status and influence within the family. 
13 Focus on internal operational issues; appointment of family members or close friends for the post of 
direction; low commitment to change or to find new opportunities; strong orientation toward 
independence from the environment which is a barrier to growth in terms of lack of external partnerships, 
inter-organizational relations and cooperative investments. 
14 Paternalist management style, nepotism characteristics, led by family values; loyalty – keeping the 
same employees for a long time with a lack of recruitment; strong orientation toward social networking; 
usually a sound level of trust among family members; strong commitment, cordial, friendly and close ties. 
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Davenport and Prusak (1998), Nonaka and Takeuchi (1995), and Sveiby (2001) also 
refer to the understanding that it is impossible to separate knowledge from action. 
From a strategic point of view knowledge is seen as a source of value creation and 
realisation (Earl, 2001). From an individual point of view it can be argued that 
knowledge resides in the head of a person (Assudani, 2005). However, Nonaka and 
Toyama (2003) state that it cannot be created in a vacuum. Clarke and Turner (2004) 
and Despres and Chauvel (2000) also argue that knowledge is generally context specific 
and depends on a multitude of factors such as time and space or social, socio-economic, 
psychological, inter-personal, cultural, linguistic or historical variables as the basis for 
creating meaning. From a collective point of view it stands for what the organisation 
knows. This comprises “professional intellect, such as know-what, know-how, know 
why, self-motivated creativity, experience, concepts, values, beliefs and a way of 
working that can be shared and communicated” (Lai & Chu, 2002, p. 26). 
Researchers have dealt with different aspects of knowledge. The most valuable ones in 
this respect are the distinction between data, information and knowledge and the 
classification of knowledge into two dimensions: tacit and explicit (Nonaka & 
Takeuchi, 1995; Polanyi, 1967), as discussed in the following sections. 
2.4.1.2 The distinction between data, information and knowledge 
Understanding the meaning of data, information and knowledge, that they are not 
interchangeable concepts and how to get from one to the other, is vital to doing 
knowledge work successfully (Davenport & Prusak, 1998; Sveiby, 1997). The relations 
between these three concepts are outlined in the following figure 2.1. 
Figure 2.1: The distinction between data, information and knowledge 
 
Source: Davidson & Voss (2002), p. 55 (modified) 
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This shows that knowledge is distinct from both data and information. Data are “raw or 
 
n that is interpreted and blended with 
hen patterned in a certain way and 
 
(Assudani, 2005; Davenport & Völpel, 2001; Hitt et al., 2000; Polanyi, 1967; Sveiby, 
discerned elements” (Liebowitz & Megbolugbe, 2003, p. 189) and represent a set of 
discrete and objective observations or facts concerning events or recorded measures of 
certain phenomena. They are not directly meaningful because they are out of context 
(Davenport & Prusak, 1998; Diakoulakis et al., 2004; Stewart, 1997; Zikmund, 2003).  
Information, therefore, results from placing data into context and from giving it some
meaningful content (Powell & Swart, 2005; Stewart, 1997; Zack, 1999b). Hence, it 
refers to a body of facts or data with attributes of relevance and purpose, which is 
formatted in a way that facilitates decision-making such as tables, symbols or pictures 
(Diakoulakis et al., 2004; Sveiby, 1997; Zikmund, 2003). The addition of value or 
meaning can be achieved by contextualizing, categorizing, calculating, correcting or 
condensing the data (Davenport & Prusak, 1998). 
Finally, knowledge can be regarded as informatio
values, experiences and insights (Sveiby, 1997; Zikmund, 2003). Consequently, 
knowledge is subjective and dynamic in nature (Krogh et al., 2001; Powell & Swart, 
2005). Sveiby (1997) concludes that it is important to understand that the focus of a 
firm needs to be knowledge rather than information. 
In summary, data is transformed into information w
when meaning is added. Once certain rules or heuristics are applied and purpose is 
added to this information it is transformed into knowledge as actionable information 
(Davidson & Voss, 2002; Kakabadse N. K., Kakabadse A. & Kouzmin, 2003; 
Liebowitz & Megbolugbe, 2003; Stewart, 1997). Hence, data and information are 
different from knowledge primarily due to the absence of context, meaning and action 
(McCann & Buckner, 2004; Powell & Swart, 2005). Albert Einstein agrees with making 
these distinctions in stating that “information is not knowledge” (Johnston, 2004, p. 2). 
2.4.1.3 The two knowledge categories: tacit and explicit knowledge  
The most frequently used categorisation of knowledge, which has drawn special interest 
in the literature, is tacit and explicit knowledge (Diakoulakis et al., 2004; Hitt et al., 
2000; Powell & Swart, 2005; Roos, 1998). This distinction was first made by Aristotle 
(Prusak, 2001) and is also often associated with the philosopher Michael Polanyi. He 
demonstrated that people can know more than they can tell or explain to others 
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1997). Some authors suggest that there exists a continuum between explicit and tacit 
knowledge, as illustrated in figure 2.2.  
Figure 2.2: The continuum from explicit to tacit knowledge 
 
Source: Compiled from Bernbom, 2001; Leonard & Sensiper, 1998; McKinlay, 2005 
Explicit knowledge is regarded as generic and dynamic, meaning it is not bound to a
ittable and can 
ledge has physical capabilities (Krogh, 1998) 
such as the knowledge of how to skilfully use certain tools (Leonard & Sensiper, 1998; 
 
certain time, place or workgroup (McKinlay, 2005). Hence, it is transm
be communicated and shared through written specifications in formal, systematic 
language and can be articulated and expressed in words and numbers (Assudani, 2005; 
Diakoulakis et al., 2004; Earl & Scott, 1999; Polanyi, 1967). Therefore, it is possible to 
capture, codify and document explicit knowledge in manuals, patents, reports, 
documents, and databases (Goh, 2002; Zack, 1999b). In theory, explicit knowledge is 
“independent of those who developed it and therefore it can be of value for the 
organisation regardless of the employee who initially produced it” (Apostolou & 
Mentzas, 1999, p. 135).  
Much of our knowing is tacit. Tacit know
Polanyi, 1967), perform craftsmanship such as pottery (Mintzberg, 1987), watchmaking 
(Krogh, 1998), award-winning cuisine, or the skills of how to play certain types of 
sports or instruments (Polanyi, 1967; Sveiby, 1997). Secondly, there are perception 
skills (Krogh, 1998) such as how to recognize a face or the moods of a face or the use of 
denotative language (Polanyi, 1967). It also encompasses the skill to perceive and 
interpret certain, possibly new and different, external events or objects (Davenport & 
Prusak, 1998; Krogh, 1998; Polanyi, 1967), to come up with alternative ways of how to 
handle them and to anticipate implications and judge their effects (Wiig, 1999a). While 
both types of knowledge are important, most knowledge generated in organisations is of 
tacit nature (Egbu et al., 2005; Sveiby, 1997).  
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In the literature tacit knowledge, which is also called ‘know-how’, ‘subjective 
knowledge’, ‘personal knowledge’ or procedural knowledge’ (Hitt et al., 2000; Polanyi, 
1967), is regarded as more complex: it is local and stubborn, exists in mental models 
no, 
Liebowitz, Buchwalter & McCaw, 2001, p. 306). Experienced employees “develop 
missing from passive 
missing knowledge (Assudani 2005; Davidson & Voss, 2002; Polanyi, 1967)  
and is a very dynamic, personal, highly situated, kind of knowledge, which is deeply 
embedded in an individual’s mind and is, therefore, called ‘sticky’. It is based on 
individual or collective cumulative perceptions, insights, experiences, intuition, 
behaviour, commitment and involvement and is influenced by ideals, values and 
emotions and is, of necessity, embedded in a specific context (Brown & Duguid, 1998; 
Earl & Scott, 1999; McKinlay, 2005; Nonaka & Toyama, 2003; Polanyi, 1967; Swan & 
Newell, 2000). This personal quality of tacit knowledge and the fact that it is more 
challenging to identify, to codify or capture, to formalize and articulate, makes it 
difficult to change or to share with others (Assudani, 2005; Bannock, 2003; Diakoulakis 
et al., 2004; Goh, 2002; Hitt et al., 2000; Nonaka & Toyama, 2003; Polanyi, 1967). 
Due to the considerable differences between the two categories “tacit knowledge cannot 
be treated in the same way explicit knowledge is treated” (Rubenstein-Monta
huge repertoires of skills, information, and ways of working that they have internalized 
to the point of obviousness” (Stewart, 1997, p. 72). If they gain their experience in 
different parts of an organisation, they have different stocks of tacit knowledge because 
it is context-dependent. Swan and Newell (2000) argue that abstracting tacit knowledge 
from its context would mean that much of its intrinsic value and meaning would be lost. 
Sharing tacit knowledge usually requires the use of metaphors, analogies or 
unconventional language (Nonaka & Takeuchi, 1995). Roos (2004) argues that it can be 
more valuable because processes related to sharing, creating or using tacit knowledge 
can access deeper insights than verbal or written communication. 
The following, figure 2.3, depicts four knowledge categories. It suggests that increasing 
awareness distinguishes explicit from tacit knowledge and active 
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Figure 2.3: The four categories of explicit and tacit knowledge and active and passive 
missing knowledge 
 
Sources: Compiled from Davidson & Voss, 2002 and Stewart, 1997  
Complexity is another factor that distinguishes the two concepts of explicit and tacit 
knowledge. The more a “situation is complex [which certainly is the case in strategic 
decisions], the more the knowledge mobilized is tacit” (Nicolas, 2004, p. 26). Hence, a 
dilemma is that the concept of tacit knowledge is crucial for strategic decisions but it is 
hard to grasp, very intangible and, therefore, potentially hard to manage.  
2.4.2 The importance of knowledge for organisations 
Various authors have an array of different opinions about knowledge. However, they all 
share one viewpoint, which is that knowledge and its management is essential to any 
kind of organisation. Knowledge has become a critical strategic corporate resource and 
a key asset for the success of the 21st century organisation (Assudani, 2005; Bontis & 
Fitz-enz, 2002; Ireland & Hitt, 1999; Zack, 1999a). The collective knowledge possessed 
by an organisation’s employees and the ability to effectively leverage such intangible 
assets has great potential and has become paramount, even more important than the 
ability to invest and manage physical assets (Davenport & Völpel, 2001; Hitt et al., 
2007; Kaplan & Norton, 2004; Krogh et al., 2001; Sparrow, 2001; Wickramasinghe, 
2003). Without knowledge, “an organization could not organize itself; it would be 
unable to maintain itself as a functioning enterprise” (Davenport & Prusak 1998, p. 52). 
The society of today is fundamentally different from yesterday’s: it has become a 
‘knowledge society’ (Lai & Chu, 2002; Stewart, 1997; Swan & Newell, 2000). 
Nowadays, the economies of most countries are knowledge economies. This label 
describes societies which have the ability to turn information into productive knowledge 
(Bannock, 2003) and where a shift is perceivable from a manufacturing to a service-
oriented economy (Bontis, 1998). Other terms are also used to describe this epoch such 
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as ‘post-industrial/capitalist era’, ‘information age/society’ or ‘third wave’ (Drucker, 
2006; Earl, 2001; Wickramasinghe, 2003). Not only are more people involved in 
knowledge work, but also the knowledge content of work is growing because services 
now constitute a major part of GDPs and the knowledge-intensity of goods and services 
is rising. The parts of an economy that are knowledge-based are largely subject to 
growing returns (Cole, 1998; Krogh et al., 2001; Roos, 1998; Stewart, 1997; Sveiby, 
1997).  
There is overwhelming consent in the literature that in the new economy of the twenty-
first century knowledge itself and the ability to create, share and leverage knowledge 
ultimately have outstripped capital or natural resources as basic economic resources 
from which to generate economic wealth (Bontis & Fitz-enz, 2002; Drucker, 2006; Earl 
& Scott, 1999; Swan & Newell, 2000). A number of studies have identified knowledge 
assets and their management to be a vital contributor to GDPs and also to be the most 
important core competence in the recent market environment (Chang & Ahn, 2005; 
Davidson & Voss, 2002; Hitt et al., 2000). In such an increasingly competitive market 
place with a rising rate of innovation (Assudani, 2005; Clarke & Turner, 2004; Drucker, 
2006), where there is a bombardment of information (Bontis & Fitz-enz, 2002), 
knowledge is regarded as “the most sought-after remedy to uncertainty” (Davenport & 
Prusak, 1998, p. 25). Under such circumstances simply “dealing with information 
[alone] is not sufficient to establish a strategy” (Nicolas, 2004, p. 21). In this context, 
Davenport and Prusak (1998) remark that material assets are meaningless without the 
related human brainpower, and Stewart (1997) rightly points out that money talks but 
does not think. Consequently, this era demands a paradigm shift of strategic 
management away from the allocation of physical and financial resources to relying on 
intangible knowledge assets (Bontis, 1998; Earl & Scott, 1999; Kakabadse et al., 2003; 
Krogh et al., 2001; Snyman & Kruger, 2004; Sparrow, 2005; Zhou & Fink, 2003).  
“One indicator of the new regime is how the sources of wealth creation have changed 
over time. John D. Rockefeller, Andrew Carnegie, and Henry Ford and other capitalists 
in the late 19th century and early 20th, gained wealth in ways rather different from 
Gates (Microsoft), Branson (Virgin), Eliason (Oracle), Dell (Dell Computer), Moore 
(Intel), and Swanson (Genetech)” (Teece, 1998b, p. 290).  
In this new economy knowledge is regarded as one of the few, if not the only, key 
source for innovation and an essential preeminent cornerstone for companies to generate 
ongoing rents and develop sustainable competitive advantages (Drucker, 2006; Hitt et 
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al., 2007; Ireland & Hitt, 1999; Nonaka & Toyama, 2003; Stewart, 1997; Zack, 1999a). 
The creation of a sustainable competitive advantage, the source of how to create value, 
and the ability to exploit it is the universal objective of all profit driven organisations 
(De Wit & Meyer, 2004; Kuratko et al., 2001; Porter, 2004). A business can succeed at 
turning knowledge into a sustainable competitive advantage if it “can identify areas 
where its knowledge leads the competition, and if that unique knowledge can be applied 
profitably in the marketplace” (Zack, 1999a, p. 129). Nonaka and Takeuchi (1995) 
argue that tacit knowledge is a key source of innovation. In this respect, it was found 
that businesses which utilize innovation to differentiate their products or services are, on 
average, twice as profitable as other businesses (McAdam & Reid, 2001). Hence, of 
managerial importance are not only the intangible resources, but also how the 
organisation leverages these resources: “what it knows - how it uses what it knows - and 
how fast it can know something new” (Goh, 2002, p. 23).  
A knowledge advantage is very sustainable for several reasons. Knowledge is an 
intangible asset and is difficult to duplicate and imitate or cannot be copied by 
competitors. It is protected by context, is firm-specific and, to a certain extent, it can be 
regarded as non-monopolistic, non-excludable, non-substitutable and extremely 
valuable and rare (Bontis & Fitz-enz, 2002; Earl, 2001; Kaplan & Norton, 2004; Lai & 
Chu, 2002; Powell & Swart, 2005; Snyman & Kruger, 2004; Teece, 1998a; Zack, 
1999a). Furthermore, several scholars argue that the sustainability of knowledge as a 
resource stems from the fact that it can become a self-energising and self-reinforcing 
system or cycle. They make the case that the more knowledge is used, the more 
valuable it grows, unlike with material assets or machinery, and state that “knowledge 
shared is knowledge doubled” (Sveiby, 2001, p. 347), “if you don’t use it, you lose it” 
(Bontis, 1998, p. 75) and “the more a firm already knows, the more it can learn” (Zack, 
1999a, p. 128). Unlike traditional physical goods, which display properties like 
divisibility, scarcity and decreasing returns and which are used, consumed or wear out, 
knowledge is unlimited and provides increasing returns as it is shared and used 
(Davenport & Prusak, 1998; Stewart, 1997; Sveiby, 2001; Zack, 1999a). 
This section shows that knowledge plays an important role in establishing successful 
strategies. The following section discusses the underlying principles of knowledge 
management. 
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2.5 Knowledge management 
2.5.1 The underlying principles of knowledge management 
First, it has to be made clear that knowledge itself, the urge to create and use it and the 
fact that it has always been at the core of the creation of value is, of course, not new. 
However, it is indeed relatively new to explicitly recognise it as a vital corporate asset 
(Davenport & Völpel, 2001; Earl, 2001; Serenko et al., 2007; Wiig, 1999a). In recent 
years many firms have realised that a proactive and conscious approach to corporate 
knowledge is needed and so have begun to embed this concept into ideas about good 
management, in general (Davenport & Prusak, 1998; Krogh et al., 2001). Since the 
introduction of the term ‘knowledge management’ in the 1980’s (Wiig, 1999a) scholars 
have not found it to be an easy task to introduce a succinct and generic definition for 
this “nontrivial” (Earl, 2001, p. 216) idea. Davenport and Prusak (1998) regard 
knowledge as a “slippery concept” (p. 7) and Stewart (1997) remarks that trying “to 
identify and manage knowledge assets is like trying to fish barehanded” (p. 56). 
Ambiguity is created by the term ‘knowledge management’ itself. First, a dilemma is 
that knowledge is an intangible construct just like love, soul, spirit or religion. It has 
some characteristics such as being rather fuzzy, soft and organic (Chang & Ahn, 2005; 
Despres & Chauvel, 2000; Kaplan & Norton, 2004), which make it hard to figure out 
what to manage not to speak of how to manage it. Secondly, the word ‘manage’15 in 
knowledge management has caused controversy. There appears to be a management 
problem because it is difficult to observe and awkward to verbalize knowledge work 
(McKinlay, 2005). Some argue that at first sight it seems impossible to manage 
knowledge (Call, 2005; Davenport & Völpel, 2001; Smoliar, 2003). It is intended 
resolve this issue in the following sections.  
In spite of its vagueness many authors have tried to capture the idea of managing 
knowledge with their own words creating an array of various definitions. It has become 
one of the most discussed topics in the business lexicon (Despres & Chauvel, 2000). 
Each of the contributing schools of thought make major contributions, “but their 
diversity also leads to very different vocabularies, assumptions, models, and solutions 
that pose a fundamental difficulty in strategically integrating KM initiatives” (McCann 
                                                     
15 The linguistic origin of this word “is from Latin manus, hand, via the Italian maneggiare, which is the 
training of horses in the manege; subsequently its meaning was extended to skilful handling in general” 
(Hofstede, 1993, p. 82). 
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& Buckner, 2004, p. 48). Various useful definitions that are presented in the literature 
are split into three groups according to their focus: processes, assets and aims, however, 
each of them is insufficient and too specific in a holistic sense. 
First, some rather narrow definitions that focus on knowledge processes argue that 
knowledge management is a systematic process of: 
 “identifying, managing and leveraging individual and collective knowledge” 
(Clarke & Turner, 2004, p. 38) 
 “creating, acquiring, disseminating, leveraging and using knowledge” (Nicolas, 
2004, p.20) 
 “generation, transfer and application [of knowledge] and the organisational 
environment to facilitate these processes” (Zhou & Fink, 2003, p. 86). 
Secondly, various authors focus on the commercial aspect of knowledge and regard it 
primarily as an asset. They argue that it is about how an organisation protects, 
coordinates, codifies, disseminates, develops, and applies its intangible knowledge 
resources to create value (Earl, 2001; Liebowitz & Megbolugbe, 2003; Stewart, 1997; 
Stovel & Bontis, 2002; Sveiby, 1997; Wickramasinghe, 2003). It is about better 
managing the content, quality, value, and transferability of knowledge assets (Shankar 
& Gupta, 2005). Furthermore authors argue that knowledge management: 
 is “a formalization of, and access to, experience, knowledge and expertise” 
(Kakabadse et al., 2003, p. 79) 
 is “the effort to achieve an efficient and, ultimately, effective use of the 
knowledge lying in the organization” (Diakoulakis et al., 2004, p. 35) 
 creates “systems that enable organisations to tap into the knowledge, 
experiences, and creativity of their staff” (Davidson & Voss, 2002, p. 11) 
Thirdly, authors who refer to the aims of knowledge management when defining it 
argue that its purpose is to leverage individual knowledge elements and multiply them 
in value. Its objective is to become more competitive or retain competitive advantage, 
create new capabilities, enhance customer value, encourage innovation and, ultimately, 
achieve organisational objectives such as increased organisational performance (Clarke 
& Turner, 2004; Kakabadse et al., 2003; Nicolas, 2004). Furthermore, it is claimed to be 
a “conscious strategy of getting the right knowledge to the right people at the right 
time” (Kakabadse et al., 2003, p. 79) – hence “connecting people who need to know 
with those who do know” (Davidson & Voss, 2002, p. 31), co-ordinating “the specialist 
knowledge possessed by employees so that it can be exploited to create benefits and 
competitive advantage” (Colin, 2004, p. 224), and to “build, nurture, and fully exploit 
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knowledge assets through systems, processes, and people and convert them into value 
as knowledge-based products and services” (Earl, 2001, p. 228) 
Some organisations, like IBM, have come up with a definition of knowledge 
management: “a discipline that systematically leverages content and expertise to 
provide innovation, responsiveness, competency, and efficiency” (Call, 2005, p. 20). 
However, other organisations, especially vendors of software, seem to confuse 
knowledge management with information management and the moving of data and 
documents (Prusak, 2001). Microsoft’s former CEO, Bill Gates, stated that knowledge 
management was “nothing more than managing information flow; getting the right 
information to the people who need it so they can act on it quickly” (Call, 2005, p. 20).  
Even though it is undeniable that the value of knowledge is limited if it is not shared 
and that the effective sharing of knowledge is the centrepiece of knowledge 
management (Call, 2005; Lai & Chu, 2002), it is problematic that many definitions 
overstate the act of sharing knowledge. Kakabadse et al. (2003) assert that knowledge 
management is not simply about sharing knowledge, “but about changing entire 
business cultures and strategies of organizations” (p. 86) while Earl and Scott (1999) 
argue that knowledge management is more about the long-term effect than the quick-fix 
implementation. The statement that “knowledge drives strategy and strategy drives 
knowledge management” (Snyman & Kruger, 2004, p. 5) illustrates that knowledge 
management is a strategic effort. Krogh et al. (2001) identify four knowledge strategies: 
leveraging existing knowledge throughout the company; expanding on existing 
knowledge within the company; appropriating new knowledge from outside the 
company to build up a new knowledge domain, and; finally, probing new knowledge 
within the company (figure 2.4). These strategies have to be closely linked to other 
strategising activities and do not exclude one another. 
Figure 2.4: Four knowledge strategies 
 
Source: Krogh et al., 2001 
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Table 2.3, following, distinguishes the concept of knowledge management from human 
resource management. It also illustrates that it has to be regarded as closely related and, 
ideally, interlocked with and linked to an organisation’s overall business strategy 
because the way knowledge is managed influences the selection and implementation of 
strategy (Davenport & Prusak, 1998; Earl, 2001; Hitt et al., 2000; Stovel & Bontis, 
2002; Zack, 1999a). 
Table 2.3: The strategic management approach to knowledge  
 
Source: Simpson, 2002 
To sum up the definitions from theory and practice and in order to provide a holistic 
characterisation of knowledge management, four vital aspects need to be pointed out. 
1. Knowledge management is a discipline that creates systems to systematically 
identify, gain access to and leverage existing knowledge resources, experience, 
expertise, creativity, and acquired knowledge assets. 
2. Knowledge management is a collection of processes that govern the content, 
quality, value, and transferability of individual and collective knowledge assets. 
They support the identification, creation or acquisition, dissemination, storage and 
usage of knowledge.  
3. The organisational environment, organisational culture and a close relationship to 
the organisation’s overall strategy are vital for knowledge management. 
4. Knowledge management aims to create value for internal and external stakeholders 
to, ultimately, increase organisational performance. It supports in increasing 
competency, in creating new capabilities and opportunities, in encouraging 
innovation, and in becoming more competitive. 
2.5.2 Knowledge management perspectives set against the 
background of important practical and scientific knowledge 
management dilemmas 
The previous discussion and arguments by Earl (2001) who presents various 
‘knowledge management schools’, illustrate that this field of study constitutes a variety 
of perspectives and practices. Each deals with certain issues while ignoring others 
(Despres & Chauvel, 2000). However, in the literature, there is consent that in the field 
of knowledge management a shift has taken place.  
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Originally, there was the philosophical perspective that focuses on the entity of 
knowledge. This was followed by a perspective referred to as ‘hard’, ‘cognitivist’ 
(Krogh, 1998) or ‘technocratic’ (Earl, 2001) in which technology, IT and computer-
systems dominate. This phase, that regards knowledge as predominantly explicit and 
capable of being ‘engineered’ as a process, encoded, mapped, stored and easily 
transmittable, has lost support. Various authors such as Krogh et al. (2001), Nonaka and 
Takeuchi (1995), or Sveiby (1997) have scrutinized this information-perspective. They 
emphasise that knowledge management ought to be seen as a perspective on strategy 
and innovation. Swan and Newell (2000) argue that solely relying on IT may reinforce 
existing boundaries with ‘electronic fences’ and fuel ‘turf-wars’ across social groups. 
Hence, these authors point out that IT is important merely as an enabler and that it 
should only play a supportive role because a knowledge management strategy will 
never and can never succeed if based solely on technology (Call, 2005; Davidson & 
Voss, 2002; Scholl et al., 2004). This is because technology is helpful only for parts of 
the knowledge-sharing spectrum, foremost for transferring and diffusing explicit 
knowledge (Nonaka & Toyama, 2003). Much of learning and knowledge sharing 
depends on people and on their tacit knowledge and takes place by social interaction, 
mostly in informal settings (Pfeffer & Sutton, 1999; Sveiby, 1997; Zack, 1999b). It also 
has been realized that decision making is often based on intuition rather than on 
deliberate and systematic reasoning (Wiig, 1999a). Numerous outcomes from previous 
research show that technological approaches make only a minor contribution to the 
success of knowledge management. Swan and Newell (2000) suggest that there has 
been a lack of proof that investment in IT and firm performance are correlated. During 
the first generation of knowledge management in the 1990s, the whole bandwidth of 
knowledge was not grasped in its entity because it was predominantly regarded as a 
commodity and put on par with information or data. The concept of knowledge 
management was mistakenly used to portray the storage and retrieval of information 
(Salojärvi et al., 2005) and it was believed that IT and sophisticated information 
management techniques were the core of knowledge management and would offer the 
suitable answers (Davidson & Voss, 2002; Scholl et al., 2004). Nowadays, it is clear 
that no investment in IT is of any value without a cooperative culture that promotes the 
sharing of knowledge (McKinlay, 2005; Sveiby, 2001). In the last few years, knowledge 
management theorists 
“have gone back to the caves. That is, they have become less enamored of technology 
and have rediscovered the value of our humanity. Although our archives are computers 
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rather than cave walls, modern people are like the cave dwellers in certain important 
respects. We still love stories and learning in communities; we still want to establish 
trust before conveying information; we still crave experience-based, proven and 
practical knowledge” (Hammer, Leonard & Davenport, 2004, p. 16).  
Consequently, various recent authors point to the growing importance of behavioural 
science approaches that focus on human factors.  
Nowadays, knowledge management is regarded overwhelmingly a cultural endeavour 
(Call, 2005; Davidson & Voss, 2002; Edwards, Handzic, Carlsson & Nissen, 2003; 
Scholl et al., 2004). It has been realized that knowledge management is more than just 
another IT application (Earl, 2001) and that technology alone cannot deliver the 
promises and will never realize its full potential (Earl, 2001; Sveiby, 2001; Zack, 
1999b). This means that human factors, not IT, determine whether knowledge 
management programmes create value or not (Desouza & Awazu, 2006; Krogh, 1998; 
Rubenstein-Montano et al., 2001; Zhou & Fink, 2003). This can be called the 
‘constructionist’ (Krogh, 1998), ‘behavioural’ (Earl, 2001), or ‘people-centric’ (Wiig, 
1999a) perspective. This is emphasised in the KM literature by a multitude of authors16. 
This perspective recognizes that knowledge management is a major change initiative 
(Krogh et al., 2001) because it emphasises the social nature of knowledge and assumes 
that it is based mainly on fluid, inter-subjective and social processes. Hence, human 
aspects such as respect, trust, culture, the interaction of people and interpersonal 
relationships are of paramount importance. It regards knowledge as residing in our 
bodies and being closely related to our senses and previous experience - therefore not 
being universal - and recognizes employees as social beings who usually prefer 
conversations to IT or documents (Earl, 2001; Krogh, 1998; McKinlay, 2005; Nicolas, 
2004; Sveiby, 2001; Wiig, 1999b). Davenport and Prusak (1998) put this argument in a 
nutshell by recommending organisations shift their focus “from access to attention, 
from velocity to viscosity, from documents to discussions” (p. 106) 
Other authors such as Call (2005), Davenport and Prusak (1998), Nicolas (2004), Scholl 
et al. (2004), and Zhou and Fink (2003) conclude that, an interdisciplinary view of 
knowledge management that combines, and appropriately matches, information 
technology with human needs, processes, the organisational culture and other 
                                                     
16 Assudani, 2005; Davenport & Prusak, 1998; Kakabadse et al., 2003; Liebowitz, 1999; McCann & 
Buckner, 2004; Nicolas, 2004; Nonaka & Takeuchi, 1995; Rubenstein-Montano et al., 2001; Scholl et al. 
2004; Smoliar, 2003; Swan and Newell, 2000; Wickramasinghe, 2003; Zhou & Fink, 2003. 
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organisational factors, should be supported. Knowledge management is in a constant 
flux and there are still disagreements in many aspects due to various practical and 
scientific dilemmas. A major dilemma is that defining the scope and the aim of 
knowledge management is challenging. Although there is, of course, some 
comprehension of management as such, the understanding of knowledge, the object to 
be managed, is comparatively rather elementary. Therefore, Scholl et al. (2004) argue 
that it “does not come as a big surprise that it is difficult to manage something we 
haven’t understood yet” (p. 20). The problem with the existing literature - and according 
to Pfeffer and Sutton (1999) a major reason why many knowledge management projects 
have failed - is that terms like ‘intellectual capital’, ‘knowledge creation’ and 
‘knowledge management’ and terminologies in regard to knowledge such as ‘drilling’, 
‘mining’, ‘leveraging’, ‘stockpiles’, ‘reservoirs’, or ‘assets’ can be misleading. These 
terms entail the faulty assumption that knowledge can be accounted for by using 
traditional procedures for its measurement. Such approaches treat knowledge like a 
commodity, overemphasise the role of IT, ignore the importance of philosophy and 
assume that no distinction between tacit and explicit knowledge is necessary 
(Kakabadse et al., 2003; Pfeffer & Sutton, 1999; Scholl et al., 2004; Smoliar, 2003; 
Sveiby, 1997; Swan & Newell, 2000). In addition, Zhou and Fink (2003) challenge 
treating knowledge as an object by arguing that “knowledge is not a ‘thing’, or a 
system, but an ephemeral, active process of relating” (p. 87).  
Even though some aspects of knowledge, such as organisational culture and structure, 
communication and information can be proactively managed, authors like Kakabadse et 
al. (2003) and Sveiby (2001) conclude that knowledge itself is unmanageable. Writings 
of influential scholars in this field such as Drucker, Nonaka and Takeuchi, Davenport 
and Prusak, and many others, concentrate on the management of people whose work 
depends considerably and fundamentally on what they know. 
2.5.3 Benefits, challenges and drawbacks of knowledge 
management 
Knowledge management has the potential to contribute to improved business 
performance (McAdam & Reid, 2001) and to achieve a strategic fit between the 
organisation and its environment (Snyman & Kruger, 2004). Consequently, it can be 
reasoned that, regardless of an organisation’s size, its budget or technical savvy, 
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knowledge management is a key element in improving its competitiveness and in 
becoming more successful (Call, 2005; Egbu et al., 2005; McAdam & Reid, 2001). 
Some of the more widely cited, and more specific potential benefits of knowledge 
management, can range from better learning, stimulated and motivated employees and 
an improved employee retention, a better problem solving, a shorter time-to-market, to 
the creation of new business opportunities (Chang & Ahn, 2005; McAdam & Reid, 
2001; Wong & Aspinwall, 2004a). Organisations may benefit from an improved capture 
and use of knowledge from external sources and an improved integration of knowledge 
within the firm (Egbu et al., 2005). Such firms, which are successful in leveraging 
knowledge, potentially witness an improved internal efficiency and an increased 
productivity and profitability (Desouza & Awazu, 2006; Diakoulakis et al., 2004; Wong 
& Aspinwall, 2004a). Furthermore, organisations may benefit from enhanced 
competency in their decision making and the ability to foresee trends and patterns 
emerging in the marketplace because they enjoy faster access to knowledge and share 
knowledge better (Chang & Ahn, 2005; Davenport & Prusak, 1998; McCann & 
Buckner, 2004). Also, an improved responsiveness to customers and an increased level 
of customer service are reported in the literature (Desouza & Awazu, 2006; Egbu et al., 
2005). One of the main benefits of knowledge management is that it is regarded to be an 
antecedent of innovation and has the potential to be a catalyst for a higher rate of 
successful innovations within organisations. Several empirical studies have verified this 
relationship between knowledge management and innovation (Chang & Ahn, 2005; 
Darroch & McNaughton, 2002; Levy et al., 2003; McAdam & Reid, 2001). 
Up to this point, KM has been presented as having mainly positive effects but there are 
also challenges and downsides. Despite the importance of possible negative effects 
relatively limited research has been reported in this respect. One major barrier to a 
successful implementation is cost. To be effectively implemented, each knowledge 
management initiative creates costs such as investment in technology, acquisition of 
knowledge or educating employees about KM (Diakoulakis et al., 2004). Furthermore 
various challenges, such as globalized competition, customers and employees, the trend 
toward home offices, out-sourcing, alliances and joint ventures, raise the complexity 
and endanger the implementation of knowledge management (Davenport & Prusak, 
1998). This is also reflected in the fact that the social collective of many organisations is 
mobile, transient and temporary (Bontis & Fitz-enz, 2002), and “is comprised of both, 
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the traditional (permanent) and contingent (temporary) workers” (Assudani, 2005, p. 
40). Such contingent workers are potentially responsible for the leakage of proprietary 
knowledge (Assudani, 2005). Moreover, a failed knowledge management initiative 
could have negative affects on areas “such as the existing cultural, psychological, 
ethical and ideological status, the quality of collaboration between enterprise 
departments and within team works, the organizational behavior and others” 
(Diakoulakis et al., 2004, p. 40).  
2.5.4 Knowledge management in Small and Medium Enterprises 
(SMEs) 
There have been differing views on whether knowledge management in SMEs is 
different from knowledge management in large enterprises. On the one hand, research 
about small businesses in Australia and Singapore concludes that their knowledge 
management needs and challenges are surprisingly similar to those of larger firms (Lim 
& Klobas, 2000). On the other hand, authors such as Desouza and Awazu (2006), 
Serenko et al. (2007), Sparrow (2005) and Wong and Aspinwall (2004a) argue that it 
would be incorrect to view knowledge management practices of SMEs as simply scaled 
down versions of the practices and experiences found in larger businesses. For example, 
Serenko et al. (2007) argue that “as the size of an organizational unit increases, the 
effectiveness of internal knowledge flows dramatically diminishes and the degree of 
intra-organizational knowledge sharing decreases” (p. 610). Furthermore, SMEs face 
various unique barriers which significantly influence the implementation and 
maintenance of knowledge management activities. Consequently, they need to approach 
knowledge management in different ways.  
The main characteristics and principal advantages and disadvantages of SMEs with 
regard to the implementation of knowledge management are presented in table 2.4 and 
discussed in the following pages.  
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Table 2.4: Advantages and disadvantages of SMEs in the implementation of KM 
 
Source: Compiled from Desouza & Awazu, 2006; McAdam & Reid, 2001; Sparrow, 2005; Wong & 
Aspinwall, 2004a 
First, in terms of the ownership and management (I) the decision-making in SMEs is 
usually more centralized. Generally, it was found that the personality, vision, 
knowledge and values of general managers exert a vital influence on the management 
imperative taken by SMEs (Egbu et al., 2005; Hari et al., 2005; Sparrow, 2005). Thus, if 
they recognize the importance and potential of KM they are able to signal the need to 
implement this concept. Furthermore, Hari et al. (2005) and Wong and Aspinwall 
(2004a) argue that the senior management often enjoys a high degree of visibility due to 
their frequent involvement in operational activities. Hence, they are likely to have a 
broad and deep understanding of crucial knowledge related issues and can become “role 
models and […] set good examples by showing the desired values and behaviors needed 
for creating, sharing and applying knowledge” (Wong & Aspinwall, 2004a, p. 49). 
A disadvantage in this respect is that the leaders of SMEs usually lack managerial skills 
and the vision for knowledge related issues compared to their counterparts in large 
businesses. They tend to not fully understand the true concepts of knowledge 
management, which may prevent them from acknowledging its need and from 
understanding what is required for its implementation (Egbu et al., 2005; Wong & 
Aspinwall, 2004a).  
SMEs tend to struggle for business survival, are preoccupied with day-to-day viability, 
focus on ad hoc core operational activities and think solely in terms of what is tangible. 
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Consequently, their leadership tends to classify strategic endeavours as less urgent and 
important and vital knowledge is rarely integrated into a wider strategic perspective 
(Egbu et al., 2005; Levy et al., 2003; Snyman & Kruger, 2004; Sparrow, 2005; Vossen, 
1998; Wong & Aspinwall, 2004a). Egbu et al. (2005) argue that SMEs generally find it 
difficult to commit themselves to managing knowledge consciously and formally. 
Likewise, Beijerse (2000) found various types of KM instruments at the operational 
level, however, hardly any formal and systematic policy at the strategic level. Research 
by McAdam and Reid (2001) shows that SMEs that have adopted this concept identify 
KM as mainly providing market or operational benefits instead of strategic benefits. 
Furthermore, several authors point to the limited and private nature of the organisational 
memory in SMEs: They argue that a large proportion of the organisational knowledge is 
kept in the minds of the senior management (Desouza & Awazu, 2006; Serenko et al., 
2007; Wong & Aspinwall, 2004a). Due to resource constraints and the lack of 
knowledge management maturity SMEs often ignore the need for organizing and 
storing knowledge, thereby neglecting new information and communication tools 
(Corso et al., 2003) and rarely acknowledge the necessity of formal explicit knowledge 
repositories to the same depth and breadth as large organisations do (Lim & Klobas, 
2000; Serenko et al., 2007; Wong & Aspinwall, 2004a). Such a lack of a systematic 
organisation and storage of knowledge represents a danger of knowledge loss if key 
employees leave the company (Basly, 2007; Desouza & Awazu, 2006; Wong & 
Aspinwall, 2004a). 
In terms of structure (II) SMEs are usually in an advantageous position in regard to 
their high proximity to the market. SMEs generally make it a priority to be well 
connected with their communities and tend to have close and direct contacts to their 
customers, which simplifies the acquisition of customers’ knowledge (Desouza & 
Awazu, 2006; Wong & Aspinwall, 2004a). However, the influences other stakeholders, 
such as suppliers or competitors have on SMEs in this respect are neglected in the 
literature. 
Furthermore, often short and direct communication lines and a low level of hierarchical 
structures in SMEs are key ingredients for the internal sharing of knowledge. Hierarchy 
and bureaucracy usually foster secrecy rather than openness (Wiesner et al., 2007). 
They can be harmful because they distinguish thinkers from doers, mental from manual 
labour and strategic from operational work (Brown & Duguid, 1998; Stewart, 1997). In 
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SMEs, however, most knowledge identification is done through informal networks 
(Egbu et al., 2005). In addition, there is usually a proximity among sites and between 
sites and the headquarters. Nonaka and Toyama (2003) argue that close physical 
interaction in sharing the context and forming a common language is a precondition for 
successful knowledge creation. These factors create an environment which allows 
general managers a faster discourse and circulation of their plans on knowledge 
management (Wong & Aspinwall, 2004a). Furthermore, Davenport and Prusak (1998) 
argue that larger companies might have the advantage of a broader knowledge base. 
However, being large decreases the likelihood that the knowledge which is needed is 
found easily. 
Disadvantageous, in this regard, is that when dealing with tacit knowledge, which is 
dominant in SMEs, certain activities required in implementing knowledge management 
are complex due to the breath, variability and heterogeneity of knowledge (Corso et al., 
2003; Nicolas, 2004). Consequently, the usually low degree of specialisation and the 
dominance of generalists in SMEs can be unfavourable because they might not possess 
of sufficient expertise to implement this concept (Wong & Aspinwall, 2004a). 
In terms of culture and behaviour (III) it can be argued that a unified culture, 
conducive to internal knowledge processes, can be established more easily in SMEs. 
Vital in this regard are the smaller size which often entails a more flexible, flatter and 
less bureaucratic structure with frequent face-to-face interaction and a verbal, social and 
less formal communication style (Dalley & Hamilton, 2000; Serenko et al., 2007; Wong 
& Aspinwall, 2004a). A unified corporate mindset, which implies putting the company 
first and employees having a strong feeling about the importance of their roles is itself, 
potentially, a solid basis for change. Employees may understand more easily what the 
firm is trying to achieve from KM. This may lead to an increased commitment and 
motivation for such an initiative and for applying their knowledge to the company’s 
processes and outputs (Vossen, 1998; Wong & Aspinwall, 2004a). 
The prominence of ‘common knowledge’, in terms of both depth and breadth, in SMEs 
is an advantage in this regard. Common knowledge is knowledge that is known to 
everyone in the organisation and is conducive to providing a shared frame of reference 
(Desouza & Awazu, 2006). This means that employees have a similar foundation and 
grounding in organisational matters due to thorough introductions into the way the SME 
conducts business. This facilitates communication and sense making, and eases issues 
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of knowledge sharing and usage. In this regard, Davenport and Prusak (1998) argue that 
an asymmetry in a knowledge market would be unfavourable for knowledge transfer. 
A clear disadvantage may not be the culture itself but the fact that the general managers 
tend to dominate SMEs. Consequently, the organisational culture is shaped and affected 
by their personality, values and behaviour (Wiesner et al., 2007; Wong & Aspinwall, 
2004a). Various leadership behaviours negate the implementation of knowledge 
management and the building of a knowledge-friendly culture. It is unfavourable if 
senior managers have either the characteristics of weak leadership, such as being 
dictatorial or uncommitted or show behaviour that is obstructive to knowledge creation, 
sharing and application, such as being not communicative, hoarding knowledge, trying 
to control every aspect of the business, discrediting trust or punishing mistakes (Goh, 
2002; Liebowitz, 1999; Pfeffer & Sutton, 1999). For instance, Hari et al. (2005) report 
that for SMEs culture is the biggest barrier to knowledge capture in terms of people 
regarding knowledge as power, being reluctant to share it and being unwilling to learn 
from other people’s experience (“not invented here” syndrome). 
An advantage in terms of systems, processes and procedures (IV) is that the processes 
of SMEs are often less formalized and standardized and are more flexible (Desouza & 
Awazu, 2006; Gelinas & Bigras, 2004; Sparrow, 2005; Wiesner et al., 2007). Therefore, 
they are generally more adaptable to changes such as the implementation of a KM 
initiative than larger enterprises. Furthermore, their systems can be characterized as 
mainly people dominated (Wong & Aspinwall, 2004a). There is a close proximity of 
employees to one another with a high frequency of face-to-face contacts. Research has 
shown that in SMEs knowledge is created, shared and applied mostly via socialisation 
(the sharing of knowledge in tacit forms) and with people-based mechanisms such as 
face-to-face meetings without the use of much technology (Corso et al., 2003; Desouza 
& Awazu, 2006; Serenko et al., 2007). Knowledge that has been generated is 
immediately put into practice, rather than being stored. In this regard Desouza and 
Awazu (2006) argue that “SMEs knowingly or unknowingly, manage knowledge the 
right way - the humanistic way” (p. 40). These people-dominated systems in SMEs are, 
on the one hand, an advantage, however, on the other hand, this can also be interpreted 
as a disadvantage because there is usually a “lack of explicit knowledge repositories 
[…]. Instead, each manager/owner acts as the knowledge repository” (Desouza & 
Awazu, 2006, p. 36). 
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Employees may be reluctant to capture and store their knowledge formally and may 
resist the introduction of too prescriptive KM programmes (Wong & Aspinwall, 2004a). 
Many SMEs do not have “knowledge capture, access and re-use processes well thought 
through or embedded in daily practice” (Sparrow, 2005, p. 137). Research by Matlay 
(2000) indicates that due to their lack of resources most small firms rely on informal 
rather than on formal learning, which means that they learn mostly incidentally and 
reactively. A general negligence of investment in IT systems, which are, however, 
usually tailored to the needs of large organisations and can barely be adapted to SMEs, 
is also a constraint (Corso et al., 2003; McAdam & Reid, 2001; Sparrow, 2005). 
In terms of human resources (V) an advantage can be the smaller size. It is easier, in 
terms of feasibility and cost, than in large enterprises to get all employees together for 
meetings to initiate and implement changes such as a knowledge management project 
(Wong & Aspinwall, 2004a). The fact that in SMEs socialisation methods generally are 
the predominant ways through which knowledge is shared, that employees usually are 
in close proximity to each other and to the senior management, and that they 
communicate with one another on a daily basis is certainly an advantage in this regard 
(Corso et al., 2003; Desouza & Awazu, 2006; Egbu et al., 2005; Serenko et al., 2007). 
Consequently, they know each other more closely, often collaborate better and the flow 
of knowledge up and down hierarchical ranks, the vertical permeability, is usually better 
than in large organisations (Desouza & Awazu, 2006; Wong & Aspinwall, 2004a). 
A disadvantage for SMEs is the fact that they lack human resources, in terms of quality 
and quantity, which can be an obstacle to implementing KM (Basly, 2007; Desouza & 
Awazu, 2006; McAdam & Reid, 2001; Sparrow, 2005). They are usually short of 
skilled enough professionals to implement change initiatives such as a KM programme 
(Corso et al., 2003; Meroño-Cerdan et al., 2007; Wiesner et al., 2007; Wong & 
Aspinwall, 2004a). Moreover, a large share of SMEs lack staff with the appropriate 
information and communication technology skills (Jeffcoate et al., 2000; OECD, 2005). 
Finally, loss of knowledge is a key issue, in general, (Finn, 2002) and perilous for 
SMEs, in particular (Basly, 2007; Wickert & Herschel, 2001). Crucial knowledge of 
SMEs is rarely collected, organised and stored systematically and is usually held in the 
heads of few people. If these people are not present due to illnesses, accidents, deaths or 
because they have left the company, their knowledge - unless it is captured, codified and 
shared - is either unavailable or lost (Basly, 2007; Desouza & Awazu, 2006; Wickert & 
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Herschel 2001), which could deprive SMEs of their competitive advantage (Finn, 2002; 
Wong & Aspinwall, 2004a). Such a ‘brain-drain’ can also lead to “inefficiency, the 
‘reinvention of the wheel’ and duplication of efforts, which will undoubtedly jeopardize 
a company’s performance” (Wong & Aspinwall, 2004a, p. 56). 
Finally, Basly (2007) argues that family SMEs are a special case in regard to knowledge 
management because they are relatively conservative and adverse to inter-organisational 
co-operation. This is detrimental to the knowledge base because external stakeholders’ 
potentially diverse and rich knowledge contribution, experience and awareness of new 
opportunities is not recognized and, therefore, ignored. Among further issues that 
constitute a barrier to knowledge management in such SMEs are a strong family 
supervision, commitment to the status-quo, an orientation towards independence from 
the environment, a lack of external recruitment and, therefore, a lack of fresh knowledge 
and external points of view. Much learning and knowledge, especially strategic 
knowledge, is monopolistically centred on the family, who rely strongly on individual 
memory and also have a weak socialisation of knowledge out of the family circle. 
However, the relatively high level of trust, at least among family members, can be 
regarded as beneficial in this regard if they struggle against the forces of conservatism.  
2.6 Chapter summary 
This chapter established that economies worldwide are made up of a significant 
proportion of SMEs and that they are indispensable to growth and success. The ground 
rules of economic competition have shifted in important ways in recent years. 
Organisations, in general, and SMEs, in particular, need to adapt to these new rules and 
increasingly rely on knowledge as a foundation for sustainable strategic competencies. 
Therefore, this chapter introduced and defined the term ‘knowledge’ and explained the 
underlying principles of KM. It was pointed out that data and information are different 
from knowledge, primarily due to the absence of context, meaning and action. 
Furthermore, the author looked at the distinction between tacit and explicit knowledge 
and outlined the tension between the human and technology perspectives of knowledge 
management. Further issues in this chapter were benefits, challenges and drawbacks of 
knowledge management and knowledge management in SMEs. In the following 
chapter, chapter three, the research model is presented. 
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3. CHAPTER 3: RESEARCH MODEL 
3.1 Introduction 
Having clarified and broadly defined the phenomena of interest, strategy, strategic 
knowledge and its management, the next stage in theory building17 is providing a 
framework or model. The author has developed a holistic model which includes a 
description of the relationships among the concepts and their dimensions and allows the 
practical investigation and implementation of knowledge management. Such a model 
has not yet been published, but merely attempts that outline only some aspects of this 
concept have been devised. This gap is addressed in the following chapter starting with 
an account of how the model was developed which is then followed by a description of 
its layout and contents. 
3.2 A holistic model for knowledge management 
3.2.1 Theory building – how the model was created 
The review of the literature revealed that there are as many KM models or frameworks 
as there are theorists and practitioners, that no generally accepted model has been 
established, and that no model has provided the opportunity to grasp the concept and all 
its components at one glance. There is a lack of consensus about the necessary elements 
that need to be covered because authors treat knowledge from different perspectives 
with an affinity to focus on various parts and aspects of the spectrum of knowledge 
management depending on each author’s discipline and background (Binney, 2001; 
Swan & Newell, 2000; Wong & Aspinwall, 2004b). The different approaches to this 
concept can be grouped into four categories which are depicted in figure 3.1. 
Figure 3.1: The major knowledge management models presented in the literature 
 
Source: Derived from Kakabadse et al., 2003 
                                                     
17 Theory building: the process of sensemaking, influenced by theorists’ underlying assumptions by 
which a theory is generated, tested and refined (Gioia & Pitre, 1990; Lewis & Grimes, 1999) 
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First, cognitive models, also called intellectual capital models, have received 
considerable attention in theory and practice (Swan & Newell, 2000). They follow a 
system-oriented, ‘technocratic’ (Earl, 2001) or ‘people-to-document’ (Meroño-Cerdan 
et al., 2007) approach which treats knowledge as an asset - a static stock that needs to be 
leveraged, extracted and codified, an input that needs to be processed or managed, 
accounted for and, ideally, measured (Kakabadse et al., 2003; Shankar & Gupta, 2005; 
Swan & Newell, 2000). Authors who contribute to this group predominantly confine 
themselves to describing their models with implementation system approaches, step-by-
step guidelines or operational processes, which are often arranged in cycles to describe 
the knowledge flow (Kakabadse et al., 2003; McKinlay, 2005; Shankar & Gupta, 2005; 
Wong & Aspinwall, 2004b). In many cases repetition, standardisation or routinization 
of knowledge is stressed (Swan & Newell, 2000). 
The network model group focuses on the long-term goal of developing awareness for 
ideas inside and outside an organisation’s boundaries. So called ‘boundary spanners’ 
share and promote the utilisation of the newly acquired ideas within their own 
organisation (Chen et al., 2006; Swan & Newell, 2000). Hence, this perspective 
acknowledges that individuals are embedded in, and affected by, networks of 
relationships and that vital knowledge resides within them. Consequently, networking 
represents an important activity in its own right. Associated authors argue that IT-based 
tools have become an increasingly important facilitator in this respect (Kakabadse et al., 
2003; Swan & Newell, 2000).  
The philosophical model group provides a high-level long-term overview which is vital 
in strategic decision-making and visioning processes. Essentially, this approach “is 
focused on objectives (values, abstractions, minds), type (concepts, objects, 
prepositional) and the source of knowledge (perception, memory, reason)” (Kakabadse 
et al., 2003, p. 80). Furthermore, it is centred around the actors and is not driven by 
technology (Kakabadse et al., 2003; Swan & Newell, 2000). Murray (2000) argues that 
these models necessitate the scrutinizing and posing of reflective deep-knowledge 
questions. Hence, it is an endeavour to think profoundly on how one thinks and acts and 
by trying to discover gaps of knowledge it is intended to reveal one’s ignorance.  
Authors who have contributed to the community of practice models argue that 
knowledge is intrinsically the shared property of a group and “founded in the thinking 
that circulates in a community” (Kakabadse et al., 2003, p. 83). Communities of 
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practice emerge when individuals with relevant experience and tacit knowledge jointly 
deal with recurring challenges. Their members, possibly from different departments, 
share their know-how and sensemaking and act on the basis of critical and magnified 
interpersonal relationships of mutual engagement. They are informally bound into a 
social entity by their common values and the collective range of communal resources 
(Brown & Duguid, 1998; Swan & Newell, 2000). Models in this category usually 
underline the insignificant role of technology and the importance of storytelling as a 
technique for creating and sharing intricate meaning (Kakabadse et al., 2003; Swan & 
Newell, 2000). Table 3.1, below, sums up the main characteristics of each perspective. 
Table 3.1: The major knowledge management models – an overview 
 
Source: Derived from Kakabadse et al., 2003; Swan & Newell, 2000 
The holistic nature of this knowledge management model was inspired to due to various 
aspects such as the complexity and diversity of organisations, the circumstances in 
which they operate and the resulting strategic challenges. Brown, a major knowledge 
management scholar, agrees because he postulates a shift from a knowledge economy to 
a knowledge ecology – ecology meaning ‘the study of the whole’ (Cohen, 1998). This 
refers to the need to see things as a complex web of interdependent rather than as a set 
of independent, loosely related parts. Furthermore, more specific arguments for a 
holistic approach are that KM is multidimensional, “a truly holistic venture” (Shankar & 
Gupta, 2005, p. 260), and that its successful implementation is complex due to the 
breath, variability and heterogeneity of knowledge (Corso et al., 2003). This model 
applies to all organisations independent of type, size, industry or knowledge intensity. 
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During the theory building process and the development of this model categories were 
sought “that match the requisite variety in the literature and that emphasize prominent 
theoretical conflicts” (Lewis & Grimes, 1999, p. 678). Principally, two sources were 
made use of: the existing literature, to seek a multiparadigm understanding of the 
phenomenon of interest, and the theorist’s intuition, critical self-reflection, common 
sense and experience.  
This model emphasises the interdisciplinary nature of knowledge management. The 
author has considered the philosophical, the cognitive, the network and community 
frameworks of knowledge management to strike a balance between technological and 
humanistic approaches. The relevant concepts and conflicting paradigms from the 
literature were integrated into one graphical model. Hence, it coalesces various 
perspectives from many areas of study, such as organisational behaviour, 
communication and information sciences, social sciences, economics and management 
sciences. The goal of the model is to characterize and categorize knowledge 
management in the form of a graphical representation with the aim of providing a 
systematic and holistic perspective on this concept. Hence, it aims to provide an 
overview of key constructs, elements and their relationships in a unified manner. This 
is, along with other aspects, the foundation of the research questions and a major part in 
the interpretation of the results. The model does not intend to claim totality or 
exhaustion due to the vast array of influences, perspectives and opinions. It is divided 
into three steps, which are explained below. 
3.2.2 Three steps to a holistic understanding 
The knowledge management model is presented in three steps: KM activities 
(model#1), dimensions (model#2) and layers (model#3). Figure 3.2 shows the 
coherency of the respective sub-models. These are also shown at the beginning of each 
sub-model’s explanation. The first step, model#1, takes on the most operational 
perspective and concentrates on KM activities. It is also in the centre of the next step, 
model#2, which comprises nine dimensions of KM. Model#3 is the final, most strategic 
and holistic model. It includes the two sub-models mentioned before and is called 
Holistic Knowledge Management Model (HKMM). All parts of all three sub-models 
are related and mutually dependent (e. g. knowledge creation of model#1 is related to 
the dimension WHERE: LOCUS (internal/external knowledge) of model#2). 
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Model#1 - Knowledge Management Activities 




Employees (including top  
management, board of directors,  
unions etc.), customers, suppliers, 
investors, partners, competitors. 
the community, society and the 
environment 
WHERE: LOCUS 
Internal / external knowledge  
 
WHERE: PROCESS 
Intra / inter organisational 
 
WHAT: ASSETS  
Human / structural / relational capital  
Tacit  vs. explicit knowledge 
Characteristics: 
o General / abstract / universal vs.  
specific / concrete / particular 
o Individual vs. collective  
o Informal vs. formal 
 
 
WHAT: QUALITY OF KNOWLEDGE 
Strategic relevance / usefulness / importance of knowledge 
Core / advanced / innovative knowledge 
Quantity vs. quality of knowledge 
 
 
WHEN: TIME HORIZON 
Past / present / future  
Strategic vs. operative knowledge 
 
model#1 
HOW: KM ACTIVITIES 
WHERE: SCOPE 
Single process vs.  
organisation wide initiative 
 
WHY: PURPOSE 










































CONDITIONING  AND ASSIGNMENT 
 
UTILISATION 
BENEFITS AND RETROSPECT 
Identification and Transparency 
identification of knowledge assets, needs and aims 
- exploration of external environment (benchmarks) 
- scanning and monitoring of internal environment     
  (lessons learned etc.) 
Systemization (explicit) 
preservation, storage, retention, systemization of 




sell / lease / rent out knowledge  
(e.g. product or service ends) 
share knowledge  
(e.g. in alliances) 
 
Socialisation (tacit) 
sharing / exchange of  tacit knowledge between 
individuals 
Process starts from the beginning 
Organisational learning  
(lessons learned / best &worst practices) 
Customer benefits (e.g. responsiveness, 
cust. satisfaction & retention, value proposition) 
Financial benefits (e.g. productivity, 
ROI, sales volume, cash flow, profit) 
Process benefits (e.g. accident ratios, 
opportunity success rate) 
Growth benefits (e.g. competitiveness, 
human, information & organizational capital) 




Transformation / retrieve 
 




Diffusion / distribution / embodiment 
(push or pull) 
 
Internal utilisation 
strategy formulation / innovation / 
decision making / learning / 
problem solving 
 
Creation / capture of knowledge 
- internal:  
o exploiting existing knowledge 
o creating tacit & explicit knowledge 
             activities: comparisons, consequences, 
connections, conversations; 
combination  (explicit to explicit), 
internalization  (explicit to tacit), 
socialization  (tacit to tacit), 
externalization  (tacit to explicit) 
- external: acquiring / leasing / renting knowledge    
               from people / organisations  































Figure 3.2: The three steps of the Holistic Knowledge Management Model (HKMM) 
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3.2.3 Step one – Model #1- Knowledge Management Activities 
Model#1 is based on the articles and research of various authors18. For this model, 
shown in figure 3.3, a cyclic approach is appropriate for outlining the categorisation of 
knowledge management activities. It is subdivided into four stages: “SOURCING”, 
“CONDITIONING AND ASSIGNMENT”, “UTILISATION” and “BENEFITS AND 
RETROSPECT”. They are presented in a consecutive order, however, in reality 
coherences and interdependencies do exist. Therefore, each activity may also have 
feedback to and from processes which are not antecedent or successive. 






Source: Own figure with reference to several authors, see footnote on this page 
The first process of this model is called “SOURCING” (A) and includes three steps. 
The first step, “Identification and Transparency”, means that knowledge assets, areas, 
needs and aims crucial to accomplishing strategic goals have to be identified (Wiig, 
1999a; Liebowitz & Megbolugbe, 2003). The internal environment needs to be scanned 
and monitored by systematically searching for and exploiting existing individual and 
collective knowledge (Davidson & Voss, 2002; Diakoulakis et al., 2004). In this respect 
                                                     
18 Apostolou & Mentzas, 1999; Binney, 2001; Diakoulakis et al., 2004; Edwards et al., 2003; Lai & Chu, 
2002; Liebowitz & Megbolugbe, 2003; Maier & Remus, 2002; McAdam & Reid, 2001; McCann & 
Buckner, 2004; Mentzas et al., 2001; Nonaka & Takeuchi, 1995; Rubenstein-Montano et al., 2001; Scholl 
et al., 2004; Shankar & Gupta, 2005; Snyman & Kruger, 2004; Wiig, 1999b; Zack, 1999a. 
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it is vital to identify the knowledge that already exists, such as internal lessons learned 
from previous projects or customers (Egbu et al., 2005; Liebowitz & Megbolugbe, 
2003; Wong & Aspinwall, 2004b). The external environment, such as the competition, 
fashion, markets, technologies and GEPSE, i. e. the governmental, economic, political, 
social and educational climate, needs to be explored and benchmarked either on one’s 
own account, through inter-organisational collaborations or with the acquisition of 
external strategic resources (Diakoulakis et al., 2004; Lai & Chu, 2002).  
The next step, “Assessment & Valuation”, means that once knowledge is found, its 
strategic usefulness and importance has to be evaluated. The identified knowledge must 
be filtered carefully in order to avoid the creation of redundant, unnecessary or already 
existing knowledge which can hurt productivity and effectiveness due to the costs that 
arise and the time that can be lost (Apostolou & Mentzas, 1999; Lai & Chu, 2002). 
The subsequent process deals with the conscious creation of knowledge. One of the 
most respected concepts in this regard is the knowledge creation cycle by Nonaka and 
Takeuchi (1995). They argue that knowledge is created through the interplay of four 
modes, which extend into a continual never-ending, iterative cycle. They are: 
externalisation (conversion of subjective tacit knowledge into objective explicit 
knowledge: tacit-to-explicit), socialisation (social interaction between individuals where 
knowledge is moved in tacit form between them through the sharing of experiences: 
tacit-to-tacit), internalisation (the process of embodying explicit knowledge into tacit 
knowledge; hence one enriches his/her knowledge base: explicit-to-tacit), and 
combination (sorting, combining, categorizing, systemizing, synthesizing existing 
explicit pieces of knowledge, to form new explicit knowledge ideally in new and 
innovative ways: explicit-to-explicit) (Assudani, 2005; Nonaka & Takeuchi, 1995; 
Nonaka & Toyama, 2003, 2005). Further activities for the creation and sharing of 
knowledge can be comparison (how a current situation compares to other known 
situations), coordination (sending knowledge internally and externally to potential 
beneficiaries), consequences (implications for decisions and actions), connections (how 
certain bits of knowledge relate to others) and conversation (Assudani, 2005; Davenport 
& Prusak, 1998; Mentzas, Apostolou, Young & Abecker, 2001). Internally, new 
knowledge can be created in research efforts, in training units or by experimenting and 
creative thinking (Davidson & Voss, 2002; Liebowitz, 1999). Furthermore, knowledge 
can also be gained or acquired externally, for instance, by hiring experts or consultants, 
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by merging with other firms or by company acquisition or alliance. Moreover, it can be 
leased or rented from people or organisations such as universities, polytechnics or other 
institutions (Apostolou & Mentzas, 1999; Davidson & Voss, 2002). 
The second stage of model#1 is called “CONDITIONING AND ASSIGNMENT” (B). 
Individual knowledge is usually used directly after it is validated. Organisational 
knowledge has to be diffused or distributed subsequent to its creation and validation. 
This step mainly deals with encouraging people to share their knowledge, this is 
considered to yield significant benefits to an organisation (Davenport & Prusak, 1998; 
Goh, 2002; Kaplan & Norton, 2004; Liebowitz, 1999; Wiig, 1999b). The processes of 
sharing are influenced by the social, cognitive, organisational and physical contexts in 
which the actors are situated (Assudani, 2005). Depending on the perspective, 
knowledge can be either ‘pushed’ to the recipient(s) or ‘pulled’ from the donor. In this 
regard knowledge seekers and knowledge providers need to be connected with a balance 
of pull and push of knowledge (Davenport & Prusak, 1998; Maier & Remus, 2002; 
Shankar & Gupta, 2005) because in the ‘knowledge market’ people want to receive 
something in exchange for the knowledge they share (Davenport & Völpel, 2001). 
Authors who have published in the field of knowledge management have argued that 
explicit and implicit (tacit) knowledge has to be shared in different ways. First, explicit 
knowledge, such as learned and best practices from all domains of the organisation, may 
be stored for preservation purposes to facilitate further sharing and for potential use and 
reuse over a certain period of time (Davenport & Prusak, 1998; Diakoulakis et al., 2004; 
Lai & Chu, 2002; Shankar & Gupta, 2005). However, a large share of knowledge is 
actually tacit, necessitating different approaches. Tacit knowledge needs to be shared 
directly and interactively between individuals via “socialisation” - tacit to tacit 
knowledge conversion - because it cannot be effectively codified (Apostolou & 
Mentzas, 1999; Diakoulakis et al., 2004; Zhou & Fink, 2003). 
After it is shared, knowledge ideally manifests itself in the ‘organisational memory’. 
This concept expresses the means by which knowledge from the past, which is recorded 
in documents or in employees, is brought to bear on present activities (Diakoulakis et 
al., 2004; Wickramasinghe, 2003). During the process of disseminating knowledge 
internally and externally arrangements need to be in place to protect the knowledge as 
loss of knowledge could cause damage and may ultimately drain an organisation from 
its competitive advantage (Assudani, 2005; Egbu et al., 2005). Apart from knowledge 
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theft, industrial espionage, and data security, issues such as the retirement or the leaving 
of key employees are also major concerns (Wickert & Herschel, 2001).  
The next step is called “UTILISATION” (C) and deals with how to use or reuse 
knowledge in order to create commercial value. The value of knowledge can only be 
realized when organisations exploit their knowledge, apply it to solving problems and 
use it for their processes and outputs in order to derive value from it (Lai & Chu, 2002; 
Wong & Aspinwall, 2004a). First, knowledge is retrieved and transformed from either 
the knowledge repository or directly from the holder of the knowledge. Subsequently, 
knowledge can be utilised internally to create innovations, to make decisions, solve 
problems, automate or support work and training or to achieve learning goals and 
strategies. The second possibility of utilisation is external, which means that knowledge 
is applied to outputs with the goal of producing commercial value for the customers. 
Furthermore, knowledge-based products and services can be sold to, leased to, rented to 
or shared with exterior individuals or organisations. How smart an organisation is in 
translating knowledge into tangible, valued forms is reflected in its products and 
services (Liebowitz, 1999; McAdam & Reid, 2001; McCann & Buckner, 2004). 
The final step of this model#1 is called “BENEFITS AND RETROSPECT” (D). An 
organisation can extract two kinds of benefits, learning benefits and business benefits. 
Apart from organisational learning benefits, learning can also happen at an individual 
level, which can be referred to as ‘employee emancipation’. Learning is a fundamental 
requirement for several reasons. First, continual individual and collective learning can 
have positive impacts on performance (Diakoulakis et al., 2004). It is crucial for the 
development and emergence of creative strategies (Mintzberg, 1987) because it has 
become harder for a small group of people at the top of an organisation to do strategic 
work in an isolated manner, due to an increasingly complex world (Senge, 1990). 
Secondly, knowledge itself is not static: “what is innovative knowledge today will 
ultimately become the core knowledge of tomorrow” (Zack, 1999a, p. 134). Thus the 
skill of being able to continually learn and apply knowledge and embed it within 
individual and organisational processes improves the ability to sustain, defend and grow 
a competitive position (Egbu et al., 2005; Liebowitz & Megbolugbe, 2003). 
Apart from benefits of learning business benefits are also achievable. Generally 
speaking, knowledge management and free knowledge flow is linked to customer 
benefits, financial benefits, process benefits and growth benefits. Examples in this 
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regard are an improved innovativeness or responsiveness to customer inquiries, 
productivity increases and/or cost reductions due to the elimination of double work and 
mistakes (Chang & Ahn, 2005; Davenport & Prusak, 1998; Desouza & Awazu, 2006; 
Diakoulakis et al., 2004; Egbu et al., 2005). Better decision making and an enhanced 
operational and strategic competency can also result. However, due to the 
predominantly intangible nature of knowledge management many associated activities 
are very hard to measure or to be linked to value creation (Davenport & Völpel, 2001).  
3.2.4 Step two - Model #2 - Knowledge Management Dimensions 
Model#2, shown in figure 3.4, includes nine dimensions of a holistic knowledge 
management approach. Model#1, which focuses on knowledge management activities, 
is included in the centre of this model#2 as the dimension “HOW: KM ACTIVITIES”.  










Source: Own figure with reference to authors see respective dimensions on the following pages 
The dimension ‘WHERE: PROCESS’ (A) refers to the directions where knowledge 
can flow to. It can be managed internally (intra) and externally (inter), between 
organisations (Clarke & Turner, 2004). Most studies and practitioners point to the 
importance of internal knowledge and inter-departmental or inter-divisional knowledge 
sharing (Brown & Duguid, 1998). Despres and Chauvel (2000) and Nonaka and 
Toyama (2003) argue that the path of knowledge within an organisation takes on a 
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funnel or spiral shape, which signifies the ‘growth’ of knowledge as it traverses up the 
hierarchy. It starts with the sharing of knowledge through social interactions that begin 
at the individual level. The knowledge of individuals then moves on by ‘growing and 
expanding’ within the organisation to become group or team knowledge through 
knowledge sharing among peers. Finally, it is institutionalized throughout the 
organisation and then may even transcend organisational boundaries (Diakoulakis et al., 
2004; Mentzas et al., 2001; Sparrow, 2001). 
The inter-organisational knowledge exchange describes how knowledge is created and 
shared between two or more organisations. This includes relations with suppliers 
(supply-chain linkages), in particular, vertical linkages with upstream/downstream 
companies, customers (B2B) or other stakeholders (Clarke & Turner, 2004; Despres & 
Chauvel, 2000). It also refers to knowledge exchange between competitors - referred to 
as ‘co-opetition’ (Levy et al., 2003) - or collaborators such as in inter-organisational 
teams and networks, temporary partnerships (joint ventures), strategic alliances or 
industry clusters (Mentzas et al., 2001; Nonaka & Toyama, 2003; Sparrow, 2001). A 
factor in this regard is that knowledge is context specific. Hence, the success of inter-
organisational creation, sharing and application of knowledge strongly depends on the 
organisational and national cultural context in which it is embedded (Chen et al., 2006). 
The loss of knowledge (see model#1) and ‘negative reverse impacts’, when the value of 
the sender’s knowledge decreases (Levy et al., 2003) also need to be considered. 
All strategies need to be based on the leverage of internal and external knowledge. The 
dimension ‘WHERE: LOCUS’ (B) stresses that a knowledge strategy needs a holistic 
approach with knowledge being sourced internally and externally (Bontis, 1998; 
Nonaka & Toyama, 2003; Zack, 1999a). Internal knowledge may be either tacit, 
resident within peoples’ heads and embedded in behaviours or, explicit, recorded and 
stored in documents, databases or repositories. Knowledge from within is particularly 
valuable in a strategic sense because it tends to be unique, specific, is held tacitly and, 
therefore, more difficult for competitors to imitate (Zack, 1999a). However, external 
knowledge is also crucial (Basly, 2007). This is especially the case for SMEs due to 
their vulnerability (Chen et al., 2006), the opportunity to profit from knowledge 
spillovers (Linß, 2007) and the fact that many firms, particularly SMEs, lack resources 
to undertake all the R&D necessary to create a marketable product (Clarke & Turner, 
2004; Hari et al., 2005; Sparrow, 2005; Wiesner et al., 2007). It can be sourced from a 
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variety of sources and stakeholders (see also the dimensions “WHERE: PROCESS” and 
“WHO: RESOURCES”). One of the most important sources is the customer. The KM 
system should be integrated with CRM applications to gain customer knowledge as 
captured across various customer touch points (Shankar & Gupta, 2005). Further, 
external knowledge sources are suppliers, universities, publications, the government, 
professional associations or consultants. External knowledge can also be sourced from 
competitors, affiliated companies, inter-organisational alliances, joint agreements, R&D 
contracts or various other knowledge brokers such as investors, local communities or 
personal relations (Bontis, 1998; Diakoulakis et al., 2004; Nonaka & Toyama, 2003; 
Zack, 1999a). Finally, it is possible to recruit new employee talent from outside 
(Sveiby, 1997) or to acquire patents or processes (McCann & Buckner, 2004).  
The dimension ‘WHERE: SCOPE’ (C) refers to the fact that the scope of KM can 
stretch from a single process over a number of processes to an organisation-wide 
initiative (Maier & Remus, 2002). An example for a single process is customer 
relationship management, which focuses on the customer and all related knowledge. 
The dimension ‘WHAT: ASSETS’ (D) outlines what different types of knowledge and 
competencies can be at the core of an organisation’s value and wealth creating 
capability. The stock of knowledge can include operational, strategic and technical 
knowledge and knowledge about how to function in global markets, work according to 
local laws, how to protect intellectual property and how to operate successfully in 
various forms of partnerships (Stewart, 1999). Three groups of organisational 
knowledge assets, also referred to as ‘intellectual capital’, can be distinguished (Bontis 
& Fitz-enz, 2002; Corso et al., 2003; Davenport & Prusak, 1998; Roos, 1998; Shankar 
& Gupta, 2005; Stewart, 1997; Stovel & Bontis, 2002; Sveiby, 1997):  
Human capital is the collective intellect in the form of relationships and experiences, 
expertise, commitment and competencies - the capability to solve problems and the 
source of creativity. It is suggested that human capital is influenced by a combination of 
genetic inheritance, education, experience and attitudes. 
Structural capital means support mechanisms and structures such as management and 
information systems, codified knowledge embedded in documents, databases or IT-
systems, organisational structures, knowledge infrastructures, data warehouses, 
knowledge bases, the capability to leverage knowledge, and business processes. 
Relational capital is knowledge embedded in marketing channels and the value chain. It 
refers to the relationships within an organisation and external relationships between an 
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organisation and its stakeholders - aspects: depth (penetration), width (coverage), 
attachment (loyalty) - and the organisation’s image, reputation, and brands. 
The dimension ‘WHAT: QUALITY OF KNOWLEDGE’ (E) refers to qualitative 
characteristics of knowledge and the aspect of usefulness as opposed to the dimension 
“WHAT: ASSETS” which deals with certain types of knowledge. Hence, in contrast to 
that more horizontal dimension (what is there?), now the vertical dimension (how good 
is it?) is stated. First, knowledge can be positive and useful and lead to discoveries, 
innovations and successes, or it can be negative, such as knowledge that provokes 
mistakes or is counterproductive in any other way. Identifying what knowledge is useful 
and where to get it from is challenging in practice (Egbu et al., 2005; Teece, 1998a). 
Secondly, different types of knowledge have different values and need to be treated 
accordingly (Prusak, 2001). Zack (1999a) refers to the competitive quality of 
knowledge by distinguishing three levels of knowledge: Level one is ‘core knowledge’, 
which is the minimum scope of knowledge commonly held by members of an industry 
and a basic entry barrier to the industry. Level two is ‘advanced knowledge’, which 
enables an organisation to compete viably and level three is ‘innovative knowledge’, 
which is necessary to lead an industry and to differentiate oneself from the competition.  
In regard to the dimension ‘WHO: RESOURCES’ (F) it can be argued that in the 
strategy literature there are various views on whether a broad variety of stakeholders19 
or only shareholders (financial investors) need to be addressed in the formulation of 
strategy. The argument of some authors like Coelho, McClure, and Spry (2003), who 
state that shareholders should be the only stakeholder group to be addressed, referred to 
as the ‘Shareholder Theory’ or ‘Friedman Paradigm’20 (Post, 2003), is not holistic 
enough in this context because every organisation interacts with its ‘ecosystem’ 
(Nonaka & Toyama, 2005) and because knowledge management is multidimensional 
and requires a comprehensive approach, especially in SMEs (Corso et al., 2003; 
Shankar & Gupta, 2005; Sparrow, 2005). An organisation’s collective set of 
relationships with its stakeholders, also referred to as ‘social capital’, is a vital source of 
knowledge about its need to adapt and in what ways (McCann & Buckner, 2004; 
                                                     
19 Stakeholders are clusters of people and sources of valuable knowledge. They can be for instance 
shareholders, employees, suppliers, customers, network/alliance partners, investors, competitors and the 
community (Cook et al., 1997; McCann & Buckner, 2004; Post, 2003). 
20 Milton Friedman, an American Nobel Laureate economist, claimed that a company’s only 
responsibility was to cater exclusively for its shareholders (Linß, 2007; Post, 2003). 
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Stewart, 1997). Therefore, organisations should identify, consult and include a variety 
of stakeholders that are primary drivers of their strategy from inside and outside the 
‘system boundary’ to ensure that their activities are seen as relevant (Dawkins & Lewis, 
2003; Epstein, 2001).  
The dimension ‘WHEN: TIME HORIZON’ (G) is vital because the past provides the 
strategic context for the present and the future (Cohen, 1998). Three time dimensions 
need to be part of a holistic knowledge management that serves strategic ends: the past 
(e. g. analysing completed projects to create best practice or lessons learned 
knowledge), the present (e. g. monitoring customer behaviour/values), and the future – 
short-, medium- and long-term (e. g. forecasts about market trends). KM can also be 
either operational (short term) or strategic (long term) (Sparrow, 2001). 
Finally, the dimension ‘WHY: PURPOSE’ (H) refers to the fact that the driving forces 
behind KM can be either external motives, such as a strong market orientation with the 
aspiration to innovate and pursue a competitive advantage, or internal motives like the 
aim to increase the efficiency of processes or human resources. Further potential 
purposes could be to allow employees to use the organisational knowledge to its fullest 
before making decisions and to be familiar with the major components, coherences and 
underlying principles of the organisation and its business (Call, 2005; Powell & Swart, 
2005). An additional discussion in terms of purposes and potential benefits is part of the 
item “Business benefits” of model#1. 
3.2.5 Step three - Model #3 - The Holistic Knowledge Management 
Model 
The final step is model#3 (figure 3.5) which is divided into six layers, all starting with a 
capital C: “Context”, “Concept”, “Content”, “Catalysts/Pillars”, “Culture” and 
“Continuous KM Implementation Process”. It includes model#1 and model#2. Model#1 
is part of model#2, which is integrated into this model#3 in the “Concept” layer. 
Consequently, model#3 is comprehensive and therefore called the Holistic Knowledge 
Management Model (HKMM). The works of several authors21, including those cited 
on the following pages, have contributed to identifying the key elements in this regard.  
                                                     
21 Apostolou & Mentzas, 1999; Lai & Chu, 2002; Liebowitz & Megbolugbe, 2003; Mentzas et al., 2001; 
Shankar & Gupta, 2005; Snyman & Kruger, 2004; Wong & Aspinwall, 2004b; Zhou & Fink, 2003. 
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Source: Own figure with reference to authors see respective layers and pillars on the following pages 
The first layer ‘Context’ (A) refers to the idea that the KM strategy of an organisation is 
strongly influenced by its context. First, various internal context factors can play an 
important role. For instance, organisations can be very different in their size, their 
knowledge intensity and their structure (flexible organic or network organisations 
versus bureaucratic corporations). Internal, corporate infrastructure forces, goals (e. g. 
managerial, communal, societal goals), and missions and values (public, for-profit or 
non-profit) are also context factors that differentiate organisations. Secondly, various 
external forces are vital components of an organisation’s context. Typical elements in 
this regard are product and factor markets, market forces such as competition and its 
intensity, type and sector of industry, and its conditions, attractiveness, and stage of 
development. Vital in this regard are also the drivers and players of the industry such as 
important competitors, customers or suppliers. Finally, legal, social and demographic 
aspects such as the country of operation, its government and society are also part of the 
context (De Wit & Meyer, 2004; Drucker, 1995, 1999; Hitt et al., 2007; Porter, 2004; 
Prahalad & Ramaswamy, 2004). The context of KM for this research are SMEs (with 
up to 100 employees) from a cross-section of industries in New Zealand and the UK. 
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The second layer is called ‘Concept’ (B). The KM activities of model#1 (see figure 3.4) 
and the KM dimensions of model#2 (see figure 3.5) are part of this layer. 
The third layer is called ‘Content’ (C). This refers to the specific and unique 
knowledge content of organiations. It comprises human, structural and relational capital 
(see also “WHAT: ASSETS”: model#2). The content of the knowledge base needs to be 
maintained and old content needs to be updated as the environment changes. It has to be 
clear who owns the knowledge and who is responsible for updating or archiving it. 
The layer ‘Catalysts / Pillars’ (D) has various sub-dimensions. They are clustered into 
five pillars, which are called “STRATEGY”, “PEOPLE”, “STRUCTURE”, “SYSTEM” 
and “CAPITAL”. Each organisation has to make sure that these pillars, which support 
the knowledge management concept, are aligned with its objectives.  
First, the ‘STRATEGY’ pillar refers to the fact that knowledge assets are worth 
cultivating only in the context of strategy. Various authors argue that an organisation’s 
strategy and the pursuit of competitive advantages are among the most important factors 
for driving KM and its associated processes (Edwards et al., 2003; Stewart, 1997; Zack, 
1999a). KM needs to enjoy strategic priority and has to be addressed at the highest 
strategic levels (Wong & Aspinwall, 2004b; Zhou & Fink, 2003). A crucial element is 
to align knowledge, its management and the related goals, systems and strategies with 
the business strategies in order to ultimately create sustainable economic value (Bontis, 
1998; Davenport & Prusak, 1998; Earl & Scott, 1999; Liebowitz & Megbolugbe, 2003). 
Organisations can either align their strategy to their knowledge or vice versa (Zack, 
1999a). It is important to connect KM to value creation, the portrayed benefit 
expectations and to significance for the organisation (Chauvel & Despres, 2002; 
Davidson & Voss, 2002; Snyman & Kruger, 2004; Wiig, 1999a). 
A key area is also leadership support for knowledge management activities because 
leaders and their visible actions represent one of the most crucial factors in influencing 
the ground rules of behaviour and cooperation, the success of change initiatives and 
shaping the organisation’s culture toward knowledge sharing (Gill, 2003; Goh, 2002; 
Senge, 1990). It is important to create a clear KM strategy and to aim for consistency, 
persistency and reliability of, and trust in, the knowledge projects because they involve 
a strategic effort and represent a considerable change for an organisation. Therefore, it 
is vital that the senior leadership is actively involved and committed, signals that 
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knowledge creation and sharing is being valued and evaluated, sets forth a compelling 
vision and provides personal commitment of time and power, and moral and financial 
support to overcome some of the key barriers. In this regard, it is suggested that 
transformational together with participative and corrective leadership has a positive 
relationship with trust in leadership (Cohen, 1998; Goh, 2002; Krogh et al., 2001; Lai & 
Chu, 2002; Liebowitz & Megbolugbe, 2003; Nonaka & Konno, 1998).  
Secondly, in terms of the ‘PEOPLE’ pillar it can be argued that robust human resources 
processes are required. Instruments that help turn KM into a mindset and a matter of 
course in the organisation and to manage knowledge in a more efficient way are, for 
example, transparent and comprehensive communication measures, KM training, 
consulting, empowerment, mentoring, or workshops (Egbu et al., 2005; Mentzas et al., 
2001; Snyman & Kruger, 2004). Furthermore, incentives and rewards that motivate the 
creation and sharing of knowledge are found to be a critical success factor and need to 
be exercised within an organisation-wide system (Davenport & Prusak, 1998; Goh, 
2002; Stewart, 1997; Wiig, 1999a; Zhou & Fink, 2003). It is important that incentives 
do not purely focus on financial success or outcomes, which are founded on intra-
organisational competition, but rewards and evaluations also ought to be based upon 
other criteria, such as successful creation and sharing of knowledge, co-operation and 
teamwork (Bontis, 1998; McCann & Buckner, 2004) in line with the rule “who shares 
and uses best, not just who knows best” (Lai & Chu, 2002, p. 37). Several authors, such 
as Bontis (1998), Earl and Scott (1999), Wickert and Herschel (2001), and Zack 
(1999b), suggest establishing a written policy and assigning certain KM roles that entail 
specific responsibilities. Finally, in order to have a common language when talking 
about knowledge activities, a shared vocabulary, definitions and ontologies are needed 
to structure the terminology. They help to create a common understanding and 
awareness of knowledge activities (Cohen, 1998; Lai & Chu, 2002; Liebowitz, 1999).  
Thirdly, the ‘STRUCTURE’ pillar refers to the idea that an appropriate and frequently 
updated internal KM infrastructure is an important factor for success because it impacts 
how knowledge is structured and shared (Chauvel & Despres, 2002; Goh, 2002; Wiig, 
1999a). An organisational design is needed that encourages interactions, relationships 
and communication with ideally few hierarchical barriers and silos blocking the 
communication flow (Goh, 2002; McCann & Buckner, 2004). A range of procedures, 
routines, work habits and tools have to be taken into account and should be in “sync” 
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with the KM goals (Chauvel & Despres, 2002). This includes finding systems and 
establishing and coordinating IT capabilities and tools to facilitate learning and the 
capture, development, and sharing of knowledge within the organisation (Apostolou & 
Mentzas, 1999; Wong & Aspinwall, 2004b). Crucial factors in this respect are teaching, 
training and coaching activities, support in general, the organisational architecture, role 
assignments, budgetary allocations and how partners are arranged around the 
organisation in terms of knowledge diffusion (Chauvel & Despres, 2002). 
 
The ‘SYSTEM’ (d) pillar can be categorized into information technology (IT) systems 
and tools for creating and sharing explicit and tacit knowledge and non-IT tools for 
creating and sharing explicit and tacit knowledge (see figure 3.5). They need to be 
integrated into the existing infrastructure and their design should be derived from the 
business processes and aligned to the structure of the organisational knowledge.  
First, explicit knowledge can be stored and shared with technology. An effective 
technology environment that supports collaboration and sharing and that facilitates the 
management of information and explicit knowledge within and across the organisation 
is an important factor (Chauvel & Despres, 2002; Davenport & Prusak, 1998; Lai & 
Chu, 2002; McCann & Buckner, 2004; Snyman & Kruger, 2004). Recording valuable 
explicit knowledge can help prevent the repetition of mistakes and ‘reinvention of the 
wheel’ and may also save costs and improve consistency (Egbu et al., 2005). A large 
variety of tools to support the codification, storage, retrieval and transfer of codified 
knowledge are based on IT (Kakabadse et al., 2003; Swan & Newell, 2000). Such 
systems are useful for capturing explicit knowledge, making it accessible and 
facilitating its movement (Davenport & Prusak, 1998; McCann & Buckner 2004). In 
this regard web-based tools have gained increased importance and have assisted in 
overcoming the boundaries of space and time restrictions in networks and 
geographically dispersed organisations (Kakabadse et al., 2003; Swan & Newell, 2000; 
Wong & Aspinwall, 2004b). Examples of IT tools are knowledge sharing portals, 
internal content, skill or shared lessons-learned and best practice databases. Likewise, 
content management or data mining tools, data warehouses, newsletters, an Intranet, the 
Internet, or an Extranet, and email and video conferencing can be made use of (Bontis, 
1998; Davidson & Voss, 2002; Egbu et al., 2005; Maier & Remus, 2002; Shankar & 
Gupta, 2005). Further tools in this regard are groupware, meta-search systems and 
knowledge repositories, such as an online repository with a design similar to wikipedia, 
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the online encyclopaedia, or blogs and wikis that could allow more unstructured, self-
governing systems to emerge (McKinlay, 2005; Meroño-Cerdan et al., 2007).  
IT tools and systems can also help to create and share tacit knowledge by linking 
individuals and creating relationships and direct interaction. This aspect can comprise, 
for example, discussion forums, communication networks and communities, and 
directories. Furthermore, personalisation and groupware technology renders relevant 
organisation-wide knowledge contextually to each employee in the organisation and 
allows them to communicate and to co-operate on projects (Bontis, 1998; Davidson & 
Voss, 2002; McCann & Buckner, 2004; Snyman & Kruger, 2004). Rather than to 
capture, codify and store knowledge electronically or on paper it might prove more 
meaningful and efficient for such a knowledge repository to act as a knowledge broker 
that points to people with specific tacit knowledge and establishes connections between 
donors and seekers of knowledge (Davenport & Prusak, 1998; Mentzas et al., 2001; 
Rubenstein-Montano et al., 2001). This can also be referred to as a knowledge map / 
cartography or yellow pages (Bontis, 1998; Meroño-Cerdan et al., 2007; Zack, 1999a).  
Davenport and Prusak (1998) point to studies that have shown that managers get two-
thirds of their information and knowledge from face-to-face meetings or phone 
conversations and only one-third from documents. This aspect shows that there are 
several limitations to the significance of technology for knowledge management. 
Consequently, the most vital knowledge - which usually has tacit characteristics - can 
be created and shared only through human interaction (Lai & Chu, 2002). There are 
several non-IT tools in this regard. In terms of both creating and sharing knowledge 
there are various established measures that require extensive personal contact. These 
can be open office spaces, or social spaces such as ‘talk rooms’ for informal meetings, 
face-to-face conversations, meetings, brainstorming sessions or team building activities. 
Useful in this regard, are also practice and discussion forums, job rotation, mentoring - 
the sharing of the mentor’s knowledge with the protégé - partnering, one-on-one 
coaching, and apprenticeships (Egbu et al., 2005; Liebowitz & Megbolugbe, 2003; 
Meroño-Cerdan et al., 2007; Pfeffer & Sutton, 1999; Sveiby, 1997; Zack, 1999b). 
Further ways to encourage one-on-one relationships are ‘storytelling’, which is the 
narrative and metaphorical creation, sharing and discussing of (work-related) stories 
through different channels (written and oral), or establishing ‘communities of practice’, 
which are networks of employees who share a common discipline, have complementary 
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skills and interests and may not necessarily work in the same department (Davenport & 
Völpel, 2001; McKinlay, 2005; Rubenstein-Montano et al., 2001). Also, simple 
measures or trust building events such as managers opening the mail together, setting up 
water-coolers or introducing knowledge-sharing awards and knowledge fairs generate 
opportunities and encouragements for people to create and share their knowledge 
(Davidson & Voss, 2002). All these formal and informal IT or non-IT measures have to 
be part of the organisational culture to be sustainable (De Long & Davenport, 2003).  
The last pillar is called ‘CAPITAL’ and means that the sufficiency of financial 
resources influences the sophistication and sustainability of such strategic knowledge 
management activities (Apostolou & Mentzas, 1999). 
Culture (E) represents the next layer of this model. First, in terms of social aggregation 
and possible location of knowledge, one can make a distinction between individuals and 
groups. Apart from individual issues such as motivation, personality, competence, 
creativity or responsibility and group issues such as ‘groupthink’ or teamwork even 
more expansive phenomena, organisational culture and how it relates to key business 
goals, have a major impact on knowledge management. First, culture provides the 
context and is a major success factor for the formulation and implementation of 
strategies (Farjoun, 2002; Ireland & Hitt, 1999). Secondly, a knowledge-friendly, 
sharing and supportive organisational culture is a paramount cornerstone of knowledge 
management (Davenport & Prusak, 1998; Liebowitz & Megbolugbe, 2003; Mentzas et 
al., 2001; Rubenstein-Montano et al., 2001; Snyman & Kruger, 2004; Wickramasinghe, 
2003; Zack, 1999a). Consequently, culture in general / national culture (E1) and 
organisational culture (E2) in particular are crucial layers of the HKMM. 
Nowadays the expression culture22 (E1) has the meaning of a way of life of larger 
groups of people including their mental activities, particularly their attitudes and values 
(Cook et al., 1997; Lane, DiStefano & Maznevski, 2006). Researchers suggest that 
culture does not only express itself in actions, which refine the spirit, but also the 
common things of everyday life such as the way humans organise their life or their 
relationship to the world and themselves (Hofstede, 2005; Hooker, 2003). Figure 3.6, 
following, illustrates the most common dimensions of culture. It merely aims to point 
                                                     
22 Etymologically, the word ‘culture’ is of Latin origin and is derived from the verb ‘colere’ (to cultivate, 
maintain the soil, as well as in the transferred sense to improve, decorate, train and maintain the body & 
spirit) as well as the noun ‘cultus’ (cultivation or decoration) (Lewis, 1997; Marchant & Charles, 1952). 
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out what dimensions exist without going into further detail. It indicates which author(s) 
has/have discovered the dimensions or has/have dealt with them.  
Figure 3.6:  Culture in dimensions  
 
Sources: Baldwin, 2006; Bennett, 1998; Hall, 1989; Hofstede, 2005; Kluckhohn, 1949 in Baldwin 2006; 
Kroeber & Kluckhohn, 1952 in Baldwin, 2006; Oswell, 2006; Schwartz, 1999. 
Culture can be divided into three layers. The first, most apparent but not always 
comprehensible layer, ‘artefacts and manners’ comprises attitudes, manners, artefacts 
and rituals. The second layer, ‘values and standards’ is mostly unconscious but it can be 
made conscious and, therefore, become understandable. The third layer, ‘automatic 
cultural assumptions’, such as a culture’s concept of space and time, remains 
unobservable and unconscious (Cook et al., 1997; Hofstede, 2005; Lane et al., 2006). 
Culture, in general, and the culture of nations play an important role in knowledge 
management. For instance, Glisby and Holden (2003) refer to the Japanese culture 
where the creation and sharing of knowledge depends on employees’ sense of identity 
with the firm, which is rooted in Japanese values. Several authors portray the Japanese 
corporate culture as one that is more practised in networking and collegial support. 
Means of sharing knowledge are after-hours socialisation and strong interpersonal 
relationships, which are participatory in style. The collectivistic orientation leads to the 
willingness to combine the knowledge of others and the appreciation of tacit 
knowledge. In contrast, western cultures prefer hard and explicit facts and usually 
regard knowledge as power and a source of influence. As such, it is not always willingly 
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shared because it is feared that this could jeopardize power or status (Davenport & 
Völpel, 2001; Glisby & Holden, 2003; Hall, 2005; Hofstede, 2005; Novinger, 2001). 
Organisational culture (E2), impacts on all its members: they align consciously or 
unconsciously their behaviour at it and have a core set of values and beliefs that are 
taken-for granted, so called assumptions, they share norms and use certain symbols, 
language and rituals (Cook et al., 1997; Hill & Jones, 1998; Lane et al., 2006). This 
includes aspects such as collaboration, participation, diversity, decision-making, 
motivation and commitment, risk-tolerance, or the pursuit of innovation. Likewise, 
common goals, attitudes, philosophies, stories and myths that are shared and 
collectively accepted are part of the organisational culture (Apostolou & Mentzas, 1999; 
Cook et al., 1997; Hill & Jones, 1998). These values and beliefs influence the process of 
perception and interpretation of events and behaviours and make action more simple 
and efficient because priorities are clear, the way of interacting is known and basic 
discussions become redundant (Lane et al., 2006). Each organisation usually has its own 
distinct culture, however, certain types of organisations, such as SMEs, may have 
certain aspects and characteristics in common (see section 2.3.2.3). 
Providing ‘a fertile cultural soil’ is one of the most important aspects for a KM strategy. 
The capability of establishing an open and participative organisational culture that 
values, promotes and rewards internal collaboration, continuous improvement and the 
creation and sharing of knowledge, has been advocated by many researchers as a crucial 
influence. It is a major cornerstone of performance (Ireland & Hitt, 1999; Stewart, 
1997), of the capability to change (Wickramasinghe, 2003) and can determine the 
success or failure of single KM processes or whole KM initiatives and strategies 
(Apostolou & Mentzas, 1999; Davenport & Prusak, 1998; Maier & Remus, 2002; 
McCann & Buckner, 2004; Rubenstein-Montano et al., 2001; Shankar & Gupta, 2005; 
Snyman & Kruger, 2004). It is worth noting that not only an organisation’s culture can 
influence the implementation of KM but also vice versa (Krogh, 1998).  
It is important to establish a culture of problem seeking and problem solving where 
failures in experimentation are tolerated and treated as learning lessons (Goh, 2002; 
McAdam & Reid, 2001). Thereby an organisation’s interests and goals should be 
aligned with the individuals’ needs, values and interests. Alignment, the degree to 
which people are ‘galvanised’ around the organisation’s aspirations and objectives (Gill, 
2003), can lead to improvisation, creativity and knowledge creation and sharing (Bontis 
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& Fitz-enz, 2002). Employees need to be intrinsically motivated and rewarded and the 
leaders should aim to increase the propensity for employees to participate and to 
overcome knowing-doing gaps caused by various factors such as rivalry, hierarchy, 
emotions, fear, or opportunism (Pfeffer & Sutton, 1999). Thus, it is critical to establish a 
climate of continuity, trust and respect between those who need knowledge (seekers) 
and those who can provide it (donors) (Goh, 2002; Grey & Garsten, 2001; Kakabadse et 
al., 2003; Sveiby, 2001; Swan & Newell, 2000). Trust has been recognized as a key 
mechanism to elicit active consent and knowledge sharing among employees 
(Davenport & Prusak, 1998; McKinlay, 2005). In this regard, it is vital that people 
comprehend that the sharing of knowledge enhances employment status and does not 
jeopardize their unique value as employees (Apostolou & Mentzas, 1999).  
Another way to grasp the role of organisational culture is to look at some of the 
obstacles that may inhibit the sharing of knowledge. First, a potential barrier is the ‘not 
invented here’ syndrome, which is a resistance to using other people’s expertise 
(Liebowitz, 1999). This phenomenon or knowledge hoarding behaviours need to be 
tackled with incentives or exemplary leadership. Secondly, knowledge can be a very 
political issue. In organisations where critical knowledge is a source of power 
individuals may be reluctant to share their knowledge. They might fear losing their 
superiority over other colleagues and therefore hoard it, which - unintentionally - is 
often even rewarded (Goh, 2002; Liebowitz, 1999). Unilateral decision-making, a 
secretive environment and a lack of information may lead to a climate of low trust (Goh, 
2002). This increases the fear of knowledge being misused, inhibits co-operation, the 
willingness to share insights and intensifies the perception of knowledge having to do 
with power. Thirdly, a lack of rewards for the sharing of knowledge can be another 
barrier (Goh, 2002). Not rewarding people for taking the time to learn or to share 
knowledge promotes isolated thinking and organisational silos. Consequently, 
individuals or groups may hoard knowledge and focus on maximizing their own 
accomplishments and rewards. Therefore, incentives and motivational systems need to 
be applied to encourage knowledge sharing (Liebowitz, 1999). 
The last layer is called ‘Continuous KM Implementation Process’ (F). It is divided 
into five successional steps: ‘Initiation’, ‘Planning’, ‘Development’, ‘Feedback’ and 
‘Implementation’. After the last step this process includes a feedback loop called 
‘Sustaining & Extending’. This keeps the knowledge activities relevant and sustainable 
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or even initiates to extend them. First (Initiation), the members of the organisation have 
to be made aware of the importance and benefits of KM and its relationships to strategic 
and operational day-to-day issues (Mentzas et al., 2001). They also need to be made part 
of the upcoming changes (Lai & Chu, 2002). Problems need to be defined, target areas 
for greatest use and risks have to be articulated and a taxonomy developed (Liebowitz & 
Megbolugbe, 2003; Nicolas, 2004). Secondly (Planning), employees have to be 
motivated and the vision, scope and feasibility of the project must be determined. At 
this stage starts the monitoring of internal processes and the collection of respective data 
to compare with external benchmarks - if available - in order to develop multiple 
alternatives (Mentzas et al., 2001; Nicolas, 2004). Thirdly, in the development stage the 
KM project needs to be conceptualized and the best alternative chosen and prepared. 
Ideally, pilot tests serve as indicators for the way the project should be executed 
(Liebowitz & Megbolugbe, 2003; Mentzas et al., 2001). Knowledge assets should be 
identified and knowledge gaps, ‘bottlenecks’ as well as strong and weak points in the 
knowledge inventory need to be revealed (Nicolas, 2004; Wiig, 1999a). Fourthly 
(Feedback), the preceding activities are reviewed and revised to formulate and 
prioritize improvement ideas (Liebowitz & Megbolugbe, 2003; Wiig 1999a). Finally, 
with the backing of an organisational consensus, the implementation stage is initiated 
(Mentzas et al., 2001; Wiig, 1999a). In order to sustain and extend the activities, the 
progress needs to be monitored, measured and evaluated to determine whether the 
expected results have been achieved or not. Ideally, training and mentoring for the new 
processes, roles and technologies, is provided (Lai & Chu, 2002; Liebowitz & 
Megbolugbe, 2003; Mentzas et al., 2001).  
3.3 Chapter summary 
This chapter outlined the three steps of the knowledge management model. First, vital 
KM activities (model#1) were explained and illustrated in a circular process. Secondly, 
the author introduced model#2, which contains nine knowledge management 
dimensions, such as ‘WHERE: LOCUS’, or ‘WHO: RESOURCES’. Model#1 is part of 
model#2 as the dimension ‘HOW: KM ACTIVITIES’. The final step was the 
implementation of model#2 into the most comprehensive model#3 which is called the 
Holistic Knowledge Management Model (HKMM). This model is the foundation of the 
quantitative research in SMEs in New Zealand and the UK. The corresponding research 
objectives and research questions are outlined in the following chapter. 
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4. CHAPTER 4: RESEARCH OBJECTIVES 
4.1 Introduction 
This chapter sets out the objectives and research questions this research is to answer. 
Each of these addresses gaps identified in the review of the literature. 
4.2 The objectives of this research 
The overall theme of this research is to identify the most crucial factors of knowledge 
management and their current importance and utilisation in SMEs in New Zealand and 
the United Kingdom. This will allow comparisons of these factors and their relative 
positioning on the scales between the two country sub-samples. This will indicate how 
sophisticated SMEs in these two countries are in terms of how they assess and apply the 
concepts. 
Even though this research draws on elements from previous research it is largely 
exploratory in nature because it seeks to address several gaps that were identified in the 
literature. First, it was found that knowledge management research conducted in New 
Zealand has so far rarely taken SMEs into account. Secondly, studies specifically 
analysing knowledge management in SMEs are relatively scarce. Thirdly, the majority 
of the extant studies reporting knowledge management concepts focus on operational 
rather than strategic matters. Therefore, the identification of what might be essential 
ingredients of a successful knowledge strategy in SMEs both in New Zealand and the 
United Kingdom is the central question to be addressed. A quantitative approach was 
adopted in preference to a qualitative approach because it is more suitable in terms of 
addressing the overall theme of this research stated in the first paragraph. Extant studies 
generally have only used small samples. The quantitative survey approach allowed a 
large and geographically wide sample and permitted inferences about the population 
and refined analyses of the influences of various demographic factors. This would be 
less feasible and less economical with a qualitative approach. 
To achieve the goal of this research the following research questions (RQ) were posed. 
They are based on the review of the literature (chapter 2) and the holistic knowledge 
management model (HKMM) (chapter 3). Hence, this model is a crucial foundation for 
this research with regard to the formulation of the research questions and the 
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interpretation of the results. It is not intended to consider every element of this model 
due to its extensive, partly implicit and partly organisation specific nature.  
RQ1:  To what extent do managers or owners of SMEs think strategically and how 
sophisticated are they in their strategic planning? 
RQ2:  To what extent do managers or owners of SMEs manage knowledge 
strategically?  
RQ3:  What knowledge sources and stakeholders do managers or owners of SMEs take 
into account for the creation and sharing of knowledge? 
RQ4:  What processes or facilities do managers or owners of SMEs use to assist the 
sharing of knowledge among employees? 
RQ5:  Does the organisational culture of SMEs support the creation and sharing of 
knowledge? 
RQ6:  What barriers restrict managers or owners of SMEs in the deliberate creation and 
sharing of knowledge?  
RQ7:  Who is responsible in SMEs to ensure that knowledge is captured and shared? 
RQ8:  How familiar are managers or owners of SMEs with the concept of knowledge 
management? 
RQ9:  What importance do managers or owners of SMEs assign to knowledge man-
agement? Do they perceive it as a contribution to their success, the success of 
the economies of New Zealand or the United Kingdom, respectively, or is it - in 
their eyes - solely a theoretical concept? 
These research questions are also analysed in regard to how strongly they depend on the 
independent variables23, for instance, if there are any differences in responses in terms 
of size of SMEs or region. 
4.3 Chapter summary 
Chapter four outlined the purpose of this research, indicated the gaps that this research 
intends to close and introduced the underlying research questions. In the following the 
research methods are presented.  
                                                     
23 Size of SME, region, industry sector, involvement in international business, tertiary qualification, 
managerial experience, organizational role, familiarity with the concept of knowledge management. 
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CHAPTER 5: RESEARCH METHODS 
5.1 Introduction 
This chapter describes the methods used for this research. It is explained how the 
research was conducted and how the samples in New Zealand and the United Kingdom 
were selected. This chapter also illustrates the process of how participants were 
contacted and outlines how the questionnaire was designed. 
5.2 Quantitative design of this research  
This research used a quantitative approach with a self-completion questionnaire. Such 
an approach allowed a geographically wide sample to be selected and it permitted 
generalisations and the drawing of conclusions about the population (Veal, 2005; 
Williamson & Bow, 2002; Zikmund, 2003). Personal or telephone interviews were not 
adopted because data would be obtained less efficiently in terms of time and cost (Veal, 
2005; Zikmund, 2003). Alternative methods such as observation or experimental design 
were not possible because much of knowledge management is intrinsic.  
This research complies with what other scholars in this field have defined as 
scientifically necessary for business research. Self-completion questionnaires avoid 
potential presentation bias because all participants receive the same instrument without 
the researcher being present (Sekaran, 2003; Veal, 2005). The quantitative approach 
with a wider geographic area and a larger sample than with interviews allows great 
precision. Apart from a large sample size, the validity and reliability is determined by 
the quality of the questionnaire and the response rate indicating how well the target 
sample is represented in order to accurately and confidently make inferences from the 
sample to the population (Veal, 2005; Williamson & Bow, 2002). The hallmarks 
testability and replicability were addressed by setting up clear research questions, which 
can be tested at any time with a similar sample (Sekaran, 2003).  
However, it also acknowledged that the validity, accuracy and overall reliability of 
questionnaire data need to be treated with caution. Filling in questionnaires is not 
natural and, therefore, could raise questions of ‘ecological validity’ (Fisher, Buglear, 
Lowry, Mutch & Tansley, 2007). This refers to the aspect if findings obtained from 
such contrived circumstances are valid in the complexity of real life, in particular, when 
the research is about such a strategic, ‘fuzzy’ or philosophical topic like KM. Further 
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issues are that respondents may not fill in the questionnaire in the intended sequence or 
that the questionnaire may inform the respondents in terms of the ingredients of KM 
which then could influence the way in which respondents react to some of the 
constructs that follow. Data from self-assessments depend on the respondents’ own 
accounts, attitudes or intentions and their powers of recall and honesty. This may be 
problematic due to the human tendency to overestimate one’s own competence and 
achievements and to exaggerate some facts and downplay others (Salojärvi et al., 2005; 
Veal, 2005; Williamson & Bow, 2002). Apart from the fact that not only absolute 
values - the scale levels as such - are taken note of but that a significant focus is placed 
on analysing the differences between respondents and that respondents could stay 
anonymous - hence there being no reason to provide wrong accounts - may curb the 
overall impact of this issue. Respondents may misinterpret an item or not interpret it in 
the same way as others. This was addressed by formulating the questions as simply as 
possible, by pre-testing the instrument and by conducting reliability tests. Also the 
expected high ratios of respondents having a tertiary qualification and substantial 
managerial experience may strengthen the validity because they are more likely to be 
reflective and objective in their self-assessments (Salojärvi et al., 2005).  
5.3 Design of the questionnaire 
To ensure maximum reliability, validity and relevance, the research instrument was 
based on the literature review and the holistic knowledge management model (HKMM). 
The survey questionnaire was designed for senior managers and owners as well as their 
management colleagues. Even though one might expect a reasonable level of education, 
the utmost attention was paid to ensure easy comprehension and completion. With 
rising number of questions reality proximity increases, but the danger of cognitive 
overload rises as well which can lead to arbitrary evaluations or denial of answers. 
Hence a questionnaire can trigger a poor response rate and endanger the success of the 
investigation if it is unnecessarily long or complex or requires data that are difficult to 
procure (Veal, 2005; Williamson & Bow, 2002). A carefully laid out and brief 
questionnaire containing reasonable items paid dividends in terms of response rate, 
accuracy and completeness of response. It was simply phrased and easy to fill in, clear 
and unambiguous, and contained varied, interesting questions. It portrayed a clear 
design and avoided time pressure (a limit of two weeks was provided). 
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The quality and appropriateness of the questionnaire was tested beforehand in a 
pretest24 with postgraduate students and SMEs to screen out problems in its instructions 
or design because it is difficult to rectify faults ‘in the field’ (Veal, 2005; Zikmund, 
2003). The finding of the pre-test was that participants had no difficulties with the 
research instrument and that no objections or negative comments were uttered. 
Therefore, the questionnaire did not have to be altered and the returned pre-test 
questionnaires were included in the final sample. The following chapters make no 
distinction in this regard.  
ch 
intention for each section of the questionnaire (see questionnaire in Appendix 4 & 5). 
Table 5.1: The sections of the questionnaire 
The questionnaire has nine sections with various questions about different strategy and 
knowledge management topics and a final section identifying demographic 
characteristics of respondents such as managerial experience or vocational position. 
Table 5.1 shows the number of questions and aspects as well as the topic and resear
 
Likert scales were used to assess relevant attitudes in line with conventional best 
practice in research. They lend themselves to many forms of univariate or multivariate 
                                                     
24 In a first round, postgraduate students tested the concept of the questionnaire and in a second round 
they evaluated the clarity of each individual item. Subsequently, some SMEs were also asked to complete 
the questionnaire and report any difficulties with its wording, scales or understandability. In total 22 
questionnaires were distributed to 11 SMEs in Canterbury, NZ; 15 questionnaires were returned. 
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statistical analyses such as factor analyses, t-tests, ANOVAs or MANOVAs (Sekaran, 
2003; Veal, 2005; Williamson & Bow, 2002; Zikmund, 2003). Likert scales are suited 
for assessments of group differences on single or multiple metric dependent variables 
(Hair, Black, Babin, Anderson & Tatham, 2006). They can be used for powerful 
parametric tests because they comply with the corresponding condition that the level or 
scale of measurement is equal and at least of interval scaling (Bryman & Cramer, 2005; 
Cavana, Delahaye & Sekaran, 2001; Cooper & Schindler, 2001; Sekaran, 2003). The 
following two types of Likert scales were used to gauge the frequency of respondents’ 
actions and the level of agreement to certain statements. In accordance with Alreck and 
Settle (2004), the scales provide an additional sixth option “Don’t know” to exclude 
Figure 5.1: The Likert scales of the questionnaire 
forced choices in order not to distort the results.  
 
In line with Sekaran (2003) and Dawes (2008) 5-point scales were chosen because more 
points on the scale do not improve the reliability of the ratings and produce the same 
mean scores, once they are rescaled. This type of scale is popular among researchers 
and respondents (McDonald, 2004), which allows for better comparisons with earlier 
research, and with less points on the scale the complexity is reduced for respondents. 
An odd number of points on the scale was selected because participants might truly feel 
neutral about the items. Scales without a neutral mid-point can introduce bias because 
participants are forced to choose a more positive or negative response or might feel 
pressured to indicate their answer in between scale points (Ryan, 1995). 
5.4 Sampling method 
A stratified sampling approach was used in this research. As this research focuses on 
Small and Medium Enterprises in New Zealand and the United Kingdom and their 
strategic knowledge management practices, the population covers all those 
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The population stratum is now explained for this case. In order to gain a sample that is 
economically, socially and geographically representative of its population and in order 
to avoid possible distortions arising from isolation, particularly in New Zealand, the 
strongest and largest urban regions, both economically and in terms of population, serve 
as proxies for their corresponding country. Table 5.2, following, shows that for each of 
the regions selected in New Zealand and the UK the respective contribution to the 
economy (regional gross domestic product (Regional GDP) for NZ; gross value added 
(GVA) for the UK) as well as data from the 2006 census in both countries were taken 
into account for their representation in the overall sample. 
Table 5.2: The population stratum 
 
Note: *: Total population NZ: 4.027.947; Total population UK: 60.587.300  
**: Number of citizens per region / SUM of citizens in all four regions (NZ: 2,467,659; UK: 8,891,200) 
***: NZ data from 2003 in NZ$ million; UK data from 2004 in £ million 
****: Total GDP NZ: 130,687 NZ$ million; Total GVA UK: 1,044,165 £ million  
*****: GDP of each region / SUM GDP of all regions (NZ: 87,460 NZ$ mil.; UK: 236,159 £ mil.)  
******: (Citizen indicator “% of region” + Economic indicator “Regional GDP/GVA in %”) / 2  
Sources: Statistics New Zealand, 2003, 2006; Office for National Statistics United Kingdom, 2004, 2006. 
In New Zealand, the four regions constitute a total of 61.3%25 of the population and 
altogether contribute 66.92%26 to its GDP. The eight regions in the UK constitute 
14.68%27 of its population and contribute 22.62%28 to its GDP. Consequently, these 
                                                     
25 NZ Regions Total Population: 2,467,659 / Total census population of New Zealand: 4,027,947;  
Source: Statistics New Zealand, 2006 
26 Accumulated RGDP of 87,460 / Total GDP of 130,687 (NZ$ million)  
Source: Statistics New Zealand, 2003 
27 UK Regions Total Population: 8,891,200 / Total census population of the UK: 60,587,300;  
Source: Office for National Statistics United Kingdom, 2006 
28 Accumulated GVA of 236,159 / Total GDP of 1,044,165 (£ million)  
Source: Office for National Statistics United Kingdom, 2004 
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twelve regions provide a valid picture of SME practices in each country. Furthermore 
intra-region analyses, inter-region and inter-country comparisons are feasible.  
This stratified sampling method enables inter-regional comparisons but slightly 
decreases the confidence interval when extrapolating to the population because the 
subjects were randomly chosen from the population stratum and not the whole 
population. Hence, simple random sampling within each stratum was utilized to draw 
direct conclusions and generalize about the stratum, the regions, and then, indirectly and 
carefully, make valid generalisations about the population, SMEs in New Zealand and 
the United Kingdom (Williamson & Bow, 2002; Zikmund, 2003).  
The sampling frame was a business list database called “Kompass”. It was used to 
randomly select the SMEs from each of the twelve regions of the stratum. These 
businesses were then contacted about whether they would participate. 
Table 5.3, below, depicts the planned sample for both countries. Some SMEs received 
more than one questionnaire depending on their size29. The recipient’s colleagues in 
managerial roles were asked to complete the additional questionnaires in order to 
include opinions from various hierarchy levels and functions. In New Zealand, in total, 
933 questionnaires were distributed to 417 SMEs. In the United Kingdom, in total, 1710 
questionnaires were sent to 1268 SMEs. 
Table 5.3 shows how many SMEs were contacted by mail and how the actual quota for 
each region conforms to the target quota. It was intended that every SME-size with 
fewer than or approximately 100 full-time equivalent employees was adequately 
represented in each region. Hence, four such groups were established according to size: 
SMEs with 1-25, SMEs with 26-50, SMEs with 51-75 and SMEs with 76 to 100 staff.  
The mailing process was divided into two sets. The rate of responses from the first 
mailing indicated to the researcher which regions and company sizes were under- or 
over-represented. A second mailing was aimed at SMEs that were in under-represented 
regions and size categories. However, the target quotas were not entirely achieved due 
                                                     
29 In NZ SMEs with fewer than 20 staff received one questionnaire; SMEs with between 20 and 40 staff 
received two questionnaires; and SMEs that had more than 40 employees received three questionnaires in 
one letter. Due to the experience in NZ that SMEs tended to not fill out more than one questionnaire this 
procedure was slightly changed in the UK. Here, SMEs with fewer than 50 employees received one and 
SMEs with 50 and more employees received two questionnaires. 
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to the unpredictability of the response rates from each mailing, the delay of responses 
and a limited timeframe. In some regions it was difficult to achieve an even distribution 
among the size categories due to a lack of larger SMEs in the sampling frame. 
Table 5.3: The planned sample in New Zealand and the United Kingdom 
 
Note: *: for an explanation why the actual quota is different from the target quota see following paragraph  
**: according to the contribution to the economy and census data (see table 5.2). 
The process of contacting the SMEs is now described. First, the selected companies 
were contacted by phone to make sure that the data from the database was correct30. It is 
commonly believed that usually leaders at the top level of authority, ideally, together 
with the middle level management, determine the strategic directions of organisations. 
Therefore, general managers or CEOs were selected from the database as the recipients. 
It was confirmed via phone that they were still in charge. If the recipient of the survey 
was available he or she was asked for approval to receive the questionnaire. Otherwise a 
message was left with his or her personal assistant or voice mail. The research was 
introduced, the arrival of the questionnaire by mail announced and support was asked 
for in completing the survey and mailing it back in the enclosed freepost envelope. 
During this process a structured telephone script was used to avoid mistakes with the 
presentation of the research. If the person was unwilling to take part a new SME with 
the same size and from the same region was randomly chosen as a replacement.  
An increasing number of academic programmes require students to conduct formal 
research and, therefore, many individuals and organisations are tired of being 
continually surveyed (Williamson & Bow, 2002). Measures of persuasion and 
                                                     
30 Such a database is usually not entirely up-to-date because company size, telephone numbers or 
addresses change or businesses cease to exist. The accuracy of the company information was good in 
New Zealand and mediocre in the UK. The reason for this might be that the market place in the UK is 
more competitive and, therefore, SMEs are more forced to relocate, restructure or downsize or cease to 
exist. Chen et al. (2006) had similar experiences with a different database called FAME. 
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motivation of the subjects were used to raise the level of attention and to work against 
challenges such as, for example, lack of time, willingness to respond or the perceived 
absence of value creation for the enterprise. Contacting the subjects by phone 
beforehand to clarify to whom the questionnaire can be sent to and to ask for permission 
has proven beneficial. People appreciated the extra effort of asking for their 
authorisation in advance and it was sent to the right managers who were expecting the 
letter and therefore did not evaluate the incoming mail as spam. To project 
professionalism and increase the level of perceived seriousness and legitimacy a full 
personal address and a signature with blue ink were achieved and all correspondence 
was printed on official university stationary. The customised cover and instruction 
letters included sufficient information on how to fill in the questionnaire. A contact 
phone number and email address were provided in case the respondent had any 
questions when answering the questionnaire. The cover letter explained the objectives 
and relevance of the study and made clear that the investigation is scientific and non-
commercial (see Appendix 1, 2 & 3). Furthermore, it assured that no sensitive or 
specific competitive information is sought and that all responses and statements remain 
confidential and will be reported in aggregated form only. On the one hand this 
warranty of anonymity and confidentiality was an important measure of encouragement 
to take part in the research. On the other hand, it excluded the possibility of follow-up 
measures. As a return for their investment, participants could receive the results of the 
study if desired. Finally, it was pointed out that the participation offers a reflection of 
the firm’s actions and allows comparison with others of a similar size, and so could 
possibly identify ideas on how to improve business performance.  
5.5 Chapter summary 
This chapter looked at the method used in this research. The quantitative research 
approach was outlined along with the design of the questionnaire and the stratified 
sampling method. It was explained how the participants were selected using the 
Kompass database and how they were contacted by phone and mail. One of the 
fundamental guidelines of scientific research is to distinguish the data presentation from 
the data interpretation. For this reason, the following chapter, chapter 6: DATA 
PRESENTATION describes the responses received. They are then analysed in chapter 
7: DATA ANALYSIS and interpreted and put in the context of the research questions, 
the model and the macro knowledge in chapter 8: DISCUSSION. 
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CHAPTER 6: DATA PRESENTATION 
6.1 Introduction 
This chapter presents details about the samples, the response rates, the data itself and 
tests its validity. The statistical software program SPSS31 was used for all statistical 
analyses. 
6.2 Response rates and useable responses 
The majority of SMEs that received more than one questionnaire did return more than 
one copy, hence most questionnaires (at least 82.8% in NZ and 88.4% in the UK) come 
from different firms32. Therefore, table 6.1 indicates the response rates per contacted 
SMEs. The table shows the total response rates, the rates per region and size of SME. 
The response rate for the total sample in both countries is 26.2%. In total, 1685 SMEs 
were contacted and 442 questionnaires were returned. In New Zealand, including the 
pretest, 417 SMEs were approached and 191 questionnaires were returned resulting in a 
response rate of 45.8%. In the United Kingdom, 1268 SMEs were contacted and 251 
questionnaires were returned, a response rate of 19.8%. 
Businesses having between 100 and 110 employees were also included because it is 
assumed that a difference of 10 employees would not influence the way in which they 
act strategically and use knowledge. Responses from firms with 111 or more employees 
were removed from the total sample and not used for the statistical analyses. 
Consequently, there are 180 useable responses for the New Zealand sub-sample and 241 
useable responses for the UK sub-sample, a response rate of 43.2% for New Zealand, 
19% for the United Kingdom, and 25% in total.  
                                                     
31 SPSS 15.0 for Windows; Copyright © SPSS Inc., 1998 – 2006 
32 SMEs received up to two (UK) / three (NZ) questionnaires depending on their size. Only a minority of 
recipients have passed the questionnaire on to colleagues. A comparison of responses with various 
variables such as “size”, “region” and “industry” found only few matches in the data. Hence, the large 
majority of responses [(180-31)/180 = 82.8% in NZ; (241-28)/241=88.4% in the UK] are assessments that 
come from SMEs that only returned one questionnaire. 
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Table 6.1: Number of contacted SMEs, number of returned questionnaires and response 
rates per region and size of SMEs 
 
Note: This table includes the pretest of the questionnaire in Canterbury: 22 distributed in 11 SMEs; 15 returned 
* Response Rate: depending on contacted SMEs: all returned questionnaires / all contacted SMEs 
** Useable questionnaires: Total questionnaires returned minus questionnaires from firms with more than 110 staff 
*** % total useable: useable questionnaires per region / total useable questionnaires NZ: 180; UK: 241 
**** Target Quota: according to contribution to the economy and census data. 
The response rate achieved in New Zealand and the reasonably large sample are very 
satisfactory in absolute terms. Even though various countermeasures33 were taken, the 
response rate in the United Kingdom is comparatively low. The clear difference in 
response rates between the the two countries needs to be considered. First, it could be 
speculated that the managers in SMEs in the UK may feel more confident or may 
generally be less interested in such a strategic topic like knowledge management and 
might not perceive the need to participate in this research to the same extent as their 
counterparts from SMEs in New Zealand did. SMEs generally have a strong operational 
focus and typically ‘fire fight’ for business survival but SMEs in the UK seem to be 
even busier and less receptive than in New Zealand. During the research process SMEs 
in the UK spent less time on the phone and were less willing to speak to a researcher 
                                                     
33 The guide for the telephone conversation was made shorter and more concise. Significantly more letters 
with questionnaires than in New Zealand were sent out (NZ: 417 SMEs; UK 1268 SMEs) in order to meet 
the goal of a large enough sample in absolute terms. 
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about participating in a university research project. Chen et al. (2006), who conducted 
comparable research on SMEs in the UK, reported similar experiences and stated that an 
investigation into their low response rate (10.8%) indicated that 44% of non-
respondents were too busy and 16% felt that such a knowledge issue was not directly 
relevant to their business. Furthermore, in the UK, there were considerably fewer 
occasions where it was possible to make direct contact with the actual recipient of the 
questionnaire34. Hence phoning the companies in the UK was less effective than in New 
Zealand but had the primary benefit of checking whether a firm still operated, whether 
its address was still correct, whether a policy not to fill in questionnaires existed, and 
finding the right recipient for the questionnaire. Another difficulty in this regard was 
that, other than in New Zealand, “no name policies” were common so that in these cases 
recipients could not be addressed personally. A general challenge – not confined to, but 
amplified in the UK due to twice as many regions in the stratum than in New Zealand – 
was the unpredictability of the response rates from each region35. A final difficulty in 
the UK was that the period of data collection fell at the end of the financial year in April 
2008 - the busiest time of the year for SMEs36. In this regard, it also needs to be pointed 
out that the data in the two countries were collected in different years and different 
months (NZ: June 2007; UK: March – May 2008). Hence, when interpreting the results 
one has to take into account that the results could be influenced by effects such as 
inflation, increases in fuel prices, economic or legal changes, varying interest rates, or 
factors in the housing or currency/financial markets during this period. It remains 
uncertain how the difference between the response rates could have influenced how 
respondents assessed some of the constructs and to what extent and in what direction 
the results would be different if the response rates were more similar or the same 
between the sub-samples. 
It also needs to be acknowledged, however, that in comparison to other research efforts, 
a response rate of 19% in the United Kingdom is acceptable. Similar research efforts in 
SMEs in the UK about knowledge related issues yielded either similar rates, for 
                                                     
34 In over 90 percent of the cases it depended on the receptionist or personal assistant forwarding the 
message to the recipient of the questionnaire: that a questionnaire was coming, that the researcher called 
to gain permission to send it and that he would appreciate it being filled in and returned. 
35 As table 6.1 shows there are notable differences which could not be projected beforehand and therefore 
are difficult to handle also in regard to the time lag between sending and receiving the surveys. 
36 A few SMEs pointed out that they could not take part due to a higher workload in this period: 
preparation of the balances and annual accounts and dealing with chartered accountants. Also, those who 
agreed to receive the questionnaire might not have found the time to complete it for the same reason. 
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example, Wong and Aspinwall (2005) with 24% or considerably lower response rates 
like Ramsey, Ibbotson, Bell and Gary (2003) with 11%, Chen et al. (2006) with 10.8%, 
Duan et al. (2002) with 9.2%, Moffett, McAdam and Parkinson (2002) with 9% and de 
Pablos (2002) with 5.8%. 
Most responses come from SMEs with 1-25 employees. The response rate for this 
category is the highest in both sub-samples and in total (NZ: 46.1%; UK: 29.7%; Total: 
34.8%). It may be a common phenomenon in research that response rates for larger 
SMEs are smaller. However, the response rates in the other size categories are also 
acceptable. Therefore intra group analyses are regarded as valid for all SME sizes. In 
New Zealand, the largest number of questionnaires come from Auckland (59). 
However, the most usable (excluding 110+) questionnaires are from Wellington (53) 
even though Auckland is the largest region in the stratum with a target quota of 53.6%. 
This was mainly for two reasons: most responses with size violations (more than 110 
employees) come from Auckland (Auckland: 7; Wellington: 0; Canterbury: 3; Otago: 1) 
and many ambiguous answers in terms of region (7 out of 9) have Auckland as one of 
the regions indicated, and the responses, therefore, had to be assigned to the ambiguous 
category. In sum, when comparing the percentage of total useable responses with the 
target quotas for each region it can be concluded that Auckland is underrepresented, and 
that Wellington and Otago are overrepresented in the New Zealand sample. In the UK 
the most useable questionnaires come from London (75), more than twice as many as 
from the next largest groups, Manchester (36) and Birmingham (28). When comparing 
the percentages of total useable responses with the target quotas for each region it can 
be concluded that London and Manchester are underrepresented, Birmingham and 
Leeds adequately represented and the rest of the regions are overrepresented. These 
variations are taken into account in the subsequent analyses. 
6.3 Details of the sample 
6.3.1 Details of the respondents 
The following section describes the demographic details of the respondents. Table 6.2 
indicates that 80.7% of respondents in NZ and 76.3 % of respondents in the UK are 
CEOs, senior managers or owners. A further 15.7% in both countries identify 
themselves as middle level managers. Approximately 94% of respondents are either 
senior or middle level managers and only about 6% regard themselves as first level 
managers or supervisors. These results are similar for both sub-samples. 
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Table 6.2: Frequencies and ratios for the “organisational role” of respondents 
 
Note: missing NZ: 4; missing UK: 9. 
Table 6.3 depicts what functions the respondents fulfil in their businesses. It shows that 
most respondents who answered this question are ‘general administrators’ and/or act as 
‘marketing, sales, customer service managers’, which reflects the usually strong focus 
of SMEs on the market and on customers. However, a limitation for this item is that the 
restriction to one choice on the New Zealand questionnaire did not reflect the 
respondents’ views because senior managers especially in smaller companies apparently 
take on multiple roles. This item was corrected for the data collection in the UK where 
multiple responses were allowed. As this would skew a comparison between the two 
countries in this regard, this item does not serve as a basis for further analyses. 
Table 6.3: Frequencies and ratios for the “functions” of respondents 
 
Note: missing cases NZ: 32; UK: 45. 
Apart from respondents being hierarchically influential they also seem to be very 
experienced. Table 6.4 reveals that approximately 87% of respondents have at least five 
years of managerial experience and that about half (50.6%) have more than 15 years 
managerial experience. Again the results are very similar between the two samples. 
Table 6.4: Frequencies and ratios for the “managerial experience” of respondents 
 
Note: missing cases NZ: 0; UK: 2. 
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As shown in table 6.5, it is notable that 80.9% of all respondents have some formal 
tertiary education, at least a Certificate or Diploma (31.2%), an undergraduate (28.5%) 
or a postgraduate degree (21.3%).  
Table 6.5: Frequencies and ratios for the “tertiary qualification” of respondents 
 
Note: missing cases NZ: 2; UK: 5. 
Table 6.6, following, indicates that with increasing managerial experience, the ratio of 
respondents being on the uppermost hierarchical level increases as well. This 
relationship reverses for the categories of middle and first level managers. Such a clear 
agreement was not found between “organisational role” and “tertiary qualification”. 
Table 6.6: Cross tabulation between “organisational role” and “managerial experience” 
 
Note: missing cases NZ: 4; UK: 9. 
Consequently, in SMEs seniority and managerial experience, which may be the basis 
for considerable entrepreneurial knowledge, seem to have a higher influence on 
hierarchical status, promotion and career opportunities, than tertiary education. A 
possible explanation might be that SMEs are usually less bureaucratic, less formal, 
structured less hierarchically and, therefore, the vertical permeability may depend less 
on formal education than on experience. Entrepreneurial owners who start a business 
without much formal education and then stay at the hierarchical apex as the business 
grows will also have a notable effect in this regard.  
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The analysis of organisational role, managerial experience and tertiary qualification 
indicates that the majority of respondents are highly experienced, educated and work at 
a high management level. Therefore, they are likely to be in charge of strategic matters 
and it is reasonable to expect that they have the knowledge that is necessary to complete 
the questionnaire adequately. The two national samples are very similar in this regard. 
6.3.2 Details of the SMEs 
Details about the respondents’ businesses are outlined in the following section. Table 
6.7, below, shows the industries in which the sample SMEs operate. Multiple responses 
were allowed for this question. The industries can be divided into the secondary sector, 
which mainly includes businesses whose core activities involve the processing or 
production of tangible objects, and the tertiary sector, which generally means services 
(Samuelson & Nordhaus, 2005). In both countries of those businesses which responded 
to this question most are involved in ‘manufacturing, engineering, construction’, ‘retail 
sales or wholesale’ or ‘professional services’. This tendency is consistent with data from 
the economies of New Zealand and the United Kingdom. The comparison reveals that, 
in terms of the major industries, ‘manufacturing, engineering, construction’ and ‘retail 
sales or wholesale’ are overrepresented in the sample. In contrast, the cluster of 
‘professional services’, ‘finance, banking, insurance’, ‘miscellaneous services’ and 
‘research and development’ is underrepresented in the New Zealand sample. 
Table 6.7: The frequencies and ratios of the industries of the New Zealand and the UK 
sub-samples compared to the economies of New Zealand and the UK 
 
Note: missing cases NZ: 2; UK: 2 
* in the UK SMEs = 0-250 employees because data for 0-99 employees were not available (only 0-49 & 
50-249); the difference from the 50-249 to the 0-49 category is, however, only 1-2 %, on average 
Source: Statistics New Zealand, 2004; Department for Business Enterprise and Regulatory Reform, 2006. 
Table 6.8, following, provides an overview of how many of the SMEs in the sample are 
involved in international business. 
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Table 6.8: Frequencies and ratios for the “involvement in international business” 
 
Note: missing cases NZ: 3; UK: 4. 
In both sub-samples about 60% of respondents operate internationally and therefore 
require more advanced strategic knowledge about additional factors such as foreign 
markets, suppliers, judicial systems or governments. This shows that globalisation is 
also affecting SMEs and that the claim in the literature that SMEs mostly confine 
themselves to domestic markets is not entirely accurate. 
For the SMEs that engage in international business (NZ: 61.6%; UK: 59.9%) table 6.9, 
following, reports how they are involved - as expected, most SMEs import and/or 
export. This question provided the option of multiple responses.  
Table 6.9: Frequencies and ratios for the options of being “involved in international 
business” 
 
Note: valid cases NZ: 109; UK: 137; valid cases are the respondents who indicated that they are involved 
in international business and stated how they were involved (missing cases NZ: 71; UK: 104). 
Of the SMEs that are involved in international business and it was indicated how, 55% 
in New Zealand and 58.4% in the UK import and 58.7% in New Zealand and 81.8% in 
the UK export. In both samples fewer have a subsidiary, licensee or franchisee abroad 
and/or are a subsidiary, licensee or franchisee of a foreign company. 
6.4 Presentation of the results: the main statistics 
This section reports the responses to the dependant variable items of the questionnaire. 
The descriptive statistics include the means, standard deviations, skew and kurtosis 
values and are shown along with assessments as to normality37 (full details in Appendix 
                                                     
37 Tests of normality: Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests (normally distributed if significance level above 0.05) 
and the ratio of each skew and kurtosis statistic to their standard error (normally distributed if the ratio of 
the skew and kurtosis to their standard errors is between –2 and +2; represented by “” (SPSS, 1999)). 
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6, 7, 10 & 11). From section A to C a five point Likert scale with the following choices 
was used: constantly (weekly) = 1; often (fortnightly) = 2; occasionally (quarterly) = 3; 
seldom (annually) = 4; never (we don’t do / have it) = 5. 
Even though the mean values do not exist as such on the scale, convention suggests that 
the mean values can be interpreted as if they did. Table 6.10 shows the results of the 
first section of the questionnaire, which identifies how frequently respondents 
deliberately analyse certain internal (e. g. employee performance) and external (e. g. 
customer trends) factors for their strategic planning.  
Table 6.10: Data presentation section A: the extent to which SMEs deliberately analyse 
strategic indicators 
 
Note: scale: 1=constantly (weekly); 2=often (fortnightly); 3=occasionally (quarterly); 4=seldom (annually); 5=never  
t-test: equal variances assumed, * indicates a statistically significant difference; a second value in brackets in “t-test” 
cell indicates nonparametric test result if it leads to a different decision than the parametric t-test 
normality: ratio (skew/std. error skew) & (kurtosis/std. error kurtosis) between -2 & +2 then normally distributed ()
 K-S (Kolmogorov-Smirnov) significance level above 0.05 then normally distributed. 
The means in table 6.10 show that, on average, most of the factors of strategic planning 
were analysed rather occasionally (quarterly) or even less frequently (annually). Only 
one item, “changing customer trends / preferences” tended toward “often”, all others 
tended toward occasionally or seldom. Furthermore, it can be stated that in both samples 
“competitors’ medium to long term planning activities”, “potential successors to your 
products for the end of their life span”, “ecological and environmental developments” 
and “developments such as patent applications or new technologies” are aspects that 
were, on average, least frequently considered by respondents. The means of this 
question are all relatively close to the centre of the scale (3: occasionally). The standard 
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deviations of all items are quite similar and lie between 1.0 and 1.3 which means that 
respondents were neither totally or not at all of one opinion. For one third of these items 
the t-test indicates statistically significant differences between the samples from New 
Zealand and the UK. The tests for normality indicate that the majority of items are not 
normally distributed. However, for the NZ sample the normality ratios identify all 
items, apart from three, as reasonably normally distributed. 
Section B identifies how frequently respondents include certain sources or stakeholders 
in the creation and sharing of knowledge. The means of this section (table 6.11) show 
that the source “electronic media” and the stakeholder “customers” are most frequently 
included in the creation and sharing of knowledge. 
Table 6.11: Data presentation section B: the extent to which SMEs include certain 
sources or stakeholders in the creation and sharing of knowledge 
 
Note: scale: 1=constantly (weekly); 2=often (fortnightly); 3=occasionally (quarterly); 4=seldom (annually); 5=never  
t-test: equal variances assumed, * indicates a statistically significant difference 
normality: ratio (skew/std. error skew) & (kurtosis/std. error kurtosis) between -2 & +2 then normally distributed ()
 K-S (Kolmogorov-Smirnov) significance level above 0.05 then normally distributed. 
“Members of their alliances / networks”, “tradeshows / speeches / conferences”, 
“financial investors”, “industry & professional associations”, “government agencies and 
local authorities” and “employee unions” are the sources that were, on average, included 
least frequently in the creation and sharing of knowledge. The low standard deviation 
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for the item “employee unions” indicates that respondents had a quite uniform opinion 
in this regard. The relatively high standard deviation for the item “financial investors” 
means that there is a high spread of opinions around the mean. For half of the items in 
this section the t-test suggests that the managers from the two sub-samples responded 
statistically significantly differently. The two tests of normality indentify the majority of 
items as not normally distributed. 
Section C of the questionnaire focuses on the extent SMEs use certain internal 
knowledge sharing processes and facilities. As shown in table 6.12, notable mean scores 
indicate that “a searchable catalogue for data and information”, “analysing projects in 
written form”, “job rotation” and “directories listing employees’ skills / knowledge” are 
not very common in SMEs. 
Table 6.12: Data presentation section C: the extent SMEs use certain processes or 
facilities to share knowledge among employees 
 
Note: scale: 1=constantly (weekly); 2=often (fortnightly); 3=occasionally (quarterly); 4=seldom (annually); 5=never 
t-test: equal variances assumed, * indicates a statistically significant difference 
normality: ratio (skew/std. error skew) & (kurtosis/std. error kurtosis) between -2 & +2 then normally distributed ()
 K-S (Kolmogorov-Smirnov) significance level above 0.05 then normally distributed. 
For some items, however, there are relatively large standard deviations and large 
negative kurtosis values, in particular for “e-mail messaging or video-conferencing”, “a 
searchable catalogue for data and information”, and “Intranet”. Therefore the extent to 
which technology is utilized cannot be regarded as uniform. It is remarkable that all 
assessments in this section are statistically significantly different between the two sub-
samples. Most of the items are not normally distributed according to the two tests of 
normality.  
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For the sections D until F a different Likert scale was used to gauge the level of 
agreement to certain statements: totally agree = 1; partly agree = 2; neutral = 3; partly 
disagree = 4; totally disagree = 5. 
Section D measures how much respondents agree or disagree that their corporate culture 
supports the sharing of knowledge (table 6.13). The two most notable results are that the 
items “our employees are willing to share their knowledge” and “we support open, 
ready access to any kind of knowledge for all our employees” have low means, which 
indicates that, on average, respondents agree with these statements. The relatively low 
standard deviations and, therefore, relative unity of opinion back up this impression. 
Table 6.13: Data presentation section D: level of agreement that the corporate culture 
supports knowledge sharing 
 
Note: scale: 1=totally agree; 2=partly agree; 3=neutral; 4=partly disagree; 5=totally disagree 
t-test: equal variances assumed, * indicates a statistically significant difference 
normality: ratio (skew/std. error skew) & (kurtosis/std. error kurtosis) between -2 & +2 then normally distributed ()
 K-S (Kolmogorov-Smirnov) significance level above 0.05 then normally distributed. 
The distributions of these two items are positively skewed and the scores stretch to the 
right. Positive values for the kurtosis indicate that their distributions are more peaked 
than the normal curve, in this case on the left side of the scale - the scores cluster there. 
The other three items yield higher mean values, which are between partial agreement 
and neutral. The t-test for the two sub-samples indicates that for three out of five items 
respondents seem to react statistically significantly differently. Finally, the tests of 
normality signify that no item in this section seems to be normally distributed.  
Section E identifies how strongly certain barriers restrict the deliberate creation and 
sharing of knowledge in SMEs. As shown in table 6.14, the item “higher importance is 
given to daily operational activities” has quite interesting results. Its means, positive 
skew and kurtosis values signify that, on average, respondents agreed with this 
statement. Its distribution is skewed to the right, toward large values, and it is more 
peaked than the normal curve because scores cluster around smaller values (agreement). 
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Table 6.14: Data presentation section E: level of agreement that certain barriers restrict 
the deliberate creation and sharing of knowledge 
 
Note: scale: 1=totally agree; 2=partly agree; 3=neutral; 4=partly disagree; 5=totally disagree 
t-test: equal variances assumed, * indicates a statistically significant difference 
normality: ratio (skew/std. error skew) & (kurtosis/std. error kurtosis) between -2 & +2 then normally distributed ()
 K-S (Kolmogorov-Smirnov) significance level above 0.05 then normally distributed. 
Likewise, the items “our IT is not good enough”, “organisational hierarchy restrictions” 
and “creating & sharing knowledge is unlikely to increase profitability” yield notable 
results. All three items show large means and negative values for their skew, which 
indicates that the tails of the distributions stretch to the left, to smaller values on the 
scale. This means that, on average, respondents agree least that these barriers restrict the 
deliberate creation and sharing of knowledge in the business. The t-test suggests that 
only one item in this section (E8) is statistically significantly different between the 
samples. The two tests of normality classify all items as not normally distributed. 
Table 6.15 depicts the responses on how SMEs plan strategically and it gauges their 
stance on managing knowledge. In this section the mean values of the items ‘managing 
knowledge will be increasingly important for all NZ / UK businesses”, “our current 
approach to handling knowledge could be improved’ and “managing knowledge will be 
increasingly important to our company’s success” are low and, therefore, indicate that 
respondents, on average, agreed, at least partly, with these statements. The positive 
skew values for these three items signify that their distributions are positively skewed 
and that the scores stretch toward less agreement. Apart from the item “our current 
approach to handling knowledge could be improved” for the NZ sample, which is 
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slightly more evenly distributed and flatter than the normal distribution (negative 
kurtosis), these three items are more peaked than the normal curve. Their peak is on the 
left side of the scale (total / partial agreement) due to the positive values for their skew. 
Table 6.15: Data presentation section F: the perception of the contribution of knowledge 
management to the success of SMEs and New Zealand’s economy, in general 
 
Note: scale: 1=totally agree; 2=partly agree; 3=neutral; 4=partly disagree; 5=totally disagree 
t-test: equal variances assumed, * indicates a statistically significant difference; a second value in brackets in “t-test” 
cell indicates nonparametric test result if it leads to a different decision than the parametric t-test 
normality: ratio (skew/std. error skew) & (kurtosis/std. error kurtosis) between -2 & +2 then normally distributed ()
 K-S (Kolmogorov-Smirnov) significance level above 0.05 then normally distributed. 
Furthermore, the mean values for the items “information technology is the most 
important part of managing knowledge”, “we have a long-term business plan that is 
accessible to all employees”, “managing knowledge is more crucial for large 
organisations” and “the emerging concept of ‘KM’ is just a theoretical fad and has 
nothing to do with practice” are notable. On average, respondents are neutral or partially 
disagree with these statements. These four items have in common that their kurtosis is 
negative, which indicates that their distribution is more evenly distributed and, 
therefore, flatter than the normal distribution. Four out of ten assessments in this section 
are statistically significantly different between the samples from NZ and the UK. No 
item in this table is classified as normally distributed by both analyses of normality.  
For the sections A to F, it can be concluded that for about half of the items (26 of 55) 
statistically significant differences were found between the New Zealand and United 
Kingdom sub-samples. Section G of the questionnaire gauges who is responsible for the 
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capturing and sharing of knowledge in SMEs. As this item offered the option of 
multiple responses a multiple response set was created and the frequencies and 
percentages were calculated. Table 6.16, below, shows that apparently a high ratio of 
respondents regard the ‘CEO and senior management’ and the ‘middle management’ as 
responsible for ensuring that knowledge is captured and shared.  
Table 6.16: Data presentation section G: frequencies for the responsibility for the 
capturing and sharing of knowledge 
 
Note: missing cases NZ: 3; UK: 4  
alternatives raised by participants: NZ: Business Analyst (f=1), ISO Mgr. (f=1), Trade Staff (f=1), HR Mgr. (f=1); 
UK: Don’t know (f=1), HR Manager (f=2), Operations Director (f=1), All professionals (f=1). 
Considerably higher percentages of respondents in NZ than in the UK indicated that 
‘each individual employee’ and ‘IT specialists’ are given responsibility to ensure that 
knowledge is captured and shared. It is also noteworthy that in both samples about 17% 
of respondents regard ‘knowledge specialists’ as responsible in this respect. Finally, 
considerably more respondents in the UK assign responsibility to people involved in 
‘process management’. All other options, such as ‘no-one’, yield few responses. 
Section H gauges how familiar managers of SMEs are with the concept of knowledge 
management. It has a five-point scale that reaches from “never heard about it” (value 1) 
to “understand the concept completely and apply it without difficulty” (value 5). The t-
test in table 6.17 indicates that the familiarity with this concept seems to be statistically 
significantly different between the two samples.   
Table 6.17: Data presentation section H: level of familiarity with the concept of 
knowledge management 
 
Note: scale: 1=never heard about it; 5=understand the concept completely and apply it without any difficulty (all 
scale values see table 6.18) 
t-test: equal variances assumed, * indicates a statistically significant difference 
normality: ratio (skew/std. error skew) & (kurtosis/std. error kurtosis) between -2 & +2 then normally distributed ()
 K-S (Kolmogorov-Smirnov) significance level above 0.05 then normally distributed. 
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The two tests of normality indicate that its distribution is not normal. As the scale of this 
item is not a classic Likert scale, the frequencies and ratios for each value of the scale 
are shown in table 6.18. This shows that respondents in NZ are more familiar with KM. 
Table 6.18: Data presentation section H: frequencies and ratios for the respondents’ 
familiarity with the concept of knowledge management 
 
Note: missing cases NZ: 0; UK: 2. 
A higher ratio of respondents in the UK have ‘not heard about KM’ and have ‘heard 
about it but can’t explain it clearly’. Furthermore, a higher ratio of respondents in the 
NZ sample state that they ‘have a general understanding of the concept’. A minority of 
respondents in both samples indicate that they can actually apply the concept in 
practice. 
Section I gauges how important SMEs find the concept of KM. This item has a seven-
point scale that goes from “we are not informed about ‘Knowledge Management’ and 
not interested to learn more” (value 1) to “there is a formal ‘Knowledge Management’ 
initiative in place and completed” (value 7). As shown in table 6.19, for this item, the t-
test indicates a statistically significant difference between the two samples. According 
to the tests of normality the distribution of this item is not normal. 
Table 6.19: Data presentation section I: level of assigned importance to the concept of 
knowledge management 
 
Note: scale: 1=We are not informed about KM and not interested to learn more; 7=There is a formal KM initiative in 
place and completed (all scale values see table 6.20) 
t-test: equal variances assumed, * indicates a statistically significant difference 
normality: ratio (skew/std. error skew) & (kurtosis/std. error kurtosis) between -2 & +2 then normally distributed ()
 K-S (Kolmogorov-Smirnov) significance level above 0.05 then normally distributed. 
As the scale of this item is not a classic Likert scale, the frequencies and ratios for each 
value of the scale are presented in table 6.20. They indicate that over half of the SMEs 
in both samples are not informed about knowledge management. However, in New 
Zealand only 8.6%, and in the UK only 15.6%, of these respondents are not interested in 
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learning more about the concept and only 4% in New Zealand and 8.2% in the UK are 
informed about KM but not interested in implementing it. 
Table 6.20: Data presentation section I: frequencies and ratios for the respondents’ 
assigned importance to the concept of knowledge management 
 
Note: missing cases NZ: 5; UK: 10. 
Hence, the businesses that do not have a knowledge management initiative in planning 
or in place (85.1% in NZ; 88.3% in the UK), are mostly interested in either learning 
more or interested in implementing it. Furthermore, it shows that only 14.9% of SMEs 
in the NZ sample and 11.6% of SMEs in the UK sample are already in the process of 
setting up such an initiative or already have one in place. 
6.5 Discussion of the distribution of the items as to normality and 
compliance with the conditions for parametric tests 
Prior to the analysis of the data an initial consideration must be given to whether 
parametric or non-parametric tests are appropriate. Parametric tests, which are more 
powerful than non-parametric tests, can be used under the following conditions 
(Bryman & Cramer, 2005; Cavana et al., 2001; Cooper & Schindler, 2001; Sekaran, 
2003): 
 The level or scale of measurement is equal and at least of interval scaling. 
 The population from which the sample is drawn has homogenous or equal variances. 
 The population from which the sample is drawn is normally distributed. 
All dependent variable items use a five-point Likert scale. According to Sekaran (2003), 
this satisfies the first condition. The second condition is also met because the results of 
the Levene test showed homogeneity of variances for the majority of the scale items. 
Based on the medians, which is more convincing with non-normal distributions, only 
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few items are below the significance level of five percent in both samples38. This 
signifies that the hypothesis of equal variances is not rejected and confirms 
homoscedasticity. The third condition (normality) is less obvious and straightforward. 
The preceding presentation of the results has shown that, according to the tests of 
normality (Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests and the ratios of kurtosis and skew to their 
standard errors), the large majority of items are not normally distributed. Therefore, the 
third condition seems to be violated. In spite of this violation parametric tests are the 
preferred approach for this research. The following is the justification for this: First, 
after carefully inspecting the histograms, distribution curves and normal probability 
plots of the items it was concluded that for many items either the deviation from 
normality is marginal or the distribution complies with what the researcher expected in 
terms of the concept. Secondly, with a large enough sample size and/or enough cases 
per group, as achieved in this research, the data can be treated as if they were normally 
distributed (Bryman & Cramer, 2005; Saunders, Lewis & Thornhill, 2007). Thirdly, 
Bryman and Cramer (2005) suggest that the need to meet all three conditions for 
parametric tests has been strongly questioned and that various studies have shown that a 
violation of any of these conditions has insignificant effects on the results. In addition, 
ANOVA and t-tests, which are the primary analysis methods, are robust enough to 
withstand minor violations of the parametric test conditions and can be used even if the 
dependent variable items are only approximately normally distributed (Cooper & 
Schindler, 2001; Kinnear & Gray, 2004; Morgan, 2007; Ryan, 1995). 
In the light of these arguments it is concluded that parametric tests are appropriate for 
this research and are therefore used for all following analyses. 
                                                     
38 For few items no corrective remedies are required due to relatively large sample sizes per group and the 
robustness of ANOVAs (Hair et al., 2006). Number of items with significance levels below 5% out of 56 
items: by region (based on mean: NZ 4, UK 10; based on median NZ & UK 0), KM familiarity (mean: 
NZ 10, UK 19; median: NZ 4, UK 7), SME size (mean: NZ 11, UK 15; median: NZ 9, UK 6), industry 
(mean: NZ 12, UK 18; median: NZ 6, UK 10), tertiary qualification (mean: NZ 13, UK 6; median: NZ 3, 
UK 0), managerial experience (mean: NZ 10, UK 2; median: NZ 3, UK 0), int. business (mean: NZ 6, UK 
5; median: NZ 6, UK 1), organizational role (mean: NZ 6, UK 3; median: NZ 1, UK 3) full details in 
Appendix 19, 20, 21 & 22. 
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6.6 Test of the validity of the data 
6.6.1 Missing values 
In order to check for items that are not properly understood or are potentially not 
relevant all useable responses are analysed to find what questionnaire items yield more 
than five percent missing values (either “don’t know” or no response). Table 6.21 
demonstrates that for seven out of 55 items more than five percent of values are missing 
in either or both of the two samples. 
Table 6.21: Analysis of missing values for all questionnaire items (“don’t know” / no 
response) 
 
Note: n = number of responses NZ: 180; UK: 241; Total: 421. 
The percentages of the items (1), (5) and (7) can be attributed to a lack of understanding 
or knowledge about the respective topic. The missing values for the items (2), (3), (4) 
and (6) are more likely to have resulted from a lack of application or existence in certain 
SMEs (e. g. financial investors: instead bank loans and management ownership might 
be more common; employee unions: generally a low degree of unionisation in SMEs; 
knowledge activities not being measurable enough for the controlling: measuring 
knowledge is very complex and controlling might be less common in some SMEs). Due 
to relatively low percentages for missing values it can be concluded that all items are 
valid and can be treated as such in the analyses of the data. 
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6.6.2 Analysis of internal reliability 
Cronbach’s alpha39 was used to assess the stability and internal consistency reliability 
of items with interval scales (Morgan, 2007; Sekaran, 2003). Table 6.22 shows the 
results of the analyses of the Likert scales for sections A - C (measure: frequency) and 
sections D - F (measure: agreement). 
Table 6.22: Alpha coefficients of internal reliability of areas in the questionnaire using 
interval scales 
 
(1) Number of valid cases from a total of 421 cases. 
Depending on the author, it is variously argued in the literature that Cronbach’s alpha 
should be greater than 0.5, 0.6 or 0.7 to indicate internal consistency and reliability 
(Morgan, 2007; Ryan, 1995; Sekaran, 2003). Internal consistency and reliability is 
demonstrated for the sections A (0.802), B (0.844), C (0.808) and E (0.818). For the 
sections D (0.581) and F (0.519) the alpha scores are less satisfactory but still 
acceptable. For section D, this outcome can be attributed to the fact that it measures the 
concept organisational culture whose dimensions can be vague and hard to assess for 
respondents. One reason for the lower alpha score of section F may be that it measures 
several somewhat unrelated concepts about knowledge and strategy. According to Ryan 
(1995), a relatively low alpha value still allows for extensive analyses with a high 
degree of confidence when a large sample size and a high response rate are present. 
Given this, and the fact that only section F shows alpha scores close to the threshold of 
unacceptability, all items are treated as being reliable and internally consistent. The 
following factor analysis provides some further insights into the relationships between 
the items. 
 
                                                     
39 Cronbach’s alpha indicates how well the items in a set are positively correlated to one another. The 
closer this measure is to 1 the higher is the internal consistency reliability (Morgan, 2007; Sekaran, 2003). 
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6.7 Further exploration of the data – factor analysis 
Factor analysis is a generic name for multivariate statistical methods with the primary 
purpose of data reduction and summarisation to few, or manageable, internally 
homogeneous and externally heterogeneous factors40. It clarifies whether items show an 
underlying pattern or structure and it identifies if they correlate in such a manner that 
they can be reduced to a smaller set of variables with a minimum loss of information 
(Bryman & Cramer, 2005; Cooper & Schindler, 2001; Hair et al., 2006; Sekaran, 2003). 
In this regard the factor analysis - apart from being exploratory - also has confirmatory 
goals. It aims to clarify to what degree the variables meet the underlying 
conceptualisation by estimating the factors and the contribution of each variable to the 
factors (Hair et al., 2006). According to Ryan (1995) and Hair et al. (2006) there are 
various requirements for such analyses. First, all variables have to be metric and 
constitute an appropriate homogeneous set of perceptions. This is the case because two 
different five-point scales measure the frequency of utilisation and level of agreement in 
regard to certain aspects related to strategic knowledge management. Secondly, the 
number of variables needs to be large. This is the case in this study where there are 55 
items with interval scales. Thirdly, the total sample has to be large enough to provide an 
adequate basis for the calculation of correlations between the variables. This is the case, 
as the sample size is 442 responses. The ratio of observations (442) to variables (55) is 
8.04 and falls within acceptable limits (Hair et al., 2006). Also, the Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin 
measure of sampling adequacy indicates that values of 0.892 (sections A-C) and 0.792 
(sections D-F) meet this requirement adequately. Fourthly, the correlations between the 
variables need to be high enough. A substantial number of variables yield correlations 
higher than 0.3, which satisfies this condition (Hair et al., 2006). Furthermore, Bartlett’s 
test for spherity tests the overall significance of all correlations within the correlation 
matrix. It is a test for the possibility that this matrix forms an identity (Hair et al., 2006; 
Ryan, 1995). The large test statistics of 3852.99 (sections A-C) and 2910.49 (sections 
D-F) and the associated p values of zero, indicate that the hypothesis of identity can be 
rejected. Fifthly, the presentation of the data has shown that the variables are 
predominantly not normally distributed. In accordance with Ryan (1995), principal 
component analyses are appropriate in this case. The questionnaire has two different 
                                                     
40 Variables in a factor belong together because they measure the same concept, have overlapping 
measurement features and explain most of the variance. Their correlation is higher with variables within 
that factor than with variables in other factors (Bryman & Cramer, 2005; Cooper & Schindler, 2001). 
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five-point scales, one measuring the frequency of utilisation, the other one measuring 
the level of agreement. Therefore, in order to confirm that the items tap into their 
stipulated constructs two separate principal component analyses, one per scale, with a 
VARIMAX rotation were executed. Such an orthogonal rotation is widely used and 
established. It achieves a simple and meaningful factor solution, distributes the 
explanatory power of factors more evenly, separates factors clearly and improves 
interpretation (Bryman & Cramer, 2005; Cooper & Schindler, 2001; Hair et al., 2006). 
Table 6.23, following, depicts the extracted and rotated components based on a 
threshold of “1” for the Eigenvalues41 and pairwise excluded missing values.  
Table 6.23: Rotation sums of squared loadings based on Eigenvalue of 1 for the 
extracted and rotated components – sections A-C & D-F 
 
Note: extraction method: Principal Component Analysis (full details in Appendix 12 & 13). 
For the sections A to C, the analysis extracted seven components, which explain 57.6% 
of the total variance in all the variables. For the sections D to F, it extracted eight 
components which explain 63.7% of the total variance in all the variables. In line with 
Hair et al. (2006), these percentages are regarded as satisfactory.  
Tables 6.24 and 6.25, following, show the component matrices, which are rotated and 
sorted. For each component the tables indicate from what section (concept) the items are 
and what logical topic - if possible - can be assigned. This labelling process is based on 
subjective opinions, however, it is a justifiable procedure because it facilitates the 
presentation and understanding of the factor solution. The tables display only loadings 
higher than 0.35 for reasons of clarity. According to Hair et al. (2006), such a level is 
useful and valid with regard to the large sample size and number of variables. 
                                                     
41 Representing the amount of variance accounted for by a factor. The rationale for choosing “1” is that an 
individual factor should account for the variance of at least a single variable if it is to be retained for 
interpretation (Hair et al., 2006). 
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Table 6.24: Rotated and sorted component matrix – sections A – C  
 
Note: extraction method: Principal Component Analysis 
rotation method: Varimax with Kaiser Normalisation; rotation converged in 9 iterations. 
The majority of items of section A have medium to high loadings42 on components two 
and six. This is predominantly consistent with the original concept of stakeholders that 
need to be included in the formulation of strategy. The majority of items from section B 
are grouped into component one. The items of section C have largely medium to high 
loadings on components three and four. Hence, they can be split into measures for the 
creation and sharing of explicit and tacit knowledge and can be labelled accordingly. 
The fact that items of a section measuring a certain concept are rarely separated and 
mixed with items from other sections is consistent with the results of the alpha 
coefficients of internal reliability. Sections A, B and C have high alpha values (0.802, 
0.844, 0.808), which means that these sections are internally homogenous and that, 
conceptually, their items belong together. However, this factor analysis also shows that 
mainly items from the sections A and B are split into several different factors. 
                                                     
42 The values in the tables represent the correlation of each item to the components. This is also referred 
to as ‘loadings’. The closer this value is to +1 the stronger it is related to the component (Hair et al., 2006) 
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Table 6.25: Rotated and sorted component Matrix – sections D – F 
 
Note: extraction method: Principal Component Analysis 
rotation method: Varimax with Kaiser Normalisation; rotation converged in 9 iterations. 
The items in section D (organisational culture) have medium to high loadings on 
components four, six and eight, therefore, section D can be split into the topics of access 
to knowledge and knowledge sharing culture. The majority of items in section E have 
medium to high loadings on components one and five. Thus section E is split into non-
IT barriers and IT barriers that restrict the deliberate creation and sharing of knowledge. 
For section F, it can be stated that the majority of items are grouped into two different 
components according to their meaning. Four items (component two) gauge if KM is 
conceived to contribute a value, in general, for businesses or the economy. The negative 
loading in this component results from the fact that the corresponding item was posed in 
an inverted manner. Furthermore, four items measure strategic KM issues (component 
three). This principal component analysis and the results for the alpha coefficients of 
internal reliability lead to the following conclusions:  
First, the data are consistent and are therefore valid for statistical analyses. The items in 
the components are predominantly from the same concept. Items of a section, are 
mostly not separated and mixed with items from other sections or concepts respectively. 
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Therefore, in line with Hair et al. (2006) and Ryan (1995), it is argued that the items 
largely conform to the researcher’s conceptualisations.  
Secondly, the items are not reduced or summarized before analysis. Knowledge 
management is diverse and has many dimensions. An analysis based on a factor 
solution with data-reduction or summarisation would lead to much explanatory power 
being lost due to a substantial amount of information being excluded. Each variable 
contributes to explaining the corresponding concept adequately. All variables have an 
acceptable communality43 level and add considerably to this research. Hence, the degree 
to which the variables meet the underlying conceptualisation is satisfactory. 
Furthermore, a comparison of the factor analysis for the New Zealand sub-sample with 
the factor analysis of the UK sub-sample shows that several variables are assigned to 
different factors (see also tables 7.2 and 7.3). This indicates that the respondents of the 
two sub-samples assess some of the concepts differently. Consequently, data reduction 
for the UK sub-sample would lead to a different data reduction than for the NZ sub-
sample. This would limit the comparability of the two sub-samples considerably. 
Thus, the items are not rearranged and are analysed in the context of their 
predetermined concepts. According to Hair et al. (2006), this approach is legitimate 
because the sole outcome of a factor analysis may be to find logical combinations of 
variables and identify intra-sectional topics. This was achieved in this regard.  
6.8 Chapter Summary 
This chapter described the response rates and the characteristics of the sub-samples, 
presented the data and tested its validity. The following chapter reports the analyses of 
the responses and how they are moderated by the independent variables. 
                                                     
43 Indicating that a reasonable amount of variance in a variable is extracted by the factor solution (Hair et 
al., 2006) – full details in Appendix 14 
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CHAPTER 7: DATA ANALYSIS 
7.1 Introduction 
The following chapter reports on the analyses of all responses and how they are 
moderated by the independent variables of country (NZ vs. UK), region, knowledge 
management familiarity, size (number of full time equivalent employees), industry, 
tertiary qualification, managerial experience, involvement in international business and 
organisational role of respondents. 
7.2 Method of analysis 
As outlined in the data presentation chapter, parametric tests are used in this research. 
According to Hair et al. (2006), a single Multivariate Analysis of Variance (one 
MANOVA) or multiple univariate Analyses of Variance (multiple ANOVAs) are two 
options for such a data analysis. The advantage of using one MANOVA is the higher 
statistical power it offers in some circumstances compared to separate univariate tests. 
Thus it can detect combined differences that separate tests might not find (Hair et al., 
2006). However, this option requires that several quite strict conditions be met. 
First, MANOVAs require a larger sample. The number of observations in each 
individual cell of the matrix of dependent and independent variables must be large 
enough to achieve statistical power. It needs to be “greater than the number of 
dependent variables” (Hair et al. 2006, p. 402) and typically at least 20, otherwise the 
identification of significant differences between the groups is precluded and their 
comparison limited. This requirement would cause considerable concern with regard to 
this sample due to a low number of observations in some cells44.  
Secondly, Hair et al. (2006) argue that the requirement of normal distributions is stricter 
for MANOVAs than for ANOVAs. There is no direct test available for multivariate 
normality, however, the univariate normality of each variable is related to the degree to 
which the multivariate distributions are normal (Hair et al., 2006). The fact that for this 
sample the univariate distributions are not normal according to the tests leads to the 
                                                     
44 For instance, a combination of the independent variables “region” and “size of SME” would result in 
16 cells (groups) for the New Zealand sample with several groups having fewer observations than 
required: e. g. there are only seven SMEs with 75-110 employees in Otago. 
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assumption that the multivariate distributions are also likely to be not normally 
distributed. This means that MANOVAs would not be robust enough.  
Thirdly, a condition of MANOVA is the equivalence of covariance matrices across the 
groups, which means relatively equal variances between groups for the dependent 
variables (Hair et al., 2006). The cell (group) with the largest number of observations 
should not have more than 1.5 times more observations than the cell with the least 
amount of observations. This condition is not achieved for this sample. This makes 
statistical tests more sensitive to violations of the test assumptions and would require 
various complex variance-stabilizing transformations (Hair et al., 2006). 
Due to the non-compliance with these MANOVA conditions, especially the conditions 
of normality and of sufficient observations in each cell, multiple independent sample t-
tests (two groups) and one-way ANOVAs (three or more groups) are used to detect 
heterogeneities of variance. Their F-statistics indicate whether or not the means from 
various dependent variables yield statistically significant differences contingent upon 
the independent variables. ANOVAs and t-tests have the advantage of being robust 
enough to withstand violations of the parametric test conditions (Cooper & Schindler, 
2001; Hair et al., 2006; Kinnear & Gray, 2004; Morgan, 2007; Ryan, 1995). 
Furthermore, with a large number of dependent variables the statistical power of 
ANOVA exceeds that obtained with a MANOVA (Hair et al., 2006). In accordance with 
Bryman and Cramer (2005), additional non-parametric tests, the Mann-Whitney and 
Kruskal-Wallis tests, were conducted to verify the parametric outcomes and their 
significance levels. For the vast majority of items neither the parametric nor non-
parametric approach showed notably higher or lower numbers of statistically significant 
differences (full details in Appendix 8, 9, 23 & 24). This further supports the decision to 
use parametric tests. 
Parametric Scheffé post hoc tests were applied to identify where statistically significant 
differences exist among the multiple sub-groups (Cooper & Schindler, 2001; Kinnear & 
Gray, 2004; Sekaran, 2003). The Scheffé test was chosen because it is the most 
conservative post hoc test (Hair et al., 2006; Winer et al., 1991). It is widely used due to 
its robustness with regard to violations of ANOVA assumptions and, in particular, its 
insensitiveness to departures from normality (Winer et al., 1991). Further advantages 
are that it does not require equal sample sizes and that it is a powerful test that provides 
shorter confidence intervals than other post hoc tests under a variety of circumstances 
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(Winer et al., 1991). A conventional significance level of p<0.05 was adopted. 
Probabilities below this threshold are taken to indicate that the group means differ at a 
statistically significant level and that there is evidence for heterogeneity of variance 
(Cooper & Schindler, 2001; Kinnear & Gray, 2004; Morgan, 2007). If the F statistic 
yields a significance level below five percent, and the post hoc test does not detect 
where the variances are located, less conservative post hoc tests are not used because 
such a relaxation would endanger the validity of the consequent argument. 
Saunders et al. (2007) and Hair et al. (2006) state that each group should constitute a 
minimum of at least 20, but preferably at least 30, observations. These levels, which are 
accounted for in all analyses, allow the desired statistical power and mean that the alpha 
level (in this case 5%) does not need to be relaxed. A condition for the use of parametric 
tests is that the level or scale of measurement is equal and at least of interval scaling 
(Bryman & Cramer, 2005; Cavana et al., 2001; Cooper & Schindler, 2001). The scales 
of sections H and I are not classic Likert scales and therefore violate this condition 
(Sekaran, 2003). Consequently, additional cross-tabulations serve as a means to 
interpret these sections. The same is the case for section G, which offered multiple 
responses. 
7.3 Analysis of the cohesion of the sample 
Given the economic, business, legislative and cultural differences between New Zealand 
and the United Kingdom it is possible that SMEs in each country adopt dissimilar 
attitudes to aspects such as knowledge management. Accordingly, it is tested whether 
the two samples are fundamentally different or can be treated as one. External 
heterogeneity was tested by an inter-sample t-test and an inter-sample comparison of 
factor analyses. To test for internal homogeneity intra-sample one-way ANOVAs by 
region were used.  
Using the t-test to investigate differences between the means from the two samples for 
56 dependent variables identified 27 statistically significant differences. As shown in 
table 7.1, the concentration of such differences ranges from one tenth (section E) to all 
variables of a section (section C) being statistically significantly different. Generally the 
arithmetic differences are relatively small. In table 7.1 it is notable that apart from three 
items the mean scores are all larger for the UK respondents than those from New 
Zealand respondents. A full comparison is shown in Appendix 6 & 7. 
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Table 7.1: All items that are statistically significantly different between the responses 
from New Zealand and the United Kingdom 
 
Note: scale sections A – C: 1=constantly; 2=often; 3=occasionally; 4=seldom; 5=never; scale sections D – F: scale: 
1=totally agree; 2=partly agree; 3=neutral; 4=partly disagree; 5=totally disagree; scale section H: 1=never heard 
about it; 5=understand the concept completely and apply it without any difficulty 
t-test: equal variances assumed, * indicates a statistically significant difference. 
Factor analysis was utilised to evaluate any underlying differences between the two sub-
samples. The factor analysis for the NZ sub-sample was compared to the factor analysis 
of the UK sub-sample. This comparison, which measures how many variables are 
assigned to different factors in the two sub-samples, indicates if, and to what extent, 
there is a fundamental difference in how the respondents in the two sub-samples assess 
the concepts. For sections A to C, the factor analysis for the total sample extracts seven 
factors, whereas for both individual sub-samples eight factors are extracted. For sections 
D to F the factor analyses of the total sample and of the NZ sub-sample extract eight 
factors each, whereas the factor analysis for the UK sub-sample only extracts seven 
factors (full details in Appendix 12, 13, 15, 16, 17 & 18). What is more useful, however, 
is a comparison of which items are grouped together with each national sub-sample. 
Table 7.2 shows the items for sections A, B and C of the questionnaire and the factors 
they were assigned. 
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Table 7.2: Comparison of factors between the New Zealand (NZ) sub-sample and the 
United Kingdom (UK) sub-sample: Sections A – C 
 
Note: the numbers indicate which factor the item is assigned to in the separate factor analyses for the sub-samples of 
New Zealand (NZ) and the United Kingdom (UK) 
extraction method: Principal Component Analysis; rotation method: Varimax with Kaiser Normalisation; NZ: 
rotation converged in 13 iterations; UK: rotation converged in 8 iterations (full details in Appendix 15 & 16). 
For example, it can be seen that for section A responses from both New Zealand and the 
UK were assigned to different factors, but none were assigned to the same factor. The 
comparison indicates that for sections A, B and C out of 30 items only 5 items (16.7%) 
are assigned to the same factor by both factor analyses. In other words, there appears to 
be no commonality to how respondents from each country assessed the items. 
As shown in table 7.3, similar comparisons for the sections D to F indicate that out of 
25 items only 7 items (28%) are assigned to the same factor. It can be concluded that, 
while there are some similarities between the factor analyses of the two sub-samples, 
the majority of items are not assigned to the same factor. This indicates that there seems 
to be a differences in how the respondents from each country assess the concepts. 
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Table 7.3: Comparison of factors between the New Zealand (NZ) sub-sample and the 
United Kingdom (UK) sub-sample: Sections D – F 
 
Note: the numbers indicate which factor the item is assigned to in the separate factor analyses for the sub-samples of 
New Zealand (NZ) and the United Kingdom (UK)  
extraction method: Principal Component Analysis; rotation method: Varimax with Kaiser Normalisation; NZ: 
rotation converged in 11 iterations; UK: rotation converged in 17 iterations (full details in Appendix 17 & 18). 
One-way ANOVAs and post hoc Scheffé tests based on the independent variable 
“region” are used to evaluate how internally homogeneous the sub-samples are. For the 
New Zealand sample in 10 cases more than one region was indicated. These cases were 
excluded from the analysis by region. They predominantly affect the regions Auckland 
and Canterbury and were reasonably evenly distributed among the ‘size of SMEs’ 
categories. The problem of multiple responses for this item was solved for the UK 
sample where the regions could be assigned unambiguously. Using the ANOVA to 
investigate differences between the regions of the two sub-samples for the 56 dependent 
variables identified 11 statistically significant differences for the New Zealand sample 
and 7 statistically significant differences for the UK sample (see also tables 7.4, 7.5, 7.6, 
and 7.7). Additionally, for the UK sample, the regions were grouped in two different 
ways to have as many observations per group as possible to achieve more powerful 
statistical comparisons, which complies with the recommendations of Saunders et al. 
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(2007) and Hair et al. (2006). First, London was compared to Birmingham, to 
Manchester, to the rest of England (Liverpool and Leeds), and to the rest of the UK 
(Cardiff, Edinburgh and Belfast). This ANOVA yielded seven statistically significant 
differences. Secondly, London was compared to the rest of England (Manchester, 
Birmingham, Leeds, and Liverpool) and to the rest of the UK (Cardiff, Edinburgh, and 
Belfast). This ANOVA identified six statistically significant differences. This means 
that none of these two variations yielded more statistically significant differences than 
the ANOVA with all eight regions. Consequently, both sub-samples are internally 
homogeneous due to relatively few statistically significant differences among the 
regions (NZ: 11/56; UK: 7/56). 
It can be concluded that even though the two sub-samples are similar in terms of 
organisational and personal characteristics such as managerial experience, tertiary 
qualification, or their involvement in international business, the respondents’ ratings of 
the measured constructs are relatively different. This is shown by the fact that about half 
of the means of the dependent variables (27/56) are statistically significantly different 
(p<0.05) between the two sub-samples (see table 7.1) and that the factor analyses for 
each individual sub-sample assigned the large majority of items (43 out of 55: 78%) to 
different factors (see tables 7.2 & 7.3). Consequently, the two sub-samples are 
internally homogeneous - as shown in the previous paragraph - but externally 
heterogeneous. Therefore, they are analysed separately because it appears that 
respondents from New Zealand value KM differently from respondents from the United 
Kingdom. 
7.4 Analysis of the influence of the independent variables  
Given that the responses from the UK and New Zealand point to the need to treat the 
data set from each country independently, the influences of each independent variable 
are now considered. The analysis of the independent variable region is presented first. 
Subsequently, further aspects, including the differences between sizes of SMEs, 
industries (secondary versus tertiary sector of industry) and levels of managerial 
experience, tertiary qualification, organisational role, international involvement, and 
knowledge management familiarity are analysed. They are presented in the order of 
those identifying the greatest amount of variability first. Variability is considered in 
terms of clear patterns of differences between the mean scores over a multitude of 
coherent items. Particular attention is paid if either the disparities are statistically 
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significant and notable or the differences are arithmetically remarkable, and also if there 
are notably different rankings based on order of means for the sub-groups. In the 
beginning of the analysis all items of the questionnaire are displayed in the tables. The 
tables in the later analysis only depict the items with notable differences. The related 
full data tables are presented in the Appendices 41 to 54. 
7.4.1 Analysis of the results by region for all sections of the 
questionnaire 
Respondents from the various regions within each country may well hold differing 
values as to how they view the various items included in the questionnaire. The 
responses from respondents from each country are compared in turn to the responses of 
those in the sample as a whole. It was anticipated that at least some regions might have 
distinct views that would shed insight into how and why SME owners and managers 
deal with KM. To this end, the total sample means are ranked in descending order of 
their mean ratings and then these rankings are compared with the regional rankings 
along with consideration of the arithmetic values of the means scores and any 
statistically significant differences. Each section of the questionnaire is dealt with in 
turn. 
For reasons of clarity sections A to F and H of the analysis by region are analysed 
separately for the New Zealand and United Kingdom sub-samples. The sections G and I 
are analysed together. For the analysis by region the items are ranked by the overall 
mean of the total sub-sample. 
New Zealand respondents’ mean rating responses are considered first, starting with 
section A of the questionnaire which sought views about their strategic planning 
behaviours (see the first part of table 7.4). Clearly, greatest priority is given to changing 
customer trends and preferences with increasingly less importance given to each of the 
other aspects investigated. Thus, while immediate importance is accorded to customers’ 
views all other aspects can be seen as being only occasionally considered. Notable in 
this section are the differences in terms of mean values and rankings of Otago 
respondents compared to the rest of NZ respondents, and, particularly, to respondents 
from Wellington and Auckland. Respondents from Otago less often, tending toward 
occasionally and seldom, deliberately analyse various competitive factors in particular 
‘new competitors entering the market or new products’, ‘potential successors to 
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products for the end of their life span’ and ‘patent applications or new technologies’. 
This perhaps fits with the smaller size of the Otago region in geography, population and 
economic activity terms, certainly relative to Auckland and Wellington. Otago may 
generally face less competitive pressures than perhaps in the larger centres. However, 
these differences do not support any case that there are fundamentally differing views 
between SMEs in New Zealand with regard to these elements of the study. 
Table 7.4: Results from the ANOVA for the New Zealand sub-sample based on the 
independent variable “region” – Sections A - C 
 
Note: 5-point interval scale, frequency of actions: 1=constantly; 2=often; 3=occasionally; 4=seldom; 5=never;  
number of respondents per group: Auckland = 52; Wellington = 53; Canterbury = 37; Otago = 26 
sig. F: Level of significance based on one-way ANOVA; *: sig. F. below 5% indicates that a difference is statistically significant  
value in brackets in sign. F column: nonparametric test result if it leads to a different decision than the parametric test 
R: rankings based on order of means of the total sample and the groups 
diff: reference to statistically significant differences between groups found by the Scheffé post hoc test e. g. 4 in the “diff” column 
of item A2 for Wellington and 2 in the “diff” column for Otago indicates a statistically significant difference of the means of 
Wellington (group 2) and Otago (group 4) for the item A2. 
Section B of the questionnaire investigated sources and stakeholders involved in the 
creation and sharing of knowledge. In the second section of table 7.4 it can be seen that 
for the most part, all respondents ranked the items in the same order. However, there is 
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a notable tendency for Otago respondents to less frequently use ‘electronic media’, 
‘customers’, ‘printed media’, ‘suppliers’ or ‘colleagues and internal workshops’ than 
other respondents and, in particular, those from Auckland (p<0.05) and Wellington, 
where this is done, on average, “often” or “constantly”. However, the arithmetic 
difference between these mean scores is not so large as to point to any radically 
different cultural values, rather they suggest slightly less frequent use of these aspects 
while rank order of importance is largely identical. SMEs in Otago could either lack the 
availability of some of these external sources or stakeholders or perhaps the smaller size 
of Otago accounts for what might reflect a somewhat less competitive attitude.  
The last part of table 7.4 shows the outcomes of section C, which deals with SMEs 
knowledge sharing behaviours. It indicates that the independent variable region has only 
a slight moderating effect on this section, apart from the fact that SMEs in Wellington 
seem to be somewhat more proactive in this regard and that electronic measures for 
sharing explicit knowledge - ‘e-mail messaging or video-conferencing’ and using an 
‘Intranet’ - are used least frequently by respondents from Otago. Reasons for this could 
be that they might be less confident with technology or that cultural effects play a role. 
The following sections measure how much respondents agree or disagree that their 
corporate culture supports the sharing of knowledge (section D) and that certain barriers 
restrict the deliberate creation and sharing of knowledge (section E); they also measure 
several aspects of strategic KM, such as what they think what managing knowledge is, 
how important it is for them (section F) and how familiar they are with it (section H). In 
regard to sections D to F, table 7.5 shows that there is an absence of notable differences 
between regions. For all three sections only two out of 25 items yield notable 
disparities. Hence, it can be inferred that the independent variable region is not a factor 
that fundamentally influences how respondents react to these constructs. Finally, for 
section H, there are no statistically significant differences among the regions. However, 
the arithmetic differences suggest that respondents from Otago are less familiar with the 
concept of KM than respondents from the other regions. This result is consistent with 
the findings of the previous sections, that respondents from SMEs in Otago seem less 
proactive with regard to some of the aspects of this study. 
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Table 7.5: Results from the ANOVA for the New Zealand sub-sample based on the 
independent variable “region” – Sections D - H 
 
Note: D – F: 5- point interval scale, level of agreement: 1=totally agree; 2=partly agree; 3=neutral; 4= partly disagree; 5=totally 
disagree; H: 1=Never heard about it; 2=Heard about it but can’t explain it clearly; 3=Have a general understanding of the concept; 
4=Understand the concept well and can apply it to management decisions; 5=Understand the concept completely and apply it 
without any difficulty 
number of respondents per group: Auckland = 52; Wellington = 53; Canterbury = 37; Otago = 26 
sig. F: Level of significance based on one-way ANOVA; *: sig. F. below 5% indicates that a difference is statistically significant 
value in brackets in “sign. F” column: nonparametric test result if it leads to a different decision than the parametric test 
R: rankings based on order of means of the total sample and the groups 
diff: reference to statistically significant differences between groups found by the post hoc test. 
The subsequent analysis explores whether differences exist between the regions for the 
UK sample (table 7.6). Overall, there are some disparities between the regions, 
however, these cannot be attributed to a fundamental, consistent and logical difference 
in how respondents in the UK sub-sample react to the various constructs. This 
demonstrates that overall the independent variable region does not exert a major effect 
in this regard.  
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Table 7.6: Results from the ANOVA for the United Kingdom sub-sample based on the independent variable “region” – Sections A - C 
 
-117- 
Note: scale, frequency of actions: 1=constantly; 2=often; 3=occasionally; 4=seldom; 5=never; number of respondents per group: London = 71; Manchester = 35; Birmingham = 27; Leeds = 22; Liverpool = 16; Edinburgh = 26; Cardiff = 20; Belfast = 18;  
sig. F: Level of sign. based on ANOVA; *: sig. F. below 5% indicates that a diff. is stat. significant; R: rankings based on order of means of the sample and the groups; diff: reference to stat. sign. differences between groups found by the post hoc test.
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For the first section in table 7.6, which sought views about the strategic planning 
behaviours of SMEs, seven out of nine items show notable arithmetic disparities. 
However, for these differences there is only one clear pattern: respondents from 
Birmingham, on average, most frequently, and respondents from Cardiff, least 
frequently, consider the factors ‘changing customer trends / preferences’, ‘their 
employees’ performances relative to their potential’, ‘information about political and 
legal developments’ and ‘ecological and environmental developments’ with regard to 
their strategic planning. Logical reasoning about this result is difficult especially why 
Birmingham should be different in this regard from the other two large regions, London 
and Manchester. 
For sections B and C, which investigate sources and stakeholders involved in the 
creation and sharing of knowledge and deal with knowledge sharing behaviours, only a 
few disparities between the regions, which do not suggest a clear pattern, were 
identified (table 7.6). This demonstrates that there are no fundamentally differing views 
between SMEs from different regions with regard to these elements of the study 
In the following section the results for the UK sample are presented for sections D, E, F 
and H of the questionnaire. For section D, which gauges how much respondents agree 
or disagree that their corporate culture supports the sharing of knowledge, table 7.7 
shows that the independent variable region does not seem to be influential. The rank 
order of means differs only slightly across the sub-groups and only few items yield 
notable differences with no clear trend.  
In regard to section E, which measures to what extent certain barriers restrict the 
deliberate creation and sharing of knowledge, inspection of table 7.7 indicates that eight 
out of ten items show notable disparities. However, only one item is statistically 
significantly different and there is only one arithmetic pattern: respondents from Leeds, 
agree most that almost all these barriers (apart from item E7) and similar to respondents 
from Liverpool (apart from items E7, E10, E5 and E8), are restrictive in this regard. 
However, it seems difficult to find logical reasons for these differences, especially why 
these barriers should be more restrictive than in the larger and potentially more 
competitive regions London, Manchester or Birmingham. 
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Table 7.7: Results from the ANOVA for the United Kingdom sub-sample based on the independent variable “region” – Sections D – H 
 
-119- 
Note: A – F: scale, level of agreement: 1=totally agree; 2=partly agree; 3=neutral; 4= partly disagree; 5=totally disagree; H: 1=Never heard about it; 2=Heard about it but can’t explain it clearly; 3=Have a general understanding of the concept;  
4=Understand the concept well and can apply it to mgt decisions; 5=Understand the concept completely and apply it without any difficulty; number of respondents per group: London = 71; Manchester = 35; Birmingham = 27; Leeds = 22;  
Liverpool = 16; Edinburgh = 26; Cardiff = 20; Belfast = 18; sig. F: Level of sign. based on ANOVA; *: sig. F. below 5% indicates that a diff. is stat. significant; R: rankings based on order of means of the total sample and the groups;  
diff: reference to statistically significant difference between groups found by the post hoc test. 
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For section F, which measures various aspects of strategic KM, table 7.7 reports 
arithmetic differences that suggest two patterns: First, respondents from Belfast seem to 
appreciate the future importance of KM more than respondents from the other regions. 
They most agree that ‘managing knowledge will be increasingly relevant to their 
company’s success’ and ‘the success of UK businesses’ in general and least agree – 
similarly to respondents from Cardiff – that ‘the emerging concept of KM is just a 
theoretical fad and has nothing to do with practice’. Secondly, respondents from Leeds 
seem to least understand the true nature of KM and the importance of this concept for 
SMEs. They most agree that ‘managing knowledge is more crucial for large 
organisations’, that ‘IT is the most important part of handling knowledge’ and that the 
‘emerging concept of KM is just a theoretical fad and has nothing to do with practice’. 
As shown in table 7.7, the familiarity with this concept (section H) does not seem to 
depend on where the respondents come from in the UK, as there are no notable and 
statistically significant differences across the regions.  
For sections G and I, the sub-samples are analysed together. The fact that section G 
offered the option of multiple responses and that for section I no classic Likert scale was 
applied necessitates the use of cross tabulations. In general, all following cross 
tabulations need to be interpreted with caution because they do not provide statistical 
significance levels and for some cells of the matrices there are relatively few responses. 
Table 7.8, reports the results per region for section I, which measures how important 
respondents find the concept of knowledge management.  
Table 7.8: The frequency of responses analysed by regions for section I: assigned 
importance to the concept of knowledge management 
 
Note: missing cases NZ: 17; UK: 10; full details see Appendix 27 
number of respondents per group: Auckland = 52; Wellington = 53; Canterbury = 37; Otago = 26; London = 71; 
Manchester = 35; Birmingham = 27; Leeds = 22; Liverpool = 16; Edinburgh = 26; Cardiff = 20; Belfast = 18. 
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A comparison between the regions shows that for the NZ sample the ratio of those who 
are not informed but interested in each region is very high, especially for Auckland and 
Otago (52.9%; 72%). Respondents from Wellington and Canterbury regard themselves 
as relatively more informed and also interested in implementing it. For the UK sub-
sample it is noteworthy that compared to respondents from the other regions a higher 
ratio of respondents from Edinburgh indicated that they were ‘not informed and not 
interested to learn more’ and a lower ratio were ‘not informed but interested to learn 
more’. For the latter option - not informed but interested to learn more - many 
responses, in relative terms, come from Leeds, Cardiff and Belfast. 
For section G, which measures who is responsible for the capturing and sharing of 
knowledge, a multiple response set was created and analysed by region with a cross 
tabulation. As shown in table 7.9 for the New Zealand sub-sample, almost equal ratios 
of respondents consider the ‘CEO and the senior management’ and the ‘middle 
management’ to be responsible for ensuring that knowledge is created and shared. 
Table 7.9: The frequency of responses analysed by regions for section G: assigned 
responsibility for the capturing and sharing of knowledge 
 
Note: missing cases NZ: 15; UK: 4; Frequencies are based on respondents; full details see Appendix 26 
number of respondents per group: Auckland = 52; Wellington = 53; Canterbury = 37; Otago = 26; London = 71; 
Manchester = 35; Birmingham = 27; Leeds = 22; Liverpool = 16; Edinburgh = 26; Cardiff = 20; Belfast = 18 
Alternatives raised: Business Analyst (f=1; Cant.), ISO Mgr. (f=1; Auck.), Trade Staff (f=1; Well.), HR Mgr. (f=3; 
Cant.; Lon.; Manch.), Operations Director (f=1; Lon.), All Professionals (f=1; Lon.). 
Likewise, for the UK sub-sample the relative number of responses are quite similar 
between the regions apart from Cardiff, where a relatively lower number of respondents 
consider the ‘CEO and Senior Management’ to be responsible in this respect. Also 
different in this respect, are Birmingham, with a relatively higher ratio, and Belfast, 
where a lower ratio of respondents consider the ‘middle management’ to be responsible. 
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For the New Zealand sub-sample it is also noteworthy that a higher ratio of respondents 
from Auckland and Canterbury, especially compared to Otago, assign responsibility to 
‘IT specialists’ and relatively more respondents from Wellington think that ‘knowledge 
specialists’ and the ‘process management’ are responsible in this regard. The remaining 
options yield either similar results between the regions or have too few responses per 
cell for valid comparisons.  
It can be concluded that while the reported differences, such as Otago and some regions 
in the UK, suggest some relationships between KM and region, the analysis showed that 
this independent variable does not exert a major effect on how respondents react to the 
various constructs due to a lack of consistency and clarity of patterns. 
7.4.2 Analysis of the results by knowledge management familiarity 
for all sections of the questionnaire 
For this analysis by ‘KM familiarity’ and all following analyses, the results for the New 
Zealand and United Kingdom sub-samples are presented together with the items are 
displayed in their original order. Due to the fact that only few respondents chose the 
category “understand the concept completely and apply it without any difficulty” (NZ:1; 
UK:10) it was merged with the category “understand the concept well and can apply it 
to management decisions” to form a new category called “good understanding and 
capability to apply KM” so that it has a minimum of at least 20 observations. Many 
notable differences suggest that, as one might expect, the more proficient respondents 
are in terms of knowledge management the more strategically proactive they are, the 
more frequently they use various KM measures, include various sources and 
stakeholders in the process of creating and sharing knowledge and agree more in terms 
of that the concept of KM is vital for business success. Thus, the results from the 
ANOVA suggest that the ‘familiarity with the concept of KM’ fundamentally influences 
how respondents react to this questionnaire – apart from the respondents’ assessment of 
their corporate culture supporting the creation and sharing of knowledge (section D). 
Table 7.10 shows the outcomes of section A, which qualifies how frequently 
respondents consider certain aspects for their strategic planning. It identifies that in 
almost all cases respondents who have never heard about the concept of KM indicate 
that they least frequently, in many cases statistically significantly, analyse these 
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strategic aspects compared to those who have at least a general understanding in this 
regard.  
Table 7.10: Notable results for the ANOVA based on the independent variable “KM 
familiarity” – Section A: factors for strategic planning 
 
Note: 5-point interval scale, frequency of actions: 1=constantly; 2=often; 3=occasionally; 4=seldom; 5=never 
number of respondents per group: ‘never heard about KM’ NZ=32/UK=75; ‘heard about KM but can’t explain it clearly’ 
NZ=40/UK=63;‘a general understanding of KM’ NZ=71/UK=69; ‘good understanding and capability to apply KM’ NZ=30/UK=27 
sig. F: Level of significance based on one-way ANOVA; *: sig. F. below 5% indicates that a difference is statistically significant 
value in brackets in “sign. F” column: nonparametric test result if it leads to a different decision than the parametric test 
R: rankings based on order of means of the total sample and the groups 
diff: reference to statistically significant differences between groups found by the Scheffé post hoc test. 
Therefore the familiarity with the concept of KM seems to be clearly linked to strategic 
proactivity. The logic behind this is that - according to Edwards et al. (2003), Stewart 
(1997), Zack (1999a), and Zhou and Fink (2003) - knowledge assets are worth 
cultivating only in the context of strategy and that strategic interests and the pursuit of 
competitive advantages are among the most important factors for driving this concept. 
Section B investigated sources and stakeholders included in the creation and sharing of 
knowledge. As shown in table 7.11, clearly for this section that for both sub-samples the 
more respondents know about the concept of knowledge management the more 
frequently - for many items statistically significantly - they seem to consider these 
sources and stakeholders. For most items this strong trend reflects what is expected in 
terms of that people who understand the concept of knowledge management may be 
more concerned and proactive about consciously stimulating the creation and the 
sharing of knowledge.  
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Table 7.11: Notable results for the ANOVA based on the independent variable “KM 
familiarity” – Section B: sources and stakeholders for the creation and sharing of 
knowledge 
 
Note: 5-point interval scale, frequency of actions: 1=constantly; 2=often; 3=occasionally; 4=seldom; 5=never 
number of respondents per group: ‘never heard about KM’ NZ=32/UK=75; ‘heard about KM but can’t explain it clearly’ 
NZ=40/UK=63;‘a general understanding of KM’ NZ=71/UK=69; ‘good understanding and capability to apply KM’ NZ=30/UK=27 
 sig. F: Level of significance based on one-way ANOVA; *: sig. F. below 5% indicates that a difference is statistically significant 
value in brackets in “sign. F” column: nonparametric test result if it leads to a different decision than the parametric test 
R: rankings based on order of means of the total sample and the groups 
diff: reference to statistically significant differences between groups found by the Scheffé post hoc test. 
This pattern of section B is exactly the same for the following section C, which dealt 
with knowledge sharing behaviours. Again, a higher familiarity with knowledge 
management can be linked to a more frequent utilisation of most of these processes and 
facilities for the sharing of knowledge and vice versa. In logical terms it makes sense 
that respondents who have at least a general understanding of the concept of knowledge 
management or can even apply it in practice more frequently, as table 7.12 
demonstrates, in many cases statistically significantly, use these processes or facilities 
as a measure to facilitate the sharing of knowledge among staff. Therefore, it can be 
argued that the familiarity with this concept may be related to behaviours that promote 
the sharing of knowledge in SMEs.  
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Table 7.12: Notable results for the ANOVA based on the independent variable “KM 
familiarity” – Section C: processes or facilities to share knowledge among employees 
 
Note: 5-point interval scale, frequency of actions: 1=constantly; 2=often; 3=occasionally; 4=seldom; 5=never 
number of respondents per group: ‘never heard about KM’ NZ=32/UK=75; ‘heard about KM but can’t explain it clearly’ 
NZ=40/UK=63;‘a general understanding of KM’ NZ=71/UK=69; ‘good understanding and capability to apply KM’ NZ=30/UK=27 
 sig. F: Level of significance based on one-way ANOVA; *: sig. F. below 5% indicates that a difference is statistically significant 
value in brackets in “sign. F” column: nonparametric test result if it leads to a different decision than the parametric test 
R: rankings based on order of means of the total sample and the groups 
diff: reference to statistically significant differences between groups found by the Scheffé post hoc test. 
Section E measures how much respondents agree or disagree that certain barriers restrict 
the deliberate creation and sharing of knowledge. Only in the NZ sub-sample are 
notable differences apparent for four items of this section. As table 7.13 shows, 
respondents from this sub-sample who understand the concept well and can apply it in 
practice least agree that a lack of ‘financial resources’ or ‘time’, a ‘lack of appropriate 
incentive systems’ and their ‘IT not being used enough’ are barriers that restrict the 
deliberate creation and sharing of knowledge in their firm. For the UK sub-sample there 
is no fundamental trend over a multitude of barriers. Overall, these results indicate that 
the familiarity with the concept of knowledge management does not seem to affect 
greatly how much respondents agree or disagree that certain barriers are restrictive. A 
reason for this could be that the barriers in section E are also closely related to the 
general business of SMEs. Hence, respondents across the spectrum of KM familiarity 
may think similarly in this regard. 
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Table 7.13: Notable results for the ANOVA based on the independent variable “KM 
familiarity” – Section E: barriers restricting the deliberate creation and sharing of 
knowledge 
 
Note: scale, level of agreement: 1=totally agree; 2=partly agree; 3=neutral; 4= partly disagree; 5=totally disagree 
number of respondents per group: ‘never heard about KM’ NZ=32/UK=75; ‘heard about KM but can’t explain it clearly’ 
NZ=40/UK=63;‘a general understanding of KM’ NZ=71/UK=69; ‘good understanding and capability to apply KM’ NZ=30/UK=27 
 sig. F: Level of significance based on one-way ANOVA;  *: sig. F. below 5% indicates that a difference is statistically significant 
R: rankings based on order of means of the total sample and the groups 
diff: reference to statistically significant differences between groups found by the Scheffé post hoc test. 
For section F, which measures several aspects of strategic knowledge management, the 
ANOVA shown in table 7.14 indicates a clear pattern. For both sub-samples 
respondents who have a ‘good understanding of KM and can apply it in practice’ agree 
more that they ‘have a long-term plan that is accessible to all employees’ and that their 
‘long-term plan is clear enough so that they can identify the knowledge needed to 
implement it’ (p<0.05). For the UK sub-sample, they also agree most that they ‘are 
aware of crucial knowledge they do not have but need to gain to compete effectively in 
5 or 10 years’. Logical reasoning for this trend suggests that in theory and apparently 
also in practice, KM is closely linked to and driven by strategy and strategic goals. 
Furthermore table 7.14 shows that participants who have at least a general 
understanding of the concept or can apply it in practice agree most that ‘managing 
knowledge will be increasingly important for their company’s success’ and ‘for all 
NZ/UK businesses in general’ (p<0.05). Respondents who are most familiar in this 
respect also agree least that the ‘emerging concept of knowledge management is just a 
theoretical fad and has nothing to do with practice’ (p<0.05). They also acknowledge 
the importance of KM for SMEs by agreeing least that it “is more crucial for large 
organisations’, which is, however, considerably more notable and also statistically 
significant for the New Zealand sub-sample. These trends showing that respondents 
who are familiar with this concept agree more that KM is vital and will be crucial for 
their own company and for the economy appear logical. Due to their knowledge about 
this concept they may be more aware and convinced of its significance and potential. 
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Table 7.14: Notable results for the ANOVA based on the independent variable “KM 
familiarity” – Section F: strategic knowledge aspects and the importance of managing 
knowledge 
 
Note: scale, level of agreement: 1=totally agree; 2=partly agree; 3=neutral; 4= partly disagree; 5=totally disagree 
number of respondents per group: ‘never heard about KM’ NZ=32/UK=75; ‘heard about KM but can’t explain it clearly’ 
NZ=40/UK=63;‘a general understanding of KM’ NZ=71/UK=69; ‘good understanding and capability to apply KM’ NZ=30/UK=27 
 sig. F: Level of significance based on one-way ANOVA; *: sig. F. below 5% indicates that a difference is statistically significant 
R: rankings based on order of means of the total sample and the groups 
diff: reference to statistically significant differences between groups found by the Scheffé post hoc test. 
7.4.3 Analysis of the results by size of SMEs for all sections of the 
questionnaire 
The following analysis identifies the mean scores for the sub-groups determined by size 
of SME (number of full time equivalent employees: 1-25, 26-50, 51-75, 76-110). The 
analysis of variance shows that this independent variable exerts some effect on how 
respondents react to sections A, B, C and H - where nearly all of the statistically 
significant differences are. In this regard respondents from the smallest SMEs tend to be 
least proactive about and least familiar with strategic knowledge management.  
For the New Zealand sub-sample the independent variable “size of SME” does not 
account for much variance for section A (table 7.15), which qualifies how frequently 
respondents deliberately analyse certain factors for their strategic planning. There is no 
clear or logical pattern and only one item showing notable differences. However, for the 
UK sub-sample, eight out of nine items, six being statistically significantly different, 
yield notable disparities. This not only confirms that the groups are different but also 
suggests a clear trend: Respondents from the smallest type of SMEs indicate that they 
least often analyse most of these strategic factors, on average, occasionally or seldom. 
Respondents from larger SMEs with more than 50 employees state that they more 
frequently – on average, often or occasionally – take most of these factors into account. 
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Table 7.15: Notable results for the ANOVA based on the independent variable “SME 
size” – Section A: factors for strategic planning 
 
Note: 5-point interval scale, frequency of actions: 1=constantly; 2=often; 3=occasionally; 4=seldom; 5=never 
SME sizes: number of full time equivalent employees; number of respondents per group: ‘1-25’ NZ=65/UK=91; ’26-50’ 
NZ=35/UK=73; ’51-75’ NZ=34/UK=22; ‘76-110’ NZ=36/UK=34 
 sig. F: Level of significance based on one-way ANOVA; *: sig. F. below 5% indicates that a difference is statistically significant 
value in brackets in “sign. F” column: nonparametric test result if it leads to a different decision than the parametric test 
R: rankings based on order of means of the total sample and the groups 
diff: reference to statistically significant differences between groups found by the Scheffé post hoc test. 
A reason for this trend, that respondents from larger SMEs tend to engage in strategic 
activity more frequently, could be the aspect that they may be less constrained by time 
or a lack of resources and less preoccupied with day-to-day core business activities than 
respondents from smaller SMEs. However, it is inconsistent that for some of the items 
this trend is not linear and that the same coherences are not apparent for the New 
Zealand sub-sample. 
Table 7.16 depicts the outcomes of section B which identifies how frequently 
respondents include certain sources and stakeholders in the creation and sharing of 
knowledge. For the New Zealand sub-sample there is no clear trend apart from the 
tendency that respondents from larger SMEs with more than 50 employees state that 
they more frequently include the sources and stakeholders ‘electronic media’ (p<0.05), 
‘colleagues or internal workshops’ (p<0.05) and ‘members of alliances / networks’ in 
this regard. However, for the UK sub-sample the results suggest that respondents from 
small SMEs with 50 or fewer employees include most of these sources and stakeholders 
less frequently in the creation and sharing of knowledge than respondents from larger 
SMEs. A reason for this could be that larger SMEs usually have more means and time at 
their command and therefore may appreciate more that these aspects need to be 
included in the process of creating and sharing knowledge.  
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Table 7.16: Notable results for the ANOVA based on the independent variable “SME 
size” – Section B: sources and stakeholders for the creation and sharing of knowledge 
 
Note: 5-point interval scale, frequency of actions: 1=constantly; 2=often; 3=occasionally; 4=seldom; 5=never 
SME sizes: number of full time equivalent employees; number of respondents per group: ‘1-25’ NZ=65/UK=91; ’26-50’ 
NZ=35/UK=73; ’51-75’ NZ=34/UK=22; ‘76-110’ NZ=36/UK=34 
sig. F: Level of significance based on one-way ANOVA; *: sig. F. below 5% indicates that a difference is statistically significant 
value in brackets in “sign. F” column: nonparametric test result if it leads to a different decision than the parametric test 
R: rankings based on order of means of the total sample and the groups 
diff: reference to statistically significant differences between groups found by the Scheffé post hoc test. 
Finally, it is notable that in both sub-samples respondents from SMEs with 1-25 
employees least frequently include ‘financial investors’ (p<0.05) in this regard. Logical 
reasoning suggests that smaller SMEs are less likely to be associated with this 
stakeholder because they may get their equity mainly from private funds and bank 
loans. 
The following section C deals with knowledge sharing behaviours in SMEs. As shown 
in table 7.17, the results demonstrate a clear trend for most of the items between smaller 
SMEs, especially those with 1-25 employees, and larger SMEs with more than 50 
employees. For both sub-samples it appears that larger SMEs more frequently, in many 
cases statistically significantly and generally, often or at least occasionally, use such 
methods to facilitate the sharing of knowledge among staff. 
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Table 7.17: Notable results for the ANOVA based on the independent variable “SME 
size” – Section C: processes or facilities to share knowledge among employees 
 
Note: 5-point interval scale, frequency of actions: 1=constantly; 2=often; 3=occasionally; 4=seldom; 5=never 
SME sizes: number of full time equivalent employees; number of respondents per group: ‘1-25’ NZ=65/UK=91; ’26-50’ 
NZ=35/UK=73; ’51-75’ NZ=34/UK=22; ‘76-110’ NZ=36/UK=34 
sig. F: Level of significance based on one-way ANOVA; *: sig. F. below 5% indicates that a difference is statistically significant 
R: rankings based on order of means of the total sample and the groups 
diff: reference to statistically significant differences between groups found by the Scheffé post hoc test. 
Logical reasoning suggests that larger SMEs may need to be more proactive about these 
measures to stimulate the flow of knowledge in their firm. Smaller SMEs might rely on 
a more unorganised or less formal approach to these tasks and hope that the sharing of 
knowledge happens naturally during daily operational tasks without the need for extra 
stimulation. 
The sections D, E and F investigate if the culture of SMEs supports the sharing of 
knowledge, if certain barriers restrict the creation and sharing of knowledge and 
measure several aspects of strategic knowledge management. For these sections very 
few items yield notable differences. Thus, respondents do not react fundamentally 
differently to these constructs depending on the ‘size of SMEs’. 
Table 7.18 presents the results of section H, which measures how familiar respondents 
are with the concept of KM. It indicates that respondents from small SMEs with fewer 
than 50 staff tend to be slightly less familiar (lower mean score) with this concept than 
respondents from larger SMEs. Hence, the size of SMEs seems to have some impact on 
the familiarity with KM, though this impact is arithmetically rather modest.  
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Table 7.18: Notable results for the ANOVA based on the independent variable “SME 
size” – Section H: familiarity with the concept of knowledge management 
 
Note: scale 1=Never heard about it; 2=Heard about it but can’t explain it clearly; 3=Have a general understanding of the concept; 
4=Understand the concept well and can apply it to management decisions; 5=Understand the concept completely and apply it 
without any difficulty 
SME sizes: number of full time equivalent employees; number of respondents per group: ‘1-25’ NZ=65/UK=91; ’26-50’ 
NZ=35/UK=73; ’51-75’ NZ=34/UK=22; ‘76-110’ NZ=36/UK=34 
 sig. F: Level of significance based on one-way ANOVA; *: sig. F. below 5% indicates that a difference is statistically significant  
R: rankings based on order of means of the total sample and the groups 
diff: reference to statistically significant differences between groups found by the Scheffé post hoc test. 
Section I measures how important the respondents find the concept of KM. The cross 
tabulation with “size of SME” indicates that for the New Zealand sub-sample the ratio 
of those who are ‘not informed about KM’ is higher in smaller SMEs with fewer than 
50 employees (see Appendix 29). This relates to the fact that a higher ratio of SMEs 
with more than 50 employees has actually ‘started a formal KM initiative’. For the UK 
sub-sample it is remarkable that a higher ratio of respondents from smaller SMEs with 
50 or fewer employees are ‘not informed and not interested in this concept’. 
Finally, in terms of the assigned responsibility for the capturing and sharing of 
knowledge (section G), the multiple response cross tabulation shows that a slightly 
higher ratio of respondents from the smallest SMEs consider the ‘middle management’ 
to be responsible in this regard (see Appendix 28). It also indicates that a higher ratio of 
respondents from larger SMEs with more than 50 employees apparently consider 
‘knowledge specialists’, in the NZ sub-sample, and the ‘process management’, in the 
UK sub-sample, to be responsible. Noteworthy is also the trend for the NZ sub-sample 
that the larger the SMEs are the more they seem to assign responsibility to ‘IT 
specialists’. 
7.4.4 Analysis of the results by sectors of industry for all sections of 
the questionnaire 
With regard to the analysis by industry45, the ANOVA identified that this independent 
variable exerts some, however, relatively minor, effect on how respondents react to 
parts of sections B, C, D and E. Respondents from SMEs in tertiary industries seem 
                                                     
45 “Seconday Sector”: Manufacturing / Engineering / Construction, First Stage Processors, 
Pharmaceuticals / Chemicals; “Tertiary Sector”: Retail Sales or Wholesale, Professional Services, 
Finance / Banking / Insurance, Telecommunications, Miscellaneous Services, Research and 
Development, Transport / Distribution, Energy Services, Health or Social Services, Education; “Both”: if 
SMEs are in industries that can be classified secondary and tertiary; Categorization, see Table 6.7. 
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slightly more proactive in terms of managing knowledge. This is what one might expect 
due to their generally higher knowledge intensity (Bontis, 1998; Davenport & Völpel, 
2001). The respondents from SMEs that operate in both types of industry sectors 
(“both” category) have either scores in between the other two categories or yield scores 
that are not logical. The categorisation of industries is relatively crude and as there are 
fewer responses for this category, this may render the means less reliable. For section A, 
which sought views about the respondents’ strategic planning behaviours, section F, 
which is about strategic KM, and section H, which measured their familiarity with this 
concept, no fundamental pattern is apparent in either sub-samples. 
Section B measures how frequently respondents include certain sources and 
stakeholders in the creation and sharing of knowledge. An inspection of table 7.19 
shows that respondents from SMEs that operate in a tertiary sector of industry consider 
‘printed’ and ‘electronic’ media sources, ‘experts or industry commentators’, 
‘tradeshows, speeches or conferences’ and the stakeholders ‘colleagues’ (p<0.05), 
‘customers’, and ‘members of alliances or networks’ (p<0.05) more frequently in this 
regard than respondents from SMEs in the secondary sector of industry.  
Table 7.19: Notable results for the ANOVA based on the independent variable 
“industry” – Section B: sources and stakeholders for the creation and sharing of 
knowledge 
 
Note: 5-point interval scale, frequency of actions: 1=constantly; 2=often; 3=occasionally; 4=seldom; 5=never 
number of respondents per group: ‘secondary’ NZ=45/UK=98; ‘tertiary’ NZ=106/UK=118; ‘both’ NZ=21/UK=19 
sig. F: Level of significance based on one-way ANOVA; *: sig. F. below 5% indicates that a difference is statistically significant  
value in brackets in “sign. F” column: nonparametric test result if it leads to a different decision than the parametric test 
R: rankings based on order of means of the total sample and the groups 
diff: reference to statistically significant differences between groups found by the Scheffé post hoc test. 
This trend, which is in many cases statistically significant, seems logical because the 
processes and outputs of SMEs in tertiary industries are generally more knowledge 
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intensive. This may lead to a higher necessity and urgency to include such sources and 
stakeholders more frequently in the creation and sharing of knowledge.  
In section C (table 7.20), there is a clear difference in how respondents react to some of 
these items which dealt with knowledge sharing behaviours.  
Table 7.20: Notable results for the ANOVA based on the independent variable 
“industry” – Section C: processes or facilities to share knowledge among employees 
 
Note: 5-point interval scale, frequency of actions: 1=constantly; 2=often; 3=occasionally; 4=seldom; 5=never  
number of respondents per group: ‘secondary’ NZ=45/UK=98; ‘tertiary’ NZ=106/UK=118; ‘both’ NZ=21/UK=19 
sig. F: Level of significance based on one-way ANOVA; *: sig. F. below 5% indicates that a difference is statistically significant 
R: rankings based on order of means of the total sample and the groups 
diff: reference to statistically significant differences between groups found by the Scheffé post hoc test. 
As shown in table 7.20, respondents from SMEs that operate in a tertiary sector of 
industry more frequently – in many cases statistically significantly - use measures for 
the sharing of tacit knowledge such as ‘organised informal get-togethers’ and 
‘communication enhancing facilities in their building’ as well as measures for the 
sharing of explicit knowledge like ‘e-mail messaging or video-conferencing’ or an 
‘Intranet’. This trend may fit with the idea that organisations in tertiary industries are 
usually more knowledge intensive and therefore may seek to more proactively utilize 
such measures to stimulate the sharing of knowledge. 
The results for section D (table 7.21), which measures if respondents agree that their 
corporate culture supports KM, indicate that the differences in means show no clear 
pattern for the New Zealand sub-sample. For the UK sub-sample, however, respondents 
from SMEs that operate in a tertiary sector of industry agree more with all five 
statements and, for three items, statistically significantly. This trend appears logical 
because SMEs in tertiary sector industries are generally more knowledge intensive. 
Therefore assessments in this regard may be more positive and measures to move the 
culture toward a culture of knowledge creation and sharing may be regarded as more 
necessary. However, this trend is rather modest and it is not clear why it is not the case 
for the New Zealand sub-sample. 
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Table 7.21: Notable results for the ANOVA based on the independent variable 
“industry” – Section D: the support of the corporate culture for knowledge management 
 
Note: scale, level of agreement: 1=totally agree; 2=partly agree; 3=neutral; 4= partly disagree; 5=totally disagree 
number of respondents per group: ‘secondary’ NZ=45/UK=98; ‘tertiary’ NZ=106/UK=118; ‘both’ NZ=21/UK=19 
sig. F: Level of significance based on one-way ANOVA; *: sig. F. below 5% indicates that a difference is statistically significant 
value in brackets in “sign. F” column: nonparametric test result if it leads to a different decision than the parametric test 
R: rankings based on order of means of the total sample and the groups 
diff: reference to statistically significant differences between groups found by the Scheffé post hoc test. 
Table 7.22 shows a clear pattern for section E which measures if certain barriers restrict 
the deliberate creation and sharing of knowledge. In the NZ sub-sample, respondents in 
SMEs that operate in a secondary sector of industry agree more that a lack of ‘time’ 
(p<0.05), ‘human’ and ‘financial resources’ and that their ‘IT is either not good or not 
used enough’ are barriers in this regard. This trend is the same for the UK sub-sample, 
however, for all barriers in this section and, in particular, a ‘lack of financial resources’, 
that ‘creating and sharing knowledge is unlikely to increase profitability’ (p<0.05) and 
‘IT either not being good or not used enough’ (p<0.05). Logical reasoning is not 
straightforward here because - as the analysis of section F demonstrates - the perceived 
importance of activities related to KM is identical for both types of industries. SMEs 
that operate in a tertiary sector of industry might already have to deal with more 
organisational and marketing complexities. Their outputs and processes are generally 
more knowledge intensive and knowledge itself may be more regarded as a product. 
Therefore, they might assess some of these barriers as less restrictive for the creation 
and sharing of knowledge. 
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Table 7.22: Notable results for the ANOVA based on the independent variable 
“industry” – Section E: barriers restricting the deliberate creation and sharing of 
knowledge 
 
Note: scale, level of agreement: 1=totally agree; 2=partly agree; 3=neutral; 4= partly disagree; 5=totally disagree 
number of respondents per group: ‘secondary’ NZ=45/UK=98; ‘tertiary’ NZ=106/UK=118; ‘both’ NZ=21/UK=19 
sig. F: Level of significance based on one-way ANOVA; *: sig. F. below 5% indicates that a difference is statistically significant  
value in brackets in “sign. F” column: nonparametric test result if it leads to a different decision than the parametric test 
R: rankings based on order of means of the total sample and the groups 
diff: reference to statistically significant differences between groups found by the Scheffé post hoc test. 
Section F measures several aspects of strategic knowledge management. The 
independent variable, industry, does not exert an impact on this section due to the 
absence of notable disparities between the group means. As table 7.23 shows, the only 
difference worth mentioning is that respondents from SMEs in a secondary sector of 
industry agree less that they ‘have a long-term plan which is accessible to all 
employees’ (p<0.05). 
Table 7.23: Notable results for the ANOVA based on the independent variable 
“industry” – Section F: strategic knowledge aspects and the importance of managing 
knowledge 
 
Note: scale, level of agreement: 1=totally agree; 2=partly agree; 3=neutral; 4= partly disagree; 5=totally disagree 
number of respondents per group: ‘secondary’ NZ=45/UK=98; ‘tertiary’ NZ=106/UK=118; ‘both’ NZ=21/UK=19 
sig. F: Level of significance based on one-way ANOVA; *: sig. F. below 5% indicates that a difference is statistically significant 
R: rankings based on order of means of the total sample and the groups 
diff: reference to statistically significant differences between groups found by the Scheffé post hoc test. 
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Section I measures how important SMEs find the concept of KM. Apart from the 
following trend for the UK no further pattern is apparent (see Appendix 31). A higher 
ratio of respondents from SMEs in secondary sector industries is ‘not informed and not 
interested’ in this concept and is ‘informed but not interested to implement it’ and a 
lower ratio is ‘informed and interested to implement it’. A reason for their lack of 
interest in this concept could be that their processes and products are usually less 
knowledge intensive so that they may not recognize its justification or benefits. 
In regard to section G, which measures who is responsible for the capturing and sharing 
of knowledge, the multiple response cross tabulation indicates a clear pattern for both 
sub-samples (see Appendix 30). A notably higher ratio of respondents from SMEs in 
the secondary sector of industry consider ‘process management’ to be responsible 
whereas a higher percentage of respondents from SMEs in tertiary sector industries 
regard ‘knowledge and IT specialists’ and ‘each employee’ as responsible in this regard. 
This seems logical because classic processes, such as supply chain or manufacturing 
processes, are more common in secondary sectors of industry, whereas specialists for 
knowledge and IT may be more common in tertiary sectors of industry. ‘Each 
employee’ being more involved in tertiary sectors of industry could result from the fact 
that such companies are usually more knowledge intensive and therefore might consider 
their employees to be more responsible in this regard. 
7.4.5 Analysis of the results by tertiary qualification for all sections 
of the questionnaire 
For the analysis by “tertiary qualification” the ANOVA identifies that this independent 
variable exerts some effect on how respondents react to the sections B, C, H, partly for 
F, but not so much as for sections A, D and E of the questionnaire.  
In regard to section A, which sought views about strategic planning behaviours, the 
comparison of the group means shows that only few items yield notable arithmetic 
differences, none for the NZ sub-sample and only two out of nine for the UK-sub-
sample. They suggest that the better qualified people are the more frequently they 
analyse ‘information about political and legal developments’ (p<0.05) and the 
‘behaviour of their suppliers in the market place’ (p<0.05) for their strategic planning. 
For section D, which measured how much respondents agree that their corporate culture 
supports KM, there are no notable differences between the group means. For section E, 
which measured if respondents find that certain barriers restrict the deliberate creation 
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and sharing of knowledge, only very few items indicate notable disparities. 
Consequently, the tertiary qualification of respondents does not fundamentally influence 
how respondents filled in these three sections.  
Section B, which investigated sources and stakeholders involved in the creation and 
sharing of knowledge, yields some notable results. As table 7.24 shows, for the NZ sub-
sample, respondents with no tertiary qualification or only a certificate or diploma, least 
frequently, and respondents who have an undergraduate or postgraduate degree, most 
frequently, consider ‘printed’ and ‘electronic’ (p<0.05) media sources and the 
stakeholders, ‘colleagues’ (p<0.05), ‘customers’ (p<0.05), ‘members of alliances / 
networks’ (p<0.05), and ‘industry and professional associations’ (p<0.05) for the 
creation and sharing knowledge. For the UK sub-sample a similar trend is apparent for 
‘printed’ (p<0.05) and ‘electronic’ (p<0.05) media sources, and stakeholders such as 
‘experts/industry commentators’, ‘colleagues’ (p<0.05), ‘members of alliances / 
networks’ (p<0.05), and ‘government agencies and local authorities’ (p<0.05). 
Table 7.24: Notable results for the ANOVA based on the independent variable “tertiary 
qualification” – Section B: sources and stakeholders for the creation and sharing of 
knowledge 
 
Note: 5-point interval scale, frequency of actions: 1=constantly; 2=often; 3=occasionally; 4=seldom; 5=never  
number of respondents per group: ‘none’ NZ=35/UK=42; ‘Cert./Diploma’ NZ=55/UK=70; ‘Undergrad. Degr.’ NZ=47/UK=69 
‘Postgrad. Degr.’ NZ=35/UK=51 
sig. F: Level of significance based on one-way ANOVA; *: sig. F. below 5% indicates that a difference is statistically significant 
value in brackets in “sign. F” column: nonparametric test result if it leads to a different decision than the parametric test 
R: rankings based on order of means of the total sample and the groups 
diff: reference to statistically significant differences between groups found by the Scheffé post hoc test. 
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This pattern seems logical because a higher education may potentially lead to a higher 
level of understanding and appreciation of the necessity to frequently include these 
sources and stakeholders in the creation and sharing of knowledge. 
The notable results of section C, which dealt with instruments for the sharing of 
knowledge, are reported in table 7.25. The indicate, for the NZ sub-sample, that 
respondents with no tertiary qualification least frequently consider the tools ‘e-mail 
messaging or video-conferencing’ (p<0.05), an ‘Intranet’ and ‘a searchable catalogue 
for data and information’. For the UK sub-sample, respondents with a postgraduate 
degree most frequently consider measures for the sharing of tacit knowledge such as 
‘formal get-togethers’ (p<0.05) and ‘organised informal get-togethers’ (p<0.05) as well 
as tools for the sharing of explicit knowledge like ‘e-mail messaging or video-
conferencing’ (p<0.05), an ‘Intranet’ (p<0.05), ‘analysing projects in a written form’ 
and ‘a searchable catalogue for data and information’. 
Table 7.25: Notable results for the ANOVA based on the independent variable “tertiary 
qualification” – Section C: processes or facilities to share knowledge among employees 
 
Note: 5-point interval scale, frequency of actions: 1=constantly; 2=often; 3=occasionally; 4=seldom; 5=never 
number of respondents per group: ‘none’ NZ=35/UK=42; ‘Cert./Diploma’ NZ=55/UK=70; ‘Undergrad. Degr.’ NZ=47/UK=69; 
‘Postgrad. Degr.’ NZ=35/UK=51 
sig. F: Level of significance based on one-way ANOVA; *: sig. F. below 5% indicates that a difference is statistically significant 
R: rankings based on order of means of the total sample and the groups 
diff: reference to statistically significant differences between groups found by the Scheffé post hoc test. 
These two consistent trends fit with the idea that people with higher educational 
qualifications may be more knowledgeable about the potential of such measures and 
therefore may more frequently use them to facilitate the sharing of knowledge among 
staff. 
Table 7.26 shows the notable results of section F, which measures several aspects of 
strategic KM. For the NZ sub-sample it indicates only one minor trend. Holders of a 
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postgraduate degree agree most that they have ‘a long-term plan that is accessible to all 
employees’ (p<0.05) and the more qualified respondents are, the less they seem to agree 
that ‘IT is the most important part of handling knowledge’. 
Table 7.26: Notable results for the ANOVA based on the independent variable “tertiary 
education” – Section F: strategic knowledge aspects and the importance of managing 
knowledge  
 
Note: scale, level of agreement: 1=totally agree; 2=partly agree; 3=neutral; 4= partly disagree; 5=totally disagree 
number of respondents per group: ‘none’ NZ=35/UK=42; ‘Cert./Diploma’ NZ=55/UK=70; ‘Undergrad. Degr.’ NZ=47/UK=69; 
‘Postgrad. Degr.’ NZ=35/UK=51 
sig. F: Level of significance based on one-way ANOVA; *: sig. F. below 5% indicates that a difference is statistically significant 
R: rankings based on order of means of the total sample and the groups 
diff: reference to statistically significant differences between groups found by the Scheffé post hoc test. 
For the UK sub-sample, it appears that the appreciation of the overall importance of the 
concept of KM for SMEs and, the economy in general, depends on tertiary 
qualifications. The least educated respondents agree most that ‘managing knowledge is 
more crucial for large organisations’ and they agree least that ‘managing knowledge 
will be increasingly important for all UK businesses’ (p<0.05). The most educated 
respondents agree least that ‘the concept of KM is just a theoretical fad and has nothing 
to do with practice’ (p<0.05). This trend appears to be logical because higher education 
can potentially lead to a better understanding of KM or related aspects and may, 
therefore, result in a higher appreciation of its importance. The reason why this trend is 
not the case for the New Zealand sub-sample cannot be detected from the data and 
remains unclear.  
In section H, which measures how familiar respondents are with the concept of KM, 
there are notable disparities for both sub-samples, with the UK sub-sample being 
statistically significant. As table 7.27 shows, the differences suggest that the better 
respondents are qualified, the more familiar they seem to be with this concept. 
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Table 7.27: Notable results for the ANOVA based on the independent variable “tertiary 
qualification – Section H: familiarity with the concept of knowledge management 
 
Note: scale 1=Never heard about it; 2=Heard about it but can’t explain it clearly; 3=Have a general understanding of the concept; 
4=Understand the concept well and can apply it to management decisions; 5=Understand the concept completely and apply it 
without any difficulty 
number of respondents per group: ‘none’ NZ=35/UK=42; ‘Cert./Diploma’ NZ=55/UK=70; ‘Undergrad. Degr.’ NZ=47/UK=69; 
‘Postgrad. Degr.’ NZ=35/UK=51 
sig. F: Level of significance based on one-way ANOVA; *: sig. F. below 5% indicates that a difference is statistically significant 
R: rankings based on order of means of the total sample and the groups 
diff: reference to statistically significant differences between groups found by the Scheffé post hoc test. 
Logical reasoning suggests that a higher qualification may lead to a greater likelihood of 
people learning about and getting to know this rather complex concept or related aspects 
in academia. 
The cross tabulation for section I, which measured how important the respondents find 
the concept of KM, shows that a higher tertiary qualification is related to SMEs being 
more informed about this concept (see Appendix 33). This trend fits with the idea that a 
higher qualification may lead to a better understanding and a higher appreciation of KM 
and therefore a higher likelihood of managers promoting this concept in their firm. 
For section G, which measures who is responsible for the capturing and sharing of 
knowledge, the multiple response cross tabulation shows a pattern only for the New 
Zealand sub-sample (see Appendix 32). It appears that a higher ratio of respondents 
with a postgraduate degree consider ‘middle management’, ‘knowledge specialists’ and 
‘each individual employee’ to be responsible for ensuring that knowledge is gained and 
shared. Hence, these respondents seem to acknowledge more that KM necessitates the 
involvement of specialists but also that a broader spectrum of employees, not only the 
leadership circle of SMEs, needs to be involved. 
7.4.6 Analysis of the results by managerial experience for all 
sections of the questionnaire 
The analysis that identifies the mean scores for the sub-groups determined by 
managerial experience shows that for the UK sub-sample managerial experience does 
not exert any effect on how respondents react to the constructs. For the NZ sub-sample, 
the ANOVA demonstrates that this independent variable influences how respondents 
filled in the sections C, D, E and H. For sections A, B and F, which sought views about 
respondents’ strategic planning activities, investigated sources and stakeholders 
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involved in the creation and sharing of knowledge and measured several aspects of 
strategic KM, very few items yield notable arithmetic differences, with few being 
statistically significant. Hence, for these constructs managerial experience has little to 
no impact. It remains unclear why there is such a clear difference between the two sub-
samples with regard to this independent variable. 
In terms of SMEs’ knowledge sharing behaviours (section C), the data show no 
remarkable pattern for the UK sub-sample. Only for the New Zealand sub-sample do the 
results indicate a notable trend. As shown in table 7.28, respondents with the least 
managerial experience, similarly to respondents with the most managerial experience, 
least frequently use these five tools to facilitate the sharing of knowledge among 
employees. 
Table 7.28: Notable results for the ANOVA based on the independent variable 
“managerial experience” – Section C: processes or facilities to share knowledge among 
employees 
 
Note: 5-point interval scale, frequency of actions: 1=constantly; 2=often; 3=occasionally; 4=seldom; 5=never 
number of respondents per group: ‘0-5 years’ NZ=20; ‘6-10 years’ NZ=30; ‘11-15 years’ NZ=41; ‘16-20 years’ NZ=29; ‘20+ years’ 
NZ=54 
sig. F: Level of significance based on one-way ANOVA; *: sig. F. below 5% indicates that a difference is statistically significant  
R: rankings based on order of means of the total sample and the groups 
diff: reference to statistically significant differences between groups found by the Scheffé post hoc test. 
Logical reasoning suggests that a lack of experience may lead to a lack of appreciation 
or understanding of the necessity to utilize these measures more frequently. The fact 
that the most experienced respondents react similarly to these items is less obvious. 
Perhaps this could result from a lack of appreciation, idleness, or simply a lack of 
familiarity with some of these tools. The concept of KM is relatively new and, in 
particular, measures for the sharing of explicit knowledge, nowadays, are often based on 
technology. The most experienced respondents may be less acquainted with their 
potential. It is, however, unclear why these coherencies are not apparent in the UK sub-
sample. 
With regard to how much respondents agree or disagree that their corporate culture 
supports KM (section D), no pattern is apparent for the UK sub-sample. However, as 
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table 7.29 indicates for the NZ sub-sample, three items in this section yield differences, 
one being statistically significant.  
Table 7.29: Notable results for the ANOVA based on the independent variable 
“managerial experience” – Section D: the support of the corporate culture for 
knowledge management 
 
Note: scale, level of agreement: 1=totally agree; 2=partly agree; 3=neutral; 4= partly disagree; 5=totally disagree 
number of respondents per group: ‘0-5 years’ NZ=20; ‘6-10 years’ NZ=30; ‘11-15 years’ NZ=41; ‘16-20 years’ NZ=29; ‘20+ years’ 
NZ=54 
sig. F: Level of significance based on one-way ANOVA; *: sig. F. below 5% indicates that a difference is statistically significant 
R: rankings based on order of means of the total sample and the groups 
diff: reference to statistically significant differences between groups found by the Scheffé post hoc test. 
Respondents with the least managerial experience (0-5 years) least strongly agree, and 
respondents with more experience, totally or partly agree, with the statements that 
‘employees are willing to share their knowledge’ (p<0.05), that ‘employees are 
promoted and rewarded based upon their ability to create and share knowledge’ and that 
respondents ‘motivate people collectively instead of stressing individual success’. A 
reason for this trend could be that a lack of experience may be related to a lack of 
understanding and appreciation about the fact that these cultural measures are 
beneficial. 
Section E gauges how much respondents agree or disagree that certain barriers restrict 
the deliberate creation and sharing of knowledge. Again, for the UK sub-sample the 
ANOVA does not reveal any notable patterns. However, for the New Zealand sub-
sample the respondents with less experience agree more that the barriers in table 7.30 
limit the deliberate creation and sharing of knowledge. This perhaps fits with the idea 
that a lack of experience may be related to a lower understanding of how such barriers 
may be restrictive. Less experienced and, therefore, younger respondents tend to agree 
more that their ‘IT is not good enough’ because they may be more acquainted with it 
and therefore more familiar with the potential it has for the creation and sharing of 
knowledge.  
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Table 7.30: Notable results for the ANOVA based on the independent variable 
“managerial experience” – Section E: barriers restricting the deliberate creation and 
sharing of knowledge 
 
Note: scale, level of agreement: 1=totally agree; 2=partly agree; 3=neutral; 4= partly disagree; 5=totally disagree  
number of respondents per group: ‘0-5 years’ NZ=20; ‘6-10 years’ NZ=30; ‘11-15 years’ NZ=41; ‘16-20 years’ NZ=29; ‘20+ years’ 
NZ=54 
sig. F: Level of significance based on one-way ANOVA; *: sig. F. below 5% indicates that a difference is statistically significant 
R: rankings based on order of means of the total sample and the groups 
diff: reference to statistically significant differences between groups found by the Scheffé post hoc test. 
There is no pattern for the UK sub-sample in terms of how familiar respondents are with 
the concept of KM (section H). For the NZ sub-sample, however, table 7.31 suggests 
that the more managerial experience respondents have, the more familiar they seem to 
be with this concept (p<0.05), apart from respondents with more than 20 years of 
experience.  
Table 7.31: Notable results for the ANOVA based on the independent variable 
“managerial experience” – Section H: familiarity with the concept of knowledge 
management 
 
Note: scale 1=Never heard about it; 2=Heard about it but can’t explain it clearly; 3=Have a general understanding of the concept; 
4=Understand the concept well and can apply it to management decisions; 5=Understand the concept completely and apply it 
without any difficulty 
number of respondents per group: ‘0-5 years’ NZ=20; ‘6-10 years’ NZ=30; ‘11-15 years’ NZ=41; ‘16-20 years’ NZ=29; ‘20+ years’ 
NZ=54 
sig. F: Level of significance based on one-way ANOVA; *: sig. F. below 5% indicates that a difference is statistically significant 
R: rankings based on order of means of the total sample and the groups 
diff: reference to statistically significant differences between groups found by the Scheffé post hoc test. 
This trend appears to be logical because more experience may lead to a higher 
appreciation of topics related to KM or a higher likelihood of coming in contact with, 
and learning from, organisations where this concept is practised. The reason this is not 
the case for the most experienced respondents could be that this concept is relatively 
new. It remains unclear why this trend is not apparent for the UK sub-sample. 
The cross tabulation with “managerial experience” for section I, which measures how 
important respondents find the concept of KM, allows only one clear conclusion to be 
drawn (see Appendix 35). For the NZ sub-sample it appears that three out of four 
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respondents with the least managerial experience indicate that they are not informed 
about KM but are generally interested in learning more about it. Logical reasoning 
suggests that respondents with the least managerial experience might be least 
knowledgeable about this concept but also most interested in learning about it because 
many of them may be at the start of their career and might feel that this is a topic for the 
future. 
Section G measures who is responsible for the capturing and sharing of knowledge. The 
cross tabulation for the multiple response set shows that a higher ratio of more 
experienced respondents seem to consider the ‘CEO and the senior management’ to be 
responsible (see Appendix 34). For the NZ sub-sample, a higher ratio of respondents 
with the least managerial experience agree that the ‘middle management’ should be 
responsible. This shows a response bias is likely because respondents seem to have 
reacted according to their own position and prospects. 
7.4.7 Analysis of the results by involvement in international 
business for all sections of the questionnaire 
In the following analysis of involvement in international business46 the t-test shows that 
this independent variable exerts some, however, a relatively minor effect on how 
respondents react to some of the sections.  
In regard to section A, which sought views about the respondents’ strategic planning 
activities, notable differences are apparent only for two items and only for the NZ sub-
sample. Respondents from SMEs that are involved in international business consider 
‘developments such as patent applications or new technologies’ and ‘potential 
successors to their products for the end of their life span’ (p<0.05) more frequently with 
regard to their strategic planning (see Appendix 51). The lack of a clearer trend for more 
items is surprising because one might expect that such SMEs are more proactive in 
strategic terms. This, however, could also depend on other factors like the degree they 
are involved in international business (indirect export vs. foreign direct investment) and 
the intensity of competition on the foreign and domestic markets they operate in. 
Section B investigated sources and stakeholders involved in the creation and sharing of 
knowledge. Table 7.32 shows that for both sub-samples, respondents in SMEs that are 
                                                     
46 By import, or export, or by having a subsidiary or licensee or franchisee abroad, or by being a 
subsidiary or licensee or franchisee from a foreign company. 
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involved in international business consider ‘electronic media’ (p<0.05), ‘tradeshows, 
speeches or conferences’ (p<0.05) and the stakeholder ‘customers’ (p<0.05) more 
frequently with regard to creating and sharing knowledge. This trend seems logical 
because businesses embedded in international markets might be more active in this 
regard to overcome geographic distances. It might also be more necessary for them to 
be present at such events and be well connected to international and domestic customers 
and communities. It is, however, unclear why this coherence is not the case for the other 
items in this section. 
Table 7.32: Notable results for the T-test based on the independent variable 
“international involvement” – Section B: sources and stakeholders for the creation and 
sharing of knowledge 
 
Note: 5-point interval scale, frequency of actions: 1=constantly; 2=often; 3=occasionally; 4=seldom; 5=never 
number of respondents per group: ‘Yes’ NZ=106/UK=139; ‘No’ NZ=65/UK=94 
sig. F: Level of significance based on t-test; bold print: sig. F. below 5% indicates that a difference is statistically significant; value 
in brackets in “sign. F” column: nonparametric test result if it leads to a different decision than the parametric test 
R: rankings based on order of means of the total sample and the groups 
diff: reference to statistically significant differences between groups found by the Scheffé post hoc test. 
Section C dealt with knowledge sharing behaviours. As table 7.33 shows, respondents 
from SMEs involved in international business more frequently use ‘e-mail messaging or 
video-conferencing’, an ‘Intranet’ and ‘a searchable catalogue for their data and 
information’ to facilitate the sharing of explicit knowledge among staff. 
Table 7.33: Notable results for the T-test based on the independent variable 
“international involvement” – Section C: processes or facilities to share knowledge 
among employees 
 
Note: 5-point interval scale, frequency of actions: 1=constantly; 2=often; 3=occasionally; 4=seldom; 5=never 
number of respondents per group: ‘Yes’ NZ=106/UK=139; ‘No’ NZ=65/UK=94 
sig. F: Level of significance based on t-test; bold print: sig. F. below 5% indicates that a difference is statistically significant 
R: rankings based on order of means of the total sample and the groups 
diff: reference to statistically significant differences between groups found by the Scheffé post hoc test. 
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This fits with the idea that these SMEs may need to overcome geographic distances 
more often and therefore need to be more proactive in terms of establishing links 
between employees to stimulate the sharing of knowledge. 
In terms of how much respondents agree that their corporate culture supports the 
sharing of knowledge (section D), the differences in means are small and show no clear 
pattern. Section E measures if respondents agree or disagree that certain barriers restrict 
the deliberate creation and sharing of knowledge. Noteworthy in this section is only the 
trend for the New Zealand sub-sample that respondents from SMEs involved in 
international business agree more that a lack of ‘time’ (p<0.05) and ‘financial resources’ 
(p<0.05) are barriers. This result seems logical because these SMEs might have a larger 
customer base and may have to deal with more marketing complexities so that such 
barriers appear relatively less restrictive. For section F and H, which measure several 
aspects of strategic KM and the familiarity of respondents with this concept, the t-test 
suggests that there are very few variations between the group means with no logical 
patterns. Thus, involvement in international business does not seem to influence these 
two constructs. 
In terms of how important respondents find the concept of KM (section I), the results 
indicate for the NZ sub-sample that a higher ratio of respondents from SMEs that are 
involved in international business seem to be informed about this concept and fewer 
state that they are not (see Appendix 37). Logical reasoning suggests that these SMEs 
may have to be strategically more proactive and therefore might be more interested in 
engaging in issues such as KM. For section G, which measures who is responsible for 
the capturing and sharing of knowledge, the only notable trend was detected for the UK 
sub-sample. A higher ratio of respondents from SMEs involved in international business 
consider the ‘process management’ and ‘knowledge specialists’ to be responsible for in 
this regard (see Appendix 36). 
7.4.8 Analysis of the results by organisational role for all sections 
of the questionnaire 
The following analysis identifies the mean scores for the sub-groups determined by the 
independent variable “organisational role”, in other word,s hierarchical position. 
Because only few respondents chose the category “first level managers / supervisors” 
(NZ: 6; UK: 17) it was merged with the category “middle level managers” to form a 
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new category called “middle & first level managers”. First, it can be reasoned that the 
respondents’ organisational role is not a factor influencing how they react to section B, 
which investigated sources and stakeholders involved in the creation and sharing of 
knowledge, and section H, which measured the familiarity of respondents with the 
concept of KM. In sections A, C, D, E and F of the questionnaire this independent 
variable appears to have some effect, though the mean scores suggest that its influence 
is rather weak (see Appendix 53 & 54). The result that CEOs, owners, middle and first 
level managers do not appear to think fundamentally differently in this regard was 
expected. According to several authors, such as Desouza and Awazu (2006), Gelinas 
and Bigras (2004), Sparrow (2005), Wiesner et al. (2007), and Wong and Aspinwall 
(2004a), in SMEs there is usually a flat hierarchy, a less complex structure, a high 
degree of common knowledge, and CEOs and owners generally are near to the 
operational functions.  
For section A, which sought views on strategic planning behaviours, respondents on the 
uppermost hierarchy level naturally, due to their position and function, indicate that 
they analyse most strategic factors slightly more frequently for their strategic planning. 
This trend is rather modest and therefore not fundamental enough to infer that 
organisational role explains response patterns. 
In terms of SMEs knowledge sharing behaviours (section C), there is no fundamental 
pattern that distinguishes how respondents react to the items, apart from the following 
trend. Middle and first level managers state that ‘e-mail messaging or video-
conferencing’ (only NZ sub-sample), an ‘Intranet’, and ‘a directory listing skills or 
knowledge’ are slightly more frequently used as tools to facilitate the sharing of 
knowledge among staff. 
Section D measures how much respondents agree or disagree that their corporate culture 
supports KM. Only for the New Zealand sub-sample did the t-test indicate that senior 
managers or owners apparently agree more that ‘their employees are willing to share 
their knowledge’ (p<0.05) and that employees ‘are promoted and rewarded based upon 
their ability to create and share knowledge’ (p<0.05). 
The results for section E, which deals with potential barriers for the deliberate creation 
and sharing of knowledge show, in particular, for the New Zealand sub-sample, that 
senior managers or owners agree less that ‘organisational hierarchy’ and ‘a lack of 
appropriate incentive systems’ are restrictive in this regard. It seems logical that 
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respondents on the upper most hierarchy level agree less that these barriers, which have 
to do with hierarchy and incentives, play a role.  
With regard to several aspects of strategic KM (section F) the t-test reports a notable 
pattern only for the New Zealand sub-sample (table 7.34). It appears that senior 
managers or owners agree more that they ‘have a long-term plan that is accessible to all 
employees’ (p<0.05) and that their ‘long-term plan is clear enough so that they can 
identify the knowledge needed to implement it’. 
Table 7.34: Notable results for the T-test based on the independent variable 
“organisational role” – Section F: strategic knowledge aspects and the importance of 
managing knowledge 
 
Note: scale, level of agreement: 1=totally agree; 2=partly agree; 3=neutral; 4= partly disagree; 5=totally disagree 
number of respondents per group: ‘CEO/Sen. Mgr/Owner’ NZ=138/UK=174; ‘Mid. & First level Manager’ NZ=33/UK=54 
sig. F: Level of significance based on t-test; bold print: sig. F. below 5% indicates that a difference is statistically significant 
R: rankings based on order of means of the total sample and the groups 
diff: reference to statistically significant differences between groups found by the Scheffé post hoc test. 
Hence, respondents on the upper most hierarchy level seem to be more convinced that 
they have a clear and accessible strategic plan. Senior managers or owners from the 
New Zealand sub-sample agree less that ‘the concept of KM is more crucial for large 
organisations’, whereas, for the UK sub-sample they agree more. 
In terms of how important respondents find the concept of KM (section I) the cross 
tabulation with “organisational role” indicates that there are few fluctuations among the 
categories with no clear pattern (see Appendix 39). This lack of notable differences is 
similar for section G, which measures who is responsible for the capturing and sharing 
of knowledge. The multiple response cross tabulation indicates that, apart from the 
logical trend that respondents assign responsibility in this regard according to their 
organisational role, no clear pattern is apparent (see Appendix 38) 
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7.4.9 Overview of the influence of the independent variables 
To assess the role of the independent variables in variations among the responses to the 
dependent variables both statistically significant and arithmetic differences were 
considered. Table 7.35 shows the respective ratios of each of these measures relative to 
the number of items in each section of the questionnaire and by respondents’ country. 
For example, the upper left cell relates to NZ responses to items about “strategic 
sophistication in general” relative to “knowledge management familiarity”. The 
numbers 3:5:9 indicate that there are five notable differences, three of those being also 
statistically significant, among the nine items in section A of the questionnaire. The 
table is presented with the greater overall level of discovered variation to the left and the 
lesser variation toward the right. As can be seen by the highlighted cells the greatest 
variation among the dependent variables is related to the respondents’ reported 
familiarity with KM.  
Table 7.35: Overview of the influences of the independent variables on the concepts 
measured by proportion of differences being notable and statistically significant 
 
Note: number of notable differences being also statistically significant : number of notable differences : number of items per section. 
The variables ‘size of SMEs’, ‘industry’ and ‘tertiary qualification’ show some 
variation, particularly for sections B and C, for the varaibles ‘size of SMEs’ and 
‘tertiary qualification’ also in terms of the familiarity with the concept of KM (section 
H). Least variation was due to the independent variables ‘region’, ‘managerial 
experience’, ‘international involvement’, and ‘organisational role’. For these variables 
toward the right only few sections show notable differences among the categories, such 
as  ‘international involvement’ explaining some response patterns in terms of the 
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strategic management of knowledge (section F1-4). However, in most cases these 
disparities are relatively rare and not consistent for both sub-samples.  
Table 7.35 indicates that sections B and C, which refer to the application of KM in 
SMEs, yield the most differences, depending on the independent variables. They 
identify how frequently SMEs include certain sources or stakeholders in the creation 
and sharing of knowledge and how frequently they use certain processes or facilities to 
share knowledge among staff. These two constructs notably depend on the independent 
variables ‘KM familiarity’ (trend: increasing familiarity is related to an increasing 
frequency of utilisation), ‘SME size’ (trend: increasing SME size is related to an 
increasing frequency of utilisation), ‘industry’ (trend: SMEs being from a tertiary sector 
of industry is related to an increasing frequency of utilisation) and ‘tertiary 
qualification’ (trend: increasing tertiary qualification is related to an increasing 
frequency of utilisation). Section A sought views on SMEs long-term planning 
activities. It yields some differences in terms of the independent variables ‘KM 
familiarity’ (trend: increasing familiarity is related to an increasing frequency/strategic 
proactivity) and for the UK sub-sample in terms of ‘size of SMEs’ (trend: increasing 
size is related to an increasing frequency/strategic proactivity). Section H, which gauges 
the level of the respondents’ familiarity with the concept of KM, mainly varies by ‘size 
of SMEs’ (trend: increasing SME size is related to a higher familiarity) and ‘tertiary 
qualification’ (trend: increasing tertiary qualification is related to a higher familiarity). 
The influences of the independent variables have been considered separately. Therefore, 
it also needs to be explored if the influential independent variables are distributed 
evenly on one another or if skewed distributions may have an impact on the results. In 
terms of the independent variable ‘KM familiarity’ the preceding analysis revealed that 
an increasing ‘size of SMEs’ and an increasing ‘tertiary qualification’ are related to a 
higher familiarity with this concept whereas the independent variable ‘industry’ does 
not exert any influence in this regard. The industry sectors are distributed relatively 
homogenously among the SME sizes, and vice versa, for both sub-samples. For the 
relationship between ‘tertiary qualification’ and ‘size of SMEs’ the data suggest, for the 
New Zealand sample, that the tertiary qualification is, on average, higher (p<0.05) in the 
largest SMEs (75-110 employees). For the UK sub-sample, the tertiary qualification in 
the smallest SMEs (1-25 employees) is, on average, lower. Consequently, tertiary 
qualification is not entirely homogenously distributed among the SME sizes in either 
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sub-samples. The level of ‘tertiary qualification’ is distributed relatively homogenously 
among the ‘industry’ sectors, and vice versa, in the NZ sub-sample. For the UK sub-
sample, however, the means per category suggest that the level of tertiary qualification 
is, on average, higher in SMEs in tertiary sector industries (p<0.05) (see Appendix 40). 
These skews in distribution among the independent variables - that an increasing ‘SME 
size’ and ‘tertiary qualification’ are related to a higher ‘familiarity with the concept of 
KM’, that ‘tertiary qualification’ is related to ‘size of SMEs’ and for the UK sample 
also to ‘industry sector’, - have to be considered when interpreting the data.  
7.5 Chapter summary 
This chapter reported the analyses of all responses and how they are moderated by the 
independent variables. The following discussion chapter answers the research question. 
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CHAPTER 8: DISCUSSION 
8.1 Introduction 
This chapter presents the discussion of the results and clarifies how the “DATA 
PRESENTATION” and “DATA ANALYSIS” chapters assist in answering the 
fundamental research questions. The data and data analyses are considered in the light 
of the extant literature reviewed in chapter 2 and the link to the holistic knowledge 
management model (HKMM) of chapter 3. In particular, the identified gaps in the 
literature about strategic knowledge management in SMEs are addressed.  
8.2 Consideration of the differences between the NZ and UK sub-
samples 
It is important to investigate what factors could be responsible for the differences 
between the two sub-samples. The “DATA PRESENTATION” chapter showed that 
they are very similar in terms of the respondents’ organisational role, managerial 
experience, tertiary education and involvement in international business. The analysis 
chapter also indicated that these independent variables do not exert a major influence on 
how respondents react to the constructs (see table 7.35). However, as shown in table 
8.1, the two sub-samples differ with regard to the ratios of ‘industry sectors’: there is a 
higher ratio of SMEs from the tertiary sector of industry in the New Zealand sub-
sample. As the analysis chapter showed, this independent variable influences the way 
respondents filled in the questionnaire, in particular sections B and C (see table 7.35). 
Hence, this difference may have an impact on results.  
Table 8.1: Comparison of the characteristics of two sub-samples in terms of industries 
and sizes of SMEs 
 
Note: percentages refer to respondents with the characteristic relative to all respondents of the sub-
sample. 
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Table 8.1 also shows that in the UK sample there is a notably lower ratio of respondents 
who come from SMEs with more than 50 employees and a higher ratio of UK 
respondents come from SMEs with 26-50 employees. As the analysis of the data 
showed, ‘size of SMEs’ exerts an effect on how respondents react to some of the 
constructs. In particular, the trend that with increasing size of SMEs there is a higher 
likelihood that respondents are more familiar with the concept of KM may influence the 
fact that the samples from New Zealand and the United Kingdom yield different 
average scores because the independent variable ‘KM familiarity’ explains the most 
response patterns out of all independent variables (see table 7.35).  
Likewise, combined effects such as that an increasing size of SME and an increasing 
tertiary qualification are related to a higher familiarity with the concept of KM, that 
there is a higher ratio of respondents with a higher tertiary qualification in larger SMEs, 
and that there is a higher ratio of respondents with a higher qualification in SMEs in the 
tertiary sector of industry in the UK sub-sample, may be influential in this regard. 
The national cultures of the two populations of New Zealand and the UK seem to be 
relatively similar. One way of showing an approximation of cultural values is by 
referring to Hofstede’s dimensions. Table 8.2 shows that there are relatively similar 
scores between the two nations and only few minor differences, such as the culture of 
New Zealand having a slightly lower level of power distance (PDI), a lower level of 
individualism (IDV), and a higher level of uncertainty avoidance (UAI), are apparent. 
Table 8.2: Hofstede’s culture dimension scores for the populations of NZ and the UK 
 
Source: Hofstede, 2003; Power Distance Index (PDI), Individualism (IDV), Masculinity (MAS), 
Uncertainty Avoidance (UAI), Long-Term Orientation (LTO). 
However, the research data do not allow assumptions to be made about what extent the 
two SME sub-samples are aligned to these cultural values of nations and the literature 
does not suggest to what extent these particular cultural dimensions specifically 
influence the knowledge management behaviour in SMEs. 
Apart from possibly dissimilar business practices, the preceding arguments have shown 
that also the fact that the two sub-samples differ in their characteristics, with regard to 
the distribution of the sizes of SMEs and industry sectors, can influence the fact that the 
scores of some of the constructs of the questionnaire are different.  
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8.3 Answers to the research questions (RQs) 
8.3.1 RQ1: The level of strategic planning in SMEs 
RQ1:  To what extent do managers or owners of SMEs think strategically and how so-
phisticated are they in their strategic planning? 
It is proposed in the holistic knowledge management model (HKMM) that SMEs need 
to identify and consider all stakeholders that are main drivers of their strategy from 
inside and outside their ‘system boundary’ because they are vital sources of knowledge 
about the need to adapt and in what ways – now and in the future (HKMM – model#2: 
‘WHO: RESOURCES’ & ‘WHEN: TIME HORIZON’, see figure 3.4). Therefore, the 
frequency with which the leaders of SMEs deliberately analyse certain internal (e. g. 
employee performance) and external factors (e. g. customer trends) for long-term 
planning purposes is used to get an approximation of their strategic rather than 
operational focus. The results in table 8.3 show that not all factors or stakeholders are 
equally valued. Overall, SMEs in both countries have an operational focus on customers 
and may neglect other aspects, such as patent applications, new technologies or 
ecological developments, for their strategic planning. 
Table 8.3: RQ1 - the extent to which SMEs deliberately analyse strategic indicators 
 
Note: 5-point interval scale, frequency of actions: 1=constantly (weekly); 2=often (fortnightly); 3=occasionally 
(quarterly); 4=seldom (annually); 5=never 
n: number of respondents for each item per sub-sample 
R: rankings based on order of means of each sub-sample; t-test: equal variances assumed 
*: sig. F. below 5% indicates that the difference of means between the sub-samples is statistically significant 
value in brackets in “t-test” cell: nonparametric test result if it leads to a different decision than the parametric t-test. 
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In both samples only ‘changing customer trends or preferences’ were considered on a 
more regular basis, on average, often (fortnightly). Also, the findings of RQ3 show that 
customers play an important role for SMEs in the creation and sharing of knowledge. 
What these results show is consistent with what is reported in the literature. Various 
authors, such as Chen et al. (2006), Desouza and Awazu (2006), Gelinas and Bigras 
(2004), Meroño-Cerdan et al. (2007), Sparrow (2005), and Wiesner et al. (2007), have 
found that SMEs generally pay considerable attention to establishing close and direct 
contacts with their customers and to having a usually high proximity to the market.  
However, all other factors of strategic planning are analysed, on average, only 
occasionally (quarterly) or even less frequently, seldom (annually). The ranking of 
items indicates that factors which potentially require the most strategic foresight like 
analysing the ‘medium to long term planning activities of competitors’, exploring 
‘potential successors to products for the end of their life span’, which refers to the 
strategic foresight with regard to the innovativeness of the SME, and analysing 
‘ecological and environmental developments’ and ‘patent applications or new 
technologies’, were, on average, least frequently considered by respondents. This 
relatively infrequent consideration of external knowledge is surprising and contradicts 
the importance assigned to such knowledge which is indicated by the research of Chen 
et al. (2006) and Desouza and Awazu (2006). They found that many SMEs generally 
exploit external knowledge to improve business performance. Chen et al. (2006) also 
demonstrated that SMEs assessed knowledge about strategic issues, such as emerging 
market trends, competitors and suppliers, as strategically important. A reason for this 
gap between the assigned importance to such knowledge and the infrequency of 
considering it, may be because in terms of barriers that could restrict KM respondents 
agreed most that ‘a high importance is given to daily operational tasks’ and that there 
was a ‘lack of time’ and a ‘lack of human resources’ (see RQ6). Furthermore, Pfeffer 
and Sutton (1999) argue that many businesses actually know what needs to be done but 
do not do it because several organisational and behavioural factors interfere with the 
realisation of organisational knowledge into concrete action. 
These findings suggest that SMEs in NZ and the UK may have an operational focus and 
place a relatively higher importance on daily operational activities. Previous research 
and arguments by Egbu et al. (2005), Gelinas and Bigras (2004), Levy et al. (2003), 
Snyman and Kruger (2004), Sparrow (2005), Vossen (1998), and Wong and Aspinwall 
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(2004a) also reveal that SMEs generally have an intuitive and reactive short-term rather 
than a long-term management perspective due to the fact that they are relatively 
unstable, susceptible to external forces, suffer from resource constraints (time, capital, 
staffing) and may depend on a few but powerful customers. 
Table 8.3 shows that six out of nine items yield disparities between the two samples, 
three being statistically significant but these differences are slight. The corresponding 
trend is that respondents from the UK indicated that they less frequently deliberately 
analyse various sources and stakeholders for their strategic planning. Apart from the 
differences between the two sub-samples in terms of different distributions of ‘sizes of 
SMEs’ and ‘industries’ (see table 8.1), a reason for this trend could be the fact that New 
Zealand is one of the most deregulated economies worldwide, is geographically quite 
isolated, and SMEs in New Zealand begin engaging with international markets when 
they are smaller and at an earlier stage of development (Cameron & Massey, 1999; 
Hamilton & Dana, 2003; OECD, 2005). Therefore, SMEs in NZ might be, on average, 
slightly more proactive in this regard. The data also revealed that increasing familiarity 
with the concept of KM is related to an increasing strategic proactivity (see table 7.35). 
It may be that people who are acquainted with this concept are more conscious about 
the necessity to be proactive with regard to long-term planning.  
Crucial aspects of the HKMM are that the strategy of an organisation is strongly 
influenced by its context, various external forces being vital components in this regard 
(HKMM – model#3: layer ‘Context’, see figure 3.5), that knowledge assets are worth 
cultivating only in the context of strategy and that strategy is among the most important 
driving forces of KM (HKMM – model#3: pillar ‘STRATEGY’, see figure 3.5). 
However, these findings suggest that the maturity in this regard is relatively low. This is 
contrary to what is generally argued in the literature for being necessary for sustainable 
success. Various strategy scholars such as De Wit and Meyer (2004), Hitt et al. (2007), 
Ireland and Hitt (1999), Kuratko et al. (2001), or Porter (2004) underline that a long-
term view is crucial in order to successfully establish sustainable strategic competences 
or even advantages. Therefore, knowledge, its strategic application, and the 
implementation of a strategic KM, is argued to be essential in this respect. However, it 
also needs to be acknowledged that the basis of this interpretation are mean values and 
that some SMEs may be more proactive in this regard than others as indicated by the 
standard deviations. Such disparities reflect their experiences and may mean that the 
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differences between specific environments from each business may lead to distinct 
behaviours. 
8.3.2 RQ2: The strategic management of knowledge 
RQ2: To what extent do managers or owners of SMEs manage knowledge 
strategically? 
The items in table 8.4 measure several aspects of the strategic management of 
knowledge such as the level of awareness in terms of knowledge one has or needs to 
gain to be competitive. This refers to the vital aspect of the HKMM that knowledge 
needs to be managed with a long-term approach in the context of the business strategy 
(HKMM – model#3: layer ‘Context’ & pillar ‘STRATEGY’, see figure 3.5). The results 
indicate that there may be a conflict between the self-assigned competence and reports 
from the literature which suggest that it is very difficult to make such assessments. 
Table 8.4: RQ2 - the extent to which SMEs manage knowledge strategically 
 
Note: 5-point interval scale, level of agreement: 1=totally agree; 2=partly agree; 3=neutral; 4=partly disagree; 
5=totally disagree 
n: number of respondents for each item per sub-sample 
R: rankings based on order of means of each sub-sample 
t-test: equal variances assumed 
*: sig. F. below 5% indicates that the difference of means between the sub-samples is statistically significant. 
Table 8.4 indicates that the means of both sub-samples are relatively similar and that 
there are no notable differences. Overall, the items of this research question are not very 
controversial as to the number of differences by the independent variables (see table 
7.35). The main result is that respondents agree most, on average, partly, that they ‘are 
aware of what they know as an organisation’ and that they are ‘aware of crucial 
knowledge they do not have but need to gain to be competitive in the future’. These 
results, in particular, the former are quite surprising. Work by Davenport and Prusak 
(1998), Krogh (1998), or Polanyi (1967) indicate that much of our knowing is tacit and 
that it is, therefore, complex to assess one’s own level of knowledge - in the 
organisational context possibly being even more difficult - and especially in making 
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projections about the knowledge that is needed in the future. Hence, one also has to 
acknowledge that these statements deal with issues that are implicit. It is also interesting 
that in New Zealand respondents from SMEs involved in international business agree 
less with these two statements. This could relate to the idea that employees in such 
firms might be more conscious of their limitations in this regard, possibly due to a 
larger spectrum of knowledge being available, needed and sought after in the global 
marketplace. 
Furthermore, respondents agree least, on average, that ‘they have a long-term business 
plan which is accessible to all employees’ (on average, neutral) and that ‘their long-term 
plan is clear enough so that they can identify the knowledge needed to implement it’ (on 
average, between partly agree and neutral). It remains uncertain how many SMEs have 
a long-term plan which is just not accessible to all employees and how many do not 
have a long-term plan at all. However, it can be reasoned that, overall, these scores are 
in line with the results of RQ1 and the literature about this area, for instance, research 
by Egbu et al. (2005), Levy et al. (2003), or Sparrow (2005). Both scores suggest that 
SMEs are mainly preoccupied with day-to-day core business activities and therefore 
may be relatively less focused on strategic issues such as having an accessible long-term 
business plan that is also clear enough to identify the knowledge needed to implement 
it. However, the relatively high standard deviations and the fact that there are several 
differences for the analysis by the independent variables indicate that respondents were 
relatively heterogeneous in their assessements of these two items. Most notable in this 
regard is the fact that the more the respondents are familiar with KM the more they 
agree, on average, with these two statements. This is consistent with the aspect of the 
HKMM that KM is a long-term endeavour, is mainly about managing knowledge that 
helps to achieve strategic goals and is closely linked to and driven by strategy (HKMM 
– model#3: layer ‘CONTEXT’ & pillar ‘STRATEGY’, see figure 3.5). 
8.3.3 RQ3: Knowledge sources and stakeholders 
RQ3:  What knowledge sources and stakeholders do managers or owners of SMEs take 
into account for the creation and sharing of knowledge?  
The consideration of internal and external sources and stakeholders in the creation and 
sharing of knowledge is a crucial cornerstone of the HKMM (HKMM – model#2: 
‘WHO: RESOURCES’, see figure 3.4). The items in table 8.5 identify how frequently 
SMEs become active in this respect. The results indicate that the respondents focus their 
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attention on ‘electronic’ and ‘printed’ media and the stakeholders ‘customers’ and 
‘suppliers’ when creating and sharing knowledge. Even though the use of internal and 
external knowledge is vital for SMEs and part of a holistic management of knowledge 
(HKMM – model#2: ‘WHERE: LOCUS’ & ‘WHERE: PROCESS’, see figure 3.4) 
some sources or stakeholders are considered on a relatively infrequent basis.  
Table 8.5: RQ3 - the extent to which SMEs include certain sources or stakeholders in 
the creation and sharing of knowledge 
 
Note: 5-point interval scale, frequency of actions: 1=constantly (weekly); 2=often (fortnightly); 3=occasionally 
(quarterly); 4=seldom (annually); 5=never 
n: number of respondents for each item per sub-sample 
R: rankings based on order of means of each sub-sample 
t-test: equal variances assumed 
*: sig. F. below 5% indicates that the difference of means between the sub-samples is statistically significant. 
Table 8.5 shows that ‘customers’ and ‘suppliers’ are important stakeholders in this 
regard because they are most frequently - on average, often (fortnightly) - considered 
for the creation and sharing of knowledge. This is in line with research by Desouza and 
Awazu (2006) and arguments by Wong and Aspinwall (2004a) which indicate that 
SMEs usually exploit external knowledge and that they generally make it a priority to 
be well connected with the market, their customers and suppliers. In this respect, 
quantitative research by Chen et al. (2006) also found that knowledge about, 
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information from and good relationships with customers and suppliers and the learning 
through customer-supplier partnerships ranks as most important for SMEs. 
The fact that ‘electronic’ and ‘printed’ media are frequently – on average, often – 
considered in this regard seems logical. Nowadays, such sources are widely available 
and are usually cheap means to source information and knowledge. The results of RQ4 
also indicate that modern communication technology, such as email messaging, tends to 
be used frequently. Likewise, quantitative research by Chen et al. (2006) found that 
many SMEs use the Internet to gain information and knowledge. 
A crucial element of the HKMM is to identify and use the knowledge that already exists 
within an organisation (HKMM – model#1: ‘SOURCING’ & model#2 ‘WHERE: 
PROCESS’ & ‘WHERE: LOCUS’, see figures 3.3 & 3.4). However, the results show 
that the respondents consider ‘colleagues or internal workshops’, on average, only 
between occasionally (quarterly) and often (fortnightly). This indicates that they may 
neglect the opportunity for sharing and exploiting the knowledge they have internally. 
Research by Chen et al. (2006) also demonstrates that for SMEs the external ‘voices’, in 
particular, knowledge about customers, may be more important than the internal 
‘voices’. Hence, it can be argued that SMEs ought to be more proactive in this regard. 
In general, it needs to be acknowledged that external knowledge from a variety of 
sources and stakeholders is strategically paramount (HKMM – model#2 ‘WHERE: 
PROCESS’ & ‘WHERE: LOCUS’ & ‘WHO: RESOURCES’, see figure 3.4). 
According to Basly (2007), Clarke and Turner (2004), Hari et al. (2005), Sparrow 
(2005), Wiesner et al. (2007), and Wong and Aspinwall (2004a) this is especially the 
case for SMEs due to their vulnerability, the opportunity to profit from knowledge 
spillovers and the fact that they often lack the resources to undertake all the R&D 
necessary to create a marketable product. Quantitative research by Chen et al. (2006) 
also found that SMEs acknowledge the importance of information and knowledge from 
external sources and a need for some form of inter-organisational knowledge transfer - 
they either already do it, or indicate a need for it. However, the results indicate that 
several external sources or stakeholders are less frequently included in the creation and 
sharing of knowledge such as ‘members of alliances or networks’, ‘tradeshows, 
speeches or conferences’, ‘financial investors’, ‘industry and professional associations’, 
‘government agencies and local authorities’, and ‘employee unions’. 
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The result that ‘members of alliances or networks’ are not so frequently included in the 
creation and sharing of knowledge - on average, occasionally (quarterly) - can be 
explained by the fact that some SMEs might actually not be part of an alliance or 
business network. Among other aspects, entering into an alliance or becoming part of a 
network requires a certain strategic proactivity, which is relatively moderate in SMEs 
according to the results and the literature. Notable variations by the independent 
variables ‘KM familiarity’, ‘SME size’, ‘Industry’ and ‘tertiary qualification’ for this 
item support this reasoning (see last paragraph in this section for the corresponding 
trends). Likewise, Chen et al. (2006) found that in their sample only about 30 percent of 
SMEs are involved in learning through joint ventures and that they belong, on average, 
to about three social networks - however, with a high standard deviation.  
A reason for the fact that ‘tradeshows, speeches or conferences’ are considered, on 
average, only occasionally could be that such events tend to take place less frequently 
than weekly or fortnightly. This may especially be the case in New Zealand due to a 
relatively small economy and, therefore, a limited demand and/or resources for such 
events. Due to obvious geographic reasons it may also be relatively expensive and time 
consuming for managers to attend such events abroad. In both sub-samples it is notable 
that respondents in SMEs that are involved in international business consider this source 
more frequently. This trend seems to be logical as it might be more necessary for them 
to be well connected not only to domestic but also to international stakeholders. 
In terms of ‘financial investors’ the two sub-samples differ notably. Respondents from 
New Zealand consider this stakeholder occasionally (quarterly) and from the UK, on 
average, only seldom (annually). The high standard deviations indicate that the 
respondents’ opinions were non-uniform. Logical reasoning, together with the results 
from the data analysis, suggest that this stakeholder might be less important for smaller 
SMEs due to a dominance of equity from private funds and bank loans. 
In both sub-samples respondents include ‘employee unions’ least frequently in the 
creation and sharing of knowledge. They have a uniform opinion about this item (low 
standard devation) and it is also the least controversial one with regard to the influence 
of the independent variables. First, they might perceive employee unions as generally 
being irrelevant for the success of their SME. A further possibility is to refer to the 
relatively low degree of unionisation in SMEs (Wong & Aspinwall, 2004a). 
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‘Experts or industry commentators’, ‘industry & professional associations’, and 
‘government agencies and local authorities’ are considered infrequently - on average, 
occasionally, tending toward seldom. It can only be speculated that SMEs perceive 
these sources and stakeholders as having merely a minor influence on the firm’s success 
and therefore do not need to be included in the creation and sharing of knowledge more 
often. This partly contradicts research by Chen et al. (2006) who found that about 60 
percent of their respondents attain know-how from advisors or consultants. 
The fact that half the items in table 8.5 show statistically significant differences between 
the two sub-samples suggests that respondents react differently to this construct. 
However, the overall effect is rather limited because, arithmetically, only few items 
vary notably. Respondents from New Zealand more frequently include some of these 
sources or stakeholders in the creation and sharing of knowledge. A logical reason for 
this trend, apart from possibly different business practices, may be the difference in 
distribution of ‘sizes of SMEs’ and ‘industries’, both being influential independent 
variables, between the sub-samples for this section (see tables 7.35 & 8.1). 
Finally, the data analysis showed that this construct, quite notably, depends on the 
independent variables ‘KM familiarity’, ‘SME size’, ‘industry’, and ‘tertiary 
qualification’. The trend is that the more respondents are familiar with the concept of 
KM, or the larger SMEs are (in particular for the UK sample), or the better respondents 
are educated, or if they come from a SME in a tertiary sector of industry, the higher is 
the likelihood that they more frequently take various internal and external sources or 
stakeholders into account when creating and sharing knowledge. 
8.3.4 RQ4: Processes or facilities assisting in the sharing of 
knowledge  
RQ4:  What processes or facilities do managers or owners of SMEs use to assist the 
sharing of knowledge among employees? 
The distribution of knowledge within an organisation, either by systemizing it (explicit 
knowledge) or by socializing it (implicit knowledge) (HKMM – model#1: 
‘CONDITIONING AND ASSIGNMENT’, see figure 3.3), requires various IT and non-
IT tools. Explicit knowledge may be stored to facilitate further sharing and for potential 
use and reuse over a certain period of time whereas tacit knowledge needs to be shared 
directly and interactively between individuals (HKMM – model#3: pillar ‘SYSTEM’, 
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see figure 3.6). The items in table 8.6 measure how frequently SMEs use certain 
processes or facilities to share knowledge. The results show that they engage mostly in 
people-based mechanisms and more advanced KM measures to store or organize 
knowledge, some of which are or can be based on technology, are less common. 




Note: 5-point interval scale, frequency of actions: 1=constantly (weekly); 2=often (fortnightly); 3=occasionally 
(quarterly); 4=seldom (annually); 5=never 
n: number of respondents for each item per sub-sample 
R: rankings based on order of means of each sub-sample 
t-test: equal variances assumed 
*: sig. F. below 5% indicates that the difference of means between the sub-samples is statistically significant. 
According to table 8.6, SMEs more frequently consider ‘formal’ get-togethers to 
stimulate the sharing of knowledge among employees than ‘organised informal’ get-
togethers or ‘communication enhancing facilities’. These three people-based measures 
taken together are used relatively infrequently - on average, occasionally (quarterly - 
mean value: 2.66). This result is surprising because it is less frequent than expected and 
seems to be not in line with the macro knowledge in this field. Various authors, such as 
Desouza and Awazu (2006), Gelinas and Bigras (2004), Sparrow (2005), Wiesner et al. 
(2007), and Wong and Aspinwall (2004a), indicate that the activities, operations, rules 
and procedures of SMEs are less formalized and standardized and that their systems and 
structures are usually people dominated.  
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A reason for the result that the people-based measures taken together are considered 
relatively infrequently could be the operational focus of SMEs and that, consequently, 
less time and resources might be allocated to such KM measures. Another reason may 
be that the increasing ‘size of SMEs’ is positively related to the senior management 
more frequently stimulating the sharing of knowledge with such people-based measures 
whereas smaller firms might assume that the sharing of knowledge happens 
automatically (see table 7.17). Against the backdrop of tacit knowledge being more 
easily captured in such a less formalised environment and the fact that less formalisation 
and standardisation in SMEs makes them generally more adaptable to changes like a 
KM initiative (Lim & Klobas, 2000; Wong & Aspinwall, 2004a), it can be argued that 
SMEs in both sub-samples may neglect the advantages of being able to use the informal 
environment as a platform for such knowledge sharing opportunities. 
The results in table 8.6 also indicate that, on average, e-mail messaging is used often 
(fortnightly) to share knowledge among staff. This is not as frequently as it was 
expected, however, it seems to be in line with other research results. Qualitative 
research by Egbu et al. (2005) suggests that only half of SMEs use e-mail to share 
knowledge in the immediate vicinity. Furthermore, qualitative research by Desouza and 
Awazu (2006) and Egbu et al. (2005) and arguments by Basly (2007), Corso et al. 
(2003), Serenko et al. (2007) and Wong and Aspinwall (2004a) suggest that employees 
in SMEs usually work in proximity to one another and to the senior management and 
have one-on-one contact often. Hence, the staff of SMEs in general, and the respondents 
in particular, may prefer face-to-face interaction to tools that are based on 
communication technology. However, this item does not seem to be uniform due to 
relatively large standard deviations and the fact that it is most controversial as to the 
aspect of showing variations for almost all independent variables. 
The argument from the previous paragraph is consistent with the following findings. 
The means and ratings in table 8.6 indicate that the more advanced KM measures, 
which are also part of the HKMM (HKMM – model#3: pillar ‘SYSTEM’, see figure 
3.5), such as an ‘Intranet’, ‘a searchable catalogue for data and information’, ‘analysing 
projects in written form’, ‘job rotation’ or ‘directories listing employees’ skills or 
knowledge’, are used, on average, only occasionally (quarterly) or seldom (annually) 
and therefore seem to be not very common in SMEs. The extent to which the tools 
based on technology are used is not uniform due to the relatively large standard 
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deviations and for some items, also in terms of showing variations depending on the 
independent variables. The analysis has shown that especially in the smallest SMEs 
sophisticated IT tools are relatively rare (see table 7.17).  
The trend that formal explicit knowledge repositories and the systematic collection, 
organisation and storage of knowledge, which is part of a holistic KM (HKMM – 
model#1: ‘CONDITIONING AND ASSIGNMENT’ & model#3: pillar ‘SYSTEM’, see 
figures 3.3 & 3.5) and which seems to be neglected in many SMEs in both sub-samples, 
is consistent with previous research and arguments by Lim and Klobas (2000), Serenko 
et al. (2007) and Wong and Aspinwall (2004a). For instance, Egbu et al. (2005) states 
that less than one out of four respondents noted that they had Intranet facilities. 
Even though various forms of electronic networks, such as online communities or 
Intranets have potential for SMEs (Chen et al., 2006) they may exploit IT tools and 
knowledge repositories less frequently due mainly to five reasons: first, according to the 
OECD (2002) and Jeffcoate et al. (2000), a large number of SMEs lack staff with the 
appropriate skills. Secondly, according to research by Hari et al. (2005) and McAdam 
and Reid (2001), there is a lack of resources for, and a lack of investment in, such 
opportunities. Thirdly, IT tools are usually tailored to the needs of large businesses and 
can rarely be adapted (Corso et al., 2003; Sparrow, 2005). Fourthly, Wong and 
Aspinwall (2004a) argue that for SMEs it may be simpler to organize tacit knowledge 
than explicit knowledge, because they lack time and financial resources and usually 
have infomal systems and procedures. Fifthly the HKMM, various experts and 
numerous research results indicate that senior management support, sound HR 
processes and a knowledge sharing culture are more important than IT, which should 
merely be a tool for KM, not a precondition (HKMM – model#3: pillars ‘STRATEGY’ 
& ‘PEOPLE’ & layer ‘Culture’, see figure 3.3). This may explain why such tools have 
been perceived as less important in SMEs. In line with qualitative research results by 
Desouza and Awazu (2006) and Hari et al. (2005), and arguments by Corso et al. (2003) 
and Serenko et al. (2007), it can be reasoned that SMEs create, share, and apply 
knowledge mostly via people-based mechanisms such as face-to-face meetings without 
the use of much technology, and then immediately put it into practice, rather than 
making it explicit to store it. 
However, it can be a disadvantage and perilous for SMEs if there is a lack of facilities to 
store and organize knowledge. Recording valuable knowledge in repositories may help 
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to prevent the repetition of mistakes, the ‘reinvention of the wheel’, save costs and 
improve consistency (HKMM – model#3: pillar ‘SYSTEM’, see figure 3.5). ‘Loss of 
knowledge’ and ‘brain-drain’ are key issues for SMEs, even more so than for larger 
firms. In SMEs a large proportion of the organisational knowledge is usually held by 
few people, mainly in the minds of the senior management (see also RQ7). SMEs might 
lose important knowledge if key employees leave the company and take their 
knowledge with them without having captured, codified or shared it (Basly, 2007; 
Desouza & Awazu, 2006; Serenko et al., 2007; Wickert & Herschel, 2001; Wong & 
Aspinwall, 2004a; HKMM – model#1: ‘CONDITIONING AND ASSIGNMENT’, see 
figure 3.3). For instance, qualitative research by Egbu et al. (2005) indicates that for 
many SMEs knowledge capture is a problem and quantitative research by Chen et al. 
(2006) found that about 40 percent of their respondents admitted making very costly 
mistakes because of insufficient knowledge about customers. However, as research by 
Desouza and Awazu (2006) indicates, SMEs might not be aware of this aspect or might 
not consider this a real problem due to much knowledge being held by the senior 
management and due to the presence of ‘common knowledge’ in SMEs. 
Finally, ‘job rotation’ is not very common in SMEs (see table 8.6) possibly due to the 
relative prominence of ‘common knowledge’. This refers to a similar foundation of 
knowledge, which is conducive to providing a common frame of reference and which 
eases issues of communication, sense making and the creation, sharing and application 
of knowledge (Desouza & Awazu, 2006; see also HKMM – model#3: pillar ‘PEOPLE – 
“consistent skills”, see figure 3.5). This might be one of the reasons why this tool, 
which is used to make the knowledge base as even as possible among staff, is not 
common in SMEs. This item is also the most uniform one in this section. It yields 
relatively low standard deviations and only a few variations depending on the 
independent variables. 
The analysis of data showed that this construct depends on the independent variables 
‘KM familiarity’, ‘size of SME’, ‘industry’ and ‘tertiary qualification’. The trend is that 
the more familiar respondents are with the concept of KM, or the larger SMEs are, or 
the better respondents are educated, or if respondents come from a SME in a tertiary 
sector of industry, the higher the likelihood is that they more frequently utilize many of 
these measures to facilitate the sharing of knowledge among staff. 
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As table 8.6 indicates, all items of this section are statistically significantly different 
between the two sub-samples. The clear trend is that respondents from the UK less 
frequently use these processes or facilities to share knowledge among employees, in 
particular ‘organised informal get-togethers’, ‘communication enhancing facilities’ and 
an ‘Intranet’. Again, apart from possibly different business practices, the fact that the 
two sub-samples are dissimilar in terms of the distribution of ‘sizes of SMEs’ and 
‘industries’, which are both influential independent variables for this section’, could 
influence some of these differences (see tables 7.35 & 8.1). 
8.3.5 RQ5: Organisational culture supporting the creation and 
sharing of knowledge 
RQ5:  Does the organisational culture of SMEs support the creation and sharing of 
knowledge? 
It is a major part of the HKMM that culture is a crucial success factor for strategies, in 
general, and that a supportive organisational culture, sustained by coherent HR 
processes and an appropriate organisational design that encourages interaction and 
communication with few hierarchical barriers and silos, is a paramount cornerstone of 
knowledge management (HKMM – model#3: layer ‘Culture’ and the pillars ‘PEOPLE’ 
and ‘STRUCTURE’, see figure 3.5). The items in table 8.7 measure how much SMEs 
agree or disagree that their corporate culture supports the creation and sharing of 
knowledge. The data show that the respondents, the majority are senior managers, 
assess their corporate culture as being beneficial in this regard. However, the reality and 
assessments by employees on the operational level could be different.  
As table 8.7 shows, the two most notable results are that respondents from both sub-
samples agreed strongest - on average, between totally and partly - that their ‘employees 
are willing to share their knowledge’ and that they ‘support open, ready access to any 
kind of knowledge for all employees’. Also, the homogeneous nature of responses for 
these items (relatively low standard deviations) suggests that the majority of 
respondents generally assess their corporate culture as being beneficial with regard to 
the willingness to share knowledge and in terms of granting access to knowledge for all 
employees. This finding is consistent with the literature. Arguments by Dalley and 
Hamilton (2000), Egbu et al. (2005), Serenko et al. (2007), Vossen (1998), and Wong 
and Aspinwall (2004a), and qualitative researche by Beijerse (2000) and McAdam and 
Reid (2001) indicate that the majority of SMEs can be characterized by certain aspects 
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of a knowledge-friendly culture. SMEs, generally, have a unified corporate mindset 
with usually a good identification with the firm and an informal and open culture with 
flexible, flat and less bureaucratic structures and a verbal communication style. 
Table 8.7: RQ5 – the level of agreement that the corporate culture supports the creation 
and sharing of knowledge  
 
Note: 5-point interval scale, level of agreement: 1=totally agree; 2=partly agree; 3=neutral; 4=partly disagree; 
5=totally disagree 
n: number of respondents for each item per sub-sample 
R: rankings based on order of means of each sub-sample 
t-test: equal variances assumed 
*: sig. F. below 5% indicates that the difference of means between the sub-samples is statistically significant. 
In general, incentives and rewards that motivate the creation and sharing of knowledge 
are a critical success factor and an important part of the HKMM (HKMM – model#3: 
pillar ‘PEOPLE’, see figure 3.5). The respondents, on average, agreed partly – for the 
UK sub-sample, slightly less and tending toward neutral - that ‘their employees are 
rewarded and promoted based upon their ability to create and share knowledge’. This 
result is not entirely in line with earlier research and theoretical arguments. Quantitative 
research in SMEs by McAdam and Reid (2001) found that, in practice, such rewards are 
often not in place because beneficial behaviour in terms of KM is generally not clearly 
or systematically linked to employee advancement. Likewise, quantitative research by 
Wong and Aspinwall (2004b) in SMEs that have already adopted KM indicates that few 
SMEs have an initiative that rewards employees who exemplify behaviours that are 
supportive in this regard. A logical reason for this would be that this aspect is portrayed 
as relatively difficult to apply because, as Davenport and Völpel (2001) argue, many 
associated activities are hard to measure and cannot easily be linked to value creation 
and success. Therefore, on average, the partial agreement of respondents to these 
statements need to be seen in the context of the previous arguments.  
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The mean values of 2.55 and 2.7 - between partly agree or neutral - for the statement 
that ‘the competition among employees is strong’ seem to be reasonable. They are not 
too high and not too low because both extremes may not be beneficial for the sharing of 
knowledge: a too strong competition among staff could promote the hoarding of 
knowledge and too few competition, from a darwinistic point of view, may lead to a 
lack of possibilities for employees to distinguish themselves relative to others.  
Overall, the total and partial agreement to most of the cultural statements in table 8.7 
agree with the literature, in terms of KM in SMEs, in general, also it seems to be the 
case in SMEs in both sub-samples. The literature reports that a majority of SMEs can be 
characterized by certain aspects of a knowledge sharing culture which, according to the 
HKMM, is generally beneficial for knowledge management (HKMM – model#1 
‘CONDITIONING AND ASSIGNMENT’ & model#3: layer ‘Culture’, see figures 3.3 
& 3.5). In line with Beijerse (2000), Vossen (1998), and Wong and Aspinwall (2004a), 
it can be argued that such an environment of staff being committed and motivated, in 
general, and willing to share their knowledge, in particular, is itself a solid basis for 
change. Even though these results look promising, the results of some of the other 
research questions and outcomes of previous research suggest that the reality could be 
different from these senior management statements. 
The HKMM suggests that in all organisations, in general, and qualitative research by 
Hari et al. (2005) and Egbu et al. (2005) indicates that in SMEs, in particular, culture 
can also be a big barrier to implementing KM. People can be halfhearted or reluctant to 
share knowledge and be unwilling to learn from other people’s experience or to adopt 
knowledge that is not their own (‘not invented here’ syndrome). Hence, irrespective of 
the size of a company, there may be knowledge hoarding among employees due to 
organisational politics, the fear of losing control, or knowledge being considered a 
source of power or superiority (HKMM – model#1 ‘CONDITIONING AND 
ASSIGNMENT’ & model#3: layer ‘Culture’, see figures 3.3 & 3.5). In addition to these 
phenomena, it can be speculated that the respondents, mainly senior managers, might be 
more confident than employees on the operational level that their corporate culture is 
supportive for the creation and sharing of knowledge because they may be more 
intrinsically motivated or less disillusioned than ordinary employees sometimes may be. 
Another aspect is that there is a rather low maturity with regard to the concept of KM in 
SMEs and that large majority of respondents do not consider themselves familiar 
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enough to actually benefit from this concept in practice (see RQs 3, 4, 8 & 9). Thus, the 
respondents might not be able to benefit to the full extent from the possibilities their 
corporate cultures offer for a successful knowledge management. 
While the three statistical significances reported in table 8.7 suggest some differences 
between the two sub-samples one can infer that these assessments are rather similar due 
to hardly any notable arithmetic disparities. The analysis of the data showed that there 
are only few differences by the independent variables. 
8.3.6 RQ6: Barriers to the deliberate creation and sharing of 
knowledge 
RQ6:  What barriers restrict managers or owners of SMEs in the deliberate creation and 
sharing of knowledge?  
The items in table 8.8 identify how much SMEs agree or disagree that certain barriers 
restrict the deliberate creation and sharing of knowledge. The results indicate that in 
terms of the context of knowledge management in SMEs major barriers are a lack of 
time and a higher importance given to daily operational activities (HKMM – model#3: 
layer ‘CONTEXT’, see figure 3.5). This means that SMEs may be generally constrained 
in thinking about such strategic matters. 
It is an important aspect of the model that KM enjoys strategic priority and is addressed 
at the highest strategic levels (HKMM – model#3: pillar ‘STRATEGY’, see figure 3.5). 
However, respondents agreed most - on average, partly - that the fact that ‘a higher 
importance is given to daily operational activities’ and that ‘a lack of time’ are 
restrictive in this respect. These results are consistent with the findings of RQ1 and with 
what is reported in the literature: SMEs tend to focus their attention on core business 
processes and are usually preoccupied with day-to-day viability (Levy et al., 2003; 
Sparrow, 2005; Wong & Aspinwall, 2004a). 
Research by Egbu et al. (2005) and McAdam and Reid (2001) also confirms that a lack 
of time is restrictive for SMEs. However, research by Wong and Aspinwall (2004b) 
found that fewer than one out of five respondents stated that a lack of time was a reason 
for not practising KM. This is in line with the fact that respondents, on average, agreed, 
partly and not totally, with these statements. 
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Table 8.8: RQ6 – the level of agreement that certain potential barriers restrict the 
deliberate creation and sharing of knowledge 
 
Note: 5-point interval scale, level of agreement: 1=totally agree; 2=partly agree; 3=neutral; 4=partly disagree; 
5=totally disagree 
n: number of respondents for each item per sub-sample 
R: rankings based on order of means of each sub-sample 
t-test: equal variances assumed 
*: sig. F. below 5% indicates that the difference of means between the sub-samples is statistically significant. 
Human and financial resources are essential pillars of the HKMM (HKMM – model#3: 
pillars ‘PEOPLE’ & ‘CAPITAL’, see figure 3.5). The fact that respondents are, on 
average, neutral and do not agree more that ‘a lack of financial resources’ and a ‘lack of 
human resources’ are barriers in this regard, is surprising. Qualitative research by 
Desouza and Awazu (2006) and Hari et al. (2005) and arguments by Basly (2007) Corso 
et al. (2003), Gelinas and Bigras (2004), McAdam and Reid (2001), Meroño-Cerdan et 
al. (2007), Sparrow (2005), and Wiesner et al. (2007) suggest that SMEs usually tend to 
suffer from staffing constraints and a lack of financial resources, which would constitute 
a barrier to the deliberate creation and sharing of knowledge. However, quantitative 
research by Wong and Aspinwall (2004b) suggests that only about one out of five 
respondents indicate that a lack of financial or human resources are reasons for not 
practising KM. Likewise, the relatively high spread around the means and several 
differences for the analysis by the independent variables underlines the heterogeneity of 
SMEs in this regard.  
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Furthermore, IT being either ‘not used enough’ or ‘not good enough’ does not seem to 
represent a barrier for SMEs. Quantitative research by McAdam and Reid (2001) 
indicates that only one out of three respondents found that technology facilitation was 
unsatisfactory or very unsatisfactory. Logical reasoning and qualitative research by Hari 
et al. (2005) suggest that this result can be attributed either to the possibility that some 
respondents might not be aware of the potential of IT tools for KM or the fact that 
sophisticated tools based on technology are not very common or used systematically in 
SMEs, as research by Desouza and Awazu (2006) and Hari et al. (2005) indicate. 
The fact that ‘a lack of appropriate incentive systems’ is not assessed as more restrictive 
could be explained by the fact that in SMEs, relative to large businesses, incentive 
systems and extrinsic monetary stimuli tend to be less feasible, due to monetary 
constraints, and less important, and also due to usually a unified corporate mindset and 
a culture that can exhibit higher levels of intrinsic motivation to create and share 
knowledge. Also, research by Wong and Aspinwall (2004b) found that KM experts rank 
‘motivational aids’ rather low in terms of being a critical success factor. 
A cornerstone of the HKMM is an organisational design that encourages interaction and 
communication and has few hierarchical barriers and silos (HKMM – model#3: pillar 
‘STRUCTURE’, see figure 3.5). The result that ‘organisational hierarchy restrictions’ 
apparently do not impede the deliberate creation and sharing of knowledge very much 
in SMEs seems logical. Beijerse (2000), Desouza and Awazu (2006), Gelinas and 
Bigras (2004), McAdam and Reid (2001), Sparrow (2005), and Wong and Aspinwall 
(2004a) suggest that SMEs, especially smaller ones, can be characterized by usually 
having few inter-departmental gaps and a low level of hierarchical structures and 
bureaucracy and that therefore the flow of knowledge up and down hierarchical ranks is 
generally better than in large businesses. As hierarchy and bureaucracy generally foster 
secrecy rather than openness and can filter, edit, delay, politicize and sometimes destroy 
information (Stewart, 1997; Wiesner et al., 2007) these characteristics of SMEs are key 
ingredients for the successful creation and sharing of knowledge.  
The disagreement, on average, partial, for the barrier that ‘creating and sharing of 
knowledge was unlikely to increase profitability’ indicates that SMEs in NZ and the UK 
seem to, at least partly, acknowledge the benefits of such activities (see also RQ9 and 
HKMM – model#2: ‘WHY: PURPOSE’, see figure 3.4). Finally, respondents partly 
agree that ‘knowledge activities are not measurable enough’. This is consistent with the 
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literature that such activities are hard to measure due to their predominantly intangible 
characteristics and benefits. Therefore, they are difficult to link to value creation and 
would require major expertise to perform (Davenport & Völpel, 2001). Also, 
quantitative research by Wong and Aspinwall (2004b) in SMEs that have already 
adopted KM shows that measuring the value of intellectual capital was the activity with 
the lowest implementation rate. 
As indicated in table 8.8, only one item (E8) shows a notable and statistically significant 
difference between the two sub-samples. Hence, these results seem to be homogeneous 
because respondents react fairly similarly to these barriers. Likewise, analysis of the 
data shows that these barriers do not seem to be assessed much differently depending on 
the independent variables - ‘industry’ being most influential (see table 7.35). 
8.3.7 RQ7: Responsibilities for the creation and sharing of 
knowledge 
RQ7:  Who is responsible in SMEs to ensure that knowledge is captured and shared?  
The data in table 8.9 show who is responsible for capturing and sharing knowledge in 
SMEs. The results show that the respondents assign a primary responsibility to the 
senior and middle management (themselves) and relatively little responsibility is given 
to each individual employee or to specialists.  
Table 8.9: RQ7 – frequencies and ratios for the assigned responsibility for the capturing 
and sharing of knowledge 
 
Note: missing cases NZ: 3; UK: 4 
alternatives raised by participants: NZ: Business Analyst (f=1), ISO Mgr. (f=1), Trade Staff (f=1), HR Mgr. (f=1); 
UK: Don’t know (f=1), HR Manager (f=2), Operations Director (f=1), All professionals (f=1). 
The inspection of this table indicates that a considerably high ratio of respondents 
regard the ‘CEO and the senior management’ (NZ: 85.3%; UK: 78.1%) and the ‘middle 
management’ (NZ: 65%; UK: 49.8%) as responsible for ensuring that knowledge is 
captured and shared. The questionnaires were mainly filled in by senior managers and 
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owners - 78.2% of all respondents held such positions. Therefore, these results indicate 
that the respondents primarily consider themselves to be responsible. This argument is 
supported by the trend that respondents assign responsibility in this regard according to 
their own organisational role and managerial experience: the more experienced they are 
and the higher their hierarchical position is the higher is the ratio that considers the 
‘CEO and senior management’ to be responsible (see section 7.4.8).  
These results are consistent with quantitative research by McAdam and Reid (2001) and 
confirm what is generally reported in the literature: in SMEs the role of the senior 
management is pivotal and, to a large extent, they dominate the management and 
decision making process (Cameron & Massey, 1999; Egbu et al., 2005; Gelinas & 
Bigras, 2004; Wiesner et al., 2007; Wong & Aspinwall, 2004a). 
The KM scholars Davenport and Prusak (1998) argue that “the most successful 
organisations are those in which knowledge management is part of everyone’s job” (p. 
107). However, according to table 8.9 only 50.8% of the respondents from New Zealand 
and a much lower ratio of respondents from the UK (9.3%), indicate that ‘each 
individual employee’ is given responsibility to ensure that knowledge is captured and 
shared. The result for the NZ sub-sample is consistent with research by McAdam and 
Reid (2001); however, the result for the UK sub-sample is very surprising. This finding 
- the self-assigned primary responsibility of the senior management - can be detrimental 
because a free flow of knowledge through all layers of hierarchy where everyone, not 
just the leadership, is assigned responsibility for the management of knowledge is 
necessary. An organisational design that makes every member of the organisation part 
of the process of creating, sharing and using knowledge is a central element of the 
HKMM (HKMM – model#3: pillar ‘STRUCTURE’, see figure 3.5). Likewise, research 
by McAdam and Reid (2001) showed that “encouraging participation was seen as 
valuing all the sources of knowledge within an organisation, especially in the SME 
sector, where inherent agility and responsiveness at all levels is considered as a key 
competitive advantage” (p. 238). Consequently, it can be reasoned that respondents, in 
particular in the UK, may neglect the opportunity to make the creation and sharing of 
knowledge an organisation-wide task.  
Another interpretation would be that they may confuse the leadership and support of the 
senior management, which is vital for successful KM (HKMM – model#3: pillar 
‘STRATEGY’, see figure 3.5), with self-assigned responsibility and a lack of delegation 
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in this regard. This may also be a reason why in SMEs a large proportion of the 
organisational knowledge tends to be kept in the minds of the senior management 
(Desouza & Awazu, 2006; Serenko et al., 2007; Wong & Aspinwall, 2004a). However, 
the ratio of respondents assigning responsibility to ‘no-one’ (NZ: 1.7%; UK: 5.9%) is 
much lower than in the research by McAdam and Reid (2001) where 30% of 
respondents indicated that ‘no-one’ had ‘prime responsibility for capturing knowledge’. 
Table 8.9 also shows that only about one out of four respondents from New Zealand, a 
considerably higher ratio than for the UK sub-sample (9.7%), stated that IT specialists 
are responsible for the creation and sharing of knowledge. These rather low percentages 
reflect the previous arguments and findings that in SMEs IT instruments and knowledge 
repositories are not very common (see RQ4). 
Noteworthy, is the fact that about 17 percent of respondents assign responsibility to 
‘knowledge specialists’. Hence, it seems to be relatively rare that certain KM roles, 
which entail specific responsibilities and are part of the HKMM (HKMM – model#3: 
pillar ‘PEOPLE’, see figure 3.5), are established in SMEs. Also, research by Wong and 
Aspinwall (2004b) in SMEs that have already adopted KM indicates that SMEs rarely 
appoint KM leaders or teams - unlike in larger enterprises, which are reported to have or 
advocated to introduce such roles by various authors such as Bontis (1998), Davenport 
and Prusak (1998), Earl and Scott (1999), Snyman and Kruger (2004), or Zack (1999b).  
Finally, a considerably higher ratio of respondents from the UK assign responsibility to 
the ‘process management’. A logical reason for this trend could be the difference in 
distribution of ‘industry sectors’ between the sub-samples. A notably higher ratio of UK 
respondents come from SMEs in a secondary sector of industry (see table 8.1) . In this 
sector of industry it is more likely that the ‘process management’ is considered to be 
responsible whereas a higher ratio of respondents from SMEs in tertiary sector 
industries regard ‘each employee’ as responsible in this respect (see sections 7.4.4). 
8.3.8 RQ8: Familiarity with the concept of knowledge management 
RQ8:  How familiar are managers or owners of SMEs with the concept of knowledge 
management?  
It was not only measured how frequently respondents apply the aspects of KM (see RQ 
2 – 5) but it was also sought to inquire directly how familiar respondents are with the 
concept of KM. The results indicate that only about one out of six respondents assess 
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themselves as being capable of applying it in practice. Table 8.10 shows that the level of 
familiarity with this concept is, on average, between ‘having heard about it but not 
being able to explain it clearly’ and ‘having a general understanding of the concept’. 
This indicates that the respondents from New Zealand assess themselves as more 
familiar than respondents from the UK in this respect (p<0.05). 
Table 8.10: RQ8 – the respondents’ level of familiarity with the concept of knowledge 
management 
 
Note: scale 1=Never heard about it; 2=Heard about it but can’t explain it clearly; 3=Have a general understanding of 
the concept; 4=Understand the concept well and can apply it to management decisions; 5=Understand the concept 
completely and apply it without any difficulty 
n: number of respondents for the item per sub-sample 
t-test: equal variances assumed 
*: sig. F. below 5% indicates that the difference of means between the sub-samples is statistically significant. 
Table 8.11, which reports the frequencies of each value of the scale also confirms this 
trend. A higher ratio of respondents from the UK indicate that they have ‘never heard 
about KM’ (UK 32.2%; NZ 20%) and that they ‘have heard about it but can’t explain it 
clearly’ (UK 26.8 %; NZ 22.8%) whereas a higher percentage of respondents from New 
Zealand (40%) report that they ‘have a general understanding’ in this regard (UK 
29.3%). 
Table 8.11: RQ8 – frequencies and ratios for respondents’ level of familiarity with the 
concept of knowledge management 
 
Note: missing cases NZ: 0; UK: 2. 
Apart from possibly different business practices a logical reason for this trend could be 
the difference in distribution of ‘sizes of SMEs’ between the sub-samples - in the UK a 
notably lower ratio of respondents are from larger SMEs (see table 8.1). Hence, the 
trend that increasing SME size is related to a higher familiarity with the concept of KM, 
and the fact that in larger SMEs there is a higher ratio of respondents with a higher 
tertiary qualification, which itself also influences the level of familiarity, is likely to be 
influencial with regard to these differences.  
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Overall, more than four out of five respondents - the majority - do not assess themselves 
as capable of applying this concept in practice. This result is consistent with the macro 
knowledge in this field, which suggests that the senior managers in SMEs usually do not 
have the vision for knowledge related issues and are not acquainted with this concept, 
its importance and its benefits. For instance, research by Wong and Aspinwall (2004b) 
suggests that SMEs “still lack a sound conceptual foundation in KM” (p. 70). Among 
the reasons for not practising KM in their sample are that respondents are either unsure 
of its benefits, have never heard of it, or are not able to understand it. Quantitative 
research by Salojärvi et al. (2005) in Finnish SMEs found that 17 percent of the 
respondents did ‘not recognize the concept KM at all’. This result is comparable to the 
option ‘never heard about it’ in table 8.11 (NZ 20%; UK 32.2%).  
Analysis of the data shows that respondents from smaller SMEs are, on average, less 
familiar with KM. A reason for this trend, except for the higher ratio of respondents 
with a higher tertiary qualification in larger SMEs, could be the aspect that KM is a 
strategic concept and therefore might be neglected as such by smaller firms, which 
usually have a strong operational focus. Secondly, the better respondents are qualified 
the more familiar they consider themselves to be with this concept. This fits with the 
idea that a higher qualification may be related to a higher likelihood of people learning 
about and getting to know this concept, or related aspects, in academia. This seems 
reasonable because this concept is complex, involves dimensions and terminologies that 
can be confusing or hard to grasp, requires a holistic and strategic understanding and it 
is more likely to be a topic at postgraduate level. Thus, the fact that only one out of five 
respondents have a postgraduate degree could be part of the reason why a large majority 
consider themselves not familiar enough to benefit from this concept in practice. This 
argument is consistent with accounts of Corso et al. (2003), Meroño-Cerdan et al. 
(2007), the OECD (2005), and Wiesner et al. (2007) which suggest that SMEs usually 
lack highly educated employees or expert professionals and that a considerable 
proportion of their leaders are short of managerial and functional skills.  
It is a crucial element of the model that the leadership proactively supports KM and that 
this concept enjoys strategic priority and is addressed at the highest strategic levels 
(HKMM – model#3: pillar ‘STRATEGY’, see figure 3.5). Even though, on average, 
senior managers of SMEs apparently acknowledge the importance and potential of 
managing knowledge (see RQ9), they are less likely to fully understand the true 
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concepts of KM and recognize what is required for its implementation due to their 
relatively low familiarity in this regard. Therefore, it can be argued that - even though 
the decision-making in SMEs is usually more centralized and senior managers usually 
exert a high influence on the management imperative taken by SMEs, and even though 
they enjoy a high degree of visibility in the organisation, closely interact with their 
employees and are likely to have a broad and deep understanding of important 
knowledge related issues (Egbu et al., 2005; Gelinas & Bigras, 2004; Hari et al., 2005; 
Sparrow, 2005; Wiesner et al., 2007) - the leadership of SMEs might be less able to act 
as the main impetus for change and signal the need to implement this concept. 
8.3.9 RQ9: Appreciation and implementation of the concept of 
knowledge management 
RQ9:  What importance do managers or owners of SMEs assign KM? Do they perceive 
it as a contribution to their success, the success of the economies of NZ or the 
UK, respectively, or is it - in their eyes - solely a theoretical concept? 
A vital part of the model is that SMEs can extract two kinds of benefits from KM, 
learning benefits - learning being essential for the evolvement and emergence of 
creative strategies - and business benefits such as customer, financial, process, and 
growth benefits (HKMM – model#1: ‘BENEFITS AND RETROSPECT’ & model#2: 
‘WHY: PURPOSE’, see figures 3.3 & 3.4). Against this backdrop, the items in the 
following tables measured several aspects, such as how important and relevant the 
respondents find the concept of KM, what benefits they assign to it, and whether SMEs 
actually apply it. Aggregate data suggest that even though the managers of SMEs seem 
to regard this concept as practically relevant and valuable from the macro and micro 
perspective there is a relative lack of maturity in terms of knowledge management.  
Table 8.12 shows that the respondents agree, on average, partly - tending toward totally 
agreeing for the NZ sub-sample - that ‘managing knowledge will be increasingly 
important to their company’s success’ and for ‘all businesses in general’. They partly 
disagree - tending toward being neutral - that ‘the concept of KM is just a theoretical fad 
and has nothing to do with practice’. These findings suggest that the majority of 
respondents perceive knowledge management as a viable concept and tend to 
acknowledge its benefits - first from a macro perspective, for the economy in general 
and having merit as a theory which is practically relevant and, secondly, from a micro 
perspective and in practical terms being increasingly important for their own company. 
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Table 8.12: RQ9 - the perception of knowledge management as a contributor to the 
success of SMEs and the economies of New Zealand and the United Kingdom 
 
Note: 5-point interval scale, level of agreement: 1=totally agree; 2=partly agree; 3=neutral; 4=partly disagree; 
5=totally disagree 
n: number of respondents for each item per sub-sample 
R: rankings based on order of means of each sub-sample 
t-test: equal variances assumed 
*: sig. F. below 5% indicates that the difference of means between the sub-samples is statistically significant 
value in brackets in “t-test” cell: nonparametric test result if it leads to a different decision than the parametric t-test. 
On the one hand, this finding is relatively surprising, particularly against the backdrop 
of KM being a strategic topic and SMEs generally having an operational focus and, 
secondly, because a notable ratio of respondents seems to be not very familiar with this 
concept  (see RQ8). On the other hand, these results are consistent with what is reported 
in the literature. According to Davenport and Prusak (1998), Earl and Scott (1999), Goh 
(2002), Krogh et al. (2001), McAdam and Reid (2001), McCann and Buckner (2004), 
and Zhou and Fink (2003) practising managers in various types of organisations, 
including SMEs, indicate that knowledge and the way it is managed is likely to be 
critical to ongoing success. Thus, the respondents of this research seem to be generally 
aware of the fact that knowledge is the essence of a firm’s strategy (HKMM – model#3: 
pillar ‘STRATEGY’, see figure 3.5) and that KM maturity and how deliberately and 
systematically SMEs manage their knowledge is positively correlated to growth and a 
key element in improving competitiveness, performance and success (Desouza & 
Awazu, 2006; Salojärvi et al., 2005, Stewart, 1997; Zhou & Fink, 2003).  
As shown in table 8.12, the respondents, on average, are neutral about the statements 
that ‘KM would be more crucial for large organisations’, that ‘IT is the most important 
part of handling knowledge’, and partly agree that ‘their current approach to handling 
knowledge could be improved’. This is similar to research by Chen et al. (2006), who 
found that only 56% of their respondents believe that they are ‘effective’ or ‘very 
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effective’ in leveraging knowledge from other firms to improve their business 
performance. 
In terms of variations in the data, there are notable differences between the sub-samples 
for three items – ‘managing knowledge is more crucial for large organisations’ 
(p<0.05), ‘managing knowledge will be increasingly important to our company’s 
success’ (p<0.05), and ‘managing knowledge will be increasingly important for all NZ / 
UK businesses’ (p<0.05) (see table 8.12). The trend suggests that the respondents from 
New Zealand, on average, seem to acknowledge the future importance of knowledge 
management more than respondents from the UK. This difference is relatively modest 
and cannot be assigned to differences in the nature of the two sub-samples. The 
assessment of the latter two statements and the statement that ‘the concept of KM is just 
a theoretical fad and has nothing to do with practice’ depends on the respondents’ 
familiarity with this concept. It seems logical that participants who are familiar with it 
appreciate more that it is important and will be valuable for their own company and for 
the economy in general. For the UK sub-sample it appears that this also depends on the 
respondents’ tertiary qualification. 
One can conclude that SMEs generally acknowledge that the society and economy, both 
part of the context layer of the HKMM (HKMM – model#3: layer ‘CONTEXT’, see 
figure 3.5), have become knowledge intensive so that the future competitiveness and 
success rests upon the ability to gear to this new setting. Hence, these external motives, 
that managing knowledge will be increasingly important to all businesses, in general, as 
well as internal motives that their current approach to handling knowledge could be 
improved and that managing knowledge will be increasingly important to the 
company’s success’, could play a crucial role for SMEs to introduce the concept of KM 
in the future (HKMM – model#2: ‘WHY: PURPOSE’, see figure 3.4).  
Table 8.13 shows that there is a notable and statistically significant difference between 
the two sub-samples in terms of the current stage of implementation of the concept of 
knowledge management in SMEs. The respondents from the New Zealand sub-sample 
indicate that their SMEs are, on average, maturer in terms of the concept of knowledge 
management. 
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Table 8.13: RQ9 – the level of assigned importance to the concept of knowledge 
management 
 
Note: using a 7-point scale 1= “We are not informed about KM - and not interested to learn more”; 7= “There is a 
formal KM initiative in place and completed” (values in between see table 8.14) 
t-test: equal variances assumed 
*: sig. F. below 5% indicates that the difference of means between the sub-samples is statistically significant. 
A clearer version of this result is reported in table 8.14 with the frequencies for each 
value of the scale. This shows that the ratios of respondents who are not interested in 
learning more or not interested in implementing this concept is about twice as high in 
the UK and that the ratio of respondents who are informed and interested in 
implementing it is approximately twice as high in New Zealand. Overall, over half of 
the respondents (NZ: 53.7%; UK: 65.8%) state that their business is not informed about 
this concept. Only 14.9% of respondents from New Zealand, and 11.6% of respondents 
from the UK, indicate that their firm is planning to, already in the process of setting up a 
KM initiative, or already has one in place and completed.  
Table 8.14: RQ9 – frequencies and ratios for respondents’ assigned importance to the 
concept of knowledge management 
 
Note: missing cases NZ: 5; UK: 10. 
These results support the macro knowledge in this field that there is generally a lack of 
maturity in terms of knowledge management in the SME sector. Qualitative research by 
Beijerse (2000), Egbu et al. (2005), and Hari et al. (2005), quantitative research by 
McAdam and Reid (2001) and Wong and Aspinwall (2004b), a longitudinal study of 
organisational learning in SMEs by Matlay (2000) and arguments by Serenko et al. 
(2007) and Sparrow (2001) all point to the fact that SMEs have a less developed or 
systematic approach to KM. Furthermore, these papers indicate that SMEs tend to 
practise some elements of this concept, however, usually unconsciously, not 
proactively, not formally or systematically and without an explicit policy on the 
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strategic level. This unsystematic and operational approach, however, is not ideal 
because strategy should be the main impetus of KM and it is crucial to align knowledge 
and its management to the organisational business strategy or vice versa (HKMM – 
model#3: pillar ‘STRATEGY’, see figure 3.6). In contrast to this rather low familiarity 
is research by Salojärvi et al. (2005) in Finnish SMEs with up to 250 employees. They 
argue that the result that 53% of respondents ‘know the concept personally’, 35% 
‘actively discuss it or deal with it systematically’ and that 16% ‘work currently wit KM’ 
suggests a high level of awareness. Apart from differences between the countries in 
terms of culture or business practice, logical reasoning and the fact that the maturity of 
SMEs with this construct is related to the size of SMEs suggest that the higher level of 
implementation in their sample could result from the fact that they examined SMEs with 
up to 250 employees whereas this research analysed SMEs with up to 100 staff.  
Possible reasons for the immaturity and the lack of a holistic scope in terms of a formal 
KM initiative in SMEs (HKMM – model#2: ‘WHERE: SCOPE’, see figure 3.4) are the 
following: First, in line with Corso et al. (2003) and Egbu et al. (2005), it can be argued 
that certain activities required to implement KM are complex due to the 
comprehensiveness, variability, heterogeneity and social aspect of knowledge and its 
management. A disadvantage in this respect is that the senior managers of SMEs seem 
to be not familiar enough with this concept (see RQ8). Wong and Aspinwall (2004b) 
who conducted quantitative research in SMEs also conclude that many were unsure of 
what it means and what it will do for their business. The fact that in SMEs there is 
usually a lack of employees with the necessary managerial skills to implement change 
initiatives such as a KM programme could also be restrictive in this regard (Corso et al., 
2003; Meroño-Cerdan et al., 2007; OECD, 2005; Wiesner et al., 2007). Secondly, SMEs 
usually have little economic power and few opportunities to commit the necessary 
resources to a formal KM strategy (Egbu et al., 2005). Thirdly, the characteristics of 
SMEs, being rather informal, can hinder the implementation and efficient working of a 
formal knowledge management programme as well. Research by Egbu et al. (2005) 
showed that most KM strategies adopted in SMEs are informal. Hence, employees may 
be reluctant to capture and store their knowledge formally and may resist the 
introduction of too prescriptive programmes. However, one also has to acknowledge 
that SMEs may practise some elements of KM but may do this relatively unconsciously. 
For example, Beijerse (2000) argues that in SMEs various KM instruments are utilized 
but tend not to be named as such. He points to a study into the perception of KM in the 
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British business community where 42 percent of the respondents agreed that ‘they 
already use this concept, only do not call it knowledge management’.  
It is promising that only a minority of respondents is not informed and not interested in 
learning more about knowledge management (NZ 8.6%; UK 15.6%) or is informed 
about this concept but not interested in implementing it (NZ 4%; UK 8.2%). This means 
that SMEs, which do not have a knowledge management initiative in planning or in 
place (NZ 85.1%; UK 88.3%) are by and large interested in either learning more (NZ 
45.1%; UK 50.2%) or interested in implementing it (NZ 27.4%; UK 14.3%). Also, the 
previous result that, on average, respondents partly agreed that ‘their current approach 
to handling knowledge could be improved’ is in line with this finding. However, it is 
surprising that there was a relatively low interest in receiving the results of this research. 
Only 72 of a total of 191 respondents of the New Zealand sub-sample (37.7%) and 68 of 
a total of 251 respondents  of the UK sub-sample (27.2%) provided their contact details 
and, therefore, indicated a genuine interest in this regard. However, one could also 
reason that about one third of respondents were interested enough to actively deal with 
this concept and the ideas behind it. A further explanation for this gap between 
considering knowledge management to be vital and not actually implementing it or 
trying to learn more about it is provided by Pfeffer and Sutton (1999). They argue that 
most organisations actually know what they need to do, however, do not do it for 
various organisational and behavioural reasons that interfere with the translation of 
organisational knowledge into concrete action. Hence, they argue that this ‘knowing-
doing gap’ cannot be ascribed to ignorance but to a lack of implementation. 
8.4 Chapter summary 
In this chapter the fundamental research questions were answered on the basis of the 
data, the data analyses, the literature and the holistic knowledge management model 
(HKMM). In the following chapter the author points to limitations of this research and 
reports on how its findings advance both theory and practice. 
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CHAPTER 9: CONCLUSIONS 
9.1 Introduction  
This chapter presents the conclusions derived from this research along with how this 
research advances knowledge in this field, an analysis of limitations and suggestions for 
future research. 
9.2 Summary of the most important findings of the study with 
conclusions about knowledge management in SMEs 
The objective of this research was to investigate the role of knowledge management in 
Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs) in New Zealand and the United Kingdom. This 
was achieved with research questions that were fundamentally based on the specifically 
developed holistic knowledge management model (HKMM) and a quantitative 
approach using a self-completion questionnaire. It was pretested and sent to the senior 
management of SMEs, being defined as firms with up to 100 employees, from a cross-
section of industries. It can be concluded that this research was effective because it 
identified a number of key elements of KM in SMEs and enabled several conclusions 
about SMEs in New Zealand and the United Kingdom. 
The senior managers of SMEs in both countries apparently appreciate knowledge 
management as a relevant and useful concept. This is in contrast to the finding that in 
the SME sector there tends to be a relatively low competency and maturity with regard 
to KM. The results indicate that the respondents do not fully understand this concept 
because a large majority assess themselves as too unfamiliar with it to proactively 
benefit from it. SMEs do undertake some aspects of knowledge management. However, 
this is generally informal and with an operational rather than strategic focus. Customers 
and suppliers are the most frequently included stakeholders in the process of creating 
and sharing knowledge while other sources or stakeholders are considered on a 
relatively infrequent basis. Internally, SMEs share knowledge mostly via people-based 
mechanisms. More advanced KM tools such as knowledge repositories or a systematic 
collection, organisation and storage of knowledge are less common among SME 
respondents. Major barriers in terms of the deliberate creation and sharing of knowledge 
are a lack of time and the fact that a higher importance is given to daily operational 
activities. The respondents - mainly senior managers - assign themselves primary 
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responsibility for capturing and sharing knowledge and relatively little responsibility is 
given to other employees or specialists.  
It is not surprising that the more respondents are familiar with the concept of KM the 
higher is the likelihood that they are more proactive in terms of managing knowledge on 
the operational and strategic level and that they agree more that this concept is 
important for their own company and for the economy in general. Furthermore, 
respondents from larger SMEs, or with a higher tertiary qualification, are more likely to 
behave more proactively with regard to managing knowledge and to be more familiar 
with this concept. Finally, respondents who come from a SME in a tertiary sector of 
industry tend to be more proactive in terms of managing knowledge on the operational 
level. Likewise, combined effects - such as a higher ratio of respondents having a higher 
tertiary qualification in larger SMEs - were detected.  
Respondents from New Zealand appear to be generally more interested in the concept of 
knowledge management. However, apart from this aspect, analysis of the data revealed 
that, generally, the responses vary only slightly between the two sub-samples. When 
disparities were found these could, in many cases, be ascribed to the fact that the two 
sub-samples differ with regard to the distribution of the ‘sizes of SMEs’ and ‘industry 
sectors of SMEs’. A reason for this similarity of responses could be that the cultures of 
New Zealand and the United Kingdom appear to be relatively similar. However, the 
differences in response rates and many other factors that could not be measured add an 
element of uncertainty to this assessment. This affinity between these two samples and 
the consistency of statements about knowledge management in SMEs in the literature 
suggest that there may be few differences in terms of KM across countries, at least 
across countries with similar cultural characteristics. 
Hence, the claims in the literature that SMEs have an operational rather than strategic 
focus, that they lack a proper understanding of KM processes, that they tend to practise 
elements of knowledge management, however, relatively unconsciously, and that they 
have been slow in adopting formal and systematic KM initiatives, have largely been 
confirmed by this research. However, the findings of this research have disproved the 
argument put forward by some authors that leaders in SMEs generally lack awareness of 
the importance of knowledge management. Thus, senior managers need to become more 
familiar with this concept in the future in order to implement its aspects and ideas into 
everyday practice. Otherwise, they may not recognize what is required for its 
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implementation and therefore may be less able to act as the impetus for change or signal 
the need to introduce this concept. 
9.3 Contribution to knowledge 
In spite of the importance of SMEs, being indispensable to every national economy, and 
even though experts and also the leaders of SMEs themselves claim that knowledge 
management is highly relevant for SMEs, empirical studies specifically analysing 
related issues in the SME sector are relatively scarce and are usually based on relatively 
small samples. The foundation of this study is both a high quality sample - the majority 
of respondents being very experienced, educated and working on the highest 
management level - and a large sample size of in total 421 responses from two 
countries. This large and transnational sample allowed for a good precision of the 
findings and for substantial and refined quantitative analyses of the influences of certain 
demographic factors, such as size of SMEs or tertiary qualification of respondents. This 
research is also one of the first about knowledge management in SMEs (defined as 
businesses with up to 100 employees) in New Zealand. 
The holistic knowledge management model (HKMM) developed for this research 
addressed a gap in the literature, that to date there has been no generic, generally 
accepted knowledge management model. Overall, the quantitative research and the 
related interpretation and discussion of the results have confirmed the validity, 
usefulness and reasonableness of this model. The HKMM provides the opportunity to 
understand this complex concept at one glance and to grasp all the aspects of knowledge 
management in a single, relatively simple model for all kinds of organisations, not only 
for SMEs. Hence, it makes this somewhat implicit concept more specific, conceivable, 
tangible and less mysterious. Therefore, this model may be useful as a guideline for 
leaders to understand knowledge management more holistically which may prove vital 
for its adoption in the future. 
The majority of studies about knowledge management to date have focused on 
operational rather than long-term implications. This research, however, addresses 
various elements of the strategic management of knowledge and the need to more 
strongly link KM to strategy and to clarify how this concept can impact the formulation 
of strategy and strategic competence of organisations. Furthermore, the comprehensive 
and multidimensional discussion of the variety of perspectives and practices against the 
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background of practical and scientific dilemmas, which was the foundation of the 
holistic knowledge management model (HKMM) and this research project, is itself a 
contribution to this field. It enriches the discussion with an interdisciplinary perspective 
on knowledge management and points to the linkages between this concept and 
strategic management, and the need for this to be further investigated.  
9.4 Limitations of this research 
Although the targets of this research have generally been met, a number of issues 
remain unresolved. In terms of the sampling process it can be interpreted as a 
shortcoming that in the business list database, called ‘Kompass’, only five percent of all 
SMEs in New Zealand and three percent of all SMEs in the UK were represented47. 
Hence, there is a gap between the number of SMEs represented in the sampling frame 
and the population of the two countries. The non-inclusion of SMEs that are not listed 
in the database created this shortcoming. It is, however, not unusual that the mailing list 
for a whole population is not available. Using four regions in New Zealand and eight 
regions in the UK as proxies may not perfectly represent all SMEs in these populations. 
Some important regions, such as Waikato in New Zealand or Glasgow in the UK, were 
not included. It cannot be ruled out that in these regions different results could be the 
case. However, a limit to this number of regions was necessary for practical reasons, 
mainly owing to time and budget constraints. Such postal surveys generally suffer from 
an unknown element of bias caused by non-response, which can only be minimized by 
applying sound research methods. This research achieved response rates that are very 
satisfactory in New Zealand (43.2%) and satisfactory in the UK (19%). It can be 
concluded that it proved beneficial to contact the SMEs by phone beforehand to ensure 
that the records from the database were correct, to confirm that the recipients were still 
in charge and to ask for approval to receive the questionnaire.  
Two issues became apparent after administering the instrument in New Zealand: First, 
the limitation of one choice for the question about respondents’ organisational roles did 
not reflect their views. In the New Zealand sample, 19 respondents indicated that they 
had multiple roles and some also stated that the limit to one choice was not adequate. As 
                                                     
47 Percentage of SMEs (businesses with up to 100 employees) included in the sampling frame in NZ and the UK: 
Number of SMEs in the sampling frame / Total number of SMEs per country: NZ 15,490 / 344,157 = 5%; UK 
146,160 / 4,531,895 = 3%; Sources: Kompass (2007a, 2007b); Statistics New Zealand (2004); Department for 
Business, Enterprise and Regulatory Reform (2006). 
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this shortcoming did not surface in the pretest, and was not accounted for, it was 
decided not to use this variable for the analysis. Secondly, some respondents 
misinterpreted the question about the region in which the SME is situated. In New 
Zealand, 10 respondents gave more than one region and therefore had to be excluded 
from all analyses that involved the item ‘region’ as an independent variable. These two 
issues were resolved by altering the instrument prior to collecting the data in the UK. 
Furthermore, it can be reasoned that the results may not be generalizable on a global 
scale mainly due to two issues: First, the indicator of 100 employees for SMEs was a 
compromise between the New Zealand characteristics of firms, which are relatively 
small by world standards, and the fact that a comparison with other research results was 
aimed at. Hence, when comparing the results from this research with research results 
from SMEs from other countries it needs to be kept in mind that SMEs may be defined 
differently. Secondly, the results may not be generalizable to certain other countries due 
to the multi-dimensional nature of KM and the fact that national culture may have an 
impact on certain aspects of this concept and, therefore, the results. More countries with 
different cultures could not be researched due to time and budget constraints. 
As stated in chapter 4, it was set out among the objectives of this research to base the 
research questions on the HKMM and to consider various elements of this model. Some 
of its dimensions, however, were not tested for three main reasons: Several of its 
aspects are either implicit in nature or specific for an organisation such as the “Content” 
layer of model#3, which includes the knowledge base of each organisation. Another 
issue was the model’s magnitude which was due to the complexity and diversity of 
organisations and the circumstances in which they operate, the breadth, variability and 
heterogeneity of knowledge and the interdisciplinary nature of knowledge management. 
Finally, senior managers of SMEs generally have a limited acceptance for strategic 
research, which meant that the questionnaire had to be brief. It also needs to be 
acknowledged that some of the items of this research referred to aspects that are implicit 
and relatively vague, such as the assessment of the corporate culture in terms of the 
creation and sharing of knowledge. This means that such statements had to be 
interpreted with caution and on a relatively strong foundation of theory and other 
research results. Some of the following suggestions for further research may be suitable 
to address various limitations with regard to the model mentioned here. 
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9.5 Suggestions for further research 
A number of potentially useful research topics warrant special attention. They suggest 
ways in which future researchers might make valuable contributions in the field of 
knowledge management, particularly in the context of SMEs. 
First, even though the research results are predominantly in line with previous research 
findings, further quantitative research in various countries is justified. Overall, there is a 
relative lack of quantitative research about knowledge management in SMEs, in 
general, and the majority of published studies in this regard have been conducted in 
Western countries and are based on relatively small samples. Consequently, further 
research would be beneficial to clarify whether knowledge management in SMEs differs 
from country to country. This may also indicate how national cultures, in particular 
Asian, Middle Eastern, African or South American cultures, exert an influence in this 
respect. 
Secondly, in New Zealand, the UK or elsewhere, qualitative research with SMEs that 
report experience with knowledge management (around three percent of respondents in 
this sample) is needed. This would make a more in-depth account of knowledge 
management practices and lessons learned in the SME setting available. This is of 
interest for senior managers of SMEs because many respondents are either not informed 
but interested in learning more about the concept (45.1% in NZ; 50.2% in the UK) or 
are informed and interested in implementing it (27.4% in NZ; 14.3% in the UK). 
Thirdly, it may prove beneficial to compile case studies about the knowledge 
management experiences in SMEs in three to five important industries such as 
manufacturing, retail and wholesale trade, or professional and IT services. These 
observations and explanations of activities, tools, successes and failures and how an 
implementation of this concept can be achieved successfully in the SME setting would 
give interested SMEs ideas of its specific and practical benefits. Such case studies could 
prove advantageous particularly for SMEs as they often have a strong operational focus 
and think more in terms of what is tangible. Vivid case studies and success stories, 
which make this rather implicit and complex issue more specific, conceivable, and 
tangible, could be vital for the adoption of knowledge management in SMEs in the 
future. 
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9.6 Implications of the results and concluding remarks 
SMEs can be a family-owned or a public business, they can range in the age of the firm 
and geographical dispersion between the headquarter and the branches, they can vary in 
leadership style and culture and in terms of many other factors that may have an impact 
on how knowledge is managed in SMEs. This fits the fact that there are relatively few 
items with low standard deviations which indicates that SMEs are relatively 
heterogeneous in their assessments. 
Therefore, and due to its limitations, this quantitative study is an approximation of 
knowledge management in SMEs in New Zealand and the United Kingdom. However, 
the data provide a good sense of how knowledge management is likely to function in 
SMEs. This research is a significant contribution to this field because it researches 
knowledge management in SMEs, in general, and is one of the first to quantitatively 
explore this concept in SMEs in New Zealand. It is based on a large and high quality 
sample from two countries that allowed extensive analyses of the influences of 
demographic factors. It is derived from the clear understanding from the literature that 
knowledge needs to be managed strategically and that knowledge management should 
be linked to strategy. This understanding is the basis of the holistic knowledge 
management model (HKMM) and was the foundation of the research project. 
One can argue - in line with McAdam and Reid (2001), Sparrow (2001) and Wong and 
Aspinwall (2005) - that, considering the resource constraints and special characteristics 
of SMEs, the proper allocation and management of resources are of prime importance 
for SMEs when adopting knowledge management. The fact that this concept is a wider 
strategic aspect of business and might require some financial resources to operate could 
discourage SMEs due to their mainly operational approach. Thus, initially the attention 
could be focused on a small-scale knowledge management initiative with only the most 
promising or cheapest activities, which offer immediate business benefits and possibly 
are less strategic than operational, so that knowledge management gradually builds 
support. This could then evolve into a more holistic approach. Much of the 
responsibility and leadership in this regard rests upon the owners or general managers of 
SMEs due to their central role. One of the main aspects would be to make employees 
more conscious about and aware of such aspects, to include everyone in its 
implementation, to introduce a better coordination of knowledge related work and to 
positively influence the organisational culture toward a culture of knowledge creation 
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and sharing. Even though SMEs face various challenges in today’s economic 
environment it is vital for them to take time and consider the value of their 
organisational knowledge and to think about how to leverage this asset to become more 
profitable in the long term. The SME sector should try to increase its familiarity with, 
and develop its understanding of, knowledge management and acknowledge that it may 
be an essential impetus for their businesses rather than just an additional initiative that is 
resource-intensive or time-consuming. 
The worldwide financial crisis and economic downturn of the years 2008 and 2009 may 
trigger even more pressures for a large proportion of SMEs. This could increase the 
fight for business survival and, therefore, may intensify their focus on short-term rather 
than long-term management issues. In this regard, especially in such times of crises, 
SMEs might neglect the idea that it is essential to try and “out-think competition 
strategically [rather than] out-muscle them operationally” (Snyman & Kruger, 2004, p. 
9). Therefore, strategic knowledge management needs to be strongly promoted as the 
right approach and should develop into a greater part of management training and 
university degrees, and thus become more common in corporate governance and 
leadership in the future. This could further impact on people’s mindset to create, share 
and use knowledge collectively to overcome the idea of knowledge having to do with 
power. 
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%  Percentage; part of hundred 
ANOVA Analysis of variance (univariate) 
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CRM    Customer Relationship Management 
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E-mail  Electronic mail: messages sent over electronic communication systems 
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Etc.   And other things (et cetera) 
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F  Fisher’s F ratio 
GVA  Gross value added 
HKMM  Holistic Knowledge Management Model (see chapter 3) 
HR  Human Resources 
HR Mgr. Human Resources Manager 
ISO Mgr. Manager controlling the abidance by standards 
I. e.  That is (id est) 
IT  Information Technology 
K.  Knowledge 
KM  Knowledge management 
MANOVA Multivariate analysis of variance 
Mgr.  Manager 
Mil.   Million(s) 
Misc  Miscellaneous 
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N/a  Not available or not applicable 
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OECD   Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development 
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R&D  Research and Development 
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Sign.  Significant(ly) 
SME(s)  Small & Medium Enterprise(s) 
Stat.  Statistical(ly) 
UK  United Kingdom 
USA  United States of America 
WTO  World Trade Organization 
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X    APPENDICES 
 
Appendix 1: The research cover letter 
  
Letterhead of Lincoln University / University of East Anglia 
 
«Date» 




 “Strategic Practices in Small and Medium Businesses in New Zealand / in the UK“ 
 
Dear «Executive title» «Executive surname», 
I am a Postgraduate research student at Lincoln University, Canterbury / at the University of East Anglia 
in Norwich (England). My research topic is an area neglected by other researchers; namely, how firms 
handle their longer term planning processes with a particular focus on their use of knowledge. This letter 
is to both introduce myself and to invite you to participate in this project. 
 
Why should you become involved? Business competition is gradually increasing over time. 
Accompanying this is an explosion of information transfer allowing more firms to become aware of what 
everyone else is doing in the market place. Larger companies with more resources are better able to 
absorb some of these pressures, but we do not understand how smaller and medium sized firms are 
dealing with these phenomena. It is expected that my study will reveal more about how such companies 
handle their planning and strategic choices and thus identify “best practices”. 
 
What will you get from this? Firstly, and most practically, a set of findings from my research that will 
allow you to compare your firm with others of a similar size, and so possibly identify new ideas on how 
you might improve business performance. Further details about how I can send you the results are at the 
end of the questionnaire. I would stress that your business will not be identified individually as the results 
will be reported in aggregated form. No specific competitive information is being sought. Secondly, a 
sense of altruistic satisfaction in that you have assisted in better understanding what is common, if not 
“best practice” in New Zealand / in the United Kingdom.  
 
You may wonder why your business was chosen. In large part it was by chance as it was selected 
randomly from a business list database, but it was also quite deliberate in that your firm meets the criteria 
of employing less than, or around, 100 staff and is situated in New Zealand / in the UK. 
 
What I am asking of you is that you complete the enclosed survey and ask one / two other employee(s) 
in managerial roles such as accounting, production or sales managers to do the same. Pre-testing indicates 
that this should only take about 10 to 15 minutes. Once finished I would appreciate them being mailed 
back to me within two weeks using the freepost prepaid and addressed envelopes.  
If you have questions regarding this project I (contact details below) or my supervisor Dr. Rick Fraser 
(telephone number) will be very willing to discuss any aspect needing clarification.  
 





Post address / e-mail address / telephone & mobile number 
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Letterhead of Lincoln University / University of East Anglia 
  
“A Survey of Strategic Practices in Small and Medium Size Businesses“ 
 
Dear «Executive title» «Executive surname», 
 
Thank you very much for considering to take part in this research. The following brief instructions about 
the questionnaire explain what is needed. 
 
 Pre-testing indicates that completion will only take about 10 to 15 minutes. 
 Please make sure you are aware of the values on each scale. 
 Questions with a scale need a single choice for each item. The questions with a check box () allow 
for more than one choice unless otherwise indicated. 
 I assure you that all your responses and statements remain confidential, that no sensitive or specific 
competitive information is being sought and that all results will be reported in aggregated form only. 
Neither you or your business will be identified in any way. 
 
To thank you for your help with this study and as an equivalent for your time and effort to fill in this 
survey I will provide you with the results if you wish. In this regard please follow the instructions at the 
end of the questionnaire. 
 
It would be appreciated if you could complete the questionnaire and send it in the enclosed freepost self-
addressed envelope during the next two weeks. This will allow me to analyse the data and complete the 
report within the time required by the University. 
 
If there is any matter, which you would like to discuss, please contact me (see contact details below) or 
my supervisor Dr. Rick Fraser (telephone number). 
 





Post address / e-mail address / telephone & mobile number 
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Letterhead of Lincoln University / University of East Anglia 
  
“A Survey of Strategic Practices in Small and Medium Size Businesses“ 
 
Dear Sir or Madam, 
I am a Postgraduate research student at Lincoln University in Canterbury / at the University of East 
Anglia in Norwich (England). The enclosed survey has come to you via request by your firm’s senior 
management. Thank you very much for considering to take part in this research project. It is an 
investigation into how Small & Medium Enterprises (SME’s) in New Zealand / in the United Kingdom 
handle their longer term planning with a particular focus on their use of knowledge. This practical 
analysis will enable me to compare your processes with what is reported in the wider media as being 
“best practice”. From such comparisons it will be possible to suggest how SME’s might improve their 
overall business performance. The following brief instructions about the questionnaire explain what is 
needed. 
 
 Pre-testing indicates that completion will only take about 10 to 15 minutes. 
 Please make sure you are aware of the values on each scale. 
 Questions with a scale need a single choice for each item. The questions with a check box () allow 
for more than one choice unless otherwise indicated. 
 I assure you that all your responses and statements remain confidential, that no sensitive or specific 
competitive information is being sought and that all results will be reported in aggregated form only. 
Neither you or your business will be identified in any way. 
To thank you for your help with this study and as an equivalent for your time and effort to fill in this 
survey I will provide you with the results if you wish. In this regard please follow the instructions at the 
end of the questionnaire. 
It would be appreciated if you could complete the questionnaire and send it in the enclosed freepost self-
addressed envelope during the next two weeks. This will allow me to analyse the data and complete the 
report within the time required by the University.  
If there is any matter, which you would like to discuss, please contact me (see contact details below) or 
my supervisor Dr. Rick Fraser (telephone number). 
 





Post address / e-mail address / telephone & mobile number 
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Appendix 4: The final round questionnaire – the New Zealand version 
  
A Survey of Strategic Practices 
in Small and Medinm Size Businesses 
+ Please indicate your choice by putting a X or" 
in the corresponding space throughout the 
questionnaire 
Please indicate on the provided scale the extent that ... 
A) ... your organisation deliberately analyses .. . . 
... your competitors" medium to long term planning activities 
(e.g. their marketing or _on efforts) 
. . . new competi tors entering the market or new products 
... developments such as patent applications or new technologies 
. . . information about political and legal developments 
... cbanging customer Inmds I preferences 
.. ecological and environmental developments 
... potential successors to your products for the end of their life span 
.. your employees' performances relative to their potential 
... your suppliers" behaviour in the market place (bargaining power) 
B) •• , your employees Include the fonowlng SODrteS or 
stabbolden in the ereaHoD and sharing of bowledge. 
Printed media (journal articles, business books) 
Electronic media (Internet, information services, data banks) 
Experts I industry commentatoJs 
Tradeshows I speeches / conferences 
Colleagues or internal workshops 
Customers 
Suppliers 
Financial investors (shareholders etc.) 
Members of your alliances I networks 
Industry & professional associations (e.g. Manufacturers Associat.) 
Employee unions 
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Please indicate on the provided scale the extent ... 
C) ... your company uses the following processes or facilities 
to share knowledge among employees. 
Formal get-togethem (meetings, workshops, presentatioos) 
Organised informal get-togethers 
(e.g. employee breakfast, brown bag lunches, social activities) 
Communication enhancing facilities in your building 
(e.g. multipurpose staff room, tea room, social room) 
E-mai l messaging or video-conferencing 
Intranet (elcctronic platfunn for coromunicatioo amoog employees) 
Directory li sting employees' skills I knowledge 
Job rotatioo (regular change tojobs in different parts of the fInn) 
Analysing projects in a written fonn wh ich is internal ly accessible 
(lessons learned I best practice) 
A searchable catalogue for your data and infonnation 
~ PLEASE NOTICE THE NEW SCALE 
Please indicate on the provided scale how much you 
agree or disagree ••• 
D) , __ with the following statements. 
Our employees are willing to share their knowledge. 
The competition among our employees is strong. 
We support open, ready acoess to soy kind of knowledge for all our 
employees. 
Our employees are promoted and rewarded based upon thei r abil ity 
to create and share knowledge. 
We motivate people collectively instead ofstressing individual 
success. 
E) ___ lbat the following poteDtial barriers restrkt tbe 
Lack offinaocia! resources 
Lack of human resources 
Lack of time for such activities 
Organ isat ional hierarchy restrictions 
Lack of appropriate incentive systems 
Higher importance is given to daily operational activities 
Knowledge activities are not measurable enough for our controlling 
Creating & sharing knowledge is unlikely to increase profitability 
Our infonnatioo teeboology is not good eooogb 
Our infonnation technology is not used enough 
>-
"  ~ 5 ~c 
0 
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'" F) ... you agree or disagree with the following statements. ~ u • ~ 
'" 
u • .~ 0 
" 
." • '" 
~ 0 
-" 




0 t 0 0 0 u • 0 0 f- a. Z "- f- 0 
We have a long-term business plan that is accessible to all employ-
ees. 
Our long-tenn business plan is clcar cnough so that wc can identify 
I I the knowledge needed to implement it. 
We are aware of what we know as an org"'Disation. 
We are aware of crucial knowledge we w ill need to ga in to compete 
efTecti vely in 5 or 10 years. 
Our current approach to bandling knowledge could be improved. 
Managing knowledge is more crucial for large orga nisations. 
Information technology is the most important part of managing 
knowledge. 
Manag ing knowledge will be increasingly important to our com-
pany's success. 
Managing knowledge will be increasingly important for all New 
Zealand businesses. 
The emergi ng concept of "Knowledge Ma nagement" is just a 
theoretical fad and has nothing to do with practi ce. 
G) Wbo III your firm Is responslbl. to •••• re that knowledge Is .aptured and .bared? 
(Multiple-aaswers poasible) 
COO and Senior management D IT specialists D 
Middle management. Team leaders. or Each individual employee is involved D 
Division managers [] No-one [] 
Process lIllIIllIgement [] Don', know [] 
Knowledge specialists [] Someone else, please state:. ____ _ 
H) Ho .. familiBr are you persoaally _ the eurergiDg ... a:pt of "lCDowledge Ma._ea!"? 
Please eirde.tU: Dumber that represents your best assessmeot. 
Never heard abo ut it 1 
Heard about it but can't explain it clearly 2 
Have a general understandi ng of the concept 3 
Understand the concept well and can apply it to management decisions 4 
Understand the concept completely and apply it without any difficulty 5 
I) How much Importance does your organlsatio. usig:o to KKncnrledge Managem.eot"? 
Please e1n:le.!!!Ul: Dumber that represeots the level of "Ko owl edge Maoageme.t" ID your firm. 
We are not infonned about "Knowledge Management" .. . .. and not interested to learn more 1 
... but intJ:rested to learn more 2 
We are informed about "Knowledge ManagemenC ... ... but not interested to implement it 3 
... and interested to implement it 4 
There is a fonnal "Knowledge Management" in planning and concrete projects in thought 5 
We have started a formal "Knowledge Management" initiative but it is DOt yet completed 6 
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GENERAL QUESTIONS ABOUT YOU AND YOUR ORGANISATION 
Bow muc. managerial aperleu.ce do ye. have? (aBly ODe c:.oice) 
0- 5 years D 6 -10 years D 11-15 years D 16 - 20 years D 20 + years D 
What Is you blg_ tertlllry q1llllUlc:atlon? (ollly ODe c.oIl:e) 
No,", D Certificate 1 Diploma D UndeIgnuluate deBJ1"' D Pootgraduate degree D 
Wbk. of the foDowIDg .at<&Ori .. hest d ... rlbes y .... orpalsatloaal role? 
PI .... choooelt!!£ .Iorarc:hy level from the !l!la.d It!!£ r •• ctIon fro", ~e right •• lu..,lL 
Dierarchv 
CRO 1 Senior Mana~er 1 Owner 
Middle level Manager 
FinI' level Mana~ 1 Su r 






MarkelinJ< 1 Sales 1 Customer Service 
General administration 
Hwnan Resources 
ActO 1 Finance 









Bow maay fun time cqui .... .leat employees does yov organJsatioD have ID. N"ew Zc9lpnd? __ _ 
Whit. of the followiDg best dacribes the main iadutry of your orpoiSlltioa? (Multiple-
.......... pouible) 
Retail Sales or Wholesale 0 
Finance 1 Banking 1 Ins""",,,,, D 
Manufaoturing 1 Engineering 1 Cnnstru<tionD 
Education D 
R<searcb and Development D 
ProfcssionaJ Services 
Energy Services 
Health or Social Services 
Telecommunications 






Transp<lrt 1 Distribution D Other: _______ _ 
ID "bat rqlon orN'ew Zealand are you located? (oDly OUt cboke) 
Auckland D Wellington D Canterbury D 




H you tieked yea, how are you iDvolYcd? (MuItiplc-answer. possible) 
Import [J We are a ~ubsidiary or 1icensce or 
Export D f'nrncbjcee from a foreign company D 
We have a subsidiary m-licensee 
or fumcbigee abroad D 
T1uJnk you fi.r COlllpletilJg the questionnairel 
PiellSe ntum this tplestiolflfllire in the freepost elfvelope provided-
[f you would like to receive a summary of the results please provide me with your eomai] addres. ... 
by Sl..""Jlding me an e-mail (handtrnC@lincotn.ac.nz). Alternatively you can also enclose yourbusi-
ness card in lhe envelope. It will be SC'{W'iIted from the questionnaire upon receipt. 
{ stress again that all correspondance that you provide will remain anonymous and confidential, 
Christ.n Ha.dtr.at:k, Commef'l'e DivilioA..; FreeJHIsl: 36~ PO Box .... Uaatlu Uower5ity. lJawln 7647 
Emd.: baadtnc@.Ullcola.ac.u MOODe: 02U 83717. 
Sapt.TV.b;o,. Or. Ril"1i..f:'nner.: 0] 325 J838 Ht 8286 Imisioll1ll FlU: 11 32S 1847 
c.llWlager1 leue e e.oi
O Sye -IOyea ll-ISyear 2 ye   ....
to YOIII" 1 ll l i k:atloD l Il ..u.
"" ificate' o cr  .. gree  .. t no  .....
( ( 'Iri cat~ b eac co lsatlou l
leue s ! llierardl wtan ~ .ndl ro1l'l tile !I&!!! colo1l'l1
b
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Appendix 5: The final round questionnaire – the United Kingdom version 
  
A Survey of Strategic Practices 
in Small and Medium Size Businesses 
... Please indicate your choke by putting a I or" 
in the corresponding .p&ee throughout the 
questionnaire 
Please indicate on the provided scale the extent that . .. 
A) ... your organisation deliberately analyses .... 
... yam competitors':medium to long term planning activities 
(e.g. their marbling or innovation efforts) 
... new competitors entering the market or new products 
... developments such as patent applications or new technologies 
... infoffilation about political and legal developments 
... changing customer trends I preferences 
.. _ ecological and environmental developments 
... pot<ntial .......... to)'Oll' p_ for 1he end of1heir life span 
... your employees ' perfonnances relative to their potential 
... yam suppliers' behaviour in the marlret place (bargaining power) 
B) ... your aaplayeea include the following lHIurces or stake-
holden In the: creatioo and lharing of knowledge. 
Printed me<tia ijouma1 articles, _ books) 
Electronic media (Internet, information services, data banks) 
:&perts J iDdustry cmnmentatars 
Tradeshows / speeches / conferences 
Colleagues or internal workshops 
Customers 
Suppliers 
Financial investors (shareholders etc.) 
Members of your alliances / netwoIks 
Industry & professional associations (e.g. Manufacturers Associal.) 
Employee unions 
Government agencies and local authorities 
Universityof East Anglia 




E 0 0 0 E ~ ~ • " • 0 • 0 0 :' 0 0 u ~ > 8 0 <t 8 " 0 U 0 ~ Z 
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Please indicate on the provided scale the extent •. • ~. ~ 
'"' 
.. 0 
-= 0 0 
C) ... your company uses the following processes or facilities 0 0 E ~ ~ ~ 
" ;;; 0 0 






U 0 0 
'" 
Z 0 
Fonnal get-togethers (meetings, workshops, presentations) 
Organist:d informal geL-Logt:lhers 
(e.g. employee breakfast, brown bag lunches, social acti viti es) 
Communication enhancing fil.ciIities in your building 
(e.g. multipurpose staff room, tea room, social room) 
E-mail messaging or video-conferencing 
Intranet (clectronic platform. for communication among employees) 
Directory list ing employees' skill s I knowledge 
Job rotation (regular change to jobs in different parts of the firm) 
Analysing projects in a written fonn which is internall y accessible 
(lessons learned I best practice) 
A searchable catalogue for your data and information 
-+ PLEASE NOTICE THE NEW SCALE 
" 
" " 
" " Please indicate on the provided scale how much you "  " " " '" " " " " 
0 •
" " 
~ OS 0 agree or disagree ... " '" OS 0 b 0 .. b ~ 
-
'"' " '"' "3 
:-





"0 • " 
0 0 0 
f-- o.. Z o.. f-- 0 
Our employees are willing to share their knowledge. 
The competilion among our employees is strong. 
We support open. ready access to any kind of knowledge for all our 
employees. 
Our employees are promoted and rewarded based upon their ability 
to create and share knowledge. 
We motivate people collectively instead ofstressing individual 
suecess. 
El ... that the followtng potential barrlen restrict the 
deliberate creation and shar:lng of knowledge In your firm. 
Lack of financial resources 
Lack of human resources 
Lack of time for such activities 
Organisational hierarchy restrictions 
Lack of appropriate incentive systems 
Higher importance is given to daily operational activities 
Knowledge activities are not measurable enough for our controlling 
Creating & sharing knowledge is unlikely to increase profi tability 
Our information technology is not good enough 
Our info rmation technology is not used enough 
.
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F) .•. you agree or disagree with the following statements. " 0 • .~ 
'" 













0 0 0 0 
f- "- Z "- f- Cl 
We have a long-term business plan that is accessible to all employ-
ees. 
Our long-tenn business plan is clear enough so that we can identify 
the knowledge needed to implement it. 
We are aware of what we mow as an organisation. 
Wc arc aware of crucial knowledge wc will nced to gain to competc 
effectively in 5 or 10 years. 
Our current approach to handling knowledge could be improved. 
Manag ing knowledge is more crucial for large organisations. 
Information technology is the most important part of managing 
knowledge. 
Managing knowledge wil l be increasingly important to our com-
pany's success. 
Managing knowledge will be increasingly important for all busines-
ses in the UK. 
TIle emergmg concept of "Knowledge Management" is just a 
Lheoretical fad and has nothing to do wilh practice. 
G) Who in your flrm is respoosibIe to euure that knowledge is captured and shared? 
(MuItiple-an .... n pOSlible) 
CEO and Senior management 0 IT specialism 0 
Middle management, Team leaders, or Each individual employee is involved C 
Division managers D No-one C 
Process management D Don"t know C 
Knowledge specialism 0 Scnneonc else, please stalc:. ____ _ 
H) How famlUgr are you penonRlly with tile emerging concept of "Knowledge MaDggement"? 
Pleasc eirdc 2!!&. Dumbcr that represeots your best assessmCDt. 
Never heard about it J 
Heard about it but can"t explain it clearly 2 
Have a general understanding of the concept 3 
Understand the concept well and can apply it to management decisions 4 
Understand the concept completely and apply it without any difficulty 5 
I) How Dluch importaoce does your OrgaolsatlOD assfgD to "Kaowledge Maoageme.t"? 
Plcue clrcle .!!D&. Dumber that represeots the level of "KDowledge MIlIIIIgCDlCDt" iD your flrm. 
We are not informed about "Knowledge Management" .. . . .. and not interested to learn more I 
... but interested to learn more 2 
We an: infonned aboUL "Knowledge Management" .. . .. but not interested to implemen t it 3 
. .. and interested to implClllCll1 it 4 
TIlere is a formal "Knowledge Ma nagement" in plann ing and concrete projects in thought 5 
We have started a formal "Knowledge Management'" initiative but it is not yet completed 6 
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I GENER-\L QUESTIO'lS ABOUT YOU AND YOUR ORGANISATION 
How much managerial experlenee do you have? (only ODe choice) 
0- 5 years 0 6 -10 years 0 11 - 15 years 0 16 - 20)'Oars 0 20 + years 0 
Wbat Is your bIgIwt tertiary qDalllleatloa? (Duly one choke) 
None 0 Certificate I Diploma 0 Undergraduate degroc 0 Postgraduate degree 0 
Whieh of the followIDg categories best deserlhes your organfsational role? 
PI ...... 0 ... !.ll'iE level from t .. !!l!;. ONE OR MORE f ... llon(l) from the r!&!!! eolumL 
Hierarchv I Function I 
CEOI Seoior I Owner 0 I Sales I CostoIncr Service 0 
Middle level er 0 General administration 0 
First level er I SUDccvisor 0 Human Resources 0 
Accountina I Finance 0 
Olher (hieran:hy aodIor function): Purchasing I Prodoetion 0 
Computer deparbnent 0 
+ VERY IMPORTANT: How many full time equivalent employees does 
YOOT organisation have in the UK? ___ _ 
WIlieh o(th. following _ desc:rihes t •• main indOlIrJ ofyoor orgaoisatino? (Multiple-
IIDswen possible) 
Retail Sales or Wholesale 0 Professional Services 
Finance I Bankiog I Insuraece 0 Eoergy Services 
Manufacturing I Engineering I Construction [] Health or Social Services 
Education D Telecommunications 






Transportl Distribution 0 Other: ________ _ 
In "hat region of the UK are you located (headquart .... )? (ooIy ONE .holce) 
London [] Liverpool [] Leeds Cl Birmingham [] 
Maochester 0 Cardiff 0 Edinburgh 0 Belfast o 
Is your c:ompa.y eDRARed In Intem.aUonal busIDeIS? Yes [] No [] 
f I 
If you ticked yes, how are you Involved? (Multiple-answers possible) 
Import D Wc are a subsidiary or licensee or 
Export 0 franehisee from a foreign company 0 
We have a subsidiary or licensee 
or franchisec abroad 0 
Tlrank you for completing tire questionnaire! 
Please return this questiollnaire ill lire freepost envelope provided. 
!f you would like to receive a sununary of the results please provide me with your e-mail address 
by sendi ng me an e-mail (C.Handtrack@uea.ac.uk). Alternatively you can also enclose your busi-
ness card In the envelope. It will be separated from the questionnmre upon receipt. 
I stress again that all correspondance that you provide will remain anonymous and confidential. 
Christian Handtrack, Postgraduate Research , 
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Appendix 6: The full details of the data including tests of normality for the sections A to C of the 
questionnaire 
 
Note: t-test: equal variances assumed, * indicates a statistically significant difference; a second value in “t-test” cell indicates the 
nonparametric test result if it leads to a different decision than the parametric t-test; for full details and comparison of results for the 
parametric t-test and non-parametric Mann-Whitney test see Appendix 8 & 9 
normality ratio: the ratio of each skew and kurtosis statistic to their standard error: normally distributed if the ratio of the skew and kurtosis 
to their standard errors is between –2 and +2 represented by  and a  if not normally distributed 
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Appendix 7: The full details of the data including tests of normality for the sections D to F, H, and I 
of the questionnaire 
 
Note: t-test: equal variances assumed, * indicates a statistically significant difference; a second value in “t-test” cell indicates the 
nonparametric test result if it leads to a different decision than the parametric t-test; for full details and comparison of results for the 
parametric t-test and non-parametric Mann-Whitney test see Appendix 8 & 9 
normality ratio: the ratio of each skew and kurtosis statistic to their standard error: normally distributed if the ratio of the skew and kurtosis 
to their standard errors is between –2 and +2 represented by  and a  if not normally distributed 
K-S sig.: the significance levels of p=0.00 for the Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests show that the data is not normally distributed. 
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Appendix 8: Comparing significance between the parametric t-test (including the results for 
Levene’s test for equality of variances) and the non-parametric Mann-Whitney test for differences 
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Appendix 9: Comparing significance between the parametric t-test (including the results for 
Levene’s test for equality of variances) and the non-parametric Mann-Whitney test for differences 
between the sub-samples of NZ and the UK for sections D – F, H & I of the questionnaire 
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Appendix 10: Testing normal distribution of scale items using the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test for 
both sub-samples for sections A – C of the questionnaire 
 
Note: (1) Levels of significance for all items. The level of p=0.000 show that the data is not normally distributed 
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Appendix 11: Testing normal distribution of scale items using the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test for 
both sub-samples for sections D – F, H & I of the questionnaire 
 
Note: (1) Levels of significance for all items. The level of p=0.000 show that the data is not normally distributed 
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Appendix 12: The extracted and rotated factor solution for the whole sample from New Zealand 
and the United Kingdom based on Eigenvalue of “1” for sections A – C of the questionnaire 
 
Note: Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis 
Appendix 13: The extracted and rotated factor solution for the whole sample from New Zealand 
and the United Kingdom based on Eigenvalue of “1” for sections D – F of the questionnaire 
 
Note: Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis 
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Appendix 14: Communality levels of all items of the questionnaire for the factor analysis for the 
whole sample from New Zealand and the United Kingdom 
 
Note: Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis 
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Appendix 15: The Rotated Component Matrix for sections A – C of the questionnaire for the New 
Zealand sub-sample  
 
Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis. Rotation Method: Varimax with Kaiser Normalisation. Rotation converged 
in 13 iterations. 
Appendix 16: The Rotated Component Matrix for sections A – C of the questionnaire for the 
United Kingdom sub-sample  
 
Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis. Rotation Method: Varimax with Kaiser Normalisation. Rotation converged 
in 8 iterations. 
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Appendix 17: The Rotated Component Matrix for sections D - F of the questionnaire for the New 
Zealand sub-sample  
 
Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis. Rotation Method: Varimax with Kaiser Normalisation. Rotation converged 
in 11 iterations. 
Appendix 18: The Rotated Component Matrix for sections D - F of the questionnaire for the United 
Kingdom sub-sample  
 
Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis. Rotation Method: Varimax with Kaiser Normalisation. Rotation converged 
in 17 iterations. 
 Appendix 19: The results for the Levene’s test of homogeneity of variances for the sections A – C of the questionnaire by the independent variables “KM 
familiarity”, “SME size”, “industry”, “tertiary qualification” 
 
-225- 
Note: df (degrees of freedom) is the sum of df1 (between groups; no. of groups - 1) and df2 (within groups); df1 for the indep. variables: KM fam. 3; SME size 3; industry 2; tertiary qualification 3. 
  
 Appendix 20: The results for the Levene’s test of homogeneity of variances for the sections D – F & H of the questionnaire by the independent variables 




Note: df (degrees of freedom) is the sum of df1 (between groups; no. of groups - 1) and df2 (within groups); df1 for the indep. variables: KM fam. 3; SME size 3; industry 2; tertiary qualification 3. 
is given to daily operational activities  
 Appendix 21: The results for the Levene’s test of homogeneity of variances for the sections A - C of the questionnaire by the independent variables 
“region”, “managerial experience”, “involvement in international business”, “organisational role” 
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Note: df (degrees of freedom) is the sum of df1 (between groups; no. of groups - 1) and df2 (within groups); df1 for the indep. variables: region NZ: 3, UK: 7; managerial experience 4; involvement 
in international business 1; organisational role 1. 
  
 Appendix 22: The results for the Levene’s test of homogeneity of variances for the sections D – F & H of the questionnaire by the independent variables 




mNote: df (degrees of freedom) is the sum of df1 (between groups; no. of groups - 1) and df2 (within groups); df1 for the indep. variables: region NZ: 3, UK: 7; managerial experience 4; involve ent 
in international business 1; organisational role 1. 
 Appendix 23: Comparing significance between parametric tests (ANOVA / t-test) and non-parametric tests (Kruskal Wallis & Mann Whitney test) of all 




Note: (1) One-way ANOVA (3 or more groups), T-test sign. 2-tailed: Equal variances assumed (2 groups); (2) Kruskal Wallis test (3 or more groups); (3) Mann-Whitney test (2 groups); the bolded 
values signify that the decision of statistical significance is different between the parametric and the non-parametric tests 
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Appendix 24: Comparing significance between parametric tests (ANOVA / t-test) and non-parametric tests (Kruskal Wallis & Mann Whitney test) of all 
independent variables for sections D – F & H of the questionnaire 
 
Note: (1) One-way ANOVA (3 or more groups), T-test sign. 2-tailed: Equal variances assumed (2 groups); (2) Kruskal Wallis test (3 or more groups); (3) Mann-Whitney test (2 groups); the bolded 
values signify that the decision of statistical significance is different between the parametric and the non-parametric tests
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endix 26: The frequency of responses analysed by regions for section G: assigned responsibility for 










: missing cases NZ: 3, UK: 4; frequencies are based on respondents; alternatives raised: Business Analyst (f=1; Cant.), ISO Mgr. (f=1; 
.), Trade Staff (f=1; Well.), HR Mgr. (f=3; Cant.; Lon.; Manch.), Operations Director (f=1; Lon.), All Professionals (f=1; L
endix 27: The frequency of responses analysed by regions for section I: assigned impor  to the 
t of knowledge management 
 
Note: missing cases NZ: 5, UK: 10. 
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Appendix 28: The frequency of responses analysed SME sizes for section G: assigned responsibility for 
the creation and sharing of knowledge 
 
Note: missing cases NZ: 3, UK: 19; frequencies are based on responses; the “Total” row is based on respondents; alternatives raised: NZ: 
Business Analyst (f=1; 1-25), ISO Mgr. (f=1; 1-25), Trade Staff (f=1; 26-50), HR Mgr. (f=1; 76-110); UK: Don’t Know (f=1; 76-110), HR 
Manager (f=2; 51-75; 76-110), Operations Director (f=1; 26-50), All professionals (f=1; 26-50). 
nce to 
the concept of knowledge management 
Appendix 29: The frequency of responses analysed by SME size for section I: assigned importa
 







Appendix 30: The frequency of responses analysed by industry for section G: assigned responsibility 
for the creation and sharing of knowled
 
Note: missing cases NZ: 5, UK: 4; frequencies are based on responses; the “Total” row is based on respondents; alternative responsible persons 
1, 
Appendix 31: The frequency of responses analysed by industry for section I: assigned importance to 
the concept of knowledge management 
raised by participants: NZ: Business Analyst (f=1; tertiary), ISO Manager (f=1; secondary), Trade Staff (f=1; secondary); UK: HR Manager (f=
tertiary; f=1 secondary); Operations Director (f=1; tertiary); All professionals (f=1; tertiary). 
 





Appendix 32: The frequency of responses analysed by tertiary qualification for section G: assigned 
responsibility for the creation and sharing 
 
Note: missing cases NZ: 5, UK: 7; frequencies are based on responses; the “Total” row is based on respondents; alternative responsible persons 
raised by participants: NZ: Business Analyst (f=1; Postgrad.), ISO Mgr. (f=1; Cert.), Trade Staff (f=1; Cert.), HR Mgr. (f=1; None); UK: Don't 
know (f=1; None), HR Manager (f=2; Undergrad. & Postgrad.), Operations Director (f=1; Undergrad.), All professionals (f=1; Postgrad.). 
 management 
Appendix 33: The frequency of responses analysed by tertiary qualification for section I: assigned 
importance to the concept of knowledge
 
Note: missing cases NZ: 7, UK: 12. 
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 Appendix 34: The frequency of responses analysed by managerial experience for section G: assigned
responsibility for the creation and sharing of knowledge 
 
Note: missing cases NZ: 3, UK: 5; frequencies are based on responses; the “Total” row is based on respondents; alternative responsible persons 
raised by participants: NZ: Business Analyst (f=1; 11-15 years), ISO Mgr. (f=1; 11-15 years), Trade Staff (f=1; 6-10 years), HR Mgr. (f=1; 6-10
years); UK: Don’t know (f=1; 11-15 years), HR Mgr. (f=1; 6-10 years). 
 
 Appendix 35: The frequency of responses analysed by managerial experience for section I: assigned
importance to the concept of knowledge management 
 




Appendix 36: The frequency of responses analysed by international involvement for section G: 
assigned responsibility for the creation and sharing of kn
 
Note: missing cases NZ: 6, UK: 6; frequencies are based on responses; the “Total” row is based on respondents; alternative responsible persons 
raised by participants: NZ: Business Analyst (f=1; yes), ISO Mgr. (f=1; yes), Trade Staff (f=1; no), HR Mgr. (f=1; yes); UK: HR Manager (f=2; 
by international involvement for section I: assigned 
yes); Operations Director (f=1; yes); All professionals (f=1; yes). 
Appendix 37: The frequency of responses analysed 
importance to the concept of knowledge management 
 
Note: missing cases NZ: 8, UK: 12. 
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 Appendix 38: The frequency of responses analysed by organisational role for section G: assigned
responsibility for the creation and sharing of knowledge 
 
Note: missing cases NZ: 7, UK: 11; frequencies are based on responses; the “Total” row is based on respondents; alternative responsible persons 
raised by participants: NZ: Business Analyst (f=1; CEO), ISO Mgr. (f=1; Mid.&First level), Trade Staff (f=1; CEO), HR Mgr. (f=1; CEO); UK: 
organisational role for section I: assigned 
importance to the concept of knowledge management 
Don't know (f=1; CEO), HR Manager (f=1; CEO), Operations Director (f=1; CEO), All professionals (f=1; CEO). 
Appendix 39: The frequency of responses analysed by 
 
Note: missing cases NZ: 8, UK: 17. 
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Appendix 40: The distribution of the independent variabl ertiary qualification” among one another meas
by ANOVA 
es “industry”, “SME size” and “t ured 
 
es)  
Notes: sign. F of New Zealand and the United Kingdom sub-samples based on one-w N
choices for industry: Secondary sector of industry = 1; Tertiary sector of industry = p t operate in both sectors of industry = 3 
choices for SME size: 1 - 25 employees = 1; 26 – 50 employees = 2; 51 – 75 employ 0 employees = 4 
choices for managerial experience: 0 - 5 years = 1; 6 - 10 years = 2; 11 - 15 years = 3   4; 20 and more years = 5 
choices for tertiary qualification: none = 1; Certificate / Diploma = 2; Undergraduate e tgraduate degree = 4 
interpretation guide: for the relationship between ‘tertiary qualification’ and ‘size of ’ suggest for the New Zealand sample that in the largest SMEs (75-110 employe
the tertiary qualification is statistically significantly higher (p<0.05 with 2.94 on aver o o 2.34, 2.35 and 2.42 for the smaller size categories; 2.94 means that in such 
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oint interval scale, frequency of actions: 1=constantly; 2=often; 3=occasionally; 4=seldom  group: ‘never heard about 
heard about KM but can’t explain it clearly’ NZ=40/UK=63; ‘a general un K=69; ‘good understanding and 
 to apply KM’ NZ=30/UK=27; sig. F: Level of significance based on one-way ANOVA s that a difference is statistically 
t; value in brackets in “sign. F” column: nonparametric test result if it leads to a different est; R: rankings based on order of 
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Appendix 42: The full details of the ANOVA by KM familiarity for the sections D – F of the 
questionnaire 
 
Note: scale, level of agreement: 1=totally agree; 2=partly agree; 3=neutral; 4= partly disagree; 5=totally disagree; number of respondents per group: ‘never heard 
about KM’ NZ=32/UK=75; ‘heard about KM but can’t explain it clearly’ NZ=40/UK=63; ‘a general understanding of KM’ NZ=71/UK=69; ‘good understanding 
and capability to apply KM’ NZ=30/UK=27; sig. F: Level of significance based on one-way ANOVA;  *: sig. F. below 5% indicates that a difference is statistically 
significant; value in brackets in “sign. F” column: nonparametric test result if it leads to a different decision than the parametric test; R: rankings based on order of 
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N
ote: 5-point interval scale, frequency of actions: 1=constantly; 2=often; 3=occasionally; 4=seldom
; 5=never; SM
E sizes: num
















=34; sig. F: Level of 






; *: sig. F. below
 5%
 indicates that a difference is statistically significant; value in brackets in “sign. F” colum
n: 
nonparam
etric test result if it leads to a different decision than the param
etric test; R
: rankings based on order of m
eans of the total sam
ple and the groups; diff: 
reference to statistically significant differences betw
een groups found by the Scheffé post hoc test. 
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Appendix 44: The full details of the ANOVA by SME size for the sections D – F & H of the 
 
Note: 5-point interval scale sections D-F: frequency of actions: 1=totally agree; 2=partly agree; 3=neutral; 4= partly disagree; 5=totally disagree; section H: 
1=Never heard about it; 2=Heard about it but can’t explain it clearly; 3=Have a general understanding of the concept; 4=Understand the concept well and can apply 
it to management decisions; 5=Understand the concept completely and apply it without any difficulty; SME sizes: number of full time equivalent employees; 
number of respondents per group: ‘1-25’ NZ=65/UK=91; ’26-50’ NZ=35/UK=73; ’51-75’ NZ=34/UK=22; ‘76-110’ NZ=36/UK=34; sig. F: Level of significance 
based on one-way ANOVA; *: sig. F. below 5% indicates that a difference is statistically significant; R: rankings based on order of means of the total sample and 
the groups; diff: reference to statistically significant differences between groups found by the Scheffé post hoc test. 
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ote: 5-point interval scale, frequency of actions: 1=constantly; 2=often; 3=occasionally; 4=seldom
; 5=never; num















; *: sig. F. below
 5%
 indicates that a 
difference is statistically significant; value in brackets in “sign. F” colum
n: nonparam
etric test result if it leads to a different decision than the param
etric test;  
R
: rankings based on order of m
eans of the total sam
ple and the groups; diff: reference to statistically sign. diff. betw
een groups found by the Scheffé post hoc test. 
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Appendix 46: The full details of the ANOVA by Industry for the sections D – F & H of the 
 
Note: 5-point interval scale sections D-F: frequency of actions: 1=totally agree; 2=partly agree; 3=neutral; 4= partly disagree; 5=totally disagree; section H: 
1=Never heard about it; 2=Heard about it but can’t explain it clearly; 3=Have a general understanding of the concept; 4=Understand the concept well and can apply 
it to management decisions; 5=Understand the concept completely and apply it without any difficulty; number of respondents per group: ‘secondary’ 
NZ=45/UK=98; ‘tertiary’ NZ=106/UK=118; ‘both’ NZ=21/UK=19; sig. F: Level of significance based on one-way ANOVA; *: sig. F. below 5% indicates that a 
difference is statistically significant; value in brackets in “sign. F” column: nonparametric test result if it leads to a different decision than the parametric test; R: 
rankings based on order of means of the total sample and the groups; diff: reference to statistically sign. diff. between groups found by the Scheffé post hoc test. 
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ote: 5-point interval scale, frequency of actions: 1=constantly; 2=often; 3=occasionally; 4=seldom
; 5=never; num


























; *: sig. F. below
 5%
 indicates that a difference is statistically significant; value in brackets in “sign. F” colum
n: nonparam
etric test result if it leads to 
a different decision than the param
etric test; R
: rankings based on order of m
eans of the total sam
ple and the groups; diff: reference to statistically significant 
differences betw
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Appendix 48: The full details of the ANOVA by Tertiary Qualification for the sections D – F & H of
the questionna
 
Note: 5-point interval scale sections D-F: frequency of actions: 1=totally agree; 2=partly agree; 3=neutral; 4= partly disagree; 5=totally disagree; section H: 
1=Never heard about it; 2=Heard about it but can’t explain it clearly; 3=Have a general understanding of the concept; 4=Understand the concept well and can apply 
it to management decisions; 5=Understand the concept completely and apply it without any difficulty; number of respondents per group: ‘none’ NZ=35/UK=42; 
‘Cert./Diploma’ NZ=55/UK=70; ‘Undergrad. Degr.’ NZ=47/UK=69; ‘Postgrad. Degr.’ NZ=35/UK=51; sig. F: Level of significance based on one-way ANOVA;  
*: sig. F. below 5% indicates that a difference is statistically significant; R: rankings based on order of means of the total sample and the groups; diff: reference to 
statistically significant differences between groups found by the Scheffé post hoc test. 
-247- 
Appendix 49: The full details of the ANOVA by Managerial Experience for the sections A – C of the 
questionnaire 
 
Note: 5-point interval scale, frequency of actions: 1=constantly; 2=often; 3=occasionally; 4=seldom; 5=never; number of respondents per group: ‘0-5 years’ 
NZ=20/UK=30; ‘6-10 years’ NZ=30/UK=39; ‘11-15 years’ NZ=41/UK=42; ‘16-20 years’ NZ=29/UK=40; ‘20+ years’ NZ=54/UK=84; sig. F: Level of 
significance based on one-way ANOVA; *: sig. F. below 5% indicates that a difference is statistically significant ; value in brackets in “sign. F” column: 
nonparametric test result if it leads to a different decision than the parametric test; R: rankings based on order of means of the total sample and the groups; diff: 
reference to statistically significant differences between groups found by the Scheffé post hoc test. 
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ote: 5-point interval scale sections D
-F: frequency of actions: 1=totally agree; 2=partly agree; 3=neutral; 4= partly disagree; 5=totally disagree; section H
: 
1=N
ever heard about it; 2=H
eard about it but can’t explain it clearly; 3=H
ave a general understanding of the concept; 4=U
nderstand the concept w




nderstand the concept com
pletely and apply it w
ithout any difficulty; num




=30; ‘6-10 years’ N
Z=30/U
K
=39; ‘11-15 years’ N
Z=41/U
K
=42; ‘16-20 years’ N
Z=29/U
K
=40; ‘20+ years’ N
Z=54/U
K
=84; sig. F: Level of 






; *: sig. F. below
 5%
 indicates that a difference is statistically significant; value in brackets in “sign. F” colum
n: 
nonparam
etric test result if it leads to a different decision than the param
etric test; R
: rankings based on order of m
eans of the total sam
ple and the groups; diff: 
reference to statistically significant differences betw
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usiness for the sections
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N
ote: 5-point interval scale, frequency of actions: 1=constantly; 2=often; 3=occasionally; 4=seldom
; 5=never; num









=94; sign. 2-tailed: Level of significance based on t-test; bold print: sign. 2-tailed below
 5%
 indicates that a difference is 
statistically significant; value in brackets in “sign. F” colum
n: nonparam
etric test result if it leads to a different decision than the param
etric test; R
: rankings based 
on order of m
eans of the total sam
ple and the groups; diff: reference to statistically significant differences betw








Appendix 52: The full details of the ANOVA by Involvement in International Business for the sections 
D – F & H of the questionna
 
Note: 5-point interval scale sections D-F: frequency of actions: 1=totally agree; 2=partly agree; 3=neutral; 4= partly disagree; 5=totally disagree; section H: 
1=Never heard about it; 2=Heard about it but can’t explain it clearly; 3=Have a general understanding of the concept; 4=Understand the concept well and can apply 
it to management decisions; 5=Understand the concept completely and apply it without any difficulty; number of respondents per group: ‘Yes’ NZ=106/UK=139; 
‘No’ NZ=65/UK=94; sign. 2-tailed: Level of significance based on t-test; bold print: sign. 2-tailed below 5% indicates that a difference is statistically significant; 
value in brackets in “sign. F” column: nonparametric test result if it leads to a different decision than the parametric test; R: rankings based on order of means of the 
total sample and the groups; diff: reference to statistically significant differences between groups found by the Scheffé post hoc test. 
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ote: 5-point interval scale, frequency of actions: 1=constantly; 2=often; 3=occasionally; 4=seldom
; 5=never; num















=54; sig. F: Level of significance based on t-test; bold print: sig. F. below
 5%
 indicates 
that a difference is statistically significant; R
: rankings based on order of m
eans of the total sam
ple and the groups; diff: reference to statistically significant 
differences betw
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 the Appendix 54: The full details of the ANOVA by Organisational Role for the sections D – F & H of
questionnaire 
 
Note: 5-point interval scale sections D-F: frequency of actions: 1=totally agree; 2=partly agree; 3=neutral; 4= partly disagree; 5=totally disagree; section H: 
1=Never heard about it; 2=Heard about it but can’t explain it clearly; 3=Have a general understanding of the concept; 4=Understand the concept well and can apply 
it to management decisions; 5=Understand the concept completely and apply it without any difficulty; number of respondents per group: ‘CEO/Sen. Mgr/Owner’ 
NZ=138/UK=174; ‘Mid. & First level Manager’ NZ=33/UK=54; sig. F: Level of significance based on t-test; bold print: sig. F. below 5% indicates that a difference 
is statistically significant; R: rankings based on order of means of the total sample and the groups; diff: reference to statistically significant differences between 
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